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---Is the result of the suggestion which Dr. Busveii made last year and

which he repeated a couple of times, until finally we proceeded to act

upon the suggestion he'd made. He suggested that we have a panel course

which he and I would conduct together on the subject of Eschatology, and

I asked him what precedure which he thought we should take, and he has

suggested that we begin with the matter of the millenium, and that I begin

with a presentation of Old Testament evidence on the millenium, and that

he then follow with the presentation of New Testament evidence on the

millenium, and then I suppose vi would take up other phases of eschatology

if and when we complete our investigation of that particular stage. I think

that perhaps a few intDoductory words would be well as we take this up.

Just why are we particulary interested now in studying the matter of the

milienlum? There is one matter which I like to mention in beginning any

study, and that is this: My interest in the Bible is not simply in

determining whether it teaches this or that, but it is in determining

how much does it teach on a particular subject? how far does it go in this

or that direction? You may go to the Bible and try to get an answer to this

question, "Are souls individually created by God at the time of birth?

or, Do all souls exist before children are born7 And then %Ø/ assigned

to a particular body or family when a child is born? Or is the soul of

a child formed by some natural process from the parents' souls in some

way analagous to the formation of the body? Which of these three views

is correct, Creationism, Pre-existence, or Traducianism? Now you go to the

Bible and you say which is true, and you find a few words looking this way

and a few words looking that way, you weigh them, you come to a conclusion,

you say,"This is the correct one and the other two are false." Someone

else comes to the conclusion, "This is the correct one and these two are

false."
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The question is, "Has God revealed this particular matter to us?" "Do we have sufficient

evidence an which to reach a donatic decision at this point?." I think that a great part

of the difficulty and. descension and. trouble in the Christian church could be avoided, if

we would take that as a primary consideration. Not merely to be interested to determine

what is the truth on a particular matter, but to be determined. not to go further than.

the Bible actually goes on the matter. T o stop where the Bible stops as far as any dog

matic statement is concerned. When we get beyond that to saj, It looks this way to me,

I think that this a pr ofitable interpretation, the evidence seems slightly more in this

d.irectionV$ then it is very likely that this is one of the matters that God has not

revealed to us. I am not interested simply in determining; D oes the Bible teach Pre-.

milleniumism, or post-millenewnism, or a-xnilleniumism. I am interest in determining how

definite is the teaching of the Bible. What matters are there on which it gives a defini

te and positive evideice, and what ae the matters on which God has not revealed. the mat

ter? And conscjuently we may come into serious error if we try to reach aconc].usion on to

small evidence. Now why ar we particulary interested &n the study of the millenium?

One reason is because of the general misconsception in a great part of the C bristian

world. Ø. as to what the great of the Christian is. The general attitude of the

popular christian, the man who hasnt studied, who doesn't know much about the Bible.

Christianity is a way, to get to heaven. When a man tecomes a christian his gr'eat hope

is to go to heaven when he dies and that is the thing he is looking forward t0 and work

infg for. Well of course thereis a large ellement of truth in that statement, but it is

not the hope of the Christian that is expressed and advertised in the Scripture, to go to

Heaven when he dies. The Scriptureteaches that after death we enter upon an unnatural

state. A state of bliss, a glorious :tate if we are Christians, but not a nattura.]. cond

ition, an unnatural condition, one which we long to blothed. upon. The hope of the Christ

ian i the Ressurection. The hope of the that which God is going to bring about sometime

in he future and which we are going to participate in if we have been born again and are

followers of the Ird Jesus Christ. That is to say Eschatology, the Science of the

last things, the question f what is way ahead. in the Universe, is not merely something o

interest and speculation as to what may happen, but it is something that is frightful so
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far as the Biblical emphasis is concerned. It is stressed in both the old and

New teistaments, a looking forward to a wonderful thing that God is going to

bring to past at the Resurrection of the body, the wonderful thing that God is

going to bring to past for the whole Universe at some time in the future. It is

not just a matter of dying and going to Heaven. Now Dr. Buswell pricked up his

ears a little when I began to speak about Heaven. He and I had £. little dis

cussion this summer about that and a rather sharp disagreement for a time on

a certain phase of it., but la%ter in correspondence I think that we found that

although our phraseology differed somewhat, what we actually believed was ptetty

close on this matter of heaven. There were certain points, some points that

we havnn't come yet that we will discuss later on, but I don't think that they

are so important actually as the matters that we are going to take up in this

course. The Christian is interested in Eschatology. He is interested in it
-cY

because God has promised wonderful things which are the law of the one who

believes in the Lord Jesus Christ and we are interested in to know just what

those things are and to know what it is upon which our ultimate hope is to
r,-f,c c 1-)

be placed. Now true-of the History of the church, a great element of the

church has to a large extent forgotten it and conscequently the great elements

of the church have become a little mae centered upon the work of the church

in this world and there came into existance a very widespread attitude-which
gcconf/I1'

looked forward to wonderful things that the church would 7 as the

great purpose of the church here and there is that thing that we call truly

evangelical post-milleniumism. It is believed that the church with the spread

of the Gospel is going to reach all of the earth and everyone will come to the

kowledge of the truth and you will have a wonderful world and you will all believe

in Christ and we will all stand togethere and F'LLcI' >ii,'1 as a result of

the widespread preaching of the Gospel. A wonderful hopes A grand thing to

look forward to if it is taught in the Scripture. If it is not taught in the

scripture, it can be a very harmful thing because it can mislead us as to what

our attitude should be in many situations along the way and so it is vital whether
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that particular thing is taught in the Scripture of not. But %% from that

viewpoint there has developed, I don't say you can prove the viewpoint is

wrong, but yet there has developed from it an attitude which is character
1-?4e

istic of the greater part of modernism today. The attitude is here to make

a good world and all these matters of the supernatural is of little import

ance, the church is here to transform the world and the great hope to look

forward to is that great transformation that the church is going to carry

out. I believe that Taylor Matthews , 'Je're not looking for a man out

of the skies, we are looking for an improved world that the church is going

to improve." Well of course when you get into that attitude, you are def

initely outside of the area of Christlanituy Adi through the ages, there

have been little groups of people, sometimes small and sometimes large

groups who have felt that the Scripture promised something else as the

great hope of the future. They have felt that the Scripture taught us that

the Lord Jesus Christ would come back to this earth, and our great hope is

in His return, and they have looked forward to % it and longed for it and

hoped that it might come in their lifetime, and a great many of those who

have held this view have stated that they expected tht after Christ came

back to this earth that He would set up upon this earth a kingdom of

righteousness and Peace. And they did not think that the kingdom would

come through the church spreading through the world, but with Christ

coming back to establish it and so they named it Pre-millenium, because

the return of Christ would come before the millenium, %$71 rather than

aftere ther millenium and so we have that fundamental split between the

post milleniumlal viewpoint, the church here to improve the world, to

remedy world conditions, to make a wonderful world, whether in an evangelical

way directly through the preaching of the Gospel or in a general way through

It's ef fect on all the phases of l1k, but the church here to make a wonder

ful world. And then the other bievpoint , Jesus Christ is going to come
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back and He is going to bring that age of Righteousness that the world

is looking forward to, now which of these two viewpoints one has vitally

effect one's work, it vitally effects one'x ministry, it vitally effects

one's life and consequently this becomes an important question, because

it is a practical question. It effects out service for the Lord. What

is, which I these is characteristic or our attitude. Of course, if the

Bible doesn't make clear which of the two is correct, then we souldn't

make it a determinating aspect in our attitude, but if the Bible makes

one or the other of these two viewpoints clear as the correct viewpoint;,

then it can have a termendous effect upon our work and consequently it

becomes not a question of whether the soul is given a birth, or pre-exists,

but it becomes a question that is vital to our work and it is very vital

that we take an attitude. Now there were these two main &t#/ (ii)

of wide spread poetinillenial can it be and the

held by smaller number of people but yet a group %$% Pp;-v4ee-eaTe-e

groin which came the overwhelming majority of great evangilists and mis

sionary leaders, the group that were looking for the personal return of

Christ to bring in the kingdom, there was this division between the

two groupis and then a third term came into prominence within the last

50 years I guess, and my impression that the term came rather largely

through the teaching of Dr. 12 VST

who was a christian informed background. I believe he tahght at Calvin

Seminary a few years, and Princeton Seminary where he taught a great amny'

years, was a man who was tremendously impressed with the importance of

Eshcatology and waa. over against the Post millenial attidue of making ,i

better world and looking forward be the world to be completely regenerated
oss.

by the Godpel, by the activity of the church, Valek was more impressed

by the fact that Scripture doesn't promise something of that kind but

it promises the return of Christ as the great hope, and he wrote a great
deal and he thought a great deal on the subject of Eschatology and it's
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importance, and he felt that this matter of Eschatology, the wonderful
things God is going to do was something which should have a place in the

P
church far superior to that which it had held among the goup with

which he had come in contact. And 80 Voss tremendously stressed

Eschatology. But as Voss found the larger part, the greater number of

those who were stressing Eschatology upholding the Premillenial view

that Christ would come back before the Kingdom was set up and then to

set up his Kingdom upon this earth, Voss stressed in common with them the /Z4

first part of that, the return of Christ, the Great Hope, the wonderful

things that Christ was going to do, and the second part of that, the idea

that after His return the Kingdom on this earth here, Voss cast aside,
at

and while some places in his book he speaks of it as very hard to know

whether there is to be an earthly kingdom or not, in other places he

speaks rather strongly against that idea. But Voss's emphasis was an

emphasis on the importance of Eschatology; it was an emphasis on those

things which premillenialists had been stressing before. His emphais

as between preznlllenialsinm and post-millenialism, his emphasis was

in the premillenial direction very very stongly. Well at this one point

he stopped and took issue with a point which the premillenialists had

universally held. Now the (end of record)
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A book called 7/IØ/ "Jesus is Coming" by W.E.B., William E. Blackstone,

was very widely circulated, and it's one of the books which was perhaps

especially influential in spreading premillenialism in this country.

Now it's interesting to pick up that book of Blackstone's, in which he

has a great deal to say about the return of Christ and its importance, about
In this earth

the resurrection of Christ, about the changes/to take place when Christ

returns, about the differing fate at H1s return of the saved and the lost,

and so on. It's interesting to take up that book and see what he says about

a millenium, and you find that he has very little on it. It is hardly much

more than touched upon in the book. The premillenIallsts simply aseumbed
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the millenium, and Christ would cme before it. The post-millenialists

assumed the millenium , and Christ wouln't come until after. And so

since Voss's work and some others after him, there has come very sharp

criticism of the whole question of the millenlum: Is there actually to

be such a millenial kingdom or not. Now personally I would incline to

think that the question per se if whether there is a milleniwn or not

is not actually as important as the question of what the next step is

in Godts economy. If we are looking forward to a great period of

righteousness on this earth before Christ comes, or if we're looking

forward to Chrsit's coming, there's a tremendous difference in our attitude.

The difference between is far greater that the difference

between the question of whether after His return He sets j/j up His

Kingdom on this earth, or whether after His return he simply winds up

the affairs of this earth. As far as our immediate practical attitude

is concerned, there are the two main viewpoints, the premillenial

viewpoint and the post-millenial viewpoint. And between them there

would seem to be something of a watershed, and it would seem to be

rather vital for the Christian to determine whether the Scripture

clearly teaches one or other of these views. The question of the

millenium just per se might not seem to be so extremely important.

The question is, What vitally affects our attitude? However we must

ay this of course. If the Bible clearly teaches something, then it's

vital we stand on it. If the Bible definitely takes a position it's

very vital we take that postion. If it's not clear what postion the/

Bible takes it's not so I,i%/ vital. Then naturally we can ask the

question, Is it a matter on which it's important that we take a

stand. But the matter of our attitude is vital; that is one thing

every Christian ought to study nad to study very carefully and see just

Scripture teaches about it. Now of course a matter not directly/
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affect our attitude but it might affect our methods of interpreting
an importance on

Scripture. And from this viewpoint it might assume/a proportion to

its practical relationship. It might be t1 I would take a certain

attitude on the teaching of a part of the Scripture, and that logically

the attitude that I take there if carried %4(/ out will have

tremendous effect on other doctrines in the Scripture. Now if that can

be demonstrated to be the case, that magnifies the matter into an

importance which it might not have otherwise. Now we don't assume that

is the case, but we keep that before us as a possiblitly. If that is the

case then of course it's vital that we notice that. Then as a third matter

in this connection, the matter of the millenium has come to discussion to

point where it becomes something of a dividing line between Christians.

People ask, "What is your stand on the millenium?" And under these

circumstances it is necessary that one, even apart from these other

considerations, think the thing through and study it through and be

ready to say, "The Bible doesn't teach clearly on it, and therefore I

don't take any postiion," or for you to say, "The evidence is rather

evenly balanced, but I t1ink it inclines a little this way," or

to say, 'To my mind the evidence is actually clear in this direction,

I feel that it is necessary that I take a stand in this AxIiiWil

situation as being what the Scripture teaches, even though I recognize

that there are good Christians who take this view and it is not something

to divide, that is at all to the differnece between Christians

and unbelievers. When I began tft teaching in Westminster Seminary,

I found that the attitude, and the attitude which was sincerely taken

by the men who founded that Seminary, Dr. Robert Dick Wilson and by

Dr. John Gresham Machen, was the attitude that we are here to stand for

the great essential principles of the Word of God; we are here to stand

for the belief in God, the dependability o His Word, salvation through
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the blood of the Lord Jesus Christ, the great, outstnading, clearly-taught

doctrines, and we're not going to take a stand on the matter of the

milleniuzn. We are going to permit freedom in our I aculty---premillenial,

post-milenial, all the way over. It's up to the individual. We're going

to permit freedom in our students; it's a senondary matter. These others

are the great vital matters. That was the postion which was presented to

me when I became a member of the faculty. And it was a postion which

I tried sincerely to uphold/f.Through a number of years/ I took

this attitudes These others are so important, so vital, that we stand for

the 'ord of God, and that we stand for salvation through the blood of

Christ, that it's very folish that we divide up into factions, Øyf

disunion over details of the millenium. And consequently let one hold this

view, and let the other hold this view on this matter. The vital thing
doctrines

is that we have the clear position on the great essential/of %$

Scripture. I tried to take that position. I understood that was the

position the seminary was taking. And even up to the very last year I

was there, I was given to understand it W& the postion which the 'pI

seminary was holding. I believe Dr. Wilson and Dr. Machen both very

sincerely held that. But I I dund more and more as time went on that

other members of the faculty who in their classes were assiduously

devoting thir effort to tr3ing to cnvince thee students that

preuiillenialism was wrong. I found an animosity on the part o some of

these men; I found a very strong and determined attitude; I found some

times in private conversation with them a sneeaing attitude toward men

on account of being premillenialiste which convinced me there was an

animosity there, there was a hatred, there was an opposition which was

not quite in harmony with the attitude of the founders of the seminary

and the attitude which was being publicized as being the viewpoint which
had

the seminary was taking and the attitude which I 1j %ftM taken through
those years.
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And I found it necessary in the facd of that attitude , in the face of

that opposition to it, ) in the face of that attempt people's belief in

premillenialsim , I found it necessary to think through the matter much

more carelully than I ever had before, and to cane to a decision for

my self on just how much importance there is in it, how much stess there

is on it in the Scripture, how definite is the Scriptural evidence upon it.

And I don't think my viewpoint was much altered as the result of that
but the

investigation/ My feeling of/emphasis, the importance o it, was very

greatly altered, as a result of that investigation. Now I have known

post-mnillenialists, I have known amillenialists, who have seemed to e to

be utterly devoted to the spread of the Goépel, and who have seemed to me

to be as fine Christians as I've ever known, people with whom I could have

the deepest of Christian fellowship. I've known others who have seemed to

me to have that hatred against premillenialists, a hatred and a strong

feeling on this matter to which I could find no reasonable ground.

I mean, supposing that Christ isn't going to reigmn on this earth.

Supposing that I'm a little bit deluded in believing that He is. Well

I don't know what great harm my delusion is doing, I don't know how

it could interfere with my work, I don't know how it is going to prevent

me in $Ø/ being just as zealous for the salvation of souls as smeone

else who doesn't have this particular delusion, and I don't quite see why

then it whould be thought to be a tremendously important thing to try to

eve remove that delusion from me, to try, in fact, often to make sharp

lies against those who hold this particular view. Of course if one feels
is

th the great hope the return of Christ, if one feels that Christ may
us

cme very soon, I one feels that it is vital that lie finds 4active in

the concerns of His kingdom when He comes, then that gives us a motive

foe Christian service, it gives us something that plays such a part in

our life that it's quite natural that we would want to spread tht joy and

that hope to % others, and ther's a real motive for wanting to spread that.
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but the mode of trying to tear down belief that Christ would rule in an

earthly kingdom after he comes back, and the thing that I've never in
in

fact been able to igure out, and yet it is there ".any individuals

and it is strong enough that it makes it necessary that the Christian

leaders think this thing through and study it through and determine rather

definitely and rqther clearly just what his attitude is going to be on the

matter. Now Dr. Buswell suggested that we begin with the consideration

of the question of the millenium, and so we're going to start not the

way one would probably have started fifty years ago, $(%/ then you would

have said, "Here is the one viewpoint: The church is going to fill up

the world; the world will get better and better, all will be converted.

Here's the othere viewpoint: Christ is going to come back before this

world reaches that postion. Which of these two viewpoints is correct?"

Naturally we'll enter into that. But that's not the view that were

going to start with. We're going to start with this question. Fiert:

Is there going to be a period of righteousness upon this earth transcending

anything that the wrold has yet seen? I don't whether that is very clearly

expressed. I purposedy avoided the word xnillenium. I do not want the

question to involove the length of the period. I ãi't want it to involve

any great amount of detail about it. Perhaps "The Golden Age" would
there

e a better phrase. )k Is/going to be a Golden Age upon the earth, something

so wonderful that people have been justified for centuries,yea for a

millenium, in looking forward to it, and a great golden age that has not

yet come to this earth but is definitely promised in the Scripture. Is

there going to be such an age? Now such an age is often called "millenium",

but since the word "millenium" means "thousand years" let's not prejudge

the matter as to how long it is. It doesn't matter much to the argument

whether j$ a thousand years long, or three hundred years long, or

ten thousand years long, but it is a period of some length, not just

somethng like a day or two, a period of substantial length which can be
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considered to be a Golden Age, such that people have looked forward

to it rightly on the basis of Scripture and that we should still look

forward to it. Is there sub to be such a period upon this earth. Now

does the Bible teach whether there is or not. I don't say, "Does the

Bible teach whether there is or isn't?" Does the Bible teach whether

there is or isn't? And 1 the Bible teaches that there is, how clearly,
does it teach

how definitely that there is. Now of course is one question. A second

question which can not be altogether sharply separated from it would be

the question, "What is to be the nature of theisGolden Age?" You can't

consider evidence as to whether there is or isp/%/ not a Golden Age

without having some idea of some of its characteristics, but you can

consider it without having your mind made up about a great number of its

characteristics. You can first determine is there or is there not going

to be such a Golden Age, and then second you can take up the question,

after you come to a definite idea as to whether the
if

Scripture teaches this, and/so how definite. Then you can take up the

question, "If there is to be such a Golden Age, what are to be its charac

teristics?' Is it to be universal, does it cover the entire earth,

does it cover ( only a portion of the earth? Is it to be a period when

all will be converted, or when only most will be converted? Is it to be

a period when all will have resurrection bodies, or when some will have

resurrection bodies and some not have resurrection bodies. There are

many questions which may be raised about it. I con't say they $/

all can be answered. It stands to reason that you cannot answer every

question about anything. God hasn't revealed all of it. One meththd

of argument on this master which I always think is extremely unfair, is

when people start in to try to prove pf there can't be such a period

7because you don't know the answer to some question about its nature.

Vfjjj then as to anything there are many thiige questions about the nature
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that you don't know the answers. That's not a proper arguement. This

question is, "Is there to be such a period?" And that if there is to be

such a period, then "What can we learn about its nature?" I think that

the question can be kept to some extent separate. Wouldn't you think

so, Dr. Buswell? That we should not allow ourselves to jump back and

forth hastily from one of them to the other. One precedes the other.

There's no point in argting about what its nature's going $ to be if your're

not sure if there is to be such aperiod. 10u might be like the colored

woman who somebody c to with a complaint. They said her dog had bitten

them. They came and made a big complaint to her (end of record)
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She said, "He's not vicious, he wouldn't bite anybody," and she said,

"In the seond place the dog wasn't at home that day you called. In

the third place I don't have any dog anyway." Well now whether whe

had a dog or not should come first-sheul4-e e4kist before you consider

the question o whether the dog is vicious or not. that the most peacefil

appearing on occasion and the matter of the nature of it is a secondary

matter. The first question is, is there such a dog or not? Is there

to be such a Golden Age or not? That's the first question. And if we

have to enter into the question of its nature some, while we're considering

this question, let's do it with the feeling that! it's only incidental,

and avoid getting into that question, but that is the second questbn,

"What is it's nature!" The first question is, "Is there to be such an

age?" Well now there's a tikird question which I think cannot be avoided

and the third queAtion is, if there is going to be such a golden age,

what is the relationship of this Golden Age to other features in God's

plan. )$ Now this perhaps is also quite secondary to the question
ke

whether there is to be such an age. There mayj relationships which we may
not Zully understand, /
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which we would not have a background sufficient for us to be able to

make a judgment upon it. It is a secondary question. And yet it is one

which could conceivably produce arguements or evidences which would.

cast great doubt upon the original question, whether there was to be such

an age or not. It could, but I think it is a secondary question. I think

we should say jsut a word now as to the main aspects entering into ti-Is

third question. Have them in mind, even thought I don't think they are the

first thing with which we want to deal. As we lood forward to the

divine economy the question of the rapture is not a part of the question

of the millenium at all. A parson can be a prem&llenialist and can believe

in a rapture before the tribulation, before the wrath, after the tribulation,

after the wrath, the beginning of the week, the middleof the wek, the end

of the week, on Tuesday or on Thrsday or on Saturday . One can hold any one

of these views as a premillenialist, as a post-millenialist, or as an

amillenialist. It's an entirely distinct question, has nothing whatever

to do with the questhn that we have. It doesn't enter into' one's view

on the millenium., because any one of these views of the rapture can be

held. in connection with any view regarding the millenium. So that i

altogether aside from our present discussion. Now, theoretically, any

view of the resurrection might conceivable be held in relation to the view

e of the millenium. Will Christ come back to this earth and set up His

kingdom and reign, and then at the end of His reign raise the believers
Chrsit raise

from the dead? Or does He do it at the beginning? Does/the unbeliever s

from the dead at the beginning of His reign or does He do it toward the

end of His reign. Theoretically, these might be fitted in in any way that

you wanted to fit them. But as a practical matter, those who believe in
of their

premillenialism base a good bit/idea not on their being a millenium.,

but of the relationship of the millenium to other aspects upon the teaching

of Revelation 20, and they find it taught in Revelation 20 that in the

beginning of the millenium the righteous dead are raised, and then they find
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that the wicked dead are not raised until the end of thernillenium.. And

SO premilleialists believe that there are two phases of the resurreclion

from the dead, that the righteous are raised at the beginning of the

millenlum, that the wicked are raised at the end of the millenium,and that

there is a Golden Age upon the earth in-between these two resurretions

in which time Satan is bound, and a time when righteousness covers the

earth as the waters cover the sea, and then the great time of judgment of

the wicked coming at the end of the resurrection. This is based upon
in

Revelation 20. Theoretically, on could believe that premillenialism

and hold an entirely differnt idea of the relationship of the resurrections,

but that is the view which premilleniallsts have accepted on the basis

of Revelation 20. Now a great deal of criticism of premillenialism is

based upon the attempt to prove that all the ea dead are raised at once,

that there are not two resurrectons, but one resurrection, If this were

proven that there's one general resurrecin, and not two separate

resurrections of the righteous and the unrighteous, if this is proven

it would prove that premillenialists were incorrect in their interpret

ation of Revelation 2o. I'm not sure that it would prove necessary that

preinillenie.lIsm, per se, is the probèem, because theoretically the

general resurrection could come either before or after. Theoretically

you could have the judgement of all the wicked at the beginning of the

millenium, if it weren't for Revelation 20 we wouldn't know
(

0

Nevertheless it becomes a point which is much discussed and into which

we must look. When is the resurrection of the dead? Are there two
is

resurrectbns, or is there one? I don't think it's so vital, I1e vital

to proving whether premillenialism is true or not, but it cert. nly

affects preinillenialism as generally understood on the basis of Rev. 20.
withNow I think that ppp presents perhaps the main questions/ih we are
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dealing at the sae start of our course. As we go on me may find other

questions we may want to deal with after these, or we may even wnat to

interupt our discussion to ts up some other qustion that seems particular

ly vital at the time. I think however beere we start in on the direct

study of one of these questions of Old Testament evidence on it, Itd

like to ask Dr. Buswell if he would like to say something in an introductory

way , perhaps in supplement to what I said, perhaps in agreement with

something I said, or further clarification at any rate.

Dr. Buswell.
(

The question of historicao-grainmatico interpretation is involved, which

for all of us is a matter of immense importance, and then, k

the question of the relationship of the material world in the great economy

of God is somewhat involved. There is a tendency on the part of those

who wish to explain away the Golden Age or the millenium to make things

more and more figurative as you get farther along the end of the Testament,

so that grammatico-historico interpretation, in place of the tempor1

tangible world is one aspect of the question that would come out/ dust

as Dr. MacRae developes his outline.

Dr. MacRae.

I think those two mttters Dr. Buswell has mentioned are extremely important

matters. They would come )/ indirectly out of our present

subject rather than directly. We will on as we go forward in the subject

to see to how great an extent they are concerned in it, but it might

easily work out that one or other o these two matters he's mentioned,

perhaps both of them, would prove to be of even greater importance than

the actual question of the millenlum, and if so, we'll want to stop and

go into that a bit at length. Dr. Buswell wanted me to go into Old Tsta'

ment evidence as to whether there is to be such a millenial period or

Pbam to do that first. Now there are many statements in the Old
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Testament which touch upon this question. There are many points in the

Old Testament which ,' at which there seems to be a looking-forward.

There are many points at which one gets the impression that God is going

in some way to bring to pass upon this earth a great Golden Age of

happiness and joy. There are many passages which seem to have a strees
an

upon ultimate, complete victory of God's, upon a putting down of every

enemy and establishing of God's will universally. Many of these passages

of course would be susceptible by themselves of various interpretations,

and while it cwild be interesting and valuable to ilok at a great many

of these passages, I think for the purpose of the course I would like to

confine myself to- almost entirely to three passages, simply because I

think these three passages would be particularly helpful in examining

and seeing if there is defintie and inescapable evidence that there

is actually to be a golden A'e upon this earth. I'd like to aifine myself

mostly at present to these three passages. Laser on we may look at many

others; it might be that we would look at the New Testament picture at

first. But I think it is always wise in taking up any eeee question

to ty try to get the strongest arguments for it and examine them and see

how much weight they hold, and-to not to let yourself get lost in the
passages

maze of material, and so ITd like to take up three-caete's and see whether

we can draw fairly definitely from them certain conclusions to the

question , "Is there to be a Golden Age upon this earth?" Now the

material that we take up in connection with these three passages--

I've gone into the it quite extensively in the prophets course, a4

It would seem worth our while dealing just with this question, not with

the many side-questions, to take the time to go father fully into these

particular passages. I call your attention first to the Book of Micah.

We notice that in the Book of Micah we have a section beginning with

chapter three in which the prophet is dealing with the wickedness of

the leaders of the people of Israel, the people of the kingdom of Judas.
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And we find him criticizing the rulers and the prophets and the seers of
J
Judah through chapter three rather at length. And finally he reaches

the point in verse 12 of ch.3 in which he says, "Therefore sahil Zion for

your sake be plowed as a filed, and Jerusalem shall become heaps, and the

mountain of the house as the hgh places of the fort. Now of course

theoretically this might be a figurative verse. Theoretically this

might sim1y denote an end to the ideals and aspirations of Judah. It

might indicate an overthrow in the great religious viewpoint of Judaism,

and there might be certain ways of taking the verse figuratively, but

we find as a matter of fact that the verse was fulfilled in a very literal

fashion, and it was understood by the Jeww, and it's been understood by

Christians ever since as having beeen fulfilled% In th very literal

thing which occurred which was exactly what was predicted here. Zion of

course doesn't simply mean Jerusalem anØy more that fl 10 Downing

Street means England. It is the place from which England is ruled, and

it may be used for England, but it means actually one particular place

in it. And Zion here is David's palace, it is David's headquarters.

It's that section of Jerusalem where the kings of Judah lived and ruled.

And he says that this section is going to be plowed as a e--c&ie

field, and we know that when the Babylonians, 150 years after the time

of Micah, conquered Jerusalem, they made it into a great heap of ruins,

and that it bacame something which was largely devoted to agriculture,

and we know that this section of the city/ whihc is called Zion, even

to the present day remains plowed as a f&e4 field. It is outside the

city wall; It is a place which is simply a fi1d and not a city at all

has visited Jerusalem and has seen the condition of devastation to whIhc

it camfter the Babylonian conquest and the many other conquests since,

can see exactly what it means: "Jerusalem shall become heaps."

It was just about five weeks ago that I stood in a section of Jerusalem

and I looked out. I saw right in fromt of me a big bag-- barbed wire
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entanglement, and then beyond that there were lovely buildings , very fine

homes with most of the upper stories gone, attt just shot full

of holes, whole walls missing, other walls standing, just in a state of

ruin, just standing there in that condition, and you could see from

the wall an area a block wide stretched for miles this way and that

and everthing in it just in ruins. And I stood one evening there and

I saw here was a barbed wire right in fromt of me and $7.é here were the

Arab policemaen marching along, here were their guns on their shoulders

and watching intently, here was this barbed wire , and behind it little

Arab children playing, running back and forth, hollering and having

a lot of fun, and then I could see through the barbed wire and through the

ruins there , over at the other side I couls see another barbed wire

entanglement, and on the other side I could see the little Jewlih

children playing, throwing their balls back and forth and running around,

and here were the Jewish children at play, having a good time, and here

were the Arab children #t)1/ at play, in-between was this this utter

devastation and ruins with the barbed wire entanglement on both sides,

and practically every week, not where, but somewhere in the length of

Palestine, somebody killed through accidentally stubling into the no-man's

area and being shot by one side or the to other side. That area of

devastation right through the land today. Of course that is not the

particular devastation here spoken of, bu t it simply brings vivd1y

to one's thought what is described here, as Jerusalem became heaps after

the Babylonian conquest and of course it has been devastated time after

time since that time. "Jerusalem shall become heaps, and the mountain

of the house--" That word "mountain" as you know in Hebrew also means

"a Hill,' There is no distinction in Hebrew between hill and mountain.

"And the mountain of the house " means the hill on which the temple was,

the mountain of the house to become like the high place of a rix fort.

Just like a height in the midst of a fort/. A hill there with trees







growing over it, left open, such was the situation of the temple of

Jerusalem after the Babylonian conquest. Today I am sure that that

area seems like that to the Jews even though it doesn't look like it.

Because today the Jews, in their area, have their houses and their streets

thd their crowded area in the great bulk of the city of Jerusalem which

they have, and there they are, and they look over here at that high place

which they can see, and there is the old site of the temple, theix

there it stands, the top flattened off, and hardly a anything on it, and

here they are crowded; up there is the large open space and the area, and

on it a beautiful Mohammedan mosque in the center, another one over here

on the side, the Mohammedans walking back and forth upon them, no Jew

even allowed toget to the walling wall any more, to the place where for

many centuries they would come and weep at the side of that temple area

down below where there were a few of the large stones left from the second

temple., They can no longer get near to that area any more, but back there

they look and surely to them it seems as if the mountain of the 54 house

Is like the high place of the fort. It actually was, of course, after the

Babylonian cpptivity. After the Babylonian devastation of Jerusalem

this terrible ting here was very very literally fulfilled, and this

Mlcah said was the result of the sins of the people who should have been

following sod. And then he goes right on, (and most of tiis class knows

enough not to let a chapter heading interrupt the progress of thought)

he goes right on, he says, "but in the last day it shall

come to pass that the mountain of the house of the Lord shall be established

in the top of the mountains, exalted above the hills, and people shall

flow to lt,"and the next verse ends, " for the law shall go forth from

Zion, and the Word of the Lord from Jerusalem." And here 6C we have three

phases just mentioned: the mountain of the house, all three of them entiox
mentioned

there/in reve se order to what they were mentioned in chapter It. We are
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sin of the
told that for the/People these three places are to be devasted, are to

come to ruin. Then we are told that three places, however, at a later

period, are to be exalted. And so we have a wonderful promise of God

which is given, a promise which is given, a promise which is brought

right into close relatlnnship to the previous about the devastation%

which has come to these places, a promise which at first sight at least,

would seem to mean that these particular, literal earthly places which

were then devasted are later to be exalted. Now I don't say that it would

be impossible for this juxapostion of verses to consider that there was

3. figurative singnificance rather than a direct significance in these

particular place names, bu I do say there is a very strong presumption

from the arrangement here that those placed which have just been spoken

of in this very literal fashion as to be devastated and were thus devastated

that when he goes on to speak of the exaltation that he is speaking

of the same places, and that he is presenting something to refer to the

same literal, physical places as what he just finished talking about.

Now what does he say about these places? W11 the passage runs through

four verses, vs. 114. Vs. 1- are clearly a unit. There Isno question

that they are presenting a situation. They are describing something

which he gives as a wonderful hope for the future, in contradistinction

to the terrible fate which is to come first. And this wonderful hope
r

which he gives, I think the cleare%X parts ( of it are the last two

verses. They are extremely clear. The first two might be susceptible to

various interpretations perhaps, if it were not for their corinction with

the last two verses. Even though there is a presumption in favor of the

literal interpretation of the first two verses on account ot then relation-

ship to the verse that presedes. Now I don't suppose there's anybody here
there

that takes the first verse literally and I hope t$Xy' isn't becauxe see

how you co ld. I think that the bulk of it is to be taken literally, but
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I am sure that f/XX/that certainelenients of it are figurative, are

beautiful figures. "The mountain of the house of the Lord will be establish

in the top (or at the head) of the mountain. The word W1 , the head ,

the top, now the head, that means " a position of primacy,"a position of

superiority," "a Position of coming first*" I think our Fnglish word

"top" is a little misleading there, it suggests that physical height is

purely in mind. It could refrr to physical height, but it would 10

just as will f refer to a supremecy, to its being given the first place.

"The mountain of the house of the Lord," the temple area of Jerusalem,

that is o be established at the head of the mountains; it is to be

superior to Mount Olympus, the headquarters of Greek culture, Greek thought,
0

Greek genius, it is to be superior to the seven hills of the head

quarters of human government, the headquarters of political power, the

headquarters of great national supremecy. At the head of these, above

these, superior to these, is to be established the mountain of the t&mple

of the Lord at Jerusalem. It will be "exalted above the hils" Again

the word "exalt" might mean there's going to be a physical lifting of

it up until it's thousands of feet high, but it surely would be just as

well and just as literally understood to mean it is given a place of

supremecy. The place $/é where there is an element that is not literal

is the last phrase in the verse, "People shall flow unto -it." People

don't flow. People walk, or they ride, they swim, they fly, they drive,

but they don't flow. "People flow unto itYsounds as if it were not lifted

up but placed down low so that all the streams could flow into it. It

suggests a force that brings them up, not altogether their simply

desiring to come, but their being boought b a force which is almost

irresistible , like water flowing into a certain place. It surely is

a figurative term. People"flow"unto it, showing the tremendous attraction

the tremendous attractive power t1 this place is to have brought to it.
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Well now, as to what this verse means taken alone, it could have various

meanings, of course. It f could refer to a political exaltation of

Jerusalem, it could refer to an exaltation of the relgion that comes

from there, superior above all other religions and all other cultural

forces in the world, the verse alone could be fulfilled many one of

various ways. The second verse, the first part of it is similar. It

could be fulfilled at in various ways. Many nations shall cm and say,

"Come, let us go up to the mountain of the Lord and to the house of the
us

God of Jacob, and He will teach/of His ways and we will walk in His paths."
desire

A 2 o the nations to find out what the will of the Lord is which can

be learned at the mountain of the 74/ Lord, at the temple area. When does

this desire come to pass? Where do we 0 find it? Is there anything whith

has ahppened in the world up to the present time which could be thought

of as a fulfillment of this second verse? I don't know whether we could

possibly say vs.l,2 might have been fulfilled in the spread of the Gospel.

It might be thought of as having been fulfilled in tho great interest

which came to am nations all over the world in )rning more about

Christianity in coming to Him whose Word has come forth from the temple

area in Jerusalem. Perhaps the first verse and the first two/thirds of

the second verse could refer to something like that. I think however we

could rule this out. If there is "not a millenium, then I think we can

sagely say vs. 1 here and the first two/thirds of vs. 2 hardly refer to

anything after the return of Christ. What is there in Heaven/ What is

there in the eternal state? What is there after the return of Christ if

there is not a millenium which would be a fulfillment of vs. 1 and the

first two/thirds of vs. 2? I do not know what it cld be. They might

conceivably relate to something et&re1y- In connection with the going

out of the Gospel, the spread of Christianity through the world, they

might fit in with a post-millenial interpreation, a world which is paying
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homage to Jerusalem, the center from which the Gospel has come, and

going to the Bible to find its answer to all problems; it might relate to

that, but would they relate to anything which would be after the return

e of Christ if there's not a millenium? I would hardly think so. Well,

nowthe last part of the verse then, "The law shall go forth from Zion,

and the Word of the Lord from Jerusalem." Now it seems to me that this

probably belongs to the next verse, "The las shall go forth from Zion

and the Word of the Lord from Jerusalem, and He shall judge among many

people." It would seem rather closely bound with what follows, rather than

waht precedes, because in the first twp-tlrds of the verse they're wanting

to go up to the mountain of the house of the Lord in order to have Him

teach them of His paths, but for the Law to go forth from Zion, the Word

of the Lord to-go forth from Jerusalem is the opposite direction, not

the±r coming up their there to get it but it's going out to where they are,

and the next vs refers to something going out from Jerusalem to where the

people are. And so it would w seem to me that probably this last third
really

of the è- verse is/part of verse 30. Well now if this isnot a part of
vs.




3, if it goes to vs. 2, it could surely conceivably refer to the

mew- Gospel. The law of God goes forth from Zion, the Word of the Lord

goes forth from Jerusalem; perhaps there is here a picture of the Gospel

going forth to the ends of the earth starting in Jerusalem, Jerusalem,

then Samaria, and to the ends of the earth. But it is hardly a picture of

something after the return of Christ if there is not a mil].enium. f Now

if it goes with the following verse, and that seems to e more natural

because of the reversion of direction otherwise, from what preceded, the

following verse then would give a different idea as to what kind of a law

this is. The law shall go forth and the Word of the Lord could mean the

law of the Gospel, the Word of salvation, the law of how one can be

(end of record)
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Thit if it goes with what fol1.ows, its a different king of a law, that which "Law of

more usua1.ly suggests. Oae -.ic:n cc'u"rs ancthr and. sends its 1 into

it and tells it what to do, rather than-- when we give an opcrtunity that's not

the law. After the atomic bomb was droTped in Japan we gave them an opportunity to

surrender. That was not the law there, that w.s an opportunity of safety from further

obmbs, and. opportunity of surrender, an opportunity of the end of war. In a sense it is

law, but not in the usual sense. But after they surrendered., then the law of the United

Nations went to Japan, and General MacArthur went in there and laid down his edicts and.

decaired how Jan was to be run after that, that was the l of the United Nations

coming from the United States over t0 Japan and governing that t nation from that time

on. Well now "the law going forth from Zion, the Word of the Lord. from Jerusalem"

might then describe a situation in the millenium with Christ reigning in Jerusalem.

It could conceivably by a little bit of a twist, but not too natutally, describe the

going forth of the Gospel in this age, but I don't think if there's not a millenium

it can refer to anything after the rturn of Christ. It has to be the Gospel At&/

going back and forth. Now vs 3, if this last part goes with vs 3 or whether it does or

not, vs. 3 "He shall judge among many people, and rebuke strong nations afar off,"

is that a icture of the Gospel? Is that a description when you send. missionaries out

to Africa, do you say that they go to judge among the people, and to rebuke strong

nations afar off? I've never heard. that terminology used. of missionaries (2k).
compel

That sounds rather like emissaries who go with power to/respect to their command.
sent

It odes not sound like the beseeching message of salvation ne out with the Gospel

in this age. "He shall judge among many peple and rebuke strong nations afar off."

It is pretty hard to my notion to take this verse a4 In any other way than of a
which is

corn ulsive force/ compeLling submission to it among those who pehaps, although they are

stong might not wish to obey. It seems to describe a forceful government of compulsion,

this particualr verse. Now the result of this compulsion here is a result which could
if

conceivably come from the spread of the Gospel, for/it is here meant ot come from the

spread of the Gospel, then the first part of the verse is very, very peculiarly soken.

I would expect another language if it means people are brought to the Gospel. It
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continues, "They shall beat their sjords into plowshares and their spars into pruning

hooks, nation shall not lift up sword against nation, neitehr shall they learn war any

more, and this is of course what the United 4at- States resolved in 1945, we resolved

not to learn war any more, and so we destroyed our planes, we wrecked our ships, we sent
necessary

all our men home, we did away with our preparations. It was no longer/to learn war any

more; the war was won, and Satlin and. Roosevelt had agreed that the world would be safe

from now. We decided not to learn war any more. But the last two or three years we've

been changing our minds and starting in gM again to learn war. We have not yet reached.

sufficient
('1k)

1/4 in the world in which this might be fulfilled. Now ossibiy

Roosevelt thought that the United Nations could judge among people and. rebuke strong

naions afar off, and therefore it wouldn't be necessary for us to learn war, because the

United. Nations would declare what must be done and. put an end to all controversies and

difficulties. But it hasn't worked out in that way. This is something, "They shall not

learn war any more, which so far as I know has never been fulfilled intji/ the world.

There are nations which have ceased. to learn war, but usually they have soon reached.

the situation where they couldn't learn war any more if they wanted., they were swallowed

up sometime not so very long after they ceased it. In some ways the most peaceful nation

in the world. is Switzerland. For over a century Switzerland has been involved. in no
the face of the

war, perhaps the most peaceful. nation on earth. And yet there is not nation oh/earth

which has more assIuosly learned war than Switzerland, because the Swiss are realists,

and they j$ that in the world, as it is today, if you're going to be peaceful you have

to learn war. In 1929 I traveiZed, through Switzerland quite a bit, and I remember at

that tithe, after being through Germany, Prance and other countries, I nowhere had the

same impression of people of people interested in war that I had in Switzerland. In

1929 in Germany, very few knew anything about war, and. no one wanted to know anything

about war. There was very little interest in war in Prance in 1929, or in England, or in

any country in Europe, bu in Switzerland in 1929 I walked across the San Vissar Pass

and as I came to the summit of the pass I saw big signs there, and these signs said,

"On this day, this day, this day, this day," they named four days, they were three days

after the tithe I walked across it, "On these days people are warned not to walk through
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this area, because there will be artillary fire all through this area, and. sham battles

and practice going through at this tithe. " Three weeks ago I walked. through a section
there

of Switzerland, and I came into a little town for lunch, and/I saw a sign up, and it

said, "Next Tuesday, Thursday and Friday there will be shooting in this certain valley,"

andthey named three or four valleys, "Friday and. Saturday there will be artillary fire
named

in certain valleys," they *t about ten valleys. There was going to be artillaxy fire

and going to be shooting. And I got somebody to go over the list and show me where it was,

because I didn't want to wander into it by mistake. The trains in Switzerland at that

time and today, you saw men there with uniforms on, carrying guns. Switzerland has

assiduously learned war; they have trained then men to it; they have filled their

mountains with hidden fortresses and. hidden guns, and they have prepared for war so

thoroughly that they have not had to fight any for centuries, because they have been

constantly ready to defend themselves from any attack. Now that's a wonderful condition

0±' peace which Switzerland has managed to maintain. I don 't think they've lost any

people as a result of war except when one 4g4 United States bomber made a mistake and.

bombed one Swiss city in 1943, and we paid epMe- reparations in damages to the people.

e-t Except for that there have been no fatalities when all the countries around them

have been having thousands and millions of people killed in a war. It's a wonderful

thing but it's 4 not thb thing described inthis verse. This verse says, "Neither

shall they learn war any more," not that just they'll be peaceful, but they won't

have to defend themselves. "They will beat their swords into plowshares and their

spears into pru.ing hooks." That's what we did. three years ago; e4 we're now doing

the opposite. "Nation will not ift up a sword against nation." You can say you will

not lift u-s a sword against the other nation, but that's not what this is saying.
that

This is saying//either will you aiftup against the other nor will the other lift up

against you. It is describing a condition in which it is not necessary to prepare,

a situation which we have never yet seen on this earth. Yeie.ey-(? almost 8) a very

evangelical orthodox writer, in his Commentary on the Minor Prophets, explains this

verse in the first place as being fulfilled in the condition of peace which existed. in
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the world when Christ came to this world and He was born in Bethlehem. He said, "The

kingdom of Christ, even as it exerts an influence forward also exerts an influence

backward, and. the result wa that there w-as upon this earth when Christ was born;

for the first tithe in history there was peace upon this earth. And for a century or

two after the birth of Christ people could go from Jerusalem clear to Spain, hck and

forth in absolute saety; there ws peace reigning, there was a condition the world had

never seen before, it was the fruit of the kingdom of Christ, and. it was that which was

predicted in this verse. But was that what was predicted in this verse? The peace which

existed there was not the result of the birth of Christ; it was the result of the Roman

Army having conquered that territory and. held it, and the Roman arms were holding it in

a condition of peace, and. there were Roman soldiers here and there compelling peoule

through that areaØ , and the Romans were very assiduously learning war

during that day in order to maintain peace in the ve4- area%, and on

the borders of the Roman Empire in Germany, between England and Scotlax,

and in the east over toward Persia the Romans were constantly fighting

during that period, trying to extend their borders, and somethitnes being

driven back and having their borders their borders lessened. It was a time

when there was a big area which had peace, but the peace was not a result

of their nt learning war, but a result of their learning war, and it

was a very limited peace. Pusey's interpretation has the advantage of

taking the phrases copartively literally here, but it has the disadvan

tage of not taking all the phrases into account, and it does not fit the

situation. But Pusey is not alone in that. He quotes from early Christian
said,

writers who 5&77 "You question whether Christianity is true? Why Micah

predicts there is going to be peace, they're going to beat their swords

into plowshares, and ldok what we've got Look at the wonderful condition
a

of peace! The world has never seen anything like it." And many/Christian

(apol°gi5t?) gave that wonderful argument. But the trouble was that

after two centuries the Ron soldiers ceased to be as good fighters as

they'd been before, and the barbarians flooded over the land. And then

as Pusey explains, the heathen and the pagan turned the argument against
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the Christians, and they id, "Look here, you said Christianity is proved

because you had this peace. Well not you don't have it any more. Look

at the barbarian armies sweeping over most of the ocuntry. Look at Rome

being sacked. Look at all these terrible things that are happening.

There's war everywehre; you have to learn war to be safe. How can you

say Christianity is proved, because Christianity said there wouldn't be

war anymore. Christianity said peace , and here Christ came to

the earth, you ha the- the peace, yes, but He didn't bring it, the

Roman armies brought it, and now it has come to an end. It proves you're

completely wrong, and there's etIe nothing to Christianity.' And Pusey

would $ do much better to admit ) that the early Christians had misinter
at a place where it

preted the Bible there, adn had applied it whePe..t/didn't apply at all,

that that wasn't what it applied to, than to give it as a wonderful

fulfillment, and then say that then there came the difficulty and it

didn't last. And s" Pusey said, "Well that wasn't it then. It looks

as if it was the fulfillment of it, but it isn't really. Therefore we

say that it's fulfilled in the character of the Gszel. Where%ver

pe.l are e"Ae4- c.nerted, they cease to Ic warlike, thc're )eac'fu.l

they're friendly, they're helpful, therefore we can say they are in imagin

ation beating their swords into plwshares and their spears into pP&iig-

pruing hooks, they're not showing the hostile attitude they did before,

they're not lifting up their swords against other individuals, they're rd

wishing to learn war, even though many of them have to still, and therefore

this is the character of the Gospel." Now the last two-thirds of this

verse certainly isn't a description of the character of the Gospel. If

this i a description of the cahracter of the aep. Gospel, then you're

almost to where you can't be sure what anything means, because it's quite
-

a jump from the sound of these words from the meaning as rrigeriere to

the character of t1Gospel. If the original peace had lasted that would
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have been a much better ged to say (?). But that original j peace

didn't come from Christ's kingdom; it came from a different source.

It was not a peace in which they were not learning war, and it didn't last.

Well then either this is a mistake, it's not true, or else it's something

that is yet to come. To my mind it is pretty hard to get I away from
Micah

the conclusion that this verse in I4e here esmt- definitely predict!

thtt there is going to be an age of peace upon this earth, an age of peace

during which there will be such peace that it won't be necessary to learn,
defending yourself,

that you won't have to practice eeee any more, that you'll be safe,

there'll be nothing to fear. I don,'t see how you can get away from that

in verse 3, in this passage. It seems to me to be not only a reasonable

interpretation, but just about the only reasonable interpretation of the

verse, and I don't see how ou can escape the conclusion here that this

verse t is closely related to what precedes, and that it is the result of

what precedes, and so if you want to overlook for the moment the first part

of verse 3, where He judges and rebukes stong nations, if you 'want to over

look that language, and take verses 1 and 2 as the Gospel going out into

he world, the Gospel goes into the world, it spreads through the world,

people say, "Let's learn the law of the Lord; It goes out from Zion,

we want Him to teach it." It's the Gospel gdng out. Verses 3. and 2

ouldc perhaps be interpreted )i that way. Now the first part of verse 3

doesn't sound much like it', "to judge among people and rebuke strong

nations," but let's overlook that. Let's say that this is still the

progress of the Gospel. If you do, then you go on and say the latter

part of verse 3 says that the Gospel is going to be so effective that it's

going to put an end to the war-like activity of all the peoples of the

earth, that the strong nations will be rebuked through the Gospel, and

they"l stop building armaments, they will stop learning war,

nobody will learn war and consequently nobody will have to learn war,

and as a result of all the nations accepting the Gospel, you are going to
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have universal peace and brotherhood. Well the first part of verse 3

sounds ver, very much against that interpretation, but leaving that aside,

you can say that these three verses could be fulfilled with the post

millenial viewpoint, the viewpoint that the Gospel goes out and converts

all nations until they all become Christians and they -eee- wouldn't

think of hurting anybody else, and then we have a sizable period, for

certainly this doesn't describe just a day, in which all the nations of

the world (end of record
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And none of them will be interested in learning more, therefore none of

them need. fear anything, because none of them will have anything to fear.

And all $/ of it the result of the preaching of the Gospel, a wonderful

post-millenial picturej. A post-millenial interpretation fits these three

verses I think quite will except for these two objections, one' not a very

great f'/ objection, but a definite one, the seeming literalness of

the references to these places in the first two verses as compared with

the previous verse, the other a much greater one, the statement in the begim

ning of verse three about judging among many people and rebuking stong

natons which c'oesntt sound like th G051, but athr like a. strong

forc' that co*1s su.bjssion. But exept for those two difficulties th

passage could be a desctlptlon of the Gospel going forth into all the

earth and converting all the world to Christ, and as a result iing

un1v'rsal peace , and so it could be a prediciton of a Golden Age, which

is to come before the coming of Christ. But whether it be that or

whether it be a Golden Age to be established after the coming of Christ

as a result of His power, His presence, it seems to $ me inescapable

that it is a picture of a Golden Age. If it is not a complete petpe

victory in the world of the Gospel, prior to the coming of Christ, in which

all the nations are converted, I don't se what it can mean after the

comin Ciirlst if there's no millenIuxi. If there's not a millenium

I don't know how you can find any relevance of this to the return or Christ
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or to anrthng else, if He simply has the Last Great Judgment at which

all the dead are raised and they are jfØj/ sent, some to heaven anc some

to e hell, than what on earth is this passage? It seems to me that

this passage requires eithr a preirillenial interpretation or a post

millenial interpretation. I den- don't see any other way of dealing with

this speclfXic passage, although of course we don't want to build the

whole thing on one passage, but that's the way that this passage

impresses me very strongly. Now let's go on to verse . Verse k is an

enlargement of verse 3." They shall sit every man under vine and under

his fig tree." Well, what does that men. You just naturally go out

and sit in the shade, under a vine or a fig tree. Is this an attack

on Communism? Is it a 4eie& denial of Socialism,"very man under his

vine and under his g fig tree," to show that private property is gothng

to continue? I don't think that's the purpose of the verse. I don't

think it's dealing with the fact that everybody will have a vine of his

own to sit under, or a fig tree of his own to sit under. It isn't the

sitting that's importatn in the verse; it isn't the vine and the fig

tree that are important th&-&Pe-4mpe?ta4-in the verse; it's the next

phrase, "and none shall make them afraid." The point of the verse is

that people don't need to sit in doors behind heavy bars with strong

protection; that they can go out and sit out in the open. Well now

of course that m mean much to us in America, because we have

a deji- condition of comparitive safety in this country. We can go out

and sit in the open 41 field with comparitively danger. That's something

that you can't do in Palestine and perhaps in the Roman era you could;

I don't know of any other time before or since that you could do it in

Palestine. At night you had better be indoors; you had better be where

you are safe; you had better be where you have strong protection. In most

of the nations of Europe there's been a terrific fear of night, of being

out where you didn't have strong protection. They have enemies closer.

WE have established a condition of peace through a-very fairly substan

tial area here. I doubt if you have anything like the same feeling of
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safety in Mexico or anywhere in South America that we have here in the
1

United States. And against the background of Palestinian condtions
of I

and/condtions in the days of Mlcah when there were a good many bandits out

in the open wilderness, and when there was a good deal of danger in the

conglict of the great powers that were fighting at that time, this was a

very vivid picture. A man could go right out and sit out there under his

vine and under his fig tree without thinking of any danger. No one would m

him afraid. He didn't need the preotection of the gates and the bars
bolts

of the strong6 and all that. He was safe. It is a picture of external

peace and safety. I don't see any other way to interpret verse k than

a picture of external peace and safety, freedom from external danger. It

is not a picture here of peaceful in you r heart in the midst of adversity.

That's a wonderful teaching of the Scripture. The Christian may conic

into a terrible situation, em enemies and dangers on every hand, and God

can give him peace in the midst of it all. He can have7perfect peace

because his mind is stayed on Christ he can know that all things work

together for good to them thtt love the Lord; he can have perfect confidence.

He can lie down and sleep in contentment without fear or worry, and a

Christian should be able to do that, no matter what happens, because he

knows that he's truly a Christian, that God is watching over him, caring

for himl. That is a wonderful Christian blessing, clearly taught in the
verse

Bible, but it is not the teaching of this verse. This/is speaking

of the time, not when you have peace in your heart, but of the time when

you have peace around you. It is talking of a time when there is freedom

from external danger. It is talking of a time of external peace and

safety. Scripture says that when they shall cry, "Peace and safety"

then cometh sudden destruction upon you. And that shows the condtion of

the wicked and it shows the situation which to a large extent exists all

through this age. But this is a picture of a different situation , a

situation which could conceivably be established in this world as a result

of the universal spread of the Gospel. -t-s If it were God's will,
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if He revealed in the Scripture that it was His will that everyone on

this earth should be converted to the Gospel, then we would certainly

have external peace and safety, and there's no reason that anyone should

say that the Holy Spirit couldn't do that, and there's no reason, if we

say the Holy Spirit isn't going to do it, for someone else to say that

we are belittling the power of the Holy Spirit, because it isn't a question

of what power the Holy pirit has, it is a question of what God's will is,

and if it is God's will that the Spirit should convert every nation and

every individual on this earth, or whether He is here to take out a people
It's a question of what God's will is.

for the name of Christ rather tha,n to convert the whole world.! But

here is a picture of peace and safety; external peace and safety which is

here promised in this passage. Well now here is one passage then which

is very J%% clear it seems to me--I don't see how you can get &A away

from it that that is what this particular passage teaches. Perhaps
post

ˆmillenialism. There are certain difficulties with it. I don't think

the difficultIs in this passage are sufficient to rule out post-millenIali

if we find it taught elsewhere. Perhaps post-millenialism; it seems

to me that it clearly describ.s premfllnid,lIs, I mean that it doe5fltt

have the particular difficulties it has with post-millenialism with verse

3, I don't see any difficulties in this passage for that. But It Is a

Godlen Age, and I don't see how we'll get away from it, that this

particular passage teaches an external Golden Ac of righteousness upon

the earth. And if It does, then the questions for us are two: one,

what is the nature of this Golden Age. We can't asmu]ne anything about

it; we must see how much God has revealed. An ther will be many things

He hasn't revealed, but we'll se what He has revealed. And we can't try

to prove it's impossible. We mustn't try to be like the litti.' girl that

looked up at the animal in the zoo with the great, long neck. And she

looked at the giraffe and she said, "Oh, there isn't any such animal. It

just is impossible. How can you have such a long neck on an animal. It's
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impossible." There it was. There was a fact. Now there's a fact in

the Scripture. This i just one passage. We're not going to build

on one passage. But here is a fact/: here is a picture of a Golden

Age which Micah here clearly teaches. I don't see any way to get around

it. There is either a Godlen Age before the coming of Christ

produced by the preaching of the Cospel, or it is a Golden Age after the

coming of ('hrst, proucer by the goling forth of the Word of the Lord

from Zion, judging among many people, and rebuking strong nations afar

off. T don't see how that could be a picture of heaven. T don't see

how that can be a picture of the eternal state. I cont ee how that
h

could be a picture of anyting after the return of Christ if there is

not a millenium after the return of Christ. Now that is one passage

which it seems to me.

DR. Busvell: In connection with Mich 5:2, would you pi-it. rnueh w-we4-

weight on that as implying thepersonal presences of Jehovah on earth.

Dr. MacRae: No. I think perhaps it is an implication, but I itouldn't

put much weight on it. He will judge among many people. That is, the

'He" could even be teh the Word or the Lord.

Th. Mae Buswell: The.subject could be the Word rather than Jehovah?
w

Dr. MacRae: I should think so; yes. The Word of the Lord from Jerusalem,

and he will judge and rebuke strong nations. It could be th2tt His Word

goes forth and judges the people. I think that if it describes a period
this earth

after the coming of Christ in which you have Christ on e-hei'e judging,

then there is the person of Christ here. But I wouldn't want to draw it
they

just from the Word he." I would think that & could fit with the post

millenial interpretation quite well, aside from the word 'judge" and the

word "rebuke" which doesn't seem to (10). Of course the roman Ctholics

say we have this fulfilled in the power of the papacy. The pope sends
n

forth his word, he tells the nations what to do, and if only the nations

will obey him you'll have the whole l0+l/) . In the midale ages they

claim they did obey them, but the history of the middle ages there's a
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good many exceptions, and there are far more exceptions now even than

there were then. So, unless there is quite a change in the future I don't

think the papacy is the subject here represented in this passage.
10 /2)

(question) Well now I would say this: the question is--Now suppose

somebody were to say , "There are iron mines in nerica.N And somebody

else says there isn't. The other person says, "All right. Let's go at

tt fairly. I want to proved to you that there are no iron mines in

America. All right. There's not an iron mine in Delaware. There's not

an iron mind (let us sayØ) in Nevada. Now there's not an iron mine in

Oregon. Now I've given three examples. Three great states with no

iron mines in them. Now there is proof that there are no iron mines

in America." You say, "Yes, but there are great / iron mines in Wisconsin,

there are great iron mines in Pennsylvania, there are great iron mines

in Te4as." Well, there's three of one and three of the other. You

haven't proven anything. It might be that it wuuldn't work that way.

I depends on what is the nature of the question. If the question is,

Are there great iron mines in America? If you can prove any you could

be safe. Well now ±s- if the question is, "Does the Old Testament

teach that there is to be a Golden Age," then if any passage in the
even

Old Testament clearly teaches that, it proves the case. And/if you

bring a thousand other passages when there isn't any, why that doesn't

prove anything. If you can bring another passage which definitely says

there will not be a Golden AGe, that of course is something. But I

don't think any such passage has even been suggested. It depends always

on the nature of the question, what is the method of approach. Now It's

a fact that if you'll take up most recent books on archeology they will

tell you that of course we know that the Bible is a book of myths and

legends, which somehow preserved a certain amount of historical facts in

the course of it. And then they'll go through the book and they'll

mention the big discussion as to whether this is this way or that is that

way, and somewhere in the footnote they'll incidentally mention something
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that was found that fits in very strangely with certain Biblical state

men, and in another footnote they mention something else that fits in,

and if you take all these footnotes and put them together you've ot a

iosition. But you see, they put them in the footnotes. Well now, the
it

question isn't, where do you put the question is, what are the

facts? And let's find them, wherever they are. And so if we find three

passages which clearly show a Golden Age, thenif you can find another

passage which says there isn't one, then you've got a contradiction,

and youe in an awful mees. You don't know where you are then. But you

can find a thousand other jjjdXX passages that don't say anything about

a Golden Age, that doesn't prove anything. Well that's why I would say

that if a person wants to examine the question, Is there a Golden Age,

no one can say you're doing it unfairly if you start anywhere you want to

to find evidence of it, prov&ded you deal fairly with the evidence yea

(13 3/k). Now if I take this evidence out of OWIXI context, that's

wrong. I've tried to show where it comes from, show the situation here.
you can

You can take something out of context,/misinterpret, you can misinterpret

the Word. I'm trying to speak very fairly, and I'm trying to deal fairly

with these passages. If you can prove it on the basis of any passage

in Scripture anywhere, you're entitled to go there provided you deal fairly
e

with the passage. (1k i/k) (Qustion)

(end of record)
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Considerable presumption. I don't think that proves it at all. What

do you mean,the whole argument (0). I mentioned I think twenty other

%%yfJ things. (Question). A text without a cnntext is a pretext,

and to %)J1 take any text out of ea- relation to context is wrong.

I think we have to take it in relation to context, and we have to

explain how it is related to the twlefth verse. Now I didn't mean to

say that the twelfth verse proves that this is to be taken literally.

Not at all. But I elli mean to say that the twelfth verse creates a
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presumption in favor of that, that the relationship is such that th

context is in favor of rather than against a literal interpretation.

I don't think that that's the thing that proves it at all. I think the
5

thing that proves it is that you have a situation here deicribed which

the Lord says is going to come to pass, and what is this that He's descrIbir

that's going to come to pass? Well I think that it can fairly well find

/I its fulfillment in a post-mullenial situation, in the Gospel going

out to the world, all the nations being converted, and consequently

all the nations stopping anymore learning war. I think that )4 was

quite a good fulfillment except two objeitions, one a sl.1ght (/{yIl i/!i)

verse 12, another a very great one, these phrases, The shall judge among

many people and judge stron nations afar off." I think those are very
Ite

defin objections to a post-nililenial view, but I don't think they're

decisive. If this was the only passage we had in the Bible dealing with

the matter at all, I wouldn't be ready to say post-mlllenlallsm is wronc.

I would say it looks the other way to me, but I'm not going to be dogmatic.
t

This passage could, to some extent, be interpreted in relaion to post

mullenialisin. But I think this passage fits exactly with premillenialism.

And I don't see how it fits with anything except premillenialism. I don't

see how tb can possibly be a picture of heaven. I don't see how it can

possibly be a picture of the heart of the Christian in this present age.

I don't see how it can possibly be a picture of anythig that comes after

the return of Christ if there is not a mullenium. I'm trying to see how

it (2 1/24-1/2) and verse 12 is I tlthk an essential and vital element, but

I think your argument would be 95 stronger without this twelfth verse.

('uestion) That Is , I think, the objection to the post-niillenial view.

The impresson you et from this picture here is that conies out from

Jerusalem, there goes forth a word which judges among the people, and

rebukes the nations with the result that they don't LA fight. I imagine
that some other terminolgy ould be more natural to use if that's what was

meant. If all our other teaching in the Scripture were post-millenial,
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I would say this is a peculiar way to express it, but not an impossible

way. But it is a peculiar enough way to express it that I Il/ wouldn't

think that it is something on which a post-millenial view could be built.

I think it is too much different from what you would expect. You would

expect it rather to say, "The Gospel will come, and lives will be changed,

and they will be (3 3/k). Something like that. The ;tj love of Christ

will enter their hearts and they will beat their swords into plowshares

and their spears into prttning hooks. They will all turn to Christ, and

they will all beat their swords into plwshares and their spears into

pruning But to say, He will judge among many nations and rebuke

strong nations afar off sounds more like a central tribunal which declares

the situation so there's no point in your fighting, you can't accomplish any

thing by it anyway, because the central tribunal tells you what going

to happen, and what it says happens. It's just exactly the situation

in the United States here. In the early days of the United States,

before the Constitutional Convention, Pennsylvania wanted one thing and

New York wanted another, and they each organized an army and set out to

fight out about it and decide what it would be. And today you will find

two states 1e , one has one idea., and the other has another idea, and

it goes to the Supreme Court of the United States and. the Supreme Court

says what is going to be, and the people in the state may not like it,

but they submit to it. They don't submit to it because they're such

good people. They submit to it because they know that's the law of the

land and It's enforced by the United. States Army, and there's no single

state or power in this United States today that would have sufficient

force to carry through its idea as against the supreme power of the

United States, and so we submit to the law that comes forth from

Washington whether we like it or not. And this sounds like that. The

law goes from Washington here, and the states submit to what it says.

And here it says the law goes from Zion, and He jusges among many people

and rebukes strong nations afar off, and they don't build up armies to
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fight one another, because there is no . Well now that's the picture

here. It could be quite a figurative way of describing the spread of

the Gospel. It might possibly, but it is rather unnatural, and conse

quently not a thing on which to build such an argument. There's

something which could be fit into that viewpoint if you find that view

point clearly taught in Scripture. To me, post-millenialisni is in view

of this passage not impossible but unlikely. Premullenialisni to me

fits with this passage exactly, but I odn't see how this could possibly

be a picture of t1Christian situation in the world today, and I don't

see how it can possibly be a picture of heaven, or of anything after

the return of Christ if there's no milleniuni. I think it's very important

as we look at these passages that we dontt take a passage and say,

this passage proves that particular t]ing, that we take a passage and say

what are the possiblities of this passage and what doesn't possibly

fit with the passage , and then we get the different passages together

and see what to stand upon. (tuestion) b

I think we have to take the passage and see what they teach. A passage

may be highly poetical, and we want to recognize poetical language itself,

but it may teach a lesson even if it is and this is not wha you would

call a poetic passage. This is perfectly straight language, this passage.

Now of course that doesn't mean to say that you have to say that these

are literal swords, literal plowshe.rs, literal spears and literal prun

ing hooks. We didn't beat any swords into plowhsears in 1945, and we

ddn't beat any spears into pruning hooks, bit we took plenty of jeeps

and made them into things for use, and we took plenty of oinbers and

tried to convert them into cargo ships. It means, taking war things and

making thAr' into peace things. They don't have to be sworc9s, they don't

have to be spears, but they have to be war instruments, and that is

exactly what we did. If we would keep it up as we did in 1946 and 1917,

if we would keep it us for the next 30 years, either we would have
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zap'-er one or the other.The time is not ripe for it, but it's here

predicted something that never yet has occurred on this earth. It is

something which is either must occur as a result of the preaching of the

gospel through a full 10 conquest of the world forwhich describes the

millenium after the time of Christ. One or the other. And now I think

our time is nearly up, isn't it? This is two hours a week and of course

anyone who wants to take for two hours of undergraduate credit will have

four hours of work to do with two hours here, if two hours of graduate

credit, you would have six hours of study, two hours here, as far as I'

cpmcerned if you want one hour of underraduate credit, you have one

hour study outside or graduate credit 2 hours outside. You can study

these passages related. to it, w won't have to keep exact track of it,

be sure that you put in that amount of time workirr' on t. Dr.

Buswell, would you like to say something in closing? You want to give

the other two passages you are going to check so that 11

Yes, I was thinking of taking the parralel passage in Ts~~Pln. 2, and 11.1-C)

Is. 21-k. I don't think at present that I will go into Is. 9. There

are some interesting matters and evidence that will ring in other factors

but I think that for the present, I would suggest that we go through

these three passages and if you find that these three passages clearly

teach that there Is going to be a golden age upon this earth, then the

question is, is the nature of the earth, and how does it fi t in with

other things befroe and after the coming of Christ. The question then

is., is there or isn't there going to be. If it is clearly taught, it is

clearly taught. Y"u can't get away from it. If there are in minds in

three states, there are in minds of the U.S.;, even though there should

be none in the other 45 states and I believe that there are many other

passages in the OT that refer to the nilillenlum, but if you have three

that clearly teach it, that would be 13.
Dr. Buswell --- I was just thinking this passage in the context and think-

ing 13 together with the figure of the Messiah, who is to come.
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I've been reading Albert Schweitzer's work lately and read them in the

wrong order.




His "Quest of the /'% Life of Jesus" has been reprinted in

English. That was the first thing he put out before he wrote the book

that we cal]. "The Quest of the Historical Jesus", and he gives the eschatologi

cal interpretation of the life of Christ, really the apocolyptic interpr

atlon of the life of Christ. He has a lot of misinformation as well as

a lot of stimulating passages in regard to the expected coming of the

forerunner of the Messiah and of the Messiah Himself. With that in mind,
This passage,

I bear out my former question:/ In connection with Micah 5:2, the coming

of the one who should be the ruler in Israel, and who would stand and

feed his flock like a shepherd, and all of that, I have no doubt you'll

bring out the figure of the Messiah f In the Old Testament as related to

the Kingdom period.

Dr. M: Interesting, but we won't go into it now. I have been trying at

this point simply to take the one question, Is there a Golden AGe? Does

the Old Testament teach there is to be a Godlen Age? Now in the New

Testament your teaching of the (end of record)
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The matter of the relation of the Messiah to the Golden Age is not so

much touched upon, but when it is I think made quite clear. In the

Old Testament there's much emphasis on the Messiah's coming to earth,

but there also are passages like this one in which I don't think that

partjcu aspect is stressed. I think the Old T stament has a great

amount of emphasis on the Godlen Age per se, without the direct and

immediate stress on the Messiah. So , as far as the Old Testament is

concerned, I would suggest taking up the relation bo the Messiah , some

under Isaiah 11, but mostly either under the question, What is the Nature,

or under the question, What is its relation to other thinks? rather

than under this first question, Is there such a Golden Age?

(blank space)
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It is perfectly that what you mean is that he fought with bravery and

courage, and that would be perfectly obvious to anyone reading that. Now

if you go over a passage in which in describes a man and says, "lie was

a lion in a fight," and you say, "As a matter of fact this man was a

power," that's not saying he was brave at all. What this is saying is

that this man had a high-pitched voice, it was somewhat like the sound

a lion utters, the vocal sound, and this is referring to the character of

his fighting; you are twisting the figure which is contrary to the ordin-a

ary use of such figures, and the burden of proof would be on you to show

that that figure could properly be used in the way which you took it.

You would have to bring us 2 illustration elsewhere where it was

thus used. Now in the Scripture we do not insist that everythng must

be taken literally. When it says, "Beat their swords into plowshares it

does not necessarily mean either swords or plowhares; it may mean change

their tanks into tractors. But it does mean to change instruments of
ments

of military fighting into instru of peaceful life. It means that

definitely. It is just as clear, just as definite, in that regard as any
twist

literal a.tatement you could possibly make; you have no right to it

around. We don't take it literally, they are figures, symbols for things

of this type, of this class, but you must take it for the class which it

appears to represent. We have no right simplly because a thing is figur

ative either to cast it aside and ignore it, f% nor do we have any right

to twist the figure around to mean something different from that which

such a figure would naturally mean. Now there was another question asked
that

last week which I would like to say a word about again, and %$%% is this:

What right do we have to begin with these particular passage? If we think

that these teach a millenium and we're studying the millenium, what right

do we have to begin with these? Maybe somebody else would start with

some other passage. Well suppose that you were interested in this questior

Was Christ born of a virgin? Where are you going to begin? You will

begin with the passages in Scripture that tell you about the virgin birth
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of Christ. You have no right to say, "Look at the Gospel of Mark. No

mention of any virgin birth. Mark knew nothing about any virgin birth.

No mention of it. Look at John; no mention of it. Some people think

one verse in John is an allusion to it, but it isn't as it is ordinarily

translated. Most people don't take it that way; at least it's highly

questionable whether it should be or not aside from that there's no

mention of it; no proof that John knew anything about a virgin birth.

Look at the big book of Revelation; no teaching about a virgin birth;

Ephesians has no teaching about it; Thessalonians has no teaching about

the virgin birth; there's no mention of it in Acts." You could go through

twenty-five books in the New Testament and say,"No teaching about the

virgin birth. Therefore the Bible doesn't teach the virgin birth."

You could go through thirty-eight books of the Old Testament and say, "No

teaching about the virgin birth." But that doesn't decide whether the

virgin birth taught. If one passage in the Scripture clearly says that

Christ was born of a virgin, that is the teaching of Scripture. Now you

might misinterpret that passage. There might be misunderstanding about
us

it if God only tells/about the virgin birth in one instance. Perhaps it's

not very important. Nevertheless it is % true; we must accept it. But

we find two Gospel writers who very clearly and plainly told us of their

belief in the virgin birth of the Lord Jesus. One would be enough to

prove it's a fact; when we have two we have not only proof it's a fact,

we have proof that it is of importance, and that it is vital that we
5

believe it. Now if we find one clear pasage in the Scripture which teaches

that there is to be a Golden Age, that God has promised a Golden Age such

as has not yet occurred, %$ if one passage clearly teaches that, then

if we believe that the Bible is God's Word we must accept it; if two

clearly teach it, then there is surely no question about it, t is

the teaching of the Scripture. More than that, if two clearly teach it.,
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then surely it is something that is emphasized, that is stressed, that

is of some importance for us to believe. Now we looked in this passage

in Micah last time. We saw that the connection with the context with the

previous verse, which is telling of a literal destruction of Mount Zion

and of the temple, the temple here would suggest that we are speaking
and

of the same literal passage what follows. It does not prove it, but

suggests it. f The burden that proves it is upon the man who wishes to

take the contrary view. It is not hereby proven, but is suggested. It is

not a great point, but is a point which must be noticed. But if we go on

we find that what is described as a situation %/,/ in which the word of

the Lord goes forth from Jerusalem and judges among peoples and judges

nations afar off and they put an end to war, they don't learn war any more

but they sit out under their vine and under their fig tree in prefect

safety because no one makes them afraid. There's nothing which they need

fear. This is a picture of a time of external safety, of external security,

it is not a picture of peace within the heart. It is a picture of an

external condition. There is no other fair way to interpret the passage.

There are many wonderful teachings in the Scripture of the peace which

God gives in the heart in the midst of terrible danger and difficulties,

but that is not the teaching of this passage, and we have no right to

try to make that be what is here described. Onc may recieve peace in his

heart in the midst of adversity and difficulty, through the knowledge with

His great power is going to bring a triumph when there is no external

danger, in the knowlege that He is going to be triumphant in the end, and

therefore we can look forward to what is coming, and this may give us an

added reason for peace in our heart in the time in-between, in the

temporary difficulties that come. But the teaching of this verse is not

a promise that there is going to be peace in the heart of the Christian;

this is promising that there is to be a time of external peace and safety,

a time when there is no% external danger, a time when no nation is learning

war because there's no need of it, because there's no other nation which
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they need fear, because all of them are subject to the law of God. Now

there is as we noticed no way in which this passage may be fairly said

to describe something after the return of Christ unless there be a millen

lal reign of Christ after His return. There is nothing else which we

can think of which would come after the return of Christ to which this

passage could refer. Now of course this passage might refer to something

before the return of Christ instead of something after the return of Christ.
not

And if it refers to seomthing before the return of Christ it doesf7% refer
anything

to %)I%1 which has yet occurred. It is not a picture of the Roman

government establisheing peace by Roman force of arms and training soldiers

to fight in order to preserve the peace. And the Lord going forth from

the Palatine and Avantine (?) hills rather than from the temple built on

Mount Zion. It is not a picture of the Roman peace in the early days of

our era, nor is it a picture of the papal power, and it is not a picture of
a

the going out of the Gospel. It may $/ be a picture of ;t')( time when the

Gospel had been completely victorious. The only objection that I see in

this passage to it describiing a time when the Gospel is completely

victorious is the beginning of the third verse, "He shall judge among

many people and rebuke strong nations afar off sounds like a central

powerful force determining disputes and settling controversies rather th4n

like the peaceful word of the Gospel going forth. I don't think that proves

that is not a picture of a inillenial reign before the coming of Christ,

but I think that it suggests that that is not what is here described. I

think there are two alteogether fair ways to interpret this passage; one

of them that it is a picture of the universal triumph of the Gospel which

so completely overcomes all the nations that there is no longer any war, any
any

fighting, ˆ,fØ external danger. That is a possible interpretation, although

I believe that there are certain phrases in the passage which suggest that

that is not the correct interpretation, but do not prove that it is not.

The other interpretation of the passage is that the Lc Jesus Christ will

Himself reign on Mount Zion and will establish this sort of external peace.
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And I do not know of any other interpretation of the passage which seems

to me a fair way of interpreting the passage, %$E2/ although it does strike

me that either of these fit it fairly well. (Question) I have not

conzidered verse 5 in our treatment of the passage necause the first four

verses describe a situation which is to come. Now verse 5 goes on and

gives an exhortation in view of that description, and it is not very well

translated here. That is, the Hebrew tense can j/ just as well express

an exhortation; one of them can; the other can 2/yf just as well express

a prepontative (?) the way they do it. For all the people walk. The

imperfect doesn't necessarily mean future as you know; it is a continuing

condition. All the people wal, everyone in the name of his god. This

is what you find. The loyalty even to their god, here and there. Now in

view of that hshall not we, who have a god who can make a wonderful

promise like this walk in the name of our God. This is not a verse germaine

to the question of the millenlum. If there were another interpretation of

verse 5 which would be vital in relation to the question of the mIllenium,

then of course we ought to take that up in this class. But unless there is

a suggestion which would affect the interpretation of the millenium, I

don't think we need to %)(/1 take time in this class. (Question)

Dr. B: A little bit smoother reading, "He will judge between many people

and will decide concerning st,ong nations afar of f, instead of "rebuke".

That verb is a verb which is sometimes translated "rebuke" and

sometimes "ajudge" or "decide". It is used in Genesis 24 where it speaks

of a maiden whom God has ajudged for Isaac, and it would seem to indicate

a determination of what was right or wrong in a dispute, rather than the

effect of the Gospel upon the heart. I think it's rather difficult to fit

that first part of verse 3 into the idea that this is a description that

this is a great victory of the Gospel prior to the return of Christ, for
if this were the only vs.

after all, I wouldn't decide the matter simply on this verse/. If other
C

other passages seems quite learly to teach the Gospel is going to $){$/
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al
conquer the world and establish a condition of universXˆ peace and

righteousness, )( we could probably fit this in even though that world

does give us definite difficulty, but I do feel that this still is a'

Golden Age, either as a result of theGospel, before the coming of Christ,

or aster the coming of Christ as the result of His deciding and judging

among the nations. (Question) (end of record)
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definitely
--three questions separately. First, is there/to be a Golden Age?

We're going to take that up as the first separate question, apart

from the matter of what the Golden Age is to be like except in so far

as we can't help going into that fS/ to some extent. And then our

second queson., what is it's rela1on to other prophesied events?

And a third question, What is the nature of this Golden Age? Now the
either

question you just asked would seem to go under/the second or third quet

tion rather than under the first and it would be a discussion of a

different passage, and it would be dealing with the New Testament

passage' which Dr. Buswell will discuss later, on whihc he will give

you a view which Is 144- different than the view which I hold on that

particular passage, but that will be h turn rather than mine. He says

he doesn't think it will be different. (cuestion) We are not interes

in these passages in our coming to an agreement as what every bit of

it means. I don't think that is desirable. I think the desirable

thing is to see what is clearly taught, what we must stand on, and

that we see the points on which the evidence is not enough for one to
non-delcisive

have to think this way and one that way, and the more on/ei8eseve

points we develop, iffex81t points of view, the more likely it is

that on some non-deciséve points we /( comd across a view that
has

no one thought of yet that may be better than any that $J/ yet been

presented. The thing to do is to get the things that are clearly

taught first. What I have tried to stress in this passage Is only

what was clearly tauht. I think there are other

details which we could get into and we could squeeze out of them

perhaps a good bit more understanding of the relation of this to other

events, and also on the question of the nature of the Golden Age, and

we might come back to this passage later for that, but right now what

I'm interested in is., does the Bible clearly teach the Golden Age/?
And I don't see hwy anyone can get away from this particular passage
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here teaching such a Golden Age that is yet future. But that is not

saying that it is before or after the return of Christ. It is yet

future to us. Now I'd like to call your attention to a passage in

the Book of Isaiah. And at first sight somebody may say, "Now what

is the use of gong over to the passage there and looking at the

passage there; it's practically the same as this. Isaiah didn't give

us anthing new, or at least Micah didn't; they've both given us

exactly the same thing. Isaiah )4 and Micah k are almost identical.

Therefore you've really only got one passage. I heard a man saying

not so long ago, "You've got the three synoptic Gospels, but

there's only one, one and two modifications of it, so you {j/ only

have one witness to Christ, not three,"and then he said, "That one

is a man who lived a hundred years after the time of Christ and used

his imagination very broadly, and so all you've got is one man's

imagination. 1 You actually don't have any record to trust."

That was the view of a professor in New Testament in a theological

seminary not very far from here. And yet for us who believe that this

is God's Word, I would say that if the same identical thing is told

in Matthew and again in Ruth, it doesn't prove that Christ said it

twice, but it does prove that the Holy Spirit thought i' ioitan

eu by giving us two descriptions. That if we find a

thing repeated in the Scripture, even if it's a $1,%/ parallel,

it means there's a stress laid on it, there's an emphasis on the part

of the Holy Spirit. It's considered important.

Now we turn to Isaiah 2:2-fl with an introutory verse preceding

and an exhortation following, parallel to the exhortation we have

in the other passage in Micah, we have here three verses which are

very, very close to these verses in Micah. And so the problem is

raised in many people's minds, did Micah say it first and Isaiah

copy from him? Did Isaiah say it first and Mic$ah copy from him?
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And then they see that in the latter part of Isaiah there are things

that go way on long after anything in Micah seems to go, and so they

say that Micah must have been Isaiah's younger colleague, and Isaiah

must have been an older man, and therefore they say it must be original
which

with Isaiah. Well flow, it doesn't seem to me you ean t1l whèeaè. of

the men was older and which was younger. Isaiah gave us sixty-six

chapters and Micah seven. Isaiah could give sixtysix chapters

dealing with as wide an area as he does must have lived a very long tine
en at

because they cover predictions and prophecies glviRg many different

types and times in history. Micah gave us prophecies dealing with

one particular epic. But that isn't proof but what Micah might have

lived fifty years before or after that. We just have no evidence. We

don't know. He didn't prophecy as long as Isaiah. Well did his

prophecy come after Isaiah or before? I don't know of any proof one

way or another. But to my mind the one in Mlcah seems original rather

than the one in Isaiah, for this reason, that it fits into context so
then

exactly. Micah is predicting the destruction of Zion, and he/goes right

on to tell about that which is to come in tie future. He uses the

same phraseology in chapter 3 that he does in the beginning of chapter

k; It fits right in the context as if it is one cmtinuous record, and

that to me suggests, although I would not be dogmatic about it, that

Micah wrote first. Well now we have at any rate the same thing said

by Micah and Isaiah. Did God use exactly the same words to both of

them? )(( Did He dictate the same words to both of them, both the same?

Or did God perhaps give each of them a vision, and Micah describes his

vision, and Isaiah describes what he saw , and he describes in almost

identical words? Or did Isale'i nerhpas have this vision, and being

familiar with Micah, used almost the same words that Micah used, having

seen almost the same vision? I don't think that we know. They weren't

perhaps as particular about literary property in those days, in trying

to prove who has the right to this and that. I once wrote a book in
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collaboration with two others, and one of bhe others was very insistit

that if in discussion he made any remark on anything and you used it

anywhere in the book you must havd a footnote that #/'/ he had said

this, and it made it very inconvenient, because you j'4 ctuldn't

just come in and talk at random with him, discuss all sorts of things

and get all sorts of ideas in mind, because who knows but )4$/

whether or not you could remember, in order to give him credit at the
is

proper place in the book. It )Cj( a terrible J1 nuisance, and I think
perhaps

the ancients were/a little more reasonable than us moderns in t$/ this

regard. They were interested in the truth, not so much in who happened

to say the particular words. And Isaiah had the same truth to give that

Micah had. But I think that the first verse in chapter 2 is very

interest/ing verse in this connection. Isaiah begins in chapter 1

with an introduction to the whole book, 'The vision which Isaiah, the
z

son of Amok which he saw concerning Judah and Jerusalem in the days

of Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz, and Hezekiah, kings of Judah."

And you have that in the beginning of chapter 1, and then you have a

chapter , and then chapter 2 begins,"The word that Isaiah the

son of Amoz saw concerning Judah and Jerusalem." Why /$$/repeat

that when you've just given it? Well to my mind this is an introduction

simply to the following four verses and nothing else. Øj 1:1 an

introduction to the whole book; 2:1 an introduction to what follows.

He says, "You know Micah's vision; you know what Micah saw. Well now

I want to show you what Isaiah sees concerning Jerusalem and Judah.7

This is a vision Isaiah had. I am setting my authority upon this

vision. This is God's message to me. This vision that follows I tell

you is the truth. God has revealed it to me. Now if He revelaed

it to Micah too, fine, but this is a truth He has revealed to Isaiah

and Isaiah is putting his signature upon it. He is saying, "I had

this vision." I don't think he was going to fight over who framed the
particular group of words. The thing was that lie had tb vision. He
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knows this to be true, or false. $$'/p{ˆ And Mainly has three verses

which correspond very closely to the first three verses of Micah .

The fouth verse i not repeated here, that is the fourth verse

of Micah, but the fifth verse of Micah is the exortation, "We who

walk in the name of the Lord our God forever and ever," and here we

have an exortation, "Oh house of Jacob, come ye an et us walk in the

light of the Lord." An exortation very closesly parralleling the ex

ortation in Micah and helping us to prove that it is an exhortation

1/)yIØ in Micah. Now the 3 verses in between there are a few slight

differences like one says, "Many nations shall flow into it," Isa.

says, "All nations shall flow into it," a few slight changes like that

and I don't feel that I is necessary for our present purpose, we have

compares the two and can see the exact changes here and there. There

are comparatively few of them. The picture is identical. It is a

picture of a central authority at Jerusalem, an authority from which

God's law goes out. An authority to which people come in order that

the God of Jacob any teach them His ways so that they may walk in His

paths, a center from which an authority goes that judges among the nat

ions and rebukes many peoples and they beat their swords into p?ovshears,

and their spears into rrunlng hooks. Nations shall not lift up sword

against nation and neither shall they learn war anymore. External peace

and safety, a Golden Age, a time when this world is free from external

danger, adn Isaiah is setting the seal of his authority upon it, and

Micah ends it with , "The mouth of the Lord of hosts has spoken."

Isaiah begins it with the words, "The vision that $/ Isaiah saw

concerning Judah and Jerusalem." Eah of them declares, 7 This is Gods

word." Now we have the Holy pirit then 10 leading two differnert

prophets to give us a picture of the same thing in almost the same words.

And that to me is an emphasis that this is something that is vital.

Whatever these passages mean, it is vital that we study them, and that

we seek to interpret what they are and to find what is there taught.
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The Holy Spirit thinks it vital enough to have two different prophets

give it, not only give it, but stress that the mouth of the Lord of

hosts has spoken in one case and the other begin it with a special intro

duction, the vision that Isaih saw concerning Judah and Jerusalem and

who followed with an hortation to walk in the light of the Lord. So

the Holy Spriit considers these two passages to be bital and important,

then it is vital and important that we do not neglect them or overlook

them but that we fit them into our thinking and that we reach a conclus

ion as to what they mean. I was at a theological conference one time

and a man there told me that he had spoken to another of the men there,

privately. He didn't come out to the meetings, but in the private he

mentioned this to the ohter man who was a professor at a theological

seminary of sysstematlc theology at a great theological seminary quite

a long distance from here, a very orthodox theological seminary and he

said to this professor, "What do you do with these passages in the OT.

about the Millendium?" and the man answered, "That is not my funclotn,

that is the function of the department of Exegesis, who interpret the

passages. My function is to systematize, to arrange these into a great

system." Well, now, the primary thing certainly is 12

It is vital that we systematize. It is vital to bee how it is interrel

ated, but any systematic theology that is true. 12 1/2 systematic

theology is theology that is ready to take in to account anything that

is clearly taught in the Scripture and which is readywhen an interpretat

ion is 12 1/2 of any passage in the Scripture to go into it and

to eˆlther say that is right or that is wrong, or that is not certain and

therefore it must be held out for ghe present until we have further light

on it, but the exegesis of any passage must be primary to any systematic

theology and here we have something which is twice given in the Scripture,

which is emphasized by the Holy Spirit, which 18 thus 13 that is

vital, and it's introduction and exhortation following, it is something
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which we must decide what the Holy Spirit is trying to give us %here.

What is the thing that is meant? W'll, now as to the interpretation of

this, it is almost identical to the other. I think %$%/X/our conclusion

would be the same as the other, we cath:jot deduce from it its relation to

with certainty,other events in the prophetic books. Is it before the

return of Christ, or is it after? Well, if the word of the Lord goes forth

from Jerusalem as judges among the people, determining their disputes.

That to me suggests that the Lord is there reigning in Jerusalem, but does

not prove it. There is a certain, I would say, 14 here in

the natural interpretation of it, in favor of it's being something that

happened after the return of Christ rather than before, but I don't think

that you can prove it by this passage any more than the others but I do

think that you can say that these two passages are speaking of a time of

universal cessation of war, a time of exernal peace and safety, a golden

age which covers this entire earth and I don't see how you can in any

fairer way interpret them as anything else than that. (student question)

q end of record elO

I don't know whether lye thought so much on the particular phraseology

there. I think the general tone of it is something that endures
time

for a f,t'U, rather than somethi.g that /pI/ happens in a day or

so, but as to whether you can draw that just from the particular verb

form there, I wouldn't think so. But the certanly the implication, "He

will judge among many 7ZJ.I/ people, H will decide their differences,"

they beat their swords into plowshares, they don't lift up sword Oil

against sword, because between 1945 and 1949 there are not going to be

any wars, there's going to be universal peace, it certainly means more

than that; that would be nonsense. It must describe a period of considerab

length to be worth this much emphasis, to be worth this much stress. It

must be a period of $ very subtantIa1 length. Now there was perhaps a
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somewhat similar period between 1870 and 1914. The most peaceful time

the world has ever seen except for the time of the early Roman Empire,

a time when you could travel anywhere in Europe except Russia and Turkey

without a passport. A time when it seemed to many as if the Golden Age

had come. And in 1914 people thought the Golden Age was here, and many

wouldn't believe it when the war came in 1914. y1/ But of course

any one who observed things closely could see how everything was building

up for that great war between 1870 and 1914. But j% during those years

premillenialists were regarded by many people as pessimists who didn't

recognize the great, glorious situation established and how there never

would be a war, and the premillenialists who said there would be more wars

back in 1910 were not basing it upon a close and careful observation of

world affairs, thought that should have been sufficient to prove the fallacy

of the idea that the Golden Age was here, but they were basing it upon their

understanding of the Scripture, and of course the fact that their understand

ing wasn't proven right that there was another war then, but it certainly

does prove that that was not the Ø$Ø.7 Golden Age promised , the period

from 1870 to 1914. Of course we in the United States had a little war

back in Ø 1890, but compared to the wars in 1870 and 1914 they were a

drop in the bucket. This is the second passage then. And the third

passage which I think is very vital in this connection is Isaiah 11. Now

Isaiah 11 is not a repitition of either the // second chapter or of

the passage in Micah. It is a passage which is very different in its

general tone; a passage which has different figures used, and which presents

a picture which seems very different and has % a personal stress in it which

we do not find in either of these other two passages. It is one which is

also very vital in connection which we're asking ourselves now: Does the

Scriptire teach the coming of a Golden Age? Does it teach it? I insist on

that wording: Does the Scripture teach it? Not the wording: Does the

Scripture teach there will or won't be? I don't think we have any right 44

to go to Scripture and say is there this or that? I think we l%y( must got
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the Scripture and say,Is there enough Scriptural evidence to show whether

it's this or that? And that's our present question. Does the Scripture

present the evidence on which we can )1 say with postiiveness that there is

to be a Golden Age? Does it present such evidence. Now we look at

chapter 11. (Question). Yes, a Golden Age on earth. You mean that if all

this were moved over to Venue it wouldn't be a fulfillment of it? (Questior

The specific references to $j$ Jerusalem and Judah in both these passages

would seem to suggest to me that if %$% he was using Judah and Jerusalem

as figures for Mars, I still would think that it might be a satisfactory

fulfillment of it. A Golden Age promised in which God is going to bring

these things to pass and in which our descendents, the continuation of our

race,vill be living somewhere, and the whole planet on which they live will

have these certain (k 3/k) . It is not disembodies spirits floating

around. It is a substantial earth. They don't beat their swords into

plowshares in a ghostly world. I don't think that the spirits in heaven

are beating swords into plowshares. I can't see how that would picture

anything that would be an activity of the redeemed after this earth would

have been completely destroyed and only the redeemed will have been trans
then

ferred to another place. I can't see why/they would beat swords into

plowshares. I don't know where they'd get the swords to beat into plow

shares, and I don't what the meaning would be, They wouldn't learn war

anymore. There would hardly be much sense in saying that. And what

would it mean to say that Christ would Ø ajudge among many nations then?

Where would be the nations to ajudge among if it were simply all the

Christians brought together into one great family. I donesn't seem to be

that sort of a picture as far a I can see. (Question.) It does seem

to me to be a contlnuationI of the human race as we know it. (Question)

"anymore" there is the Hebrew which means "further." They will
That

not continue to learn )6 warYanymore"is an English translation. It means

that the learning of war will be an activity which will be cast aside
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Now if there were to be a great period when under a particular situation

there would be a temporary interruption to that, it wouldn't interfere

with the meaning of the passage.

D.r. B.: The Go and Magog rebellion at the end of the millenium is not

in any sense a war. The Gog and $j Magog attackers don't get a 7

at first base; they're destroyed by fire and brimstone out of heaven.

There isn't any war about it.

Dr. M.: You might say they fight without having learned properly how.

Dr. B.: They speak of combustible weapons that are fuel for seven j( years.

It isn't war.

Dr. M.: Is there to be a Golden Age? Is there clearly predicted in

Scripture to be a Golden Age which has not yet occurred? We're tryihg

to keep our dealing with it's nature to a minimum at present. We ntoice

that the feature of this, however, which is stressed so far is external

peace and safety. It is a time of freedom from external danger. Now

as to other aspects, we will notice wI we can't help noticing as we go alorg

but we'll leave it for a later question, If there is such an age, what are

its characteri$'stics, and also we are interested in the later question,

What is the relationship of this to other events?
again

Now in chapter 11 we have a predictthon which/relates/ˆ,X1/ right up

closely to what precedes, but I don't think that throws much light on the

nature of the fulfillment in this particular case. The previous verse

describes the destruction I believe of Judah, that God is 9 Judah

and Assyria. They're both pictured in the previous passages, and

the great empires of the world are going to be destroyed in God's economy.

Now here we have the great Assyrian Empire; it is thrust down; it is wrecked

The Assyrian king is humbled, but out of the stem of Jesse there comes forth

a rod and a branch grov% out of his roots. The picture is of Jesse, that

is, of David, son of Jesse, king of Judah. His kingdom, his empire, having

been crushed, till there's just a little stalk ther,g, ,jut a couple of
d

little roots, out of it a branch grows up, andAfollows shows us that this
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branch is a human being. It is an individual. It is a man who comes out

of the root of this, and I doubt if there's any Christian interpreter who

would question that it is the Lord Jesus Christ who is here referred to.

And we are told about Him, He is going to come up out of the root of Jesse,

and the Spirit of the Lore will rest upon Him. And this word "rest" here,

by the way, means simply "to be placed upon." It doesn't mean "sleeping7

upon H±m," but it means "to be exerting itself through Him." "It shall

rest upon Him." The Spirit of wisdom and understanding, the Spirit of

council and might, the Spirit of knowledge and the fear of the Lord. The

description of an individual who is out of the stem of Jesse; He is found

in contrast to the f,lf all (?) of the great world empires, He is described

as one who is given great insight by the Lord. He is of (J&I.%$ quick

understanding and fear of the Lord, and He does not judge after the sight

of His eyes nor reprove after the hearing of His ears; an interesting

parallel with our phrase about judging many nations, and rebuking nations
That does

afar of f;/not necessarily prove a relationship , but it's interesting;

the use of similar terminology here. He is to one who judges according

to the true, inner nature of things. Now of course you remember was it
Jesus

not Nathaniel who said to Christ, "Whence knowest thou me?" And said,
thou vast

t/1)1 When/under the fig tree I saw thee." And he said, "Thou art

the Son of God, thou art the King of Israel." He was overwhelmed at the

insight that Christ had, not judgin according to the sight of His eyes,

but judging according to His inner character. We read that Christ knew

man, He needed not that anyone should tell Him what was in man, beacause

He knew already. Christ is one who doesn't judge according to the sight of

His eyes, nor reprove after the hearing of His ears; one who has wonderful

wisdom and understanding. Now all this, we'll say, is amply fulfilled in

Christ's first coming, but when we say fulfilled, we don't mean that that

is the end of it, because it is a characteristic of the Lord Jesus Christ,

and it is shown in Him any time He exerts it. Arid we find that He had
these characteristics in His first coming, and He shoved forth in His actiolB
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the characteristics which are here described as belonging to Him. But

then in verse 5 we read that with righteousness He will judge the poor.

Well, when a man came to Him and said, "Lord, make my brother divide

the inheritance with me; I'm a poor man; a rich man; he's taken the'

inheritance." Christ said, "Who made me a judge among you?" Now it says

here, "With righteousness He will judge the poor." Then why didn't He

go with him and say, "Brother, you give him this. If half of this belongs

to him, divide it up." Well, He doesn't seem to cDnform to the prediction

here: "With righteousness He shall judge the poor." Is this a description

of the last judgment? Is this a description of His determinng which

people are to be saved and which are to be lost. The word "poor" hardly

seems in place in that case. He will judge the righteous perhaps, He
with righteousness

will judge the wicked; but He will judge the poor/seems to mean that

those who don't have the power themselves to gain that which they ought ot

have, He is going to give it to them. It would seem to suggest a ruler

dealing in righteousness rather than the judge of souls or the activity

of Christ in His earth'y cothing. I wouldn't build to much on that; I

merely say that is the implication which seems to be foremost in this

first part of verse k. And then He will rebuke (Question) If He said

the poor in spirit I certainly would agree with you, and that the poor

here might mean the poor in spirit I wouldn't rule out at all. It's a

ˆ'%$XX/ possibility. I just mean that it impresses me leaning in that

direction, but not as definitely 161J/%J proof on thdt. Not at all. And

then"reprove with equity for the meek of the earth." I think the situation

is the same with that. It leans, it seems to me, in the direction of one

who is using justice and equity in determining what is right for the poor

and the meek, but I think it proves it. I think it is

something which might refer to other things. In the Beatitides it would

seem perhaps promising a future t/ 14 1/k) rather than a present picture.
Then he continues, "And He will smite the earth with the rod of His power
and with the breath of His lips shall He slay the wicked." And there is
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a story in the Apocryphal Gospels about how when the Lord Jesus Christ
school

was a little boy He vent to ˆ/jS,L, and the people asked Him, "What is

A? And He said, "You explain A to me and I'll explain B to you." And

- --j.2 - - â--.-.L -- - 0 . -
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at which He was active, $)% because it was characteristic of His being,

of His person. We go on to describe certain acts here 1f/ which the

first two sentences, the first two clauses, might perhaps be acts done at

His first coming, though they sound to be more like something that is to

be in the nature of reigning rather than of the activity He did at His first

coming, but this would seem clearly to be something which Paul declares
second

to be future to His coming, adn something which is different than
that

that which He did at His first coming. Now/of course proves nothing

in itself whether there's a Golden Age or not, but it simply gives a

certain future color, that is future from our viewpoint to this

2 picture. And it says then that this one here described is going

to do this which Paul said is a future thing. We find it said that

righteousness will be the girdle of His loins and faithfulness the girdle

of His kidneys, again a statement of certain qualities which are character-

istic of the righteousness and faithfulness rather than a statement of
so

some%,iM particular thing He would do, $/%/1fS)11 we wouldn't drew

much from them, just a further characterization of Him. Then you come

to verse 16, and you say, "What on earth has verse 6 got to do with what

precedes, "The wolf will dwell with the lamb, and the leopard will lie

down with the kid. The calf and the young lion and the fatling together,

and a little child shall lead them." Is that a brand new chapter with

another entirely different subject, and utterly unrelated with what

precedes. The good archbishop evidently didn't think so because he didn't

make any chapter division here. That of course proves nothing. But I

think all interpreters as far as I know consider that the following verses

belong with what precedes, and are related to it. And if they are related

to it, then surely that which follows is a description of the situation

which He is going to bring about. And it may be perhaps a situation which

He at His first coming draws up and which still continues at that time,
or it may be a descripion of something which He is going to bring about in
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the future. The fact that we have just had in verse k a description of

things % He's going to do in the future would suggest that this is

something He's going to bring about in the future, but wouldn't prove

it. If we find that this is a perfect description of the church during

the early days of the Christian church, the first five hundred -years, then

we may say that this is a description of what Christ did ht His first

coming. But it is at any rate a description of something that is going

to be sometime. Verse 6 and following are a description of the nature of

the regime which is going to be brought in or of the dition which is

going to be established by the one described in the previous verses at

sometime or other, whether it %ZX be something that was to comeafter the

first coming of Christ or something that has come at some period prior

to this present, or something which is yet future to us, future to us

before His second coming or future to us after His second coming. At

any event it is a description of a situation which He is responsible for,

which follows as a result of His actions. Well now the situation which

is described here, certainly verses 6 and 7 and 8 very clearly b&long

together; it would seem almost absolutely certain that verse 9 went with

6, 7, and 8 and was a summary of them. At any rate, 6, 7, and 8 undoubt

edly go togehter, and what is pictured in 6, 7, and 8? We have a condition

here described. Is this condition literally described here, or are

these figures? We must no dogmatic on it. We must not try to insist

that they must necessarily be literal. We have no right to say that they

cannot be literal. We must examine Scripture elsewhere to see whether

they are to be taken literally or figuratively. But his we must says:

If they are figures they are figures for something which can $ be Xi'#I

reasonably deduced from the literal picture given. You can not just say,

"Oh, they are pictures of anything. 'The wolf shall dwell with the la.Eb

and the leopard shall lie down with the kid.' All f right, the wolf

represents France and the lamb England, so "the wolf dwell with the lamb'
means England and France are goLng to be allied. 'The leopard lie down
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with the kid' ; the leopard's Hitler and the kid's Mussalini, so that

means Italy and Germany will stand together, and 'a little child shall

lead them'--maybe that was Roosevelt." That's one way of interpreting

figures. But I think a more reasonable way of interpreting figures

is to get the sense of the passage and see what sort of-a picture is

presented, and to try to see what is the fundamental idea that is here

given, rather than to say that we must equate some particular thing

here with some particular thing there, and this particular thing with

some particular thing there, whether there is any reason for equating them

or not. If these are figures, we have here a certain type of situation

here described. If they are literal, then of course we have a literal

condition described. Suppose we have a literal condition--why are we

interested in knowing what's going to happen to the cows and the bears

and the wolves anyway after the wonderful description of this great rule?

Well we are interested if there's clear teaching on that subject, but I

would think we would be justified in saying, "If it is literal, it is

given not merely to tell us of the literal condition, but to describe the

nature of things, at any event. And so, even if it is literal, its

primary purpose is to present an idea of a general situation, and if it

is figurative, its whole purpose is to present a general situation, and

therefore its primary purpose is exactly the same, whether it is literal

or figurative. And so the question of whether it is literal or figurative

is not half as important as the question, What do the figures represent

if they are figurative, and they surely seem to represent some sort of
Well

a situationJ.I%$/ the situation in verse 6 is an unnatural situation.

"The wolf will dwell with the lamb." Why sure the wolf will dwell with

the lamb, provided the lamb's inside of the wolf. That's a rather common

situation. But that is not what is meant here. They dwell together.

The implication is that they don't dwell together in the normal fashion.

"The leopard will lie down with the kid." Well, the leopard might lie

down with the kid a few feet away from the kid, and wait)( for the kid
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to be sleeping before jumping on it. That is the normal situation. "The

leopard lie down with the kid" means it is not going to injure the kid.

It is an unnatural situation according to our present condition of the

world. "The calf and the young lion and the fatling together." Well,

maybe the young lion will walk along beside the ca]fjnot bother it,
o etthe

but maybe when I,fatlin/,4t1/ there,/that's more than the
Surely you have a

lion could resist the temptation of. /7'$4//$/situatIon here which

means that the lion is not going to hurt the fatling. That is surely the

thought of this verse. "And a little child shall lead them." You expect

the big man with his tommygun to be the one who comes out against the

young lion and the leopard and the wolf, not the little child. "A little

child shall lead them." "And the cow and the bear shall feed." If he

said the cows and the goats will feed, that's nothing strange, but for the
certainly

cow and the bear to feed together doesn't seem natural. You wØj{//

expect the cow to run if it see the bear. It is not the normal thing

for the two of them to feed together. "The lion will eat straw like the ox."

You would expect the lion toeat the ox, instead of eatfing straw like

the ox. "The sucking child will play on the hole of the asp." Well,

that's simple enough. Any sucking child will play on the $ hole of the

asp if it gets a chance. "The weaning child will put its hand on the

cockatrice's den. " Well, did you ever see a little child that would

hesitate to put its hand on the cokatrice den. A little child will go

right straight up to it and put its hand there. It isn't afaid. It is
the fact

not here describing/that a child is so ignorant will go right up to the
showing

whole of an asp and put its hand on it. It is not/the lack of education

of a little child just weaned. It doesn't know the cockatrice's den
is

is a dangerous place to be. That's not the picture. The picture/that

there is nothing wrong with the child doing these thing

It can do it more than once., that it can do it safely. The essential

note in all three verses is identical. It is the note of external safety
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of safety from external danger. The point is not here that the iamb,

though the wolf is around, has perfect peace in his heart and no fear

that the wolf will eat him up. That's not the picture. The picture

here is a picture that the wolf will not hurt the lamb. It is a picture

of a change from the present abnormal conditon of the world in which

the animals fight and tear and kill one another to a

condition of harmony and of peace among the various things which God has

created. If you take it literall, it means the end of the curse on the

animal world. If you take it figuratively, it means the end of war and

destruction in the 'world of mankind. And in the citext I think we are

justified in saying the figurative interpretation is more importatn than
it be

the literal. That is to say, even if/%$J literally truer and going to

happen, it is also going to be figuratively true, and in the context that

is of grdater importance to us than whether it is literally true or not.

That we have a picture here of a kind of external safety; we have here

a time of an end of external danger; we have here a time when there is
suckling

no harm in a )t%j child playing on the hole of an asp, a time when

it is not necessary that the parents 1$ watch the suckling child with

great care lest it stray in the é4/ direction of the asp. I was

reading just a couple days ago about (Sae? 11 /k) the great archeologist

Maybe some of you read it. Some years ago Professor Sae from Oxford

%ff/ University was in Egypt, and they said he is perhaps the only persm

living who has been bit by the particular type of asp that L killed

Cleopatra and lived to tell the tale. They said that he was there on an

expidition and he stepped outside the camp for a few minutes one time

and as he stepped out there his foot come down and he didn't notcie it

and he stepped on this big circle, this asp, which is % thought to be

the type that Cleopatra used in order to kill herself. 'Ø He stepped on

it and immediately the thing stung POO his leg. And everyone else

to whom that is known to have happened died. But he was not far from the

camp and he rushed right into the camp and he grabbed the red hot tongs
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that the cook had right in the fire and he stuck them into his leg and

$% burned ;tçt it right to the bone, and burned it right out there com

pletely and the result was that he had a few weeks

of lameness and then it was all right instead of losing his life. Well

now the child will not be afraid %jˆ of the asp. Certainly not of the

hole of the asp. But if there are creatures like that around in this

age the parents are mighty careful to watch the child so that the child
in to

does not wander %%$ that situation. And the description here is either

of a time when parents need not fear lest their child will stumble into

the place where the asps are, or it is a picture, a figure of a situation

in the human world in which there is no danger, no external danger which

we have to quard against. The pDrfectly innocent one, like the suckling

;;Mnsterslchild, can just wander out into the XXOIX land and not fear what

was going to happen, because the gangster/s'land is altogether different

from what it had been. And so if you take this figuratively, you have

a picture of a olden Age which is different from anything which this

world Ia yet seen, and if you take it literally %/ you have a picture

of a future golden Age in which the world of mankind is different, but

in which in addition to that there is a change in the animal creation.

And so whether you take it figuratively or whtehr you take it literally

you have a picture of a future Golden Age, a future which does

not in any sense correspon to anything which has yet occurred upon ths

earth, a picture of a situation which certainly was not true of the world

in the time right after the death of Christ. Anyone reading the Book

of Acts cannot imagine the sItuon in which Paul lived and moved is at

all similar to this situation either figuratively or literally. Nor at

any time in the history of the world since that time in which this can

be said to have been fulfilled. Now to say that %%/ this is a picture

of heaven and up in heaven the departed wolves and the departed lambs

don't even bother to ( 15) extreme (laughter) or to say that up in

heaven deceased human beings don't even sit around. That's meaningless b
the context. (end of record)
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wonderful thing is going to come to past as a result of the great act

ivity of this marvelous one who is here described in the first part of

the chapter, it is surely a gold age upon an earth, a situation which

has never yet appeared, a situation of the cessation of external danger,

a situtaion which is similar even though 1/2/ to those picture

which were given us in Micah k and Isa. 3. And so we have a third pas
other

sage I would say, and if there be no/passage in the BbrIpture which deals
from

with the matter of a future Golden age, if there be no other/which such

a teaching can be clearly deduced, we have it stressed these three times

then if there should be no other question, we would then have three times

in which this idea is very clearly and strongly presented, that there is

to be such a golden age, and if this golden age is charactarized by that

one outstanding feature, the cessation of external danger, external peace

and safety, that is going to come upon this earth. Now with this passage

here, as with the other two at which we looked, we can ask this question,

"Is it something which Ø while it has not yet come to pass, made conc

eivabl come to pass before the return of Christ?' Well, why not,/#/#f

if you take it figurat&vely and if someone wants to take it I igureatively,

I do not object bb such an interpretation. As I have said, I believe that

the figurative interpretation is inoñe important than literal. I believe
literally %%

that whethere it is true o not, it is true in the Qigurative

sense. t is true in the world of human beings though it has little

place here in the chapter, whether it is also true in the physical sphere

or not. Well, if it is the literal sphere, it is rather hard to conceive

of any such change in the animal ceation coming before the return of

Christ. We can go out with guns and we can kill off the snakes and wolv

and leapards, etc., but that would not be in any sense a fulfillment of tlls

passage. It is pretty hard to see how this can literally be fulfilled

before the return of Christ, but in a figurative sense it certainly could
be fulfilled before the return of Christ. It is exactly
what the Gospel does. The Gospel takes the wolf and makes him into a la*
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Tˆhe Gospel takes the wicked one into one that is peaceful and helpful.

That is what the Gospel does. I do not think that we can say that this

is a picture of one man being transformed by the Gospel, or a picture

of several man being transformed by the Gospel. This is a picture of

a sjtutatjon in which there is external peace and safety because there

are none around who will desire to destroy it. It can come about by

the Gospel, if it be the will of God that the Holy Spirit convert all

the world through the preaching of the Gospel, so that everyone on this

earth is a christian than shrely no one whould try to hurt anyone, and

surely it is conceivable that in such a way that this passage here could

be figuratively and yet very truly fulfilled and it might thus describe

a rmderful golden age to come prior to the return of Christ, but it is

a golden age which is here described. It is a golden age, something whith

has not yet come to pass, but it may be something then which can come

from the preaching of the Gospel if it is clearly taught in the Scripture,

that it is God's will thatthe Godpel go forXth into the world and conv

ert all the world and all nations, if God definitely promises that then

no matter how bad it looks today, no matter how pessimistic we may be

come, no matter how impossible it appears to human eye, that sould not

lead us to lose faith that God will fulfill what he has promised, and

if God has elsewhere in the Bible said He is going to convert all nat

ions through the Gospel of Christ then we can believe that word and

know it will come to pass and that the golden age can be fulfilled be

fore the retuwn of Christ. But unless we find such esevhere in the

Schripture, we certaaly cannot % deduce that from this passage. This

passage does not day whether it is going to be before or after the return

of Christ, it does say it is going to be sometime, maybe before, maybe

after. Now we find in the context one of two things which suggest after.

We find that about "with righteouness shall we judge the povr and reprowith equity the meek of the earth In verse , that seems to me to suggest
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that what follows is the result of His reproving with equity of his

judging the poor with righteousness. That it is a condition that is

to come about as the result of 5 In the connection

with the second coming of Christ vhther than with the present situation

or with His fir*t coming. I don't think that it is proven, but I think

that there is a certain suggestion there which should be noticed. Then'

the latter pa-'t of the verse, he shall smite the urn with a rod and with

the breath of his lips shall He slay the wicked, Paul says that is just

future, it is something to happen in connection with the return of Christ,

thst to me suggests very strongly that what follows is what comes after

He slays the wicked one with the breathe of His lips, and so that very

stronly suggests to me that this is something that comes after the

return of Christ. I am not ready to apply the term fully to that yet,

though I think that it goes a pretty long distance in that direction. TIE

however, the passage itself is it figuarative or is it literal? If It

is literal, whether it is $//( a removal of the curse that was laid upon

the creation in Gen. 3 and if we find it selswhere taught, that there is

to be a removal of the curse, then it would be reasonable to say that th

is a picture of the same thing, but unless we find it clearly taught, I

do not think that we should deduce it from this picture. If we take it
teaching

literally then, it can fit in with the f)441/e if we find such a teaching

elsewhere in Scripture that the curse is to be removed from the animal

creation, and if we find such a tea ching in Scripture, it ii pretty hard

for us to conceive of that as happening simply in the course of this

age, that will seem of necessary to be connected with the coming bf ChrI

and so if it is to be taken literally, then it also in a figurative sense

is true, it also applies then to the Morid of mankind, but in that case

it describets a golden age after the return of Christ, and so this pass

age like Ch. 1s2 and Mic. k would seem to me to be rather definitely

showing that God declares that there is to be a golden age, although
from these three passages I would not deduce when it is to be. I
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would say that all three of them look somehvat in the same direction of

it being after the return of Christ, and if this is to be taken literally

then it does mean certainly that it is after the return of Christ. This

may be taken figuratively, I don't think the evidences in these three

are sufficient to prove that it is after the return of Christ, if it be

fore the return of Christ, I do not think it is conceivable, that it oc

curred apart from the result of the universal acceptation to the Gospel,

but it is altogether possible if we find it clearly taught elsewhere in

Scripture that all nations are to be converted to the Gospel of Christ,

that these three passages describe the situation that is to be estab

lished and to continue for a sizable length of time, I won't say how

long, It would'nt have to be an eternal situation to fulfill these 3

but it would have to be a situation of a fairly sizable length of time,

and it could be thus a description of a golden age upon this earth. I

believe that is Warfield's interpretation of these Old Testament pass

ages. It is my impression that I know he taught very clearly that the

Gospel is to completely conquer the world. Rev. 20, he insists that is

the vital element in Rev. 20. It is the completeness of conquest. Every

one is to be converted. %That there is no one left on this earth that

has not been converted by the gospel of Christ and every single portion

of the earth has been affected by the Gospel to the extent that you have
at

this wonderful Golden age and then you might have a falling away f the

end of that age, a bad condition at the very end of it just before the

return of Christ, but Warfield taught that we have this wonderful golden

age which comes at the end of this present age as a result of the preach

ing of the gospel. Now we have one more verse here to look at vs 9

which is doubtless a summary of the three verses for the idea of it is

so closely in line with them They shall not hurt nov destroy in

all my Holy mountain. What is meant by the Holy mountain? It is not

explained here. It is an area in which they will not hurt nor destroy.
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And the previous discussion which seems to cover a sizable area, cert

ainly is quite contrary to the situation today in Jerusalem where I

expect every week there are individual shocks in Palestine today because

they stray 'too near the borderline that cuts the area right straight

in too. When Dr. Harris and I were at Letrune haveing lunch, we heard

mortars firing, we heard the shells dropping r1ht near us and we turn

ed to the monk who was searving us and asked w1at it was and he said

that the Jews keep firing for practice to warn people that they mustn't

get near that like. Right down in front of the monastary was the line

of no mans land and you couldn't get out theretwo days before k peas

ants had been killed because they had tried to harvest their field, the

line went through their field and thye got just a little pas t the line

and the sharpshooters shot them from the other side. It is not a con

dition that describes Palestine today nor certainly not the world today.

But He said, they shall not hurt nor destroy in all my holy mountain for

the earth shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord. The earth, that

land refers to the area that will be full of the knowledge of the Lord

as the waters cover the sea and the waters cover the sea from 10 1/2

every square inch of the sea has water above it. It is not a picture

of an individual here and there, with whicked people all around them,

individual witnesses to the truth bb Christ here and there with a wick

ed world around. It is apicture in which all is subject to the rule

of Christ and there is nothing of external danger about because the earth

is full of the knowledge of the Lord as the waters cover the sea. Well

now these three Old Testament passages seem to me are to establish the

fact that the Bible clearly teaches that there is to be a golden age,

and that ft a characteristic of that age is freedom from external danger,

a condition of external peace and safety. I think that that is clearly

eztablished y these passages. We could go on and look at other pass

ages, but I don't think it is necessary for this particular portion of
our discussion. Now the second question, what is the relation of the
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time of this golden age to the other events in the program of God?

This is a qhestion into thich these three passges do not particularly

go. I think there is an Implicatton ito of them of the personal
&-

presence of the king but not a ' 12 aid in the thrid one we

just looked at there is an implication that there is result of the

personal reign of the king and it sgess that it comes after the

event Paul describes future in his day and both sug

gest that it is after the personal return of Christ, but I don't think

that you can clearly prove anything as to the relation of these events

to others events in the future in the predicted plan of God from these

three passages alone and I don't think that you can even find a clear

implication of anything except that one sentence t1 I meEtioned and

tht only an implication. Now the other two questions then, what is

the X90( relation to other events in future ,t%IZ{Ø' plan and what is

the nature of the kingdom, what else can we gather about this whole

matter? These are questions that will be very interesting to 13

and perhaps before we do that Dr. Buswell would like to deal with this

one question, evidence that there is X% to be a golden age and tell

us whether he finds anything in the NT that will throw light on it.

b)
enjoying Dr. MacRae's lectures and I just 13 1/2 get into

this, i )/ take that prophets class.,, take it in the mlllenium,

that is I haven't been able to arrange my schedule so far and I've

missed a good many things that you have had. Romans 8 -- while you

are finding that let me say that I no sooner sat down after saying

that the Gog and Magog rebellion is not a war then I remembered that

it is called a definitely called a war, and what I should

have said is that it is not (end of record) e13
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Dr. B.
The eigth chapter of Romans, from verse 12. "Therefore now brethren

debtors are we, not to the flesh to live accordingly to the flesh, for

if accordingly to the flesh you are living you are going to die, but if

by the spirit you are continuously (that is present progreesive tense)

putting to death the doings of the body you are going to live, for as

many as by the Spirit of God are led along, these are the &ns/ of God."

Now that verse 14 is a transition. Having discussed the spiritual life,

JOYO looking forward now to the implications of being a son of God,

filled with the Spirit. "For you did not received the spirit of slavery

again (ct'5 O'(0') into a state of fear, but you received the Spirit

of son sonhip (the fullness of all that it is to be a son of god.

( UiOO6 S ) something to which we are looking forward and of which
are

we have now the Spirit, to which we é/$ØépI predestinated. "You have

received the spirit of sonship. In that we cry "Abba Father", in that

we call Father in familiar language, the Spirit Himself is testifying

with our spirit that we are children of God, and if children, then heirs,

heirs with Christ, if indeeed we are suffering it is that we may be glor

ified together. For I reckon that not on any account ( oo-, no value)-

In accounting if you have a legacy and Faith Seminary is the thirty-

\' cond) f1'k Mr. rmes puts it in the book $1.00, the nominal

sum, well this is 01cx ) (don't even put it in the books),

not of any account, not of any value are the sufferings of the present
'I

time in view of the coming glory to be revealed in us. Here comes

your eschatalogy of Dr. Grummond, "The coming gl'y to be revealed in
'V II

us," or the hope of the creation. It never dawned on that that word

Xmv the word for creation until maybe 10 years ago, I had read along

there the earnest expectation of the creature. I wondered what crea

ture was talking about and I just read on and to something more

familiar. Why it's the creation, ( <T 1'( 5) and then I discovered that
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in the Revised Version it is so translated, the hope of the creation,

and e is talking about the creatES..uruiverse. (crroK CL poci<11.. )
-- 4.,., o...-4 - / I

thehope of the creation awaits the apocalypse of the sons of God.

There you have in a Ltc' portion of scripture, not figurative

particularly) a statement that the hope of the creation waits for a

certain future event which is called the apocalypse of the sons of
V I'/God,'1translated the manifestation of the sons of God




' 1oj c&o'
the hope of this creation waits for the apocalyse of the sons of God.

1)
For into vanity the creation was subjected, not willingly, now

Dr. MacRae's discussion of Isa. 11 4right into this passage. Paul

has in the background the 3 ch of Gen. and the state of nature into

which the creation Mu subsequent to the fall of man. The creation was

subjectro vanity,not on its own account, not willingly, but on the

part of Him who subjectd it. &-I understand th9t to mean W'man ciount
crst ol

and I suggest that Paul means that the pooon1 nature is a disciplin

ary providence for man's good. That is exegesis, I mean to say that

is not stated in so many words, you might call it "Iegesis" but the

plain statement is th the creation was subjected to vanity on ac

count of the one who subjected it to vanity, certainly not on God's

account. Man is the only other partywho coul b called one who sub-

jected it , in hope, tttaise )F- or rsn the hope that,
'

ct
e-Tr t-XThIcS &W e-1-';

doesn't make much difference whether itis ( OrL ) or ( )

and here is another simply declar tatemen,,the creation itself
& is d-\eu tfu -tr

will be delivered (o.u'Tl I I7uture indicative passive. The creation
from

itself will e delivered )11(,J{ the s-'-very of corruption &nto the lib
0+ jf.fr b re,

ert y of the Glory, that is the glorious liberty of the sons of God.//

This universe will be delIred from a slavery of corruption into the

glorious liberty of the sons of God,and that hope is alleged to bp i
Is*'S a __* di''P 00

subsequent to the apolcalypse of the sons of Gods ALt noes not appear ( 60

what we shall be but we know that when He shall appear we shall be like
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L

Him for we shall see Him as He is. (I John , Col. 2 )'en 'Chris tAvith

Mir 6- ±1 ppoar we shall appear with him in Glory, s-e
"

The

apocalypse of the sons of God wh4-eh seem to be a premise reference

well known to NT people --the hope of the creative world is alleged

to be subsequent to the apocalypse of the sons of God and this creat-
of

ive universe will be delivered from %'1/l its slavery $Ø corruption

into the glorious liberty of the children of God. Verse 22 --we

know that the whole creation cTT 0toether and pains togebher until

now, and this was written in the middle of the 1st centurya=e I

suppose we would say that the whole creation YOO4iS and pains to

gether until now. I haven't seen any signs but that battle snakes

are still around. Dr. MacRae goes to the Grand Canyon and knows how

to get around with those people there. I'm not as experienced a scout

as he is. Certnly the universe, the earth on which we live is in
Jrftcsi




ht4 is, the ferocious character of the created world

in certain e-3-pects. The whole creation groans together and pains to-
1/

gether until now. In the English Bible it says not only they, it's
where

inscrutible 1 they et the they from, there isn't any they in the
oJ de-'

context and not only, and if you want to supply a word say
4, it I,

not only not only what we just said, get it? (student question --)

- PO
creation groans dnd together until now ;"I understood

+o*-




Omwj 'i-& kaf
r'61 kavt)

that he means nature 8 1/2 and the lover down you get

in the scale, the more contented they are. A grub worm is better off

than a pig, and a rock on the side of a hill is better off than a

grub worm, but,a horse has lots of trouble, a dog has some worries of

his own - - I read a little po&m one time -- I wished I were a little

rock a settin' on a hill, do nothing all day long but just &ttIn'

still. I wouldn't eat, I wouldn't slpep, I wouldn't even wash, but ju
,, A4

set still a thousand years and rest myself begosh. Well the general

k t'-' of nature, I don't have any other thought. It's not like the
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milleniurn, the lion and the lamb lie down together a Dr. MacRae says

L&i'the 449-inside the Ugy met a bear and the bdar was bulgy
/1 0...AJ ktix 1%,

and the bulge was Algy. I knóq one more -- There was a young lady

from Niger, who smiled as she rode on a tiger, They came back from the

ride with the lady inside a da smile on the ace of the tiger ---- Lc1IJI?
S -t-Ld-- - --- . .LQ)

4- until nov"unless man protects hmse1f,}i:iis thin -

skinned animal that we are has a lot of trouble and nature is not
ii +iorna 4 '..t+l'f.s k4J

'oritous, but that is doubtless the reference to the Gen. 3 : 4-efJ% h

(rP4 ¬ztL 0
nd11t

irnP],c9,ip
that are Ltd elsewhere in the Scriptures.

"Not only so, but lie are called, Paul repeats the first person plural

pronoun here with great emphasis,Ufet'1, having the first fruits of
i' k

the spirit, we even ourselves grown within ove3 4 times, k prono.as

emphasizing we, and this includes Paul as he writes the 8th chapter of
c.

Romans, certainly a victorious Christian and that grown within our

selves waiting for ( O&é-t) the redemption of the body. Now this

takes, verse 23 would seem to indicate that until the redemption of the

body, until we receive the full%ness of sonship which includes tt
J/J4. iJ

redemption of the body, we have not experienced the glory that shall

be revealed in us, we have not experienced the apocal,Zypse of the sons

of God. When we receive the redemption of the body, (°i the full

ness of all it is to be a son of God, well that is what we are wait

ign for and that would explain the apocalypse of the sons of God in

the verse above. That would fit in exactly with what Paul says in

\'$Coloians and what John says ('
'
~ so although this passage is

not discussed in prophetic scripture, it seems to me that here you have
"S

a very catagorical statement, that this earth is to experience, Ato

realize a hope,to enjoy the blessedness of the sons of God, the glor-
(_t "3

ious liberty f the sons of God, Ato enter into that hope after an event
c.o.UeJ_

which the apocalypse of the sons of God. I have never seen

this in any léterature until 1936,37. 1 wrote it $4 up and then came
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back an answer, and the only answer to t1,t interpretation -that
iIoi(S 'j---Q--'




'TA. ,
I've ever seen is one which -, the deliverence of (

+L d- iThc-1 tL crQ ¬nz . 4ad+.C) &tj I
i=thb-, k4 giteStm.Lidentity, the &!1dentity,

o -i-Lc crT----
that the deliverance, is to be a 6e#- discussion, and'Vfien Paul saysA




LO &r)"c -t4
this creation is to be delivered ) will be delivered >$/s

its 6-ca corruption into the glorious liberty of the
-1rJ- I it 04 ij cN

children of God. '--- i/-a Well'hat

but it doesn't --- '-"

tIonabout this passageThis seems to me very straight-forward, very direct,
(question of student: this seem
to teach then"the whole creation"here wouldcause us to conclude that the
earth mentioned in the Isaiah passages would have to be more thl1the
J.nd of Palestine? Dr. B.: I think so. ( ) could mean the whole horizon.

\the
other end. This passage doesn't mention ,X% any other heaven],I -f

I(f1'L
earth after this one d come to its full realization. This is all

affi,matjve that this created universe is goin to have a period of

blessing and that period of blessedness will be realIed after the
-3)f. /A*. 4-La-t

apocalypse of the sons of God. (qestion)(the golden ag&)

Turn to the Oth Chapter of Revelation and Dr. MacRae will have some

thing to say about EzekIel, 38,39, how long will this golden age be,

not necessarily in point of ot years, but

Dr. MacRae hasn't gotten into that yet. But this n-vese is to have

a period of blessedness after an event which is called an apocalypse

of the sons of God. This then would fit in with the .rkn-
"1 /4;fesslon which says, repudiate the doctrine of the-ant-%aptistjwho

°
hold that the saints are to s-uggo-t the earth as a kingdom before the

resurrection. The words are taken as they actually s and a

repudiation of the the1indom right

h-20,

and now, but it would be a repudiation of post-millenielism in the

confession. This would hold that there is to be a kingdom
It

or a period of blessedness after bhe resurrection, after the apocalyp
4

of the sons of God, but I do think that Romans
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-- C S C,

eight is one of the key passages for 2 even though it

is very seldom touched upon in the older works. I haven't seen it

anywhere prior to 1935. (student question)

ll men and animals havetress, but born again people also have this

stress in this present age. This book has to be taken in the back-
.

ground of the scripture. Paul was seeped in Old Testament and the

third chapter of Genesis is the base of Old Testament theology and

referred to constantly in the prophets ,or frequently in the prophets)
71 W. 1IsI3

so I don't see how you could ( ) 3 1/2 and just limit it to

the world of man in view of all that Isaiah has to say with

in the background.

Dr. MacRae---- I tght.-ao well continue with Dr. Buswell next time if

some of you would like to read anything that was '°bhat Id said

today that would be fine, but I think perhaps looking forward to next

time he would have some suggestions. Dr. Buswell -- Suppose you read

Warfields discussion of the millenIum which he says goes up in smoke,

and Biblical Doctrines if you can get a hold of it, or hat

has to,say about the literal milleniuni, either one of those; th
it

r

e-e-tivéj-s--the same' Revelation 20, 2 Cor. 15, I doubt if we get

much beyond that. (End ofclass period.)

NoQuestion to answer, merely the same questionaire to fill out, so

I'm going to ask Mr. Pate to circulate them and please sign your name

on it and fill it in as rapidly as possible and we will collect in

a eim1nutes------------------------This meeting two hours at a time means that we

have a whole weeks work in one day, so I don't like anybody to miss

it. If the class meets two or three different days you miss one day

it means just one hour, but to miss a whole week it's pretty hard to

everj make up. Now please turn in the papers.-----Dr. Busvell speaking-
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It might be that it may have it may have some further

reactions, are their any questions or remarks about that chapter?

(question ) - -- - That word creation has the same sign1icance through-
)_4

out this entire passgeØ. I think 1f you read the passage

right straight through it would be very hard to ry o razor

blade between and show a different meaning in a different context.

Me v1sed ~rsion translatesdLQ)_ creation throughout, thenjJJj,
ii

( ) the old English word creature might not be clear to

everyone. I looked up the usge of th word in the Oxford dictionary.
It I,

jJj,The word creature, one of the meanings given was, the creation and then

the letters ob. which mean obsolete and there was a citation from

Wycliffe$translation in 2 Peter 3/41 'the beginning of %$ creat1ure'

which obviously means the beginning of the creation, and then the

version, ' the beginning of yecreature' which obviously

means e creation. Then a 9-" under the same definition in

the Oxford dictionary was this passage in Romans 8 the words' creature?
OfS

being used according to the dictionary the meaning,' the creation,'

in your old ~nglish, creature and creation were interchangleap

parently in 1611 and before so that when they used the creature and

then the creation they didn't intend any change in meaning, only a

little var1ty. There is no difference in the Greek, but of course

the lexaco/graphy of the word depends upon the usage in Greek and,ts

context. Sc!er says the word is always used in some action or doing
15

of God and the word (t1t61 isn't found as a referex).ce to creation
/

b man or the doing or deed of man, that's what iteréays, as/,the creat

ure or creation meaning any particular creatG4_thing 1depending on the

context, bute aays (0.U T, ) the creation its




and

or
C, -' 1tlS

) 10 1/2 the entire creation groans together and pains togethPaul was
er certainly writing with Hebrew scriptures in the back of his mind;
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any Scripture writer had the Old Testament in his cutltural background,

so I can't see any possibilthat refers to the create.....
- k1'3

universe. He says(




7r,aC ') zI'i'-o.un the i*il%. creation.

If it were every creature in the , the article would befomitted.
i ,, CL.

ould mean every creature, but () ls"lK"TIC
is

he entire creation,
-,

used with the o tdct use th re. Then we seem to hav here a state

ment that the O~f~ which groans and pains together and .wq.,

cat t111tsubjecte to vanity on account of11yho subjected ita

that this(('r615) has a hope, this hope awaits a certain future event.
6A- S

At that future event 4. thereafter this (.T6Ywill. enter into the

glorious liberty of the children of God. That is the substance of the

+




-12 Student question -,--' - - - -ç-- /A * -r- ode)
That is a part of it, I would think. The adoption to which the reG

deption of our bodies is certainly a part of our future heritage,

the word (u0Ttranslated by Thayers,eaningthe fullness of $yI1Z

all ]that it is to be a child of God, that is h&s rendering of it.

S 145 ¬1 Ephesians oni'öal.)4 - predestinated unto
°' t -h' y .Ld. fr,

(jIOO5'we have the spirit of ("° -i1d we are wait ng for (

the redemption of the body. -dee-The change of our bodies to

be like His glorious body is a part of our future inheritance. We have

the earnest of our inheritance now. Now the declarationis that the

(Kt1ct itself will enjoy the glorious liberty of the so& of God, but

will not enjoy them until after the apocalypse of the sons of God. It's

pretty clear pre-milleniel thinking that is to say that a definite ex
1-0(

Istance and blessIedness %$' or the creation subsequent to the t'

(student question) --mr. B. 10\'1 that which is not (di-os)
is empty and vain. That's a pretty good description of sin, anyway.
Its not a thouough analysis of sin, but a description. Here is the

abuse of some good thing that God has made.
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Dr. MacRae speaking --- I don't know how many of you are familiar with

this book by Bederwolf called Millenium Bible. It is a book wihich

can be extremely useful because in it he goes through the entire

Bible and in it he selects the passages which he thinks of as important

in the discussion of matters related to the return of Christ, and he

suggests a great many which some peiople might think had nothing to

do with it. That is he tries to make it comprehensive and then in

connection with those passages, he tries not so much to present a

view asto give you a summary of what differnent commentators say and

he very eMidently has examined a great many commenta1ds. Now just how

accurate his aumination of the view is, I wouldn't say, that we would

want to check into some, but at least there is a valub:b

guide in suggesting different commentaries that would be interesting

to look into on different points. I noticed heee in this book on vs.

19, where we first have this mentioned on the creation. He says under

the creation on vs. 19, where the A.V. had creature, that the revised

creation, he says that this word creation, there is an astonishing

variety of answers given to the question as to what the word refers

to. He says the word in itself means the totality of creative things,

but it very often takes a more restricted meaning according to the

context and among the various interpretations are the following:(l)

all inanimate creation, he lists about 10 commentaries, and then he

says that there is no sufficient reason why animal creation should

be excluded. They say inanimate creation, and furthermore the expres

sion' is not of its own will, vs. 20,and groaneth and travaileth

vs. 22 imply life tothe entire universe without limitation. He says
but believers here are to be excluded from the expression because in
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vs. 23 they are mentioned as forming a class by themselves, excluding

believers and he gives here a reference for that(riddle) but unbe

lievers are also to be excluded for (1) either they are to be converted

before the expected time and were in that case be found among the

children of God, or (2) if they have not been converted they will not

p'I'ticipate even indirectly in the glory in question. I think that is
of

a very good &s-wr t that particular point. (k) Totality %yI creative

things except
\L)!0-It




tA1iis in view of %$ˆ% all the statements of

the context without doubt, the correct interpretation, and then he

gives the names of about different commentaters. I though that was

very interesting, and it would be interesting of course, to look up

those commentators and see exactly what they say, but the thing that

impresses me that is interesting is that he doesn't refer to any of

these as taking the word creation as meaning simply the body, the

creative part of the believer, as compared $' with the soul of the

believer, or the spirit of the believer, but in every one of these

views that he gives, he takes the creation as the whole thing that

God has created, the whole universe, either perhaps everything or

just the inanimate part or everything except humanity or everything

except believers. He gives the reasons why the great majority of

commentators sake it as meaning the totality of creative things

except humanity and while I'm here, if you'll pardon me I'll refer

to one more thing that I noticed here, that only under verse 21, he

makes this extremely striking statement. He says that the creation

itself shall in a glorious sense be delivered into that freedom from

debility and decay in which the children of God when raised up in

Glory shall k 1/k . Now that statement which he just made,

would seem to me to be very definitely a statement of a view which

woudi ØØØ' mean a milleniel reign after the resurrection. If you
take it in what it seems logical to me, the creation itself shall in



a glorious sense be delivered into that freedom from debility and decay

in which the children of God when raised up in glory shall 5

Now that would seem to just about what Dr. Buswell was giving you. Now

that--Paul says the whole creation sigoing to be delivered, all these

things, animate and inanimate in connection with the resurrection of

the body. The creation also particpates in it, and if you have that

then surely you y1/S1 have the golden age after the return of Christ.

Now the striking thing to me right there is that he has in parenthesis

the names of about 10 commentators and I would be interested to see

what the commentators say on this verse and just how exactly he has

quoted what they say because I notice his quotations on ther things,

and therefore it will be interesting to see whether he may have

misinterpreted the statement of one of these commentators or possible

they may have made a statement in the interpretation of this verse

which is inconsistent with the interpretation that they give on other

passages or the the Bible as a whole and in which case you would have

a case where they in their statement on this verse was car

ried out logically would bring you to a premilleniel interpretation.

Now that is very interesting because of the commentators that he

mentions. He has these letters, C,B,D,0,H,A,M,ph,Th.0,Bez. Now I

don't know how Xxnany of you recognized all those as I read them, I

didn't recognize any myself, but I looked them up in the back and I
1) e)(t'

saw that by C, he indicates Calvin, by B, Benel, by D, for 6 1/1k ,

by 0, 0lshousen H, Hodge' A-Alfred, 01-Meyer, PH- P11ilippi,TH0

and by Bez- >'ve11 now those are outstanding com

mentators and it would be very interesting to see exactly what they

said on this passage because it would seem to me that in the case of

a number of them, either he has thislnterpreted what they said or

they have said something that is Inconsistant and of course either is
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cases in
probable, either of those %1/', gXX anyone 1 particular instance and

I thought it would be an interesting thing to look into. Dr. uswell -

Thank you very much. I hadn't looked into Biederwoif and I hadn't

been conscious of anything written applying this passage to the millen

ium until this very recent years. I think I do remember an obscure

reference from Calvin that might satisfy what Bederwolf says and yet

not any concious elaboration of it. I imagine that would be

about the same, and Beza. You see when you read this passage, well you
your mind goes

well zj$% back to the third chapter of Genesis and 7j conclude

that thref ore there is going to b a milleniel period, well they just

don't -that '0T'
they g along to the next doctrinal portion

/-'think that is a very valuable point that Dr. Buswell brought out. Yai

find that Calvin in his institute has of course taken up various doct

rines and arranged them in that he considers a systematic arrangement

and discuss each in its reãation to others, and tremendously and useful

work it is,, but then Calvin has given us his great series of comment

aries and the commentaries consist of quite an extent of popular lect

ures. We wouldn't call them popular in our day, but yet they are not

öhe sort of thing where a man sits down to write a detailled scholarly

exegesis. Calvin interprets that as he studied it to see what it means

when he presented in the church not simply as an academic discussion

of what this passage means, but by a way of driving home the truth to

the hearts and minds of the people who were there, and so you find that

Calvin commentaries are just filled with very splendid and devotional

material driving home, the truth in the passages and very often there

is so much of that that you sort of wonder whether he has paid a great'

deal attention to just what is the bearing of this particular verse on

the whole matter under discussion and yet he does almost try to state
at least breifly at least what really is said by these words. Just
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what does it teach? Of course, /jL not greatly interested inthis

matter o eschatalogy. He didn't go into it specifically at any time

or any great length, but when he took up these passages, he very often

gives you a very clear strong J{/ statement as to what the partic

ular passage teaches and it would be valuable to draw those together

and see how muhh of an eschataloby in addition to what Calvin has

given us elsewhere, we could get from these incidental statements in

the cdmentary.Dr. fluswell.------------

As lye been reviewing Calvin's Commentaries in "The Bible Today", I have
where /,I find

tried to pay special attention to passages %X%/you could f)fiç in it
There are

post-mIll&narlan or pre-milleniarianta great many passages in which

you probably would say that this would refer to a millenial reign, and

he %% refers it to the church. A great many passages in which he finds,

he follows a post-millenial line, as $ spirituallizing interpretation

just applying it to the church iJy1 as Dr, M. says as he goes along

lecturing. But I have found several passages in whihc, two or three

at least, in f% which Calvin says, "The fulfillment of this must

come after the Lord's return." I can't give you the exact references

now. I'll try to look them up for next week. There's one place in

Ezekiel, one in Isaiah, and here in the sixth (?) )// chppter

of Romans I was impressed as I read it that what Cqlvin says is consist

ent with a premillenial view, and is Inconsittent with a post-millenial

view. It's much like the Augsburg Confession which is supposed to be

the bulkwork of Lutheran post-millenialism, but actually, when you read

the words, It says, "We reject the (tyI$' k'sm ?) of the Anabaptists,

who teach that the saints will possess the earth as a kingdom before the

resurrection." A rejection of post-millenialism. The majority of

Lutherans take that and say, "Ah, you see, the Augsburg Confession

rejects Keellasm, there it rejects premillenialism." If there are no
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more remarks or questions on Romans 8? (Question%f$' What elements here

drive us to conclude that this refers to the iillenium rather than

to the eternal---?) There's nothing. The only thing that ties it down

to a period of history (?) on this earth rather than to a future state

of blessedness after this earth has gone off the scene is &OhTT T1 K 'T 16-11

the creation itself will be delivered &4iI Now
word

when you say "the creation itself" there is no stronger to say this

thing, its identical self, will be delivered, and will enjoy the

blessedness, the very blessedness of the sons of God. Dr. M: Youre

not saying it will be destroyed; you're saying it will be delivered.

Dr. B.: Delivered, and it's aTh h
RfiIr6LS"

That's the

argument for a period of blessedness on this eath. He says, "The hope,"

the u 0 V o3c Cf o R( c.,,, the fond, forward-looking hope of the f
' I

(question)
waits for the apokalypsis of the sons of God. /The question about the

identity of the new heaven and the new earth. We'll take that up under

some subsequent division. I do think that this is one of the passages

which is very hard to interpret any other way than that this earth

is going to have a period of blessedness when it will be delivered from

the curse and enjoy the glorious liberty which the sons of God are going

to enjoy when %1// their future state% is to be. (question: What is

'that glorious liberty?7 If it is as Biederwol says, equal to the

state vhre they'll never be corrupt again, there's something wrong

with that because the earth is going to experience that decay,

Dr. B. No, I don't think you have any decay. You do have a picture of

the heavens and the earth fleeing away, found no place at all for them..."

end of record.
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Dr. B: Being then created. But that isn't decay. (question: That
doesn't
%/) liken that to say our condition right now, we're wasting away

as we grow older?) Dr. B: In II. Peter 3 you mean and Rev. 20, and

Hebrews 1, those passages that refer to the elimination of the heavens

adn the earth,. "They shall wax old7///Z I/ˆ %7f/// as does a

garment." "And they shall be changed." The second law of thermodynamics

works right there; the physical universe is running down, but I don't

think that you'd call that decay in the sense of the curse. Re's talking

about the yl curse that's pronounced upon the groundf in the fifth

)117 chapter of Genesis: "Thorns and thistles shall it bring forth

unto thee." There are implications in Isaiah that in the Messianic Age
S

the ferocious nature of wild beast will be taken away, the venemous

serpents eliminated, and a new heavens and a new earth without any

re recurrence of the thought of the curse or degeneracy. (fuestion)

There's no emptyness or vanity left after the enemies of Christ are

conquered(in the aorist). Now there are Bible students who would seek

/'$Sto show that the passing away of this earth and the creation of

a new heavens and a new earth still retain a numerical identity of this

earth. That's another matter, another matter of discussion. Some feel

quite sure that ---you mean this utter destruction at the end of the

millenlum that is postulated there, that is described/ still leaves

a numerical identity retained. That we don't need to discuss now. This

is V( lk -T t 6 1 1 WN, ~kN \ 6 1 5 ~~ ) It is going tobe delivered

and here Paul just doesn't say what is going to come after. Maybe it

will get old after that, maybe He'll throw it I away and make a new one,

maybe He'll work it over so that in one sense it's another, and in

another sense it's the same. That's another matter. But here you have

the deliverance of this earth from It/s vanity, from it/s curse, into

the glorious liberty of the sons of God after the apocalypse of the

sons of God. (rUestIon: people will be delivered, redeemed the same as
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in vs. 23?) Dr. B. Take vs. 23 for a moment. He says, "ou
V

movou de, " There is no "they" in there at all; it's X#Ø//

atrocious to put a "they" in there. Your King James Version and

your Revised Version both put "they," and there's no "they" in the
In the R.V.?

context. (Dr. M: ( / ) I don't know what textBiederwolf is putting

in each chapter, but whatever he has, he says "Not only so." )

Dr. B: That would be correct , adn the word "so" is still supplied.
is

"So"%/'/much more probable %$/ a substitute. Here's a R. YOu're

quite right, "Not only so." (Question: Is this manfestation of the

sons of God the-----------------f or (forth?) the time of the millenium and
reign

having them/with Christ, is that what manifestation?) Well now they
is

use it as an identification in exegesis. It/referred to in two

different places here, the glory that will be revealed in us, and the
phrases

apocalypse of the sons of God, two different/$'/which seem to

mean the same thing. Now you have in Colossians 2 , "You are

dead and your life is hid with Christ in God. When Christ who is our

life shall appear, we shall appear with Rim in the glory." And then

you have I. John, "It does not yet appear what we shall be, but Ij{/

we know that when He shall appear, we shall be like Him, for we shall
e

see Him as He is." So I think it is entirely probable that those

four phrases all refer to the same thing, the apocalypse of the sons

of God. I take that in connection with the fact in the present life,

we who are the first fruits of the Spirit groan within ourselves,

waiting for uiothesia, the redemption of the body. (Question) The

resurrection, the rapture, the change in those who are living. Cuestion:

And then there will be three and a half years after that?)' You always

say after, but you never say the length of tlme.)(Dr. M.: That's not

our present point. Later. ) (uestion: If you call that period of

blessedness the millenium, then you have to designate what the nature

of this deliverance will be.) The nature of the deliverance just in

this immediate passage doesn't depend on whether it's a thousand years
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or not. Not at all. A I said, the nature of this deliverance is

that the vá.nity is gone, that the corruption is gone. (Question:

Do you apply that to the mIllenlum?7 We'll see when we get to the

twentieth chapter of Revelation! whether that's the case.
a future event which is called

This period of blessedness is alleged to be after/the apocalypse of
fill

the sons of God, the glory that is to be revealed in us"' "uiothesia,

the redemption of the body," It's called by several different phrases.

Subsequent to that event the creation will have this period of blessedness.

Turn now to I. Corinthians. This is not nearly as clear. Myer's

Commentary brings it out, and it is discussed in other Scriptures as

a premlilenlal inference, a passage that lends itself to premillenial

inference. That's all we're trying to say here. ),'/ We're not trying
S

to prove anything as positive assertions. There are degree of definite

ness. (Dr. M: Dr. B. means that it's clear enough tote 6'$,/ worth

looking at, but not as clear as others.) Dr. B.: Myer holds that the

I. Cor. 15 implies a period between the two resurrections. That's as

far as we go. It's a passage thtt's not a major, it's not a (8 3/k)

passage, but I think it's {/)(ft worth looking
' at in this connection.

Now Paul is talking about the resurrection of Christ in vs. 20,"Now

Christ has been raised p1 from among the dead." Notice in passing that

whenever you have ek with the genative plural, the resurrection, ek
9l/4i

vekpvv; Q\ the reference is either to the resurrection

of Christ or the resurrection of believers. In Phil. k there is a
ek ci0,6- u

strong referylenc e to there. The //f%/,t/% ek //Iy{// yekpwn , e k

with the genative is partative gena±ive, $y1%// implying the resurrection

out from among the dead, implying the resurrection not of all the dead

at onetime. That's just in passing. Christ has been raised, ek vekpw,

the first-fruits of those who slept. Since through man, dia,

also through man resurrection of dead people. 1le ¬) ((7 6(S ICH<f
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may refer to anybody's resurrection, "The resurrection of dead people,"
said

whether just or unjust. When Paul X%#%/before Agrippa, "W believe

in the resurrection of the dead, both of the just and of the unjust,"

that's avastasis vekpwv, without any specifications, the just and the

unjust. "For just as in Adam, all die, so also in Christ all will be

made alive." And this is with reference to avastasis vekpwv. "And

each one in his own sJ t J 'r 'p.
OT

There are then orders, or classes of resurrection. The word tagma

means "class" or "rank" or "order of classification." (See vs. 23 in

the Greek, and include of vs. 2k).Here you have three words

following tagmati, "each one inhis own order, Christ the first-fruits,

afterwards those who are Christ's at His appearing, then the end.
three

Now the inference is that there are %O/resurrections., in which you

include Christ. Christ is the first one to arise from the dead to

die no more. The resurrection of Lazarus would not be classified here,

or the son of the widow of Nain, or the Shulamite woman's son in the

Old Testament, or any other case like ) that. That was the bringing

back to natural life, but Christ is the first one to rise immortal, so

He's called the first-fruit; He is the first order of resurrection,

and you remember Matthew tells you there were a few others who were

raised from the dead at His resurrection. Christ the first-fruit.

AFterwards those who are Christ's at Hisarousia, then the end. Now

I grant you that the exegesis of the word, "telos" here is quite intricate,

but the "telos" Includes the destruction of the last enemy which is

death. The destruction of death would naturally mean that there are no

more dead people/ in this order o dead(?)) Well the outline here is the 4

same as the outline in the Book of Revelation , the two resurrections

that are referred to in the 2oth Ch., the first resurrection, and the

rest of the dead would not come to life until the thousand years were

finished. So you have three orders of resurrection suggested, first

Ø$z'/ Christ, the first order, then those who are Christ's at His
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appearing, then the consummation whichincludes the utter j destruction

f/ of death, so that there are no% more dead people. This order of

dead people is wiped out. Now as I say, you can't build a house on

that, but I do think that taken with other Scriptures it has its

implications. Now the 20th ch. of Rev, just to get this passage in

chorus: The 19th ch. is continuous. I feel strongly that the chapter

division is out-of-place, the first three verses belong with the 19th
of

ch., and the division/subject matter comes with the fourth verse. The
of the

(13 1/2) beast is destroyed And his army are slain, and the beast and

the false prophet are cast into the lake that burneth with fire and

brimstone, the horses and captains are 'i% slain and the fowls are

filled with thetr flesh. An awful picture of judgment and catastrophe,

destroying the wicked who are destoying the earth. The 20th ch. :"And

I saw an angel come down from heaven, having the key of the abyss, and

a great chain in his hand And he seized the dragon, the ancient

serpent, who is the devil " (end of record)
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Dr. B. 0
He bound him so that he'd stay bound for a thousand years. "And he

hurled him into the abyss, and he lockedit, and sealed it over him, in

order that he should deceive the nations anymore until the thousand
(or aer this) it is necessary for

years are finished. After these this//%I t be loosed for a little

season. And I saw thrones, and persons sat upon them " And I

would make the division here, a new paragraph. The construction of
false

the beast and the f,4%' prophet and the dragon practically all fits

together. Now vs k paragraph I would say, "I saw thrones, and they

were occupied, persons sat upon them and judgment was % given to them,

to these persons; I saw the souls of those who had been beheaded for

the testimony of Jesus and for the Word of God, and who had not worhipped
e

the beast or his image, nor received his mark in their forheads or

upon their hands, and they came to life,
.3 1
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souls
aggressive aorlst;"I saw the of these people who were dead and

they came to life adn reigned with Christ a thousand years. The rest

of the dead did not come to life,(the same word in exactly the same
and

form, 3ç c ) the rest of the dead,(ouk ez\sav ) { so the

thousand years was finished. This is the first resurrection. Blessed

and holy is he who has part in the first resurrection. Upon such

people the second death has no authority, but they will be priests

of God and of Christ, and they will reign with him a thousand years."

The next few verses here are in the same passage, but here it would

seem that the resurrection of the saints precedes the period of a

thousand years in which these saints, risen from the dead, are to

reign with Christ, adn the rest of the dead are not to rise from

the dead until the end of the thousand years. Alford is very strong

on this. I remember Dr. M. bringing that out some years ago. Alford

says you can reject this portion of the Bible , but you can't believe

it and deny the millenial kingdom. "And when the thousand years are

finished, Satan will be used from his prison, and he will go out and

deceive the nations, those in the four corners of the earth, Cog and

Magog, to gather them together to the t%// battle, the number of

whom is as the sand of the sea%. And they vent up over the breadth of

the land, % and they encircled the camp of the saints, and (or"even7

the beloved city, and fire come down out of heaven and devoured them.

And the devil, who deceiveØs them, was cast into the lake of fire and

brimstone where are the beast and the f% false prophet, and there he

will be tormented day and night forever and forever." YOu have this

final rebellion at the end of a period of a thousand years in which

Satan is bound, not to deceive the nations. Now Dr. M, what is your
m L. A16 V C-

suggestion about the (k 1/2) Shall I mention to diffe-rnet interpretations

of this passage, or do you have some you care to bring in right now?

(-r M)
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Dr. B. If you have no other suggestion I shall mention the )4%

way ( someone coughed) in his endeavor to make this thing somethng

other %$ˆ%,/ than a literal millenium, a literal period of blessedness.

There are some rather important efforts to bring this to some other

conclusion., and if you take Hodge and Warfield, Warfield in his "Biblical

Doctrines", although Wrfield himself would be called a post-millenialist,

yet he did not believe that the thousand years spoken of here was to be

a literal period of history on this earth. He gets to a certain stage

in his argument and he says, "And so the thousand years mentioned inthe

20th ch. of Rev, goes up in smoke." He just throws it away. He denies

that it is a literal period of blessedness. Now Warfield there

endeavors to interpret this binding of Stan for a thousand years. He

says , "But Satan is to be bound a thousand years so as not to deceive

the nations really means that Satan is forbidden to disturb the blessed

dead in Heaven. Then when he gets to the end of that section he says,

"We've not really got to the bottom of this passage. We'll have to take

it up again some time," and so far as I know he never did. He leaves

it with a conscious confession that he has not got to the bottom of

it. I'm a great admirer of Warfield in full range of theology aside

from the details of %ft/ eschatology on this earth. I have the impression

of a very busy and a very burdened man who is dealing with tremendous

subjects, and really, you take W'rfield's handling of Christology and

inspiration--it's perfectly magnificent. YOu're just filled with

enthusiasm as you read those great works and the way he handled the

whole crowd of New Testament higher Critics. I have the greatest

admiration/ for Warfield, but I have the feeling that % a very busy

man is just brushing off a mosquito. He just can't be bothered; he

just can't get into this question. He wants to handle it; and then

he realizes that he hasn't got to the bottom of it, and he brushes it off.
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A number of Warfield's students say that he used to say, "You premil

lenialists are not heretics. If anybody tries to put you out of Presby

tery for being premillenial, you call for me and I'll defend you."

He tinks that the premillenial view is a mistake and a literalization

of something he felt goes up in smoke, but he confessedly çi1j did not

get to the bottom of it any more than Hodge/ did. Now various persons,

endeavoring to handle this literally, ahve come at it from different

angles. I was at a meeting in Darby a couple years ago, when Professor

Allis was asked from the floor in a discussion if he'd give an exegesis

of the 20th Ch of Rev. , and he got up very courteously, and nodded and

smiled, and he said, "Brethren, I can't do it. That is one of the most

difficult passage. But my find is %z' that now is the acceptable time.

There couldn't be a period of blessedness after the Lord's return on

this earth, the flesh and blood people, open to salvation, because now

is the acceptable time." I was the next speaker, and knowing that he's
tion

not a dispensa%$alist, I opened by saying, "When is the Gospel now?"

Dr. Allis believes that the Gospel now included the age of Cain and

Abel, the age of Noah, and the age of Abraham, the age of Isaiah and

the prophets, 90 and our age, and it seems to be reasonable that the

Gospel now Includesall men in flesh and blood, all persons who are in

this present life and in this body, so that it didn't seem to me we

got rid of the millenium by sayling , "Now is the acceptable time."

The Gospel now covers all past ages in (i$/ which men/ˆ have lived

in flesh and blood. AnthDpologists are quite excited about the Java man

and the man who was found way down before anybody else and had a regu

lar/Apf%/ Frenchman's skull in England. I don't remember the datings

or theperiod', but very ancient. But whenever and whoever those men

were, they/ were open to the Gospel"Now". They were open to the covenant

of grace. So that was Allis. Now then I have read another interpretation

$%$f'/ which voild be the most plausible. The binding of Satan occurred
at the time of Christ. In the resurrection of Christ Satan was bound.
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The argument runs like this: Christ said, "The Pharasees objection

that I cast out demons by Beelzebub the prince of demons is absurd

because if Satan cast out Satan he would fall. No man can bind a

strong man's house unless he first binds the strong man." Now Christ

was robbing Satan of his property and casting out demons from ff/

a poor human being, saving a man. Inference says that Satan was boundl

then and then the doctrine is that Sttan was bound in the death and

resurrection of Christ so that Satan could not prevent the Gospel from

going to the Gentiles! There is a little degree of plausability. When

Christ rose from the dead and then sent out the disciples on the great

Commission. and. especially after the day of Pentecost, Satan then was

not able to deceive the Gentiles any longer, so that the Gospel went

to the Genti$Ales from that time on. Therefore the thousand years here

in which Satan was bound to deceive that nations no more, is that broad

sweep of history from the time of Christ on, until the Second Coming,

at which the amils, as well as the prmils, believe there will be a

cataclysiin and the punishment of the wicked, and the judgment scene.

The binding of Satan taking place in the work of Christ, the Gospel

going to the Gentiles. I'm trying to make it as reasonable as I can

so a to really get it across to you. (question) That I have seen in

Robert Strong's theses. I think it's rather commonly held by Westminster

men, I $2 believe. Some of them, anyway. People are not just cheats

and dishonest when they don't believe this is a literal millenium. They

have a way of taking it. Now I'll ask you whether I've set aside this

passage. We'll have to read it again and just ask ourselves. First it

says, "1 say thrones and they were occupied and judgment was given to

the people who say upon them. I saw the souls of those who had been

beheaded for the testimony and for the Word of God, and who had not

Xahipped the beast nor his image nor received his mark in their
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forehands
hands or their$Ø'ˆØ% and they came to life and reigned with Christ

a thousand years,7 the rest of the dead did not come to life until the
n

thousand years were finished. TMs is the first avastasis. Blessed

and holy is he who has part in the first resurrection. upon such the

second death has no power, but they shall be priests of God and His

Christ and shall reign with Him the thousand years. And when the

thousand years were finished, Satan will be loosed out of his

prison,' and so on. So it is a thousand years in which the saintts

have risen from the dead and they're reigning with Christ. Although
in the

the binding of Satan is referred to Scripture, the casting

out of demons was before the crucifixion of Christ. Ø Christ had not

finished His work on the cross when He referred to Satan % as being

bound in that (13 1/2) in the sense of Satan being bound to the extent

that he could not prevent the work of grace has always $%)J been,

my father used to always say , "The Lord has the devil on a dog-chain."

In the Book of Job, the devil can't go one inch beyond God's
c/1j5j

permission, and the argument q-ite obviously is, "Only by having (1k)

controlof the work of the devil could I cast out Ø04{ demons." That

binding of Satat is something that has never ceased to be. He always

has control over Satan so that He could save poor people out of his

power. You see the/ ,3%)/ possibility of identifying the millenium

as the present age of grace, at least it doesn't stand up with the

doctrine of the resurrection. (end of record)
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(question) In the Old Testament you have specific references. You should

ask your question in such terms. (Question) "If I by Satan cast out

Satan, by whom do your children cast them out?" I've always-thought

that meant, "Your children can't cast them out $// at all." Just

as a piece of sarcasm. (Question) That is, the power of Satan. (Question)
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The question of demon possession in Old Testament times I've never

gone into. It looks to me however that the theory of the binding

of Satan took place sometime in the ministry of Christ, this binding

of Satan, so he could not deceive the nations for a thousand year;

casting him into the abyss and locking him up. Peter says, after that,

'Your adversary, the devil, goeth about like a roaring lion, seeking

whom he may devour." And the devil opposed the work of Paul among the

Gentiles. So Satan being bound to dec&ive the nations no more, I just

can't see that Satan has been bound. (question) If he's on a leash

he's bound to the end of that leash. Now the end of the leash is given

here: to deceive the nations no more. It says ta eknfl,, and he's

deceived them both as nations and as Gentiles. He's deceived the people

of the Gentiles; he's deceived the nations of the Gentiles. He kept

Rome in deception for three hundred years, and certainly as you see

modern nations, as nations or as individuals. And when the fact that

in a thousand years during whihc the resurrected saints reign on earth,

reign with Christ, come to life, adn )i% reign with Christ. (uestion%:

"Who is supposed to be resurrected?") Those referred to in this

context are 0 (those that John saw in this particular vision) are the

martyred who had not worshipped the beast. Now I think the almost

universal inference is that , though are / mentioned in this

vision, Paul says , "We shall all be changed in a moment, in the

twinkling of an eye, at the last trump," fits in this context, but

that this must be the same one that Paul refers to. "The trumpet will

sound, the dead will be raised, we all will be changed, in a moment,

in the twinkling of an eye." John then says, "This is the first

resurrection." /pfØ/ Paul, in I. Cr. 15, counts Christ as the first-fruits,

then those who are Christ's at His appearing, and then %1 telos. John

Mtot1ieaS the first resurrection, udn the rest of the dead didn't
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come tio life until the end. Then going on with the 11th verse, he

sees the Great White Throne and all the dead stand before God, which

corresponds to what Paul says: "We believe in the resurrection of the
e

dead, both of the just and the unjust." So the prdicate statement that

there is a thousand years $/',57(/ between two resurrections, in that

thousand years Satan is bound. That seems to be the implication.

(uestion) The fact that Satan is not going to be able to deceive the

nations for a thousand years would fit in with a period of blessedness

and further the fact that the resurrection saints are to r&ign with

Christ a thousand years. (Question: Where?) They'reto be raised from

the dead and to reign with Christ, this in a state of being risen from the

dead, % "we shall reign with Him on the earth" Is Rev. 5:10, is it?

(Question) It's an earthly scene. Now there is a special study that is

a little $% bit complicated, but I feel that it is conclusive: You

take all the inferences to our reigning with Christ, reigning and banquet-

ing with Christ, take them all. I have them all collected %yI together
un

somewhere in that little book on fulfilled prophecies. Paul chides the

Corinthians because they're acting like kings. He says, "I wish you

were kings, because we'd be reigning with you." And, "If we suffer

with Him, we shall reign with Him." There's quite a little collection

of passages that all will reign with Christ subsequent to the resurrection

and during the period of blessedness. But "we shall reign with Him"

and the opening of an earthly scene, and X/%$ft it's 5:10 that it says
they

"1 shall reign with Him.7 on the earth," those who are redeemed. In

the resurrection, in the restoration, when )/ˆˆ{/ He comes, we will

sit on thrones and reign with Him. (Question: In what sense are we

going to reign with HIm? If the earth is '%1Z full of the followers of

the Lord . .. . . ...) The 15th ch. of I. Cor says, "He will reign until

He has subdued all His enemies." However, there is a change in hwl

man redeemed at the resurrection; It's instantaneous. "In a moment,
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in the twinkling of an eye, the dead will be raised incorruptible,

we will be changed, so will we ever be with the Lord." The change in

us is instantaneous; there is nothing to indicate the change in nature

will be instantaneous. But there are many different references that

the earlier part of the millenium will be a progressive spread of

His righteousness. In Isaiah: "They will t1 take old folks from

distant places and bring them in on litters and on mules, and though

who know the glorious Gospel go out and proclaim it to those who

hadn't understood it, and then in the Cor. passage, "He will reign until..

I can't find anything to indicate the change in nature will be intantan

eous. The passage in Romans 8 is that it will be subsequent to the

apocalypse of the sons of God, but He has graciously chosen to use us

in His )j kingdom. Now just how he'll use us..of course you can use

your imagination. Someone said he would appoint the apostle Paul as

General Commissioner of Education, and he would take Isaiah and make

him Professor of Cosmology in a Central andØ get some sense into the

minds of these physics teachers and philosophers; Moses would be the

headof the Law Department. But certainly it isn't hard to see there will

be work for $ us to do. (question) He won't deceive them and he won't

be able to deceive them so that they'll make war, but at the end of this

time he does deceive them again, and they endeavor to make war upon

the most properous center that there is, the beloved city, but that

they don't get to first base that time, fire from heaven destroys them.

They're taught that lesson. Now we just set before you this passage.
If

There's much in the New Testament that we carry out from here.! This

period of blessedness is subsequent to the Lor's return, then the passages
describe

in I. and II. Thees. which/theconditions just prior to His return, and

the act of destroying sin at His return, that would all fit. And then

there are more details in the 15th ch. of I. Cor.; then the eschatolog

ical portions of Matthew, Mark and Luke will go come in here, although

they do not all directly describe the period of blessedness, yet %$Øj/
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there being these chapters which point to it, the setting of the

passages enriches the whole picture. Now Dr. M, what's your suggestion?

Are you ready to go forward with vome other phase? I brought out

certain passages in the New Testament, especiall Romans 8 and Rev. 20

in which it seems rather clear that a period of blessedness on this

earth, or a different order from present blessedness, is contemplated.

Now have you some other approach to the subject?

see p. 101
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Dr. MacRae--- I tried two weeks ago and last week to discuss a few

passages in the Old Testament which seemed to me rather clearly shoved

that there would be a period, ,a great period of blvssedness, a great

golden age yet to come upon this earth. I think that is something that

is much stressed in the OT. I don't see how we can get away from it,

for the OT very clea1rly teaches that there is to buch a period and I
'

did tt go into the question as to the length of that per

iod, or to go into many details about it. One detail we notices stress

ed much the period of external peace and safety, a period where there

is no danger from outside, a period when there is no war, but I didn't

try to go into the details as to its condition, or é%$ to try

toiote its relationship to other matters in the schem .-th
futu4e,cr ~ 0~~how they fit together, simply that there is l/ redict4_)

~dIdon'tknowhowwecanpossiblyinterpretthosethreepas-

sages otherwise as we look at them. Now in the NT, you do not have

tia t same stress and future period of blessedness, that is the great

hope, the great thing that the OT looks forward to. Now in the NT

I tHink that the great thing that it looks forward to s the person

q1 return of Christ. It ' -for the 6hristian who already knows

about Christ, that he is coming back, and we are going to know him per

sonally. The stress is on the glorious looking forward to His coming.

Now I'm just wondering if since we believe the NT is teaching that he

is coming, and we find this co-OT teaching of a period of righteousness

a period of glory, a golden age upon the earth. Ch. 29 o Revelation

seems to combine the 2 and to show how they fit together, but I was

just wondering the last few minutes here, whether before we go into

(end of record)
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Through the NT looking at some of the declarations about the return

of Christ, see what it stresses in connection with them. Of course,

the great thing that is stressed then, is our personal fellowship

with Him and v%Ze will be like Him for we shall see Him as He is. Now

then, what does it day that He is going to do? What is His purpose

in coming? I wonder right here if that wouldn't be the valuable

thing to do on the NT emphasis before we go further into these two

questions, the nature of the golden age, which of course includes the

c 1/2 and f/#1' 'the question of its relationship. Now anoth

er thing then would be to go into this question of the resurrection,

under one and two, but I think that would come a bit later. Dr. Buswe]1

Dr. B: I. Cor. 15 and Thess. passages. They come in logically now.

('uestion of Dr. M.: ...What is the great strss, why ....) I. Cor.

15:52. This is very familiar to most of you. But there are some

phases of it that are not ordinarily seen in a quick, superficial reading.

Paul is speaking now of the hope of the resurrection; this is the
we'll

resurrection chapter. Verse 50 X%/start with. "This I say, brethre

that flesh and blood / cannot inherit the kingdom of God, nor does

corruption inherit incorruption.
n Now what are we going to do about

S
thoe passages that way "we have been translated into the kingdom of

His dear Son"? And the 3rd ch. of JOhi, "Except a man be born again

he cannot see, or cannot enter, the kingdom of God"? I would suggest

that the emphasis in this passage is 7to be an heir of the kingdom of

God, tJ1 inherit the kingdom of God, we are now in the kingdom ofGod

as those who are to inherit it, but we have not entered into our inheritance

as being in flesh and blood. W. are in His spiritual kingdom, we have

been translated into the kingdom of His dear Son, we are %$/ in the

kingdom of God in Christ in the spiritual sense, but we have not received
to

our inheritance. Christ said, "Those 6 that attain/the age to come, the
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resurrection, were the heirs to the age to come and the resurrection,

neither marry nor are given in marraige. It is resurrection peopleto be
who are/the heirs. Flesh and blood cannot be the heirs of the kingdom.

This kingdom is something referred to, not described here. There is to

be a kingdom of which flesh and blood is not to be the heir. I would

infer that it's the same kingdom that Christ referred to when He said

"Those who are the heirs of the age to come neither marry nor are given

in marraige/7/ in the resurrection." They are as the angels with

reference to the inarraige relationship. And here you have this statement,

flesh and blood is not able to inereit the kingdom of God; neither doth

corruption inherit incorruption. "Look, I'm telling you a secret.."
exactly

Is that a little too rough and ready? Well, that's/what it is, something

that is not easy to understand, not necessarily that it had never been

refeicted before, but it's something that's obscure. "I'm telling you

something that is sometimes, or has been, obscure. We will not all sleep,

but we will all be changed in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye,
last

at the % trump. For the trumpet will %) sound, the dead will be raised

incorruptible, we will be changed. It is indeed necessary for this

corruption, this corruptible to put on incorruption and this mortal

to ut on immortality. When this corruptible puts on incorruption,

and this immortality, .." Now what is he talking about there? He is

talking not about death and resurrection, but about the change. "We will

all be changed in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye. Now when this

corruptible thing puts
on"(endus1tai)

that's putting on a garment,

putting it on over, "puts on incorruption, this mortal puts on immortal

ity, then will come to pass the word that is written, /4j/ 'Death

is swallowed up in victory.' From Isaiah 25:8 we wouldn't know what

was contemplated. Paul says, "I'm telling you the secret. It hasn't
a

been /1//',iˆ'Ø revealed in so many words, what about those who

are still alive at this cataclysmic event. Resurrection is definitely

taught in certain Old Tstament passag but what about those who Livef
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4 to see the great and glorious day? For those who live, their

mortality is enveloped and swallowed up in immortality; that is, they

don't die and then rise from the dead, becoming disembodied spirits,

unclothed spirits, and then being raised from the dead and reunited

with their bodies; they are going along in a mortal body, adn suddenly
really

they're swallowed up of immortality. That will fulfill what Isaiah/was
5th

talking about. So in the JXX ch. of XXX II. Cor. he interprets the

same passage in Isaiah in the same way. He says he's willing to depart

and be with the Lord; it would indeed be far better, but he would 10

prefer not to become a disembodied spirit, but he would prefer to be

clothed-upon with immortality, that is, put on over, so that death might

be swallowed up of life. So this is what he is predicating here. At

the last trump, in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, we will all be

changed, and this change in the living will fulfill Isaiah. So "death

swallowed up in victory" has no reference to resurrection

at all, but it is a reference to this change to be experienced by the

living. So that in this moment, in this twinkling of an eye, al1ag someftia

we will be changed, the dead will be raised, and we will be changed, at

the same 7 , at the same .Then of course comes the
e

homoltical application. /yIZ/ "Ho, death, is the victory related to you?

Where, death, is the sting related to you? In Greek you don' have to

decide whether it's the subjective, objective, or possessive genative
till
JXXX you get past the cnntext. The sting related to death is sin,

and the strength of sin is the law, which enforce the penalty, but thanks

be to Ø% God, the victory related to death is ours. " A victory over

death, and not a victory of death. "Thanks be to God who giveth us the

victory through Jesus Christ. So then, my beloved brehren, be steadfast,

unmovable, always abounding in the work of the Lord, knowing that your

labor is not empty, vain, in the Lord." Now that gives just a simple

predication of the facts: the dead in Christ will rise, will be raised,
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we will not all die, but we must all experience a change to be made

immortal, and it will all occur at one instant of time, in a moment,

in the twinkling of an eye. That seems to be just a declaration of what

he's saying there. Are there any questions about that? (Question.

Well D.r M. is the authority on Isaiah, but Paul takes this one phrase

and tells what it means. I'll argue that Isaiah's order of )ZIj material
0

is homØletical and not generally chronological. I think both Dr. M

and Dr. Young will pull my hair out for that, but I don't know. (Dr. M:

Well, if you make that as a general statement of the Bible as a whole

it would be all right.) There are portions of the Bible where the
is

purpose/obviously chronological, that is to say, where 9 1/2 says

everyone in his own order, Christ the first-fruits, afterwards those who

are Christ's at His appearing, then the end. That's chronological, I

would say. (Dr. M: You have many similar things in Isaiah) Oh yes.

But I mean to say that this particular reference is interpreted by Paul

as describing , that this stage refers to the experience of the living

saints at the 3y{{ time of the last trumpet wouldn't necessarily prove

that that's what the context was about. So if Isaiah can draw an illus

tration from Moses and from the new heavens and the earth, how he's corn

fortng his people right now. And you can't prove this by the order of

events unless he's saying something that indicates an order of events.

(Dr. M: Wouldn't you say Pter and Paul could do the same %% thing?)

Certainly. This is rather obvious, isn't it? There is coming a sudden,

instantaneous event in which the dead in Christ will rise, and we the

living, those who are left (I'm taking words already out of I Thess)
h

will be changed. Now take I. Tess. . I. Thess was written earlier,

but it is a little more elaborate, more fully developed, not because it's

earlier, but having written I. Thess., he wouldn't need to elaborate it

again in writing to the Corinthians. He points out the particular fact

of the experience of those who --that they must be changed, they must be
made immortal, in order to be the heirs of the kingdom. The flesh and
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blood people who live through the time of the wrath of God and populate

the earth during the millenium are neither the armies of the beast, who

are all killed, nor are they the people who escape at the time of the

rapture of the church. They are the subjects of the kingdom, not the

heirs of the kingdom, according to this statement that flesh and j6,i%/

blood does not become heir to the kingdom. Now I. Thess 4 is very

familiar. He 12 practices, in a very intimate and

practical way, and so he follows up this counsel about the practical

conduct of a holy life with the 13th verse: "1 do not wish you to be

ignorant brethren concerning those who have fallen asleep so that you

sorrow not as the rest who have no hope. For if we believe thtt Jesus

died and arose (ane'st, stood up again) so also God, those who sleep,

through Jesus will lead along with Him." God will lead along those who

sleep, He will lead them through Jesus. It isn't those who sleep in

Jesus, but those who sleep, and it applies to those who believe and are

dead, God will lead along with Him. It isn't "bring" with Him necessarily,

but /'% if we believe that Jesus died and rose again, we believe that

believers will have a resurrection. Our resurrection is predicated upon

the resurrection of Christ. Do we believe that Jesus died and rose again?

This argument is developed in I. Cor. 15. "If the dead rise not, then

Christ is not risen.7 But since as a matter of fact Christ is risen,

therefore we have the hope of our resurrection." Now this is a much

simple statement, earlier, we believe that Jesus died and rose again;

we believe those who have fallen asleep God will lead with Him; that is,

in a resurrection experience. For this we say, in the word of the Lord

(Machen points out that this means "I'm now quoting something which

Christ said while lie was here in the flesh") that we, the Bring, those

who are left (notice that phrase; you talk to some liberal who will say,

"Paul said that he was going to live until Jesus came back again, and
where

he was mistaken." And then you ask him éf4 Paul said that. "Didn't
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Paul say, 'We ho are alive and remain'?" In English it sounds as if just

"we who/7/ are alive and are going to remain." But what he literally said

was, "W, the lviing, those who are left,"though, not necessarily, "we"

will be the ones who are 1 ft C 10 the parousia of the Lord will not

get ahead of those who sleep because the Lord HImself, with a shout,

and the voice of the archangel, and the trump of God, will descend from

heaven, and the dead in Christ will arise first..." (end of record)
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Dr. B continues: "Those who are left"--he's not at all insisting, I'm

going to be there, but you wouldn't expect him to say, "We he dead,"

either would you? He's still alive. It's not for us to know the time.

"We the living, %$'/ those who are ]'t, together with them,harpagsometha

(this is the word for rapture; this and the Latin word raporoe, which

means to catch up,)ve will be raptured, we will be caught up in the

clouds to the meeting of the Lord in the air, and thus forever, with the'

Lord we will be. Wherefore comfort one another with these words."

(question) He hasn't mentioned the Golden Age here, has he? (question)

He's just talking about the experiencr of living Christians at the moment

of the glorious return of Christ at the sound of the trumpet. Now in

Romans 8 we said that the hope of this ktisis had to wait for the

apocalypse of the sons of God, and we said from I. John that when He

appears we'll be like Him. We tied in a good many Scrptures there. This

passage doesn't mention a Golden Age, but it just simply comforts people

who have lost loved ones. That's all it does, right here. When you get

on into II. Thess, then you will see certain events that precde or

are concurrent with the Lord's return to the scene. The chapter division

is awkward here. (question) There is no ground here for soul sleeping

or anything of that kind, but he's talking about the dead bodies, and

the people who are alive and remain will be caught up together with them.

Evidently the Thessalonians thought that since they were still alive and

some of their loved ones had died, just in the short interval since Paul
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left Thessolonica, therefore these loved ones would miss something, and

they were worried that these people would miss out on the kingdom, Now
had

they/died before Jesus came back again. And Paul is comforting them on that

very point. We won't get ahead of them, not at all; as a matter of fact

it will all be in an eye's blink; they will rise first, and we will be

caught up together with them, and so well we ever be with the Lord.

It's just a message of comfort, and doesn't go beyond that point right here.
but

Now then, %$/ concerting the times and the seasons, brethren, you do

not have need for me to write to you, for you yourselves know accurately

that the day of the Lord ( now this day of the Lord, of course, is a big
youD

phrase with a lot of usages. You have to take $'/concordance and

look it all up) the day of the Lord comes as a thief in the night. So it

comes. But when they say, "Peace, safety," then sudden destruction comes

upon them as birthpains upon a woman about to give birth to a child, and

they will not escape." That's ou ml with your aorist subjunctibe.

VEry storng. They will not escape. "But you, brethren, you are not in

darkness that that day should overtake you as a thief. " The Scripture

never refers to the seocnd coming of Christ as a thief with reference

to saved people, with reference to godly people. I had a student challenge

me on that a year or two ago. He said, "if the good man of the house

had known which hour the thief was coming," taking the English idiom,

goodman, as if it meant good man. The word is 5 , It's simply the

boss of the house." It doesn't mean"the good man," but simply "the

goodman of the house," the lord of thehouse. There is no reference of

His coming for us as a thief. When you come to your loved ones unexpectedly,

they may not know when you're coming, and they may be surprieed and

delighted, but I certainly don't call your coming "like a thief." The

reference is to the wicked. Suddenly He will snatch up the redeemed of

and He will take the bornagain people right out of every
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factory and railroad, every atrplane and every steamship, and they'll
but like a thief

be gone. It won't be/Ig' a sneakthief/who suddenly blows up a safe,

he's got the treasures, and he's gone, and it will be a terrific world-w&de

disaster. It will be sudden destruction. It will be an awful calamity

with reference to those who are left. That's what he says here. Sudden

destruction comes upon them. "But you are not of the darkness that that

day should overtake you as a thief. You are all the children of the

light and of the day. W are not of the X% night or of the darkness.

Therefore now let us not slumber as o the rest, but let us watch and keep
m

sober. Those who sluber sluber by night, those who are drunken are

drunken by night. But we, being of the day, let us keep sober, and let

us put on the breastplate of faith, and love, and the helmet of salvation,

because He has not appointed us for wrath (I think that's one little

phrase that indicates that the rapture of the church will take place before

the period that is called "the wrath of God but you can't build a house

on this one little He hasnot appointed us

unto wrath, but for the obtaining of salvation through our Lord Jesus

Christ, who died for us, that whether we wake or sleep, (and that I think

further means that Paul contemplated that he might die. Paul never said,

"I will live until the Second Coming of Christ," but on the contrary he

said, "Whether we wake or sleep, ) we shall live together with Him,

wherefore comfort one another and edify one another, as also we do."

Now there you have the Second Coming. (uestion) I think clearly there is

a shift when he gets to verse 10, and he changes figures of speech.

I argued this out with Vota(?) one time and he tried to make out that

Paul did not change his figure of speech. But whether we are spiritually

asleep or awake, we live together with Him. But that seems rather

impossible. Clearly, when he is talking about keeping awake and not

sleeping, he can't be referring to physical sleep, because we know that

Paul had to sleep. Christ Himself took time to sleep. It was appropriate
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to do so. So all these references to being of the night can't mean

that we never have physical darkness. But then when you come to the

reference, "Whether we wake or sleep," I think definitely in verse 10

he's a little distance away there. Christ died for us that whether we
whether we

wake or sleep, we will live together with Him." That must mean,/live

or die, which is a definitely different figure, that is a little distance

away. I can't think of any other way to take that. Vota couldn't go

along with that at all. He was quite bitter against that I think he had

clung to the idea that Paul said he was going to live, ( 9 1/2) and then

this verse would destroy his pet peeve against Paul, so he just wouldn't

listen to it. (Question: vs. 9 It seems to me that there's a contrast

between the wrath and salvation. In the wrath there seems tobe condemnatior

that God has on the wicked.) That's very possible. I think though, you

see the word "salvation" is past, present and future. We have been saved

y$1/%$/ from the guilt of sin, and are being saved from the power of sin,

but now is your salvation nearer than when you first believed, and we are

going to be saved from the very presence of sin. (Question) It's possible
bear

but if you find other Scriptures that {%/ upon it, this being an

eschatological passage, it isn't out of the question that possibly Paul

meant, we are not going to go through the period of wrath, but we are

to be saved from it. (Question) Very plausab1e and very possible.

(Question)' of M. Eppert: You remember in I. Thess 1:10 Paul speaks
opy7c

of the /Ø/in refenence to Jesus Christ who delivers us from the

wrath which is to come,)' not only deliverance from 12 the wrath to come.

Some have taken that to refer to the Tribulation.) And so Romans 5, "He

will save us from the wrath." There are several references that could

be taken simply as referring to being lost in eternal punishment, but

might, in the context, refer to a particular outpouring of wrath.

So that the wrath to come--I certainly wouldn't ask you to accept any

conclusion on the basis of any evidence presented up to now, and even
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when all the evidence is in it's nothing more than a balance of probability.

Certainly his interpretation isnot at all impossible. (Dr. M: On that

version) On this verse. But I think there are a. number of places in

which Paul refers to the wrath in such a speci way. Here he's talking

about the Second Coming of Christ, and our being not the children of

darkness. This day will not be a day of disaster to us. Therefore we

ought to live as Christians ought to live, because we have this hope of

the coming of Christ. He hasn't appointed us unto wrath, but to the

attaining of salvation. We know that sometimes salvation means a future

consummation of our salvation. It is , up to this present point, just

possible that he refers to a period of wrath on this earth and our being

saved from it, but certainly there's nothing cogent about it., up to this

present time. I had never thought of it until I asked Ironside one

time. I said, "What verse have you to show that the church will ntt go

through the Tribulation?" And h quoted this one. And then I began to

see that it /ØZ/ is at least a possible reading, and a possible inter

pretation of it. (Mr. Eppert: In vs. 8 where Paul speaks of the Hope of

salvation, is it reasonable to put that with the other phrase that he

uses I think in Titus, the blessed hope?) (end of record)

e 21

That would indicate that it's a picture of salvation that he's talking

1t about, and well, the blessed hope is the glorious appearing of

our great God and Saviour, /yI Jesus Christ. (mr. Eppert) (Student) 0 3/k

I think you can anser thtt by taking your cacordance , taking all the

usages of"salvation", especially that phrase, "Now is your salvation

nearer than when you believed." And there are a few like that, that

would indicate that salvation is sometimes spoken of as future, definitely.

That does not exclude the fact that it is sometimes spoken of as past,

and sometimes spoken of as preseht. So that being the case, there being

a definite future salvation for which we hope, then the word '/
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salvation, would mean future salvation. But there is S)%7 nothing

compelltng about these words just at this time at all. I do think

that there are other Scriptures to indicate that there is to be subsequent

to the rapture of the church a time of the outpouring f of the wrath

of God. Now if that is very clear in another Scripture, then it is

possible that it is what Paul is talking about here. We'll be safe from

that time and we will not undergo His wrath, but I certainly wouldn't

argue that there is anything conclusive, only that it would fit in.

It's like a jig-saw puzzle. There are some pieces that are straight-edged

and youcan match the color, and you' have to find the angles and corners

to see if they really belong there. (Question: Does this phrase, the

hope of salvation, fit in with I. John 3 where John says we shall be

like Him for we shall see Him as He is. Every man that hath this hope

in Him purifieth )(mself even as He is pure ............) It fits in there,

it certainly does. It couincides very beautifully. Now shall we go on

with II. Thess? (Dr. M)
See p. 113
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Dr. MacRae Well then if I'm going to do that I would like to make

an assignment. There are two parts to the assignment. I know you'd

rather I didn't make an assignment so then you would be free to utilize

your desires along the line of your particular interests, but I think

perhaps you can spend part of that time in the direction that I sug

gest that it will help you to Increase your understanding of what we

do in class, and consequently I would like to suggest two things for

next time and if this interrupts particular things that you are

working on, why perhaps you can be interrupted 3 1/2

but I would suggest for next time two distinct things, one will r late

to what I'm going to do and the other I think a useful survey that we

might make together which would open up passages which might give us

some interesting, helpful suggestions, helpful hints along these lines.

Survey part first: Take the first five books of the NT and divide them

up among the class and to have each of you take a certain section of it

and to have you run through it noting every reference to the second

coming of Christ, and you cna write this out and turn it in; Any ref e

erence to the 2nd coming of Christ you find in the passages designated,

and then in conneftion with the reference I would like you to designate

an answer to these questions: (i) Why Is Christ to return? What is the

p/urpose of His cthming? (2) What will He do when He comes back? Well

you mafly think that it is hard to distinguish between the two, but it

doesn't matter, do wohatever you think wiser, (3) When will He come?

(11) What might happen before He comes? or What might precede His coming

Now these are four questions and you don't have to be absosutely sure

that your interpretation of the answer to each of them is final and
any

correct, but if the passage might be interpreted as giving the answer

to one of these four, why put it down on your paper, I-ye and if you

want to say, "It looks as though it says so an so, but I think it's
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a false interpretation." But I mean to put down anything that you

think amine one might draw from the passage in answer to one of these

four, whether you think it would stand a careful examination or not.

(Question). I want each of you to take a certain passage and run

through it, adn see in this passage any references to the second

coming. Well now in your passage you might not find any reference,

but if you do find, any reference, why list them, and if you do find

any reference, ask yourself if $% that reference has anything which

anyone might interpret as giving an answer to one of these four questicm.

If it does, note it down; it doesn;t mean that you think that's the

answer, because you might want a few hours commentary study, but be

sure that if you think it's a possible thing that that passage might

suggest, put it down for consideration. Now we will divide up the

passages.

Abernathy, Agapetue, Anderson Matt. 1-12

Ashbrook, Atkinson, Bates Matt. 13-20

Brown, Cater, Chandler Matt. 21-2k

Dayton, Dickerson, Eckelman , Matt. 25-28

Grames, Gruell, Hamilton, Hayenga Mark 1-10

Hyle, Hood, Hoogstrate, Mark 11-16

Hubley, Jones, Johnson, Kay, Luke 1-9

Kirkwood, Leaondrd, Lewis, Luke 10-17

Kunkle, Lin, Leonard, Marshall--Luke 18-2k

McCoy, Oldham, Pote, Potocka, John 1-11
John

Pund, Synder, Soltau, Lake 10-21

%%/X/%/ Uomoto, Warden Matt. 25-28
Mark

Watson, Wolfe -Lake 16-19

Yehling Luke 18-2k

That's a part of the assignment; the other part relates to the material

on Joel, and the question is this: "What does the day of the Lord
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mean in Joel? Write down the phrase, The day of the Lord, and than

write every time you see it in the book of Joel,and state exactly

what it means. Is the'tday of the Lord " a time for the millenium;

is it a time for the outpouring of God's wrath; is it a term for the

time of Christ's first coming to this earth? What is it a term for.
if

8tate opposite each reference in Joel exactly what it is ;i#7 that

passage indicates., and see if you can get an answer to tt that fits

all the passages, 1-think- and then we'll discuss Joel nxt time.

But spend the two hours on Joel.
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So many of the alumni of Faith Seminary are experts at Hebrew and so few

are New Testament experts. That's on the other side of the ledger. I

would not by the slightest fraction try to diminish the interest in

Hebrew. Dr. M: 0 Hebrew is the easier language. Dr. B. Yes, the

syntax is easier, but the vocabulary is harder for me.

II. Peter i. Let us contemplate some of the arguments which are sometimes

advanced against the idea of a millenium, a period of blessedness on this

earth. Just to anticipate the reading of the chapter, the argument runs
the

like this: Many premillenialists say that/parousia of the Lord is

strictly His coming in the clouds for His church at the instant of the

rapture (harpag'7so'metha,
we shall b caught up, that's the Latin word,

it's imply rapore, and the Greek word Harpag sometha) at the time of the

catching up of the church. That the word parousia applies only to that,

with reference to the coming of Ø$/ Christ, and that the word apocolypsis

#41/ revelation of Christ, applies only to His cothing at the beginning

of the millenial period to destroy the kingdom of the beast and to

establish His kingdom of a thousand years. Now if the premillenialists

say that, then peter says, at the parousia the heavens and the earth will

be destroyed. Now if the parousia is that moment, that twinkling of

an eye
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at the last trump, and if that's the parousia, the heavens and the earth

are to be destroyed, have a period of blessedness on this earth, that

is, anything beyond %$% that which might be experienced in the present

age, anything which would come after the Lord's return. So goes the

argument. Not only is this argument frequently based upon II. Peter 3,

but it might as I well be based upon II Thess 2. I haven't actually
II 7

read it from that passage, but the Thess 1:3 "The Lord will render wrath

to the people who are bothering the Thessalonlan Christians at His

parousia." Now according to the premillenial scheme, the wrath upon the

wircked people who are alive at the time of Paul's visits to Thessalonica

will not come until the end of the millenium, which is a tousand years

after this point which is alleged to be the parousia. So if at his

parousia lie's going to render wrath to these people who are troubling the

Thessalonians, then there can't be a thousand years in-between; there

can't be a period in-between. So the argument goes. And the answer I

think is that the premillenial people could be wrong; I mean to say a

good many of them could be wrong; a prevailing drift of tendency can

be wrong even though a movement may be basically right, it may have

adhering to it certain expressions which are distinctly wrong. The

I/t word parousia, if you take an exhaustive concordance and look it

up wherever it occurs, it means "being present' of course; it's used

with reference to the visible presence of Christ; it merely means the

time when He's visibly present, and it is precisely interchangeable

so far as schedule is concerned with apokalypsjs and a good many other of

those words. I would make a statement in preliminary here that in New
that

Testament usage any of those words/refer to the eschatological

complex, such as the parousia of Christ, the apokalypsis of Jis Christ,

the day of the Lord, that day, the day, any of those phrases may desig-

nate the whole or any part of the esehatologigal complex. Nov that's
just an over-all.
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of
I believe in geshtalt-psychology, Dr. M.; first all you try to give

as big a geshtalt as can be absorbed, and thenyou go on and examine the'
details.

L1/ That's sometimes good psychology and sometimes sounds like

propaganda, but anyway, this is the geshtalt method. I'm giving you the

overall, and then let's read II Peter 3 and see w1 he has to say.

(question) Parousia, being present. It's the pr1c1ip1e. The presence of

the Lord,and it refers to His visible presence. His visible Øy1
frequently

presence may/be translated, "His coming," if it refers to that, or "the

time when He will be visibly present. I remember some years ago when

my family were out in Illinois and I as here in Wilmington. We had a

long Christmas vacation and I caught myself saying, "When I get home--."

"When I get home I'll try to get the boy's bicycle fixed up," "When

I get home I'll simonize the car," "When I get home I'll get certain

things out of the storehouse." The things that were to happen "when I

get home" might happen the first day, the first minute, or the last day,

or the last minute. Simply from the Wilmington point-of-view, looting at

a trip to Illinois that was two weeks long, "when I get home was not

differentiated with reference to the particular scheme within the time

at home. I think that is ordinary good usage in any literature. So, the

parousia of the Lord and the apokalypsis of the Lord, and the day of the

Lord, and that day, and ( ) (I'm getting over into Dr. N's

territory here) but we might suppose just from the fact that it's written

in language, in any language, that phrase is referring to a distant

complex of events, you might expect to have overall phrases that would

refer to presence, and yet would refer to anything that might happen

any time during the ft'Jzf complex of events. Well now, the 3rd chapter.

"This second epistle, beloved, I am writing to you, in both of which I

am stirring up your sincere minds with a memorandum that you should remem-

ber the words spoken of beforehand by the holy proh9ts, and by your
'ii ' '4L*..ho ly

apostles of our Lord and Saviour." The reference to the/prophets would
be probably
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to the Old Testament and to "the apostles of our Lord and Saviour"

would be referencesto statements such are found in Paul and elsewhere;

!apostles of our Lord and Saviour" is in the plural. Now the closeness

between Jude and II peter is very marked. It is not impossible that

Peter might have used the word "apostle" with reference to Jude, but

any any rate it would refer to New Testament Scriptures; possibly by

this %pf time some portion of Mark was known to Peter. It is very possible;

the reference to the prophets we can dismiss; the reference to the apostles

is definitely interesting in the Ø,( developement of the New Testament

canon. It could be that Peter wrote his first epistle when Paul was

in Rome, 14 when Mark was in Rome, and Lake was in Rome, and he would

have had Mark and"proto-Luke' and would have had quite a wide range of

reference to the writings of the paostles. Anyway, the literary background

is contemplated here as Peter writes this, his second epistle, and refers

to the future events. (Dr. M: What do you mean by proto-Luke?) There

is a theory --that is"proto-Lke" in quotation marks--advanced by

Canon Strater that Luke may have composed practically all the material

he had except what is found in Mark before he got to Rome. I think

that it is rather clear that Luke and Mark and Paul and Peter were

all in Rome when Paul wrote Colossians and when Peter wrote I. Peter.

Now then, that would fall in line with Luke's saying that he had before

him, that he knew of written accounts: "Many have taken in hand to draw

up an account of those things that have taken place among us." And it

would probably place Mark as one of those, and Peter's argument is based

on the way that Luke handles the Markan material. Mark's material is

interpolated into Luke in large blocks, and you can just imagine Mark

saying to Luke, "Well here's what I have. I took it down from Peter's

telling a story." And so "proto-Luke"Is a fairly hypothetical

status of the Gospel of Luke. (Question of Dr. M: Are you familiar
with pfj/ Ramsey's view that Peter was not martyred about the time Paul
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was, but that h lived in Rome many yaars later?) I am not very familiar.

I read it hastily. I don't know in detail. (Dr. M: I wonder what it's

about.) Well, I don't think that woudd--at the time of Peter's martyrdom-

(Dr. M: I don't expect the date of II Peter (12) ) It could effect

the date of II Peter, yes. I rather think that I. Peter fits right in

with Colossians. I think that there was a definite motive: that Peter

wanted to show the church in the same area that included Colosst "that I

preach the same Gospel that Paul preaches." And Peter commends Mark, who

is about to make a trip, and Paul commends Mark, who is about to make a

trip///I/ through this same general area. So I. Peter, being practically
probabability

contemporary with ColssIans, there is a very strong 40%j, not

a certainty. Now then, the date of II Peter % might be postulated, as

far as that's concerned. I don't have any light on the martydom of Peter,

myself. I haven't gone into that at all. But at any rate, Peter refers
Paul,

to the writings of the apostles, and he undoubtedly kne9, and he very

probably knew Luke and Mark, and Mark would b his own substance of writing
here

so the reference %% to the writings of the apostles of our Lord is not

at all obscure, although .11 Peter might have been considerably later.

"Kow1ng this first of all, that there will come in the last days, mockers

walking along in mockery, mockers proceeding in mockery, after their own

lusts, and saying, "Where is the promise of His parousia?" Now notice

that's the word, promise of His parousia. That's translated, "His visible

coming," inserting the word visible, or just "His coming." "Where is the

promise of His being present (or His coming)?7 for since the fathers

fell, asleep everything remains so, remains the same. From the beginning
()c

of the creation (by the way, there is the word
a'dh11s

ktisews. Cranmope

and Wycliffe translate that "from the beginning of creature". That's

just your Old English word, 7 "From the beginning of creation." )

00 "This escapes them, they being warned (Sometime make a study of

?Uicational psychology, the psychology of the remembering and
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"This they ˆ willingly are ignorant of," it says, "that heavens there

were of old, and the earth ek hudatos kai di hudatos." I think that

merely means "standing up out of the water and down through under the

water." (end of record)
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established, set up in business, by the Word of God. Through which

( and the which would refer to the water, but its p1ura17,hrough which

now conceived as waters, rather than just water) the world at that time,

the then world, being over-flowed by water, was destoyed." I think that's

clearly a reference to the flood of Noah. They forget a former cataclysmic

destruction upon the whole world of mankind. They are perfectly willing

to forget all of that. His argument is cataclysmic and catastrophic.

"And the present heavens and the earth (that time the earth being over

flowed by water was destroyed) %"The present heavens and the earth

by the same Word (that is, by the Word of God which set them up in being)

are kept in a treasury and preserved unto the day of judgment and

destruction of godless men." Now according to the premillenial view,

the day of judgment / and destruction of godless man must be at least

a thousand years off, but you don't need to worry that a chain reaction

set up by atomic fislon will burn th 1 3/1 for another thousand

years. The heavens and the earth are kept and preserved for the day

of judgment of godless men, which, according to premillenial view, is at

the end of a millenial period into which we have not yet entered. Well

now, that's all isogesis. He just simply says that as there was I'/ once

a catastrophic flood of waters which çi destroyed the earth, so the

heavens and the earth are kept and preserved for fire at a future date.

"But one thing must not be forgotten. One thing must not be forgotten by

you, beloved, namely that one day with the Lord is as a thousand years and

a thousand years as one day Now please don't try to make that chronolog

sa
mathematical. Obviously it's rhetorical and a day is as a
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thousand years and a thousand years is as a day. You can't base any

calculation, you're not intended to base any calculation, you're in

tended to interpret that as meaning that God %% has plenty of time.

Brightman, who teaches a finite God at Boston University, said, "One

thing that makes me sure that God is not omnipotent is that evolution

(he almost groaned as he said "evolution") took so long." He just was

pained to think about the various orders of life that came and went and

took so long. So therefore God must be finite in His power. But I said,

"Dr. Brightxnan, if God is not omnipotent, the question of time is com

pletely irrelevant." He said, "I never thought of that." (laughter)

If God is omnipotent, then to say that He took so long is entirely

beside the point. And that's not what Peter is talking about. God is

not slack; God is not dilatory. A day or a thousand years, or a thousand

years or a day, He has plenty of time. That's what he's leading up to.

"God is not dilatory with reference to His promise, as some men count

slackness. God is long-suffering toward you, not wishing any to perish,

but all to attain to repentence." So there you have an interpretation

of the time that intervenes, and of the immanency of the Lord's return.

WE're not to count God as slack, we're not to say, "Where is the promise
Taylor

of His coming," merely because He delays. I've heard Matthews

quite exactly fulfill this prophecy. He said almost word for word,
He said,

without knowing it,/"Where is this promise of %$ this coming of Jesus

Christ?" He used to get hot and red in the face. I heard him in chapel

one day say, "Jesus isn't coming back again. If you think he is, you

tell me when it's going to be, and I'll meet you there and prove it isn't

so." "If it's a thousand years from now, I'll meet you there," he said.

RAving, raving, against the idea of a vis%ual Second Coming of Christ.

They say that one time when James M. Gray was 7{ going about in

Bible Conferences, and this was before the division between the out-and-
out Modernists/was so sharp Taylor Matthews left his classes and vent

and the Fudaniéntalists
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around from city to city where Dr. Gray had been to prove that the

Second Coming of Christ was not to take place. In a pamphlet, "Will

Christ Come Again?" he says, "The early Christians thought He was cming

again,/$/J cataclysmically. The New Testament writers thought He

was coming again, as an overpowering event to destroy iniquity and

establish a kingdom of righteousness. But what they /L/ really meant

was that Christian socialism is going to prevail." They thought He was

ccming, they said He was coming, but what they really meant was Christian

socialism. So this, "Where is the promise of His coming," is the

import now of this chapter in II Peter up to this point. "But the day of

the Lord will come it will come) as a thief in which the heavens

with a loud noise will pass away, and the elements, with intense heat,

will be detroyed, and the earth, and the things in it will be discovered,"

not burned up. There is no textual authority for "burned Up." The

word is
ppeTat,,

and your marginal readings give you the
The or

conjectural emandations.f/$# trans1at reading along thought , "Of
said

course he couldn't have pf% so of course he must have

meant something that sounds like "burned up", because he's talking about

things being burned up. But what Peter was talking about was what Paul

said in I Cor 3:13 that the works in this earth will be revealed by

fire, for the day will delare it. That's just what Peter said: the

earth and the things in it will be discoverd, will be revealed by

fire, will be declared. The hidden thgs will come to light, and all of

this in the day of the Lord. Now I think if you were reading any other

book you would conclude that the phrase, "day of the Lord" is simply

a variety of expression for "parousia autou" in verse It. "Where is the

promise of His parousia? Peter answers, "The day of the Lord will come."

You see, His parousia is His day. H is the Lord. So that I wouldn't

build a house on it, yet it does seem zj/ relatively clear that "day

of the Lord" and "parousia autou" are one and the same thing. His parousia
is His comng, and "H.qs day" is the day when He comes. "The day of the
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Lord will come as a thief." Notice that in all the New Testament refereno
es to His coming as a thief are references to His coming with

reference to the wicked, not with reference to the righteous. I had
a student last year who said

of the parable in Matthew, if the good man

of the house had known, he would have watched, and since he was a good

man, he must have been one of the righteous. It's the word 9

the boss of the house, not the good man of the house. (Dr. M: You

mean you f1I don't think the English version is inspired?) It was

inspired in 1611. I don't know. I don''t mean inspired either.

(laughter). When it was translated, goodman didn't mean good man at

all; it just meant the mem, the fellow, the master of the house.

(Dr. M: Up here where it says "bubned up you took it as "discover."

Is "burned Up" purely conjecture?) Purely conjecture, from all the data

I can get. You have the analysis of it in Nestel's margin, /%

katakasetai instead of heurethlsetai, and
afanisthlsontai.

Well, there

is some manuscript evidence for some of that, but very poor, very

remote. All the good evidence is f or be 1I discovered," heurethise

tai, and Nestle puts that in the text. Now, "the day of the Lord will

come as a thief and in which this catastrophe will occur. " So there

you have a predication that in the day of the Lord the heavens and

the earth will be destroyed by fire. (question) Look up that word

"thief." Thee are people who believe in a secret rapture you know,

and Christ will come for us as a thief. Well, it says He will come

unexpectdly, in such an hour as you think not, and we should be

ready and watching for His return, but there is no reference as His

coming as a thief for us. It )1 will certainly be like a thief with

reference to the wicked of the world, when He snatches out of the

world the redeemed people. (question) (Mr. Eert: I. Thess. 5;1.

"But you brethren are not in darkness that that day should overtake you

as a thief, $ for ye are children of light, the children of the day.")

Yes. With reference to us, it's the expected coming of the bridegroom
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of the church, suddenly, but not as a thief. When I get home at night

after a meeting, my wife may say, "What took you so long," or she

may say, "You made good time," but she never says, "Oh, I thought it

was a thief." But likening it to a thief seems to me rather appropriate;

that is, for a thief to come in, and blow up the house, and take the

treasures out of the safe and be off with them is sudden disaster,

and the most ii valuable people in the world will be snatched out of it

at the instantaneous resurrection of the % dead and the rapture of
e

the living and the dead. Thre will be a terrific disaster in all this

physical world for those who are left, a tremendous time. "These things

thus being destroyed, what sort of people ought you to be, in all holy

matter of life and piety, looking for and hastening the parousia of the

day of." Now we've had thus far three of theee phrases, parousia auto,

the nera Kuriou, the parous. of the day of God. I would invariably

say all of these mean the same thing, the coming of the day of God, the

coming of the Lord, and the day of the Lord. I don't see any ground

for making them mean different things. "Looking for1 and hastening,"

it looks to me as though the parousia is the direct object of the parti

ciple speudontas, hastening the parousia of the day of God. 14 1/k

hastening the coming of the day of God. It's translated,"hastenlng unto"

but there isn't aniord for "untolin the text. (question.) end of record,

e 24

What does a techklcal word mean? You have to determine by its usage,

and the usage will not support the technical differentiation of these

% terms referring to the eschatological context. Here is one of the

examples in which the day of the Lord and the parousia seem to refer to

the same thing, and the coming of the day of God seems to mean the

same thing. Take your concordance, your Moultan and Pé,V and your

Greek concordance and you'll find that the techjfnical usage simply is

not supported in the New Testament. "Looking for1 and hastening the day
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of God." How can we hasten the coming of the day of God!? Well, I think

there is just one answer that I knov of, and that Christ predicted that

the gospel would be preached in all theworid for a witness of all the

nations. He quoted the telos that He was referring to there (we'll

get that in context later on) the sign of thy parousia and the /X/X/%/

/,(/ii sunte1eia tou kosmou, no)sunteleia of the age, it's

not kosmou, but aion, the aionas; thy coming and the consummation of
be

the age. The gospel must/preached in all the world for a witness to

all the nations. I would think that the inference is by hastening

the missionary program, we, from our human point of view, may be has

tening the coming of the day of God; not that God doesn't know, but He

has ordained a missionary program that's instrumental to that day,

whihc He of course knows. I haven't any other meaning for"hastening

the coming of the day of God", except by the evangelisation of the

world, we're fulfilling the one thing that Christ said must intervene.

And of course, we never will know, from the human point of view, when

that prophecy is fulfilled just how much evangelization did He mean

when He said, "For a witness to all the Gentiles, to all nations."

When H comes then we will know tht it has been fulfilled. But does

He mean that each individaul in some given generation, at some future

date, would be personally dealt with; or did He mean that some represent

atives from each one of the nations would '4 hear the Gospel, as 2 3/k

was fulfilled on the day of Pentecost? I don't think either extreme

is probable. (Mr. .: Not in the light of James' speech to the

Jerusalem Council.) No. (No.) It's to be a multitude of Gentiles

to be called by His name when He comes back again. (Mr. I: It didn't

happen at Pentecost in view of what James said.) No. (Acts l5:1-l8).

James brought out from the Old Testament prophecy that when Christ

comes again to restore the tabernacle of David, there will have been

a multitude of Gntiles called by His name. Is that what you mean?

(Mr. i: Yes)
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I suggest then that "hastening the coming of the day of Ood" means

hastening the evangelization of the world; I don't have any other

interpretation to suggest. That does seem to fit. "di
hln

"

now that dia with the accusative ,"on account of which," it would

seem that you would expect "in which," but we have to meet it the

way it reads, "On account of which," that is, "on account of the

coming of the day of God, the heavens, being on fire, will be destroyed

and the elements, with intense heat will melt." (Dr"On account

of which," flot"whereifl". The A.V. says "wherein." ) Is there a variant

reading there? There's nothing in Nestle. Does anyone have a Textus

Receptus? di. hin. Could you read di h?, "whereIn"? en
hi

you'd

expect, but it isn't that. (Dr. M: The R. V. 'says, "By reason of which.7

Yes,"by reason of which," dia with the accusative. (Dr. M; You would

say the A.V. was definitely wrong here?) Yes. That is, I don't know

any usage of dia with the accusative which would justify p/%y/

reading "wherein. That seems to be a mistake. "Hastening the coming

of the day of God on account of which , (that is, on account of which

coming), the heavens, being on fire, will be destroyed, and the p/

elements with intense heat will melt." Let's not be foolish and

insist tha "elements" in Peter's language meansttchemical elements" in

our languag3. That is certainly taking it out of context; the
stoiXei

are the basic principles, and evidently the basic principles of the

physical world; th seems clear, but stoiia was sometimes called

4tthe planets." There were some planets called stoieia and worshipped

as gods. All that Peter says is that the basic principles of the

material universe--I think that at least, was in his mind here, the

basic %'/ principles, including the planets and all, will melt

and be destroyed. But we look for a new heavens and a new earth,

according to His promise, in which righteousness dwells. Therefore,

belthved, looking for these things, let us be diligent to be found
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without spot and without blame in Him in peace. And reckon ye that

the ]ongsuffering of the Lord means saliation for that many more people."

That is, we should be eager for the Lord's return--"Lord come quickly,"

is a proper prayer, but we should never be impatient for the Lord's

return, if He chooses to )17f wait another five hundred years till you

children and grandchildren have served and wept and rejoiced and born

fruit and had their disappointments and gone on to glory, just say, "All

right, then; it just means so many more people are getting saved." We

don't know the number of the elect. "The longsuffering of God" means

salvation for that many more people, so that's our attitude for the

delay. Now, of course, the main hornoletical message of the chapter is

comfort and delay, but the eschatology is very sharp and clear: this

8 universe is coming to a cataclysmic end. Now then, the

particular question, Boas this passage rule out a period of blessedness

on this earth other than what might be experienced in the ordinary

course of things. Te answer is., that if we take these so-called

technical phrases, parousia and day of the Lord and parousia of the

day of God in é the way in which lexicograpy will support their

dflnition, they refer to the whole eschatological complex. There

clearly is a complex of events in the future that is contemplated

by Old Testament prophets, and then contemplated by the New Testament

eschatology in its New Testament perspective. Ad that complex of

events can be called the parousla; it can be called the apocalypse, it

can be called the day of the Lord, it can be called the parousia of

the day of God, it can be called "that day," it can be called by a

number of different phrases. They don't all occur here, but here are

three of them, and there is nothing in this passage, I would say, to

eliminate a period of a thousand years of blessedness )I or an indeter

minate period of blessedness after the Lord's return. (Dr. M: Would
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necessarily
you say that the terms are/absolutely identical?) They are not

synonyms any more than"Dr. MacRae11and "Daddy" are synonyms, but they

refer to the same man, you see. And so when you're thinking of Jesus,

you think of His parousia, when you think of His kingdom you think of

the day of the Lord, when you think of cosmic eschatology, you call it

"the coming of the day of God," when you're just talking about this

day, then you say, "that day." They're not synonyms. (Dr. M: But

they jf/ might conceivably be slightly different; that is, they might

be approximately the same, but one might extend a little further or
or

have a little different relationship,/involve certain ideas the other
There is a

didn't?) /Distinction in nouns between the connotation and the denotatior

and it would seem to me--of course those two terms are defined differentr

in medieval times and modern times, 41 and by British and American, but

the literal denotation, so far as chronology is concerned, it seems to

me that all of them refer to the eschatological complex, so far as their

suggestive meaning is concerned, each one of them emphasizes a certain
1].

aspect of the eschatological complex. And there is this too (jeperde)

that Gerhardes Voss brings out, that from the Old Testament point of

view history is by sectors, it's this time and the age to come. And

the age to come begins with the birth of Christ, from the Old Testament
Alt- VU

point of view. So you find your G1d Testament writers saying, it is

the last day, it is the last hour, the hour is already come of eschatO-

logical finality. The birth of Jesus, the act of incarnation was an
a

act of finality never to be repeated. It is/part of the resolution of

the history of redemption. But then, the New Testament writers (Voss

said this) realized the age to come includes an age to come, so that the

Old Testament writers, referring to $ that day might mean anything from

the birth of Christ on down, simply, eschatologial events. And now the

New Testament writers, if they say, "It is the last hour, and the

spirit of 4%%/Ø/ Anti-christ is already in the world"and "the hour isa
read1come
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when the dead shall hear His voice and they that hear His voice shall

live." Then you know they are speaking of their own time, and that

is quite clear in the context whether they mean the eschatological

events from the Old Testament point of view, or the eschatological

events from the point of view that Christ is now visibly present and

is going to be visibly present. So the extent of any one of these

phrases, in the inclusion of events would vary with the context, but

they all refer to the eschatological complex. (Mr. ppert: If the

day of God is part of the eschatological, then wouldn't it be reason

able to say this catacly%ism would be after the thousand years.) I

don't think Peter gives any ground, does he? In the Rvelation, clearly

the passing away of the heavens and the earth is at the end of a thous

and years, and if that passing away is the same as this passing away,

then there's nothing to forbid it, to put this at the end of that

thousand years. (Do you think that would be reasonable?) Certainly.

I find myself, in evangelistic, resorth# )7 the new heavens and

the new earth, and this whole system of life passing away. I don't

think 14 dconsistent with the premillenial view. But when you come
Er L--

to a wicked man who is all wrapped up in earthly security , one thing

you can say to smash right through that whole crust, $,2 is to say,

"This whole universe is going to pass away," adn God is going to make

another one wherein dwelleth righteousness." That's Peter's point

of view, and I don't think it is at all out of line. (QUestion: My

question is on the new heavens and the new earth as viewed in Isaiah

65 and Rev. 22) Now there's something Dr. M. and I both have to get

our heads together on. I don't know whetehr we agree or not, but I

think that the data is capable of a perfectly clear harmonization in

the Isaiah passage and the Peter passage and Revelation. (Dr. M: You'll

find a pretty good discussion fg of that passage which Dr. Buswell

edits, tTe Bible Today", about two years, an article on Isaiah
65. (ehd of record)
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(Question) Words have their implications as well as their denotations.

I remember in our old high school English book, Webeter's "High School

English", the word "mother"..The word "mother" has a Z% literal meaning,

but the implications of "mother" are very different for each one of

us, the implication, the suggestive meaning. (Question) On account of

which--It is on account of the ciIng of the day of God that --and you

would insert "later on", that is, "following," you see there, there

are two % references, an hand di h
in,

de rljmera Kuriou en h The

day of the Lord in which the heavens with a loud noise will pass away.

At the coming of the great God, di h )In, on account of which, and it's

both in it , and on #~ account of it (Question) Is that appropriate,

Dr. M? All I would say is that I don't know the physics and chemistry

of it, but now in our generation I can always imagine an atomic MZ/

conflagration which would just burn up the whole 3 universe.

I have heard something mystically about a chain reaction, but that's

only human imagination. Do you have a suggestion on that, Dr. M?

See p. 131
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(3 1/2) Dr. MacRae speaking

That's exactly what I would say, I don't know what's going to happen

and I think that we are, I think it is very important as we look for

ward to the future to see what are the things that /'7{%% are def

inite. God says a certain thing will happen%. God says something that

may mean this or may mean that. Now we know it is true whatever it

is, but we have difficulty in interpreting. We have difficulty in

exactly fitting it together. Somebody might read the promise of the

thousand year reign of Christ in the time of Christ and someone will

say, why that describes the period beginning with 11000 $.A.D.' Some

one else would say,
" No, that is the period beginning with 2000 A.D."

They argue that for years and they couldn't decide t#,1 which was

true because the Bible doesn't state it. Well, we know

now atleast that it doesn't begin in 1000 A.D. At least all, except

a few post ;millenlelists are agreed on that. It does not begin at

1000 A.D. Now, in this case we are told here that there is going to

be a new heaven and a new earth wherein dvelleth righteousness. And

what do we mean by that new heaven and new earth. Do we mean by that

a new heaven and earth, as you might mean: you 4uit this seminary

here and you left it and you went over here to some other place and

you bought a new building or perhaps you tore this one entirely down

and you'be built an entirely new building, and that would be a new

Seminary? Or if you were to take the building here and to take out

practically all that is in it and to give it a very very thorough

overhalling and change things around quite a bit, you might say that

we have a new Seminary, even though most of it was the same. The

question to my mind is, "Can we say tb this means a complete change

in the elements to the extent that it is an entirely different one,

or may it simply be a renewed one?" One that has been greatly changed,

from whigh all the effects of sin have been removed, which has been

0
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cleansed, but which is not necessarily entirely new material, or ent

irely different arrangement of material. Well, now it strikes me that

when you get over there to Revelation, Dr. Busvell just spoke about

the destruction of this earth and heaven at the end of the 1000 years.

Well now that is the way in which I think most interpret Revelation,

but when you look at Revelation 20 you notice that it doesn't actually

say that. It says at the end of Revelation 20, about the great white

throne judgement, and at the end of vs. 13, "and death and hell del

ivered up the dead which was in them and they were judged every man

according to their works, and death and hell were cast into the lake

of fire and this is the second death and %$% whosoever was not found

written in the Book of Life was cast into the lake of fire and God

destroyed this earth and heaven by fire." It doesn't say that. It

starts viht the words"and I saw a new heaven and a new earth.." and He

doesn't say when he saw it, or where it fits in the picture. He does

n't say these things happened, then this happened, then it happened,etc.

and then after all this happened I saw that this is what came. That

maybe what he means, but he doesn't actually say that. He says"and

I saw and perhaps he is going back to a certain point in the action

which he has previously described and telling you of something which
A

he' 4j- "I 'mean it is a possible interpretation. He doesn't

say which happened, this happened, this happened and this happened and

then that happened. Me says, and I saw a new heaven and a new earth

for the first heaven and the first earth were passed away and there

was no more sea and I John, saw the Holy City, New Jerusalem coming

down out of heaven prepared as a bride adorned for her husband. Well,

now the, I always took it for granted that this meant that after the

great white throne judgement, there would then be a destruction of this

earth and a new earth established then and I believe that is the way

that most people interpret it and that may be the correct interpretation.
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And if that is the correct interpretation of it then back here in II

Peter 3, you have at first sight a problem which Dr. Buswell has just

now been discussing and at first sight it seems to say, the Lord is

going to come as a theif in the night and immediately the heaven and

earth will pass away with a great noise and the elements will melt with

fervant heat, but he doesn't say immediately and therefore it is not
'J .//("

an oblem because it may mean the Lord comes as a result

of His coming great changes take place and the climax of these great

changes does not occur until a thousand years after the actual im

mediate coming, but during the period of years that - the way Dr.

Buswell deals with that, that these grdat changes here described are

changes which take place a thousand years after the beginning of the

time of Christ visible return to this earth, Christ's visible presence

in this earth. Dr. Busvell

Dr. MacRae ---Yes, '.'I saw a great white thrdne and Him that sat on it,

from whose face the earth and heaven fled away." You mean that would

mean that they were burned up? Dr. Buswell - -

Dr. MacB. - Yes it is possible that in verse 11 you have a suggestion
to

of the fact which reference has been made in Ch. 21:1 that at this time

there is a tremendous destruction to heaven and earth. Yes, this is

possible, but I don't think it is necessary to the correct interpretation.

It is altogether possible that He is simply there stressing the nature

the terrible nature of the Judge that sits on the throne, that there

is no escape /' if everything is subdued before him 9 1/2 safety

from him and the dead, small and great stand bef him. Dr. Busvell ---'

Dr. MacB ---- Yes, that is possible,' t is an incorrect

interpretation, it is enttrely possible that what happens is that after

the thousand year reign, then at the judgement of the great white throne,

this heaven and this earth is destroyed and the great white throne
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judgement is in enpty space and then there is a new heaven and new

earth established which falls. It is not at all impossible and I

used to assume that it was correct. It is the obvious interpretation,
2Ft) "

but then I was reading IMX Zon on the subject, who was as you know

one of the greatest journal scholars of the last century and a very

orthodox conservative man, a great interpreter of the word of God and

I was reading his interpretation of Revelation 20 here and he takes

a clearly premillenial interpretation but when he came ot chapter,

21, he said this is a picture of the millenium. He said that he here

is describing a situation during the millennium and in 21 he is then
20

not going on telling what happened after, but going back to an aspect
and his

of 20 and as I studied into his interpretation of 21 corralated

interpretation of II Peter 3, it struck me as an alternative inter

pretation, and I feel that we do not have the basa. The Lord has not

iven us the basa to say which of these two is definitely correct and

it is possible that there is a new heaven and new earth, a complete

change coming at the time of the great white throne, but I don't think
prove

the scripture emphasis is sufficient to that and I think a

nother comparable interpretation is that there is a regezeation of
L. (

which occurs in connection with the removal of thLsinrth and

that this regeneration of the 'vhich occurs in connection

with the removal of thja_a1i could be that which was spoken of as
whereby

the cleansing by fire, $/ the elements melt with fervent heat, there

is a cleansing rather than that there is a complete demolition of this

and is subsequent to something else. No I personally incline a little

bit towards this view, but not sufficiently so to feel that the fact

of the Scripture proves this is correct and the othere false. It's one
of the two

of thosethings we just don't know whihc/ is correct. I incline just a 1it

toward this view rather than %)I toward the other jyI one, although I

would be the last one to say that I
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felt that the Scripture proved(it there?). (Question: How do you

get around the words there: I saw the first heaven and the first earth

pass away. How do you get around that to say it refers to a millenium

kingdom?) Because he would be looking back at the heaven and the earth

at this period described in chapter 20 when the saints were reigning

,1%,i with Christ for the thousand years, and describing what was there,

and saying, this was the sitution on a new heaven and a new earth,

because all this time it had taken place. (Question) There is nothing

in the Scripture to say. We dnn't know what the Lord is going to do

in the millions and trillions of years that may follow in eternity. We

don't know whtt He's going to do. There would be nothing in the Scripture

$ from which we could get a precise evidence as to something after the

Great White Throne Judgment. There might be a very complete change;

there might be a continuation exactly as it was before// except that

the wicked dead would now have gone to their reward. (Question) Well

I would say that eternity began millions and millions of years ago

and it's still continuing ----(laughter). (Question) I do not find

in the Scripture anywhere a state of something of which we would call

"heaven in contrast with the millenium." There may be such a thing;

I just don't know. /$j$Ø'/ It may be"a new heaven and a new earth" still
as
is earth. If there's a new heaven and a new earth it's still new. So

that if the end of the earth, the time of the Great White Throre Judgment,

whether you believe in a millenium or not, is the time o the end of

this earth, it doesn't saypfØ// "and then they went to heaven," it

says, "I saw a new heaven and a new earth." So there's something we

cal. (114. 3/14.) at any case. And so that there is a period which we

would call"the millenium"and $Ø then a period which we call i"heaven...7

end of record
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It definitely is so. That is to say, I would say (bad spot in record)

to the return of Christ, there is a period of great Bliss and joy in

the resurrected body. How long that period runs, whether it runs through

all eternity, 111d say that a thousand years after the return of Christ,

there is then the great white throne judgment and the be%ginning of the

eternal state for the wicked. The wicked then pass into eternal suf

fering which continues forever, but death the righteous death when the

wicked are cast into the Lake of Fire and they burn forever, that the

righteous are then cast into a lake of happiness and they swim for

ever, I don't think that the Scripture teaches that. That is I don't

know what our state will continue to be, I just don't know. But I'm

inclined to think that whatever the Lord had planned for

us would be just a joy for the Christian as the Lake of Fire is mis

erable for the unbeliever and it goes on and on and I see nothing to stop

it. We just don't know or perhaps the Lord is going to wind it all up

after a certain length of time and start another whole new cycle. The

Scripture just doesn't tell us. I know there are those who teach that

before and after this present world, this present age, there is something

which they call eternity in which there is no time. There is no suc

cession. Everything is absolutely statˆic. It just stops there, and

it is static and (i 1/2) just observes with a constant unchangeable

attitude which is what we have and that is cX/alled eternity. Now there

may be something like that. It may be something like a great dream

that lasts forever, but not like a dream because there is no action. I

find no scriptural evidence for it so I consider it pruely a guess on

somebodies part. ( student question) o, I didn't mean that. The Mu

enium is on earth. I say that definitely. How much of that is lit-

eral and how much is figurative, I don't know. No night there. They

used to say about Creed Colorado that there was no night there, It
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was true in the sense that they meant it. Well now this is true in the

sense tt means, but what does it mean? The sun always sMnes, there is

never any rest, it may be, but I wouldn't feel at all sure about that.

Student question---- The description in Revelation of the Heaveanly

City is such as conveys little meaning to it. It is a beautiful picture,

th.t is all. We don't know what the picture stands for. It is given

in such a way it's to indicate clearly to us that there is something

grand and glorious, something of wonderful bliss and joy, but the deatils

of it are simply not clear. It is a series of beautiful instances to

suggest something which is very wonderful. Now, for instance, just

thinking of the streets being paved with GoZld and the wonderful jewels

in the walls and all that sort of thing, all that stands for very won

derful things, but the details of it would be just as hard for him to

describe to us as if somebody were to try to tell Julius Caesar about

what life would be like in America today, and he would start in to

explain the telephone. He would say the telephone rang and he would

askswer and somebody was calling from San Franciso and Julius Caesar

would say what on earth are you talking about? And when you start in

trying to describe a piece of our present life, the wisest man in the

world 2000 years ago would be actually at sea and he wouldn't know

what on earth you would be talking about and there would be nothing

much gained by trying to explain it to him. I think that life in the

new heaven and new earth, or that life in the millennium will be just

as Incomparabel beyond OXX anything we experienced as our life is in

the material way beyond that in the Roman Empire., but I don't think
Lord

that there is any point in the ,lorXd trying to dxplain the details to

us. They simply paint us a beautiful picture. (&r. Buswell question)

I think that is a very important thing in connection with the Scripture,

to recognize it, that th Lord has implanted amny truths in the Scrip

tures which He expects us to discover some time which may notA1ave
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been discovered, but I think it's equally important to recognize that

there are many things that He doesn't ever expect us to find out, which

we simply couldn't understand in this present age. (Question):Do you

think this is one of them?) Yes. I think there are thousand s of others

too. As John said, if he were to tell everything that Christ did

it would take all the books in the world to tell them. Now we know that

Christ fed five thousand, and we know that Christ fed four thousand.
h

Did Christ ever /' feed three tousand? We don't know? We don't know

what elee He did. Nobdy can say, "Christ never did that." We can say

"This He did,I/ do." But as for what He didn't do, we don't know.

(Mr. Eppert: Many other signs, whihh are not recorded in the Scriptures.'

Yes, many other signs. (Question) I think there are many things doubtless

that we can grasp, and of those many things we can grasp, the Lord has

given us a few, and there are a great many we just don't know about.

But then there are a great many we can't grasp, because we just don't have
is

the data with which to deal. And whether this/a picture of the milleniuni,

a Zahn has it, and I incline to it, or whether it is a description of

something that comes after the great White Throne Judgment, not heaven,

but a new heaven and a new earth, then this would be a description of

earth, of the new earth. Whether it is that, (which the great bulk of

preinillenlal interpreters accept) I don't know., and I doubt if it's

particularly important. If we can find out, it's worth finding out,

but I don't think it's particularly j importatn, because it doesn't

affect the great %/ thugs that are clear in Scripture either one way or

the other. (Question)': Does the milleniuni as we understand it include

people who are not saved? Then doesn't Rev. 21:27 excude that possibility

from it(Dr. M: from the new city) ?) Of course the new city wouldn't
seem

be the entire earth, would it? Verse 27 would/to say, that there was

an earth, at 1 ast, which was only for the redeemed. If it said,"into
the new earth," why that would certainly seem to prove the matter that
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the one interpretation rather than the %$ other was the correct one,

but it doasn't, it says "the city"!, so that I wouldn't feel that that

would settle the matter. (question) I feel myself that the evidence

is é very evenly balanced. I feel personally it goes just slightly
vital,

in this directthon. I think that if it were/the Lord would make it

clear, as He's made so many things clear, but then there are thousands of

things we just don't know, and personally I think this is one of them.

(Question: It would seem that Rev. 20:1k, where it says that death and

hell were cast into the lake of fire, ...the second death....seems to

refer to the same thing that Paul speaks of in I. Cor 15 where he says

the last enemy to be destroyed is death, and yet down in Rev. 21 it says

thereshall be no more death, neither sorrow nor crying, neither s{/ shall

there be any more pain, for the former things are passed away.) Yes, but

the difficulty there is that that statement, "The last enemy that shall

be destroyed is death", it seems to me is personifying a material thing

You might say, "The last enemy--(Dr. M breaks off)" Death is not a ttthg,

death is not a person; you don't destroy death as you destroy a person.
to

That is, the phrase is/some extent figurative in any case, is it not?

And so when you say.-It's like the old view of psychology, which held that

we have three faculties. Man's mind was ØØ/ made up of three faculties:

there was thought, there was feeling, there was will. You might say,

"Now this third of your mind is active,7 Thought," Now this third

is active, Feeling," "Now this third is active, Willing." For many years

that has been utterly cast aside; they say there is no such thing as a

faculty of Thought, or a fi1ty of Feeling, or a faculty of Willing. The

human thinks and he feels and he wills. You can go beyond that and say,

he never thinks without feeling at the same time, and to some extent

wi1l.ng, and he never feels without thinking and willing at the same time.

They are different aspects, just as you might say, this paper here has

got thickness, and it's got area, and it's got whiteness. Well now, XAX
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let's think of y4' it as just having whiteness without having thickness.

It can't be. Just j' having thickness without having area can't be.

They are different aspects of the one thing. Now death is not a thing,

but death is an event. When you say that the last enemy that will be

destroyed is death, you mean that of those of whom you are speaking,

there is no more death. Now death is the enemy of the Christian. When

you speak of $ the Christian's enemy being destroyed, you mean that after

the Christian is resurrected, as far as he's conderned, there's $ no more

enemy. But you certainly don't mean, '1 when you say that, that the

unbeliever has no fear of death, because it has nothing to do with the

unbeliever. The unbeliever's death is with him all the time. He is

cast into the lake of fire. This is the second death. The lake of fire

is eternal, so the death is eternal. There's no end to it. And so death

is not destroyed a far as the unbeliever is concerned. It continues

forever. ('uestion: Yet if you take whatever one, whether it's figurati

or whether it isn't, if you interpret it that the death and hell that are

cast into the lake of fire in Rev. 2O:lt, the second death spoken of here

in Rv. 21:k , which says there shall be no more death, speaking of

death as a state or event, either one, unless you interpret them on

some different basis, making one a figure of one thing and the other a

figure of something else, I still think ) Well, how do yu cast

death into the lake of fire? How would you cast birth into the lake

of fire? (Death adn life are two opposite principles. There's not only

the event of death, there's the principle of death%, a state of death,

in which all men .... 12 4 destroyed if they're in sin, they're spiritually

dead, if they're disembodied, they're literally dead, and whichever

picture or state that's %( ref/ering to, it automatically is referring

to an end of that state when everyone who was in that state was going

to be cast into the lake of fire, so there would be no more death.

Whichever one there won't be any more in the new heavens and the

nvw earth, or in the millenlurn or whatever it is referring to.) I doubt
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if you can get much sense along that line. I incline to think it means,

when you "death and hell were cast into the lake of fire," that those

who were dead, those who were in the grave, those people who were held

in Xyl death, in the grave, that they are cast into the lake of fire.

I wouldn't think that it means the event of dath was cast in; I mean

I can't visualize what that would be. It seems to me to mean that the

sea gave up the dead that were in it, and death and hell gave up the dead

that were in it, there w s judgment according to their works, and then

all those who were laying in the grave, who were laying in the grave all

tb time were all cast in. (Question) Rev. 2l: Is speaking of the 71EZØ

iWI resurrected Christians, is it not? "God 1% shall wipe away all

tears from their eyes." (Question)I don't think he'd wipe death away

from the eyes of heaven and earth. It would be people. (Question:

It would be the people on the new heaven and earth.% It has refernnce

to the former things passing away. ) Zahn was one of the greatest

students of the Scripture, one of the greatest interpreters., and after a
great

deal of thought he came out with the anclusion that this was the

correct interpretation. Now I have not thought that t1- was a particu

larly important matter, I have not gone into it a great deal. AS tar

as I I-se gone into it I have felt that this conclusion was the correct one

and (end of record)
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and it might be that I would be convinced, but certainly not -(not clear)

(student question) I think that Mr. Lin has called our attention to a

ver%'y important fact. Whether you consider chapter 21:1-8 as going

with ch. 20 or as being separate from it, I think that ther is no

doubt that between vs. 8 & 9 of ch. 21 there is a rather sharp break.

Vs. 2 of 21, I, John saw the Holy city coming down from God out of

heaven prepared as a bride adorned for her husband, and then in vs. 9

there came ot me one of the seven angels and said come Mther and I

will show you the bride, the lamb's wife. And he carried me away in the

spirit to a great and high mountain, and shewed me that great

city, the holy Jerusalem, descending out of heaven from God. Now plainly

John didn't in verse 2 see the Holy City coming down and then in vs. 9

and 10 see it all over again. The two seem to be references to the same

event, described twice from slightly different aspects, or it may pos

sible be two different events, but there is a very definite division

there in this chapter at that point as he points out. Prof. Milligen

who of course takes a definite anti-premillenlal viewpoint, in his
to

discussion of oh. 2, Insists that oh. 1 has nothing do with the future

whatever, but that 21 is a picture of the church in this age and that

we have here a picture of the church as it is in this age. I think that

he is wrong in that regard, I don't think that this sta description of

this age, but I do think it is a picture of the church. I think he

is right to that extent, but it is the bride of Christ that is shown

here, the bride adorned for her husband, and this would be a descrip

tion of the bride of Christ coming down out of heaven and so it seems

to me that the time the bride of Christ comes down out of heaven is

the beginning of the milennium and therefore it would look to me as if

this is altogether possibly a description of the glorified church of

God as it comes down from Heaven to reign with Christ (3)
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Now I don't know, it may be that it is something after the milleniuin,
on

but I don't think it is. I certainly don't think it is an issue which

the emphasis is clear enough to make any divisional. I think the matter

of the niilleniuin verses to my mind is many many times clearer then the

question of whether chapter Ø/1 21 is successive to 20 or is siultan

eous to 20. Dr upwel1--

The continuity of ch 20, Dr. M., I'm not sure that I got your thought

there. The chapter division is clearly artificial; John says, "I saw

agreat White Throne, and sat upon it--before whose f%/ face the earth

and the heavens--by the way, kai topos
ureth1,

and place was not

yi found for them." Now, that in the immediate contex, "before

the face of him who sat upon the Throne, efugen, they fled away."
Ch 21
Vs. 1 "And I saw a new heavens and a new earth because, or for ( ho gar)

for the first heaven and the first earth ap1thon, and the sea was gone,

the sea was not longer." Now the reference between their fleeing away

and the new one, because the first ones had gone, that's the-

I'm not sure I got your point. In what sense did the first heaven

and the first earth flee away, and in what sense is the appearance

of a new heavens and a new earth, for the first heavens and earth

have gone? That connection fo the two passages, Zahn or no

Zahn (laughter). I have read through that part of Zahn. I have felt

that Zahn just didn't quite focus; h is a marvelous scholar, a perfectly

tremendous scholar, but I had a feeling that this particular opinion

of his was like his opinion that Matthew was written in AramLic, which
wrong in

I don't believe. That is, I think Zahn was/some points, great as he

was, and here you have it. eThe first heaven and the first earth fled

away, efugen, and place was not found for them, and I saw a new heaven
and a new earth for the first heaven and the first earth were gone, and
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the sea was no longer.' That relationship there. And then it seems

to tie in so well with what Peter says, "That in the day of the Lord,

the heavens being on fire will pass away, and the elements with

intense, and the earth and the things in ti will be j,I discovered,

and on // account of the coming of the day of God, the heavens

being on fired will be destroyed, and the elements with intense heat

will melt. But we look for new heavens and a new earth, according

to the promise, wherein dwelleth rlghteousnes5.Y Arid then Hebrews 1:

"Our Lord in the beginning did lay the foundations of the 4 earth.
are

The heavens $ the work of thy hands --all as himation will wax old,

and as a wrapper, or like a tunic will waz old, and like a wrapper

you will roll them up, and as a hiination they will be changed." Now

I'm not at all anxious to argue for the difference of physical

substance, $f i'i not a physicist, but it does appeal to me as a

cnnceivable thing that the stuff the world is made of materially

might be electricity, and electrcty seems to be a non-granular fluid.

It doesn't seem to be made of atoms, as far as I can gather. It is

a something that flows, and flows more readily on copper wires, and

it seems to be universally present in space, and it is not inconceiv

able that the proton andnucleus and these various aspects pj might be

like swerla in electricity. I've asked some physicists what happens

when your nuclear fission takes place, and they have said that i is

doubtful. Now suppose that the sane substance was retained, and God

made a new one out of the old substance. I don't think that ould

destroy it. The first heavens and the first earth fled away and there

were new heavens and a new earth because they had gone, and that the

8 ], I,t/ universe will melt with intense heat and we look for a

new heavens and a new earth wherein dwells righteousness, and so will

wax old like a garment, like a vestment you roll up, and they will be
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changed. I don't know whether the same material basis, or basis of

matter will be kept or not, but the relationship between the con

elusion of the 20th and opening of the 21st chapter would seem to

if connect in that new heaven and new earth with what Peter says

here. (Question) I you only had to say "fled away but then if you

see in it new ones because they had gone--(Question) we can at least

get the data before us that the author of Hebrews contemplates the/j{%

senility of the material universe, and it's being cast aside like a

worn-out coat, and God's throne remains forever. (Dr. M: Is the

author of Hebrews actually referring there to a cataclysmic change,

or is the author of Hebrews speaking in that passage of % the changele

ness of God, as against the material universe, which is constant'y

changing, and is wearing out like a garment, and God rolls it up,

and establishes a' new situation in one section or another of the

world? ) What do you do when you wear out a coat? That is, you

wear it until it's good and tight, when you put it in the good will

barrel. (laughter) (Dr. M: As to whether that particular passage is

relevant here I am not at all certain.) I. think the II. Peter passage
nis the sharpest He compares the future destruction in earth as cleaasing

11 1/kby fire; he says 'destruction by fire." He uses the word (cosmic?) for

destruction. He compared that to the flood, which was a cosmic casualty.

(Question) Well that's 4y1%% a meaning that "Kai" just doesn't carry. There

is great significance to the word "kal" as used in the various writers, the
more Hebraistic using it more like way conjunctive or yaw convorsive, either
one, but kai just isn't used for first and seem-id and third. "lcai"isn't
used to enumerate consecutive things a specifically consecutive. "kai

doesn't tell .xIi% you whether it is consecutive or not. In the Book or

Revelation, if you have recurrences, you go along to a certain point, and

then John definitely goes back and brings up the story, and "kai" doesn't
tell you whether he's done that or not. "Kai" is meaningful, but that isn rd
one of its meanings. My only argument is that here in ch. 26 (Rev.) "The
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heavens and the earth fled away," and in ch. 21, "he saw a new one because,"

first one had goner--taking that with Peter.I think we can sum up what
the
the data is. Isaiah makes ref erance to a new heaven and a new earth arid
Peter clearly
XXIX it seems very/to say that this physical universe is to be destroyed by

fire. And then you have that reference in the first ch. of Hebrews, which

I would certnly say it fits in with what Peter says, and then you have the

reference to Revelation which fits in. But the didactic material is in

II. Peter 3. That's where you have statements that the universe is to be

destroyed by fire. I don't think that gives us anything as to the theory of

cosmic physics. You just don't know. It is conceivable that electricity

is the basic substance.,,Of course we all have a monistic tendency in material

things. We try to get some one thing out of which everything should be made,

and the electric character of matter is just one of the many theories.

Mtter,of course, seems to be interchanga.ble, and that would account for

an electric theory of matter./p%/ (end of record)
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The day of the Lord, and the coming of the day of God, as they are used in
the fact

Scripture,/that the cataclysiniic destruction of the physical universe that

Peter talks about takes place in and because of the eschatological caplex

does not eliminate a millenlum; it does not rule out the scheme of things

that we have in Romans 8 where there is to be a period of blessedness for

the world after the Lord's return, and in Rev. 20, where there is to be the

reigning with Christ for a thousand years after the resurrection of the

righteous. That was the original point of departure. See_

Dr. M: I think that t1\e vital t1ing that Dr. B has pointe out to indicate

that there is in this nc reason fo saying a mi1enium is imossible.

That is the vital thing whether
y\
u take II. Pter and rea that: "By

reason of the coming of te Lord the will be a me a thousd years after

His coming, but still in te time of H\s visible pisance,vhichis what
\ \

parousia means, when the he-vans and th earth will dissolved with great

heat, and replaced by a new h\avens and a new earth, whether you take it
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(Dr. MacRae 1 ) -- I think perhaps we have pretty near used up our time
II

today, maybe you had better leave/Thessalonians til week after next.

I think it would be useful in this connection, unless you think it bet

ter to take that first before we take Joel. I think the vital thing is

as Dr. Busvell has pointed out to indicate that there is in this no reas

on %XZØ for saying that the millenium is impossible. That is the

vital thing. Whether you take II Peter and read By reason

of the coming of the Lord, there will be a time a thousand years after

%His time, but still in the time of His visible presence, which is what

) means. When the haavens and the earth will be dissolved with

great heat and are r'pàaced by a new heaven and a new earth, or whether

you take it as I'.Zm still inclined to think as meaning that at the end

of this present age there is in connection with the coming of the Lord

then a great cleansing, a great purging, a great purification, coin

cidental with the removing of the curse which results in the establish

ing bf the heaven and the earth wherein dwells righteousness. Which

ever way you take it, there is not in it an evidence against the thous

and years millenium reign of Christ coming after the end of this pres

ent age, that is coming at the time of Christ return (question)

Yes, the Book of Revelation, there are many different views on the

book as a whole. There are those who think that we have in it anuniber

of instances in which we have the thing told fully and when you start

over again either at the beginning and recapitulate the same thing or

you start 1-1f way back and you recapitulate up to the end of the same

period or maybe beyond, that is you might be for instance, start with

lets say, history at the time of Christ up to 100 A.D. and you might

go back to 50 A.D. and start in and go through the same petiod and up

to 1050 and go back to 100 then up, that is a very common device in

any sort of discussion to recapitulate. I think that in nearly every
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class I ever get, I recapitulate at the beginning of the class a little

of what I gave the class b4f ore and tie it together or perhaps

I discuss something one day from one aspect and then I go through

and discuss it from another aspect. Now whether there are such recap

itulations or not in Revelation and to how great an extent they are

there is a matter on which there are various points of view, but the

thing that always impresses me is that whatever view you take of th

Book of Revelation prior to the middle of the 19th chapter from the

middle of the 19th to the end of the 20th seems to be on continuous

passage. It seems to be very closely knit together, and the middle of

19 very clearly begins with the return of Christ because he sees Him

coming out of heaven with the sign on King of Kings and Lord of Lord.

That can be no one but Christ. t is the c ming of Christ. It is eith

er his first coming or it is His second coming, one or the obher, and

it describes His coming followed by the hosts o heaven and defeating

the hosts of wickedness, it seems tore liekly it is the second coming

than the first. If that is the second coming, then this passage, what

ever you do to the book of Revelation, tje rest of it, this passage would

seem to be a unite in which the middle of 19 describes His coming and then

it tells what comes after that up to the great White throne judgement

at the end of 20. Regardless of what you do before or after, you see,

that would seem to be the teaching of that section, that is if

the view that one takes of Revelation as a whole of the general struc

ture doesn't to my mind affect the argument as far as the millenium is

concerned. There are only two possible ways to interpret the last part

of Revelation 19. It is either the 2nd coming of Christ

7' or the first coming. If it is the first coming now there is a recapi

tulation from the first coming on up to some extent which seem to go to

the Great White Throne judgment. If it is the second coming then it

is the period between His coming and the great white Throne judment.
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Now then to m mind, we shouldn't decide it on the matter of what is

our theory here in regards to Revelation, but say what does the last

half of Ch. 19 teach? If it is the 2nd coming of Christ, I don't see

how you can get away from the millenium. If it is t :e first coming of
facts

Christ, well let's look at th and see how it fits the first

coming and thre is one particular fact there that I noticed that I

never have come across references t that seems to me almost

decisive in that connection, but to me that is the question. Not ,
true

what is the s,z%ture of Revelation? What does the last half of 19

refer to? A great ;many questions that people decide by their view

points of earlier sections of Revelation, yet I frankly don't know. I

haben't looked into it enough to have a.conclusion on it and I'm not
o

ready to accept 4-±rr until I have the time to go into it,

but I feel convinced of this that the last half of 19 is the nd com-

ing of Christ and that the last half of 19 and 20 forma unit together.

Therefore is a section which should b inter

preted as a whole. Now a person would say, I don't know what it mean;

I just can't understand it, that of course is a possible answer on any
pa sss
passage of scripture, but we always have the duty of trying to under
stand

and seeing if the evidence if sufficient to reach a conclusion

on it and I see no other conclusion to reach on that particular

passage except the millenial reigh of Christ. Now I hope to go into

Revelation 20 more. I think that there is a great deal to be said

on the passage, I'1m glad to have questions raised about it. I don't

think this question of Revelation 21 is a fraction as important as

the question of Rev. 20 and the argument that Dr. Buswell has pointed

out of the fitting together of the two verses is a very interesting

one and possiblçproves it although I'm still inclined to feel myself

that the other is the better answer, but I don't think it effects only
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the basic interpretations, which of the two you take. But for next time
what

for today you have written out/the day of the Lord is and each occurrence

in Joel. Any of you who haven't written it out 4_7L21 and

then there is the other material that I asked you to write out as to the

use of the references to the 2nd Coming of Christ. What His purpose is,

What is the connection etc? in certain chapters that I assigned you.

Plesase turn in the papers to me now and then for next time since we

will discuss Joel % there is no use of your going over that same

material again so I would suggest that you spend Quite a bit of your

time reading in the Hebrew the 2nd Ch. of Joel. Of course if you want

to you can read the whole Book, but all I'll assign for next time is

the reading in the Hebrew the 2nd Ch. of noel, just the 2nd ch. fairly

well particularly the tenses of the verbs. Now if you find uncommon

words I don't think it is so tremendously important to know the exact

difference in the meaning of the different kinds of locusts and some

of the rather uncommon nouns, but to know the common words quite readily'

in the chapter and to be right sure of what the tenses are because

after all you can't interpret anything if you don't know th" tenses,

so please get Joel 2 in fairly good shape and I wish everybody would

always br*ng your Hebrew Bible because after all how can you

the Bible is you don't have it in front of you.




(end of period)

The third day on which Christ comes back to this earth. Does the

day of the Lord mean the period of time in which Christ comes back

to this earth? Does the Lord mean a particular day in which God

judges the nation or a period of time which He does that? What
Th

exactly is the day of the Lord? If you say I oci-a4 Philadelphia.

Well I say, what is Piladelphia? Why it is the place where everybody

loves each other. The word means brotherly love, and yet you read

of the suicides of bureau chiefs and the upheavels of the gov't of Phila.
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in this last week and you wonder just where the brotherly 'ove is

and why they don't have aiy mo brotherly love in N. Y. and San Fran

cisco. Well of course the word Phil. is technical term for a part

icular city. It is the name of that city. It doubtless originally

had a prescriptive meaning. (10) to be a city where all was

brotherly love and so he chose this name, but now the name is simply

a technical term to indicate that particular city and any /%%/

thing you find in that particu ar city goes under the name of Phila.

Now is the day of the Lord a technical term which points to one part

iculat day, whether it be a 24 hr. day or a longer period? One spec

ific period which you point to under this title This is the tech

nical term for that. Is that what the day of the Lord means and if

so just what is the technical period that is pointed to by the phrase

the day of the Lord? Of course it is used a good many different times

in the course of the Scripture, but no more larger number of cases in

a few verses anywhere than here in this book of Joel. So we are int

erested in the context and what the day of the Lord means here and

that is one of the things I"m most interested in in connection

with this book of Joel is this question about techical terms. I reme

mber once we had a big discussion bØØ7 on some phase on millenialism

about 14 years ago and one of those who was quite active in the session

insisted that whenever you find the word "end" in th Scripture that

the end used absolutely, not in the construct, not the end of the world,

or the end of the age, or the end of life, or the end of 12

but simply the end, that means the end of the world which refers to a

particular cataclism of events at the end of the world so you find the

judging of the wicked at the end and if you find the 4udgment of the

righttous at the end, that proves there is no space between them, they

have to be at the same time because the end is a technical term which

points to one particular part and then 1 p$Ø wondered when we find
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an instance or two where the word end had nothing to do with this

whatever, he said, Oh, that technical term is used non-technical."

Well the thing is we have a right to assume that a word is a technical

term. We use technical terms, but when you take up a manuscript and

you look for a technical term in it, you want to be sure that that word

is what you have evidence that it is actually a technical term and that
isn"t

% merely a descriptive part. Well now this term, 'the day of the

Lord.' I think that one o f the things we must learn to avoid is

assuming that everything is a technical term unless we have proof of it.

Now if most people will assume that the day of the Lord si a technical

term, most discussions will just take it for granted that is a technical

term and whereever we find it it refers to exactly the same day. Well

now how does that fit here in this book of Joel? Well we'll begin at

the beginning ---"The word of the Lord that came to Joel the son

of Pethuel." When did this word come to Joel? We have no way of know

ing. We have no evidenceas to when Joel lived. There are those who

say that the book is a very late book. Most conservative scholars

think it is an early book. I do not know of any real evidence on the

question aside from this that it is lk among the first of the

mthnor prophets and while the minor prophets are not arranged In one two

three order precisely in the order that they are given, it is true that

most of the latter ones are books which were given after the exile. In

fact all were given then after the exile. And it is true that the ear

lier books are books in general which were given white early and you have

seem to have a general arrangement in chronolical order of the books

here of the minor prophets as you have of course in the major prophets.

You have Isaiah first and it comes one hundred years before Jeremiah,

Ezekial, etc. Those three come all about the same time, except the

book of Danial runs a bit later than the other two books and it is
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placed the last of the books. Well now here in the minor prophets

(end of record)
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the Book of Joel, is doubtless a book that came comparatively
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i-ree-o a great deal of difference to the of the

book iour interpretation, whether it is early or late. There is

nothing else in the Scripture referring to Joel or referring speci

fically to events described as having occurred in this book so that

we can tie it in as we to the book of Johah where we have the

Johah mentioned ?&-eit, but,two approaches to the book which

might be one yould.be to say here is a book that God gave

someone telling him what is going to happen in the future. Well all

right let's take this book and see all that is going to happen in
.

the future. Perhaps something of that sort was 4 in the minds of the
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translators of the authorized version when they translated I

They took the book as a whole as description of future events. It

is telling about things that are going to take place and Joel is giv

ing us a wonderful picture of the distant future in the book and Joel

just sits down and theword of the Lord comes to Joel and he says'Joel

I want you to write a picture for people to read thousands of years

from now and know the wonderful things that shall happen then that I

have laid out for them.' History written in advance! Well, that is

the approach people have to the prophetic books in general. They

assume that prophecy is a prediction of something future and therefore

whatever the books says It will e something which is going to be

in the future. Isaiah and Jeremiah or Ezekial very much. If you

study the first part of Hosea, if you study Joel, Zekerlah, Haggia,

YUu will find that there is a tremendous amount in these books that

relates to the immediate situation. Mlcah as another example,
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You will find as you trace through the work of the prophets in the

Bible that rarely if ever, is a prophet a man who went out on a hill

somewhere in order that the Lord could give him something to write down

that would satisfy curiosity about events thousand of years future and

has nothing to do with the immediate situation. The prophets were men

who were interested in the situation in their own day and here I think

a great many conservative interpreters have gone off on a tangent that

is unfortuneate in assuming that prophecy always mean prediction and

that the prophet wasn't much interested in his own day and the prophe

tic writers in the minds of many conservatives have become simply men

who wrote something divorced from actual life; sthmply a revelation of

something\future. To many people the modernists' approach to the

prophet seems much more natural and much move appealling because the

modernists talk a great deal about theAocial reform which these

prophets and about the wonderful interest they had in the

political and social conditions of their time, and they start quoting

verses from the prophets about the political and social conditions re

buking the people for their sins,for their injustice, rebuking them for

their selfishness and their greed,and they say what wonderful messages

for our day to look at the social problems of our day as these prophets

looked at theirs. As you look at the evidence they present it is very

easy for a person to say, yes, a modernist is right. The prophets

weren't people who are giving us a lot of information about the future

they are people who are interested in the problems of their own day.
the positive part of that is

Well,/true, but unfortuneately, or fortunately the negative part of it

is absolutely false. The prophets were people who were interested in

the problems of their own day, but that isn't to say that they were not

people who were interested in the future. God gave them wonderful vis

ions of the future, but in most cases the vision of the future had a de

finite relation to a present situation. The same is true of the proph-
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ecy of the NT. It is rare indeed that the NT says, "Now, I'm going

to tell you what is going to happen in the future." Instead of that

Paul will say,"I don't want you to be sorrowful $)/1 over those who

are dying as if they aren't going to have a part in the coming of Christ

as we are. I want to 1Ll you what's going to happen." And he tells

them that to encourage their hearts in the present situation. You will

find that in most of the predictive portions of the New Testament, that

%$j they are given not to satisfy curiosity about the future, but to show

them what their emotional response or their positive action should be

in some immediate situation, and it relates to a future event. "You men

of Galilee, why are you standing gazing into heaven." That's not the

thing for you to do, just gaze into heaven. The thing for you to do is

to think, oh how terrible, Christ is gone. Everything is over. That's

not the thing to do. It's a present, immediate relationship to your

work for the Lord. "Why stand you gazing into heaven/? This same Jesus,

whds' gone from you, will so come in like manner as you have seen Him
hope

go. Here's work for you to do. Here is a situation. Here is/for you:

as you go on in your work, you know Hes coming back. It is related to

an ImmedMte situation, and so we, in our time, as we read the prophets,

as we see similarities between our situatton and their's, we see the

way they reacted in re.tion to their situation, is an example for us in

relation to ours, but we must not stop there, because if 0' we do, we're
soon

apt f//fˆZX//to be false to the prophetic teaching, that prophets
brjzw.
%#/In relation to the present situation insights into the future

whlhc give an understanding of God's plan, which give added reasonsf or

followiii the Lord, for dIng his will, which give understanding of His

plan0', which show you great, important things about the future, but it has

a practical purpose as it relates to the actual activity of thepeople

in those days, and to us in our day. Well, now, is this Book of Joel
a book in which Joel went off on a hillside, and he said, "Now look here.
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I gee way off there, thousands of years in the future. I see the

great day of the Lord. And in that day I see armies coming, I see things

happening. And I'm gofting to tell you about it now, and all through the

centuries you can know this is gong to happen." Is that what he's doing,

or does Joel have an immediate situation in which certain things occur,

and God gives him revelation in that situation which are vital for dealing

with the situation, and also which prepare him for understanding the

future, and he uses the present situation as that which makes the future

intelligible. Now which is the situation with the book. We begin the

book. He says, "Here this you old men, and give ear you inhabitants of
in

the land. Has this been in the old days, or even/the days of youfathers?

Tell your children of it, and let your children tell their children, and

heir children another ge4ation." Is he talking to the people at the

very end of the world/ when he tells them to tell their children about

it, and let them tell their children, and their children another

generation? Is he talking to people at the very end of the world, or is

he talking to his own contemporaries? Which is the more natural interpret-

ation of that verse? That which the palmervorm hath left hath the locust
e

eaten; that which the locust hath left doth the cankerworm eat, and what

the cankerworm hath left hath the caterpiller eaten." There are those

who say these represent four different kinds of soul.. This is a descript

of an army coming. Certainly as it is described, they are insects. They

are four types of insects, possibly "XI/ the same kind of insect, but
e

at four different stages of its growth. At any rate, at lest you have

here a picture of in'sects which have eaten things up, and one comes

after another. Is he describing a terrible situation that is going to gˆ/

come sometime in the future, or is he here depicting that which is right

in his day. Even thous we do not know when the terrific locust plague

came, which he described here, the one which was so terrible that they
h that
sould tell their children and their grandchildren about it, and/the old
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men could say there had been nothing like it in their days or in the days

of their fathers,, even though know exactly when it is, is it not the

reasonable approach to this to say that %%/ this is a picture of the

prophet speaking for God in a specific situation, in a situation of

national calamity? First we know that there were great locust plagues in

the land of Palestine; we have reference to two of them in the Scripture,

and then we know that in recent years there have been locust plagues of

greater severity. You have the locust spawnn the wilderness, and the

women they bring them in in tremendous quantity there. Oe morning in

Trans-Jqrdan, twrity years ago, I was sleeping just outside the tent.

Dr. Albright and Dr. Lee and Professor Yerku were in the tent, and about

two in the morning we thought the war had $ broken out. We began to fØ.ZØ

hear the noise of explosions, sounds, great excitement, and here were these

shots going off, all this exItement, and people yelling. We thought the

best thng to do was to lie quietj until it got light, and then see what

the situation looked like, and when it got light we got up and looked

around, and we find that actually the war was on, but it was the war again

locust. There was a great invasion of locusts there that year, in 1929,

and the government had provided theses Arabs there with guns to fight the

locusts that would shoot out flame to burn up the locusts, and there was

something of an explosion with the use of it,, and they were yelling a lot

because they always like to get all the fun out of the excitement that

they can , and they % start pretty early and amke quite a racket. I

took a couple of pictures of them burning up the loeusts. But it is

a real catastrophe, a terrific locust invasion., and they have a little of

it year after year, but here is a description of one which i s perhaps

far worse than any which the land had seen. Now in the face of this

terrific situation, Joel comes forward to bring a message to the people.

And his message first is a message of pointing out hte terrible nature
of the situation. He's calling on the people to realize actually how
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bad the situation is in which they find themselves. Verse 5 "Awake you

drunkards and weep and howl, you drinkers of wine, because of the new

wine, the grape juice, it's cut off from you mouth." There is no more

of the grape juice, no more musk, because the grape plants are being

chewed up by the insects. )41ˆ "Oh" but you say, "This isn't insects,

this is an army. Read verse 6: And nations fell upon my land, strong

and without number." Well, is it a nation , an army, or a nation of

locusts? He goes on, "Whose teeth are the teeth of a lion, he hath the

cheek teeth of a great lion." Well, I don't think that the army of the

Edomites or the Syrians had teeth like a lion. If it's used of human

beings it's a figurative expression; if it's used of insects it's a

figurative expression. But it probably fits the insects better than the

human beings, because actually they are fighting with their teeth, the

cheek teeth of a lion. He describes them as if these little insects are

just devouring as if it were a great lion. "HP'S laid my vine waste and

barked my fig tree." This certinly doesn't sound like an army. This
more

sounds/like insects. "He has made it clean bare and cast it away; the $j

branches thereof are made white." Verse 8: "The meat-offering and the

drink-offering is cout off from the house of the Lord." Hardly the

ting you'd think of first in the invasion of an army, but certainly a

very typical thing in connection with the insects eating up the agricul

tural products. Vs. 10 again, it's the agriculture: "The field is

wasted, the land mourns for the corn is wasted; the new vine is

dried up, the oil languisheth." And vs. 11 is still referring to

agriculture, adn verse 12 is dealilng with all this agriculture. "All

the trees of the field." Vs. 13: "Gird and howl, lie all 4 night in

sackcloth, you ministers of my God." Well, what would $ you do in a

case like that? What does he think the people ought to do? Well verse 14,

isn't he giving them advice, calling upon them in verse 14 to act in the

proper way in such a situation. "Sanctify a fast, call a solemn assembly,

gather the elders and all the inhabitants of the land into the house of the
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Lord your God and cry unto the Lord." They tell the story out in Ohio:
not so long after the founding of




Oberlon College. President Flnney,

who was president of Oberlon was a man who really believed in God. He

didn't merely sign a creed. He really believed in God. And there they

had a terrific draught. It had not rained for weeks and weeks and

the crops were getting all dried up. It looked absolutely hopeless, and

they said, "Let's have a prayer-meeting for rain." And they asked

President kinney if he would come to the church and lead the prayer-meeting

He agreed to do it. And then on this hot afternoon the people were

gathered there for the church service, and the time came for the service

tobeg.n, the people were all there already, and they looked and someone

saw President Finney walking down the street carrying a big umbrella.

And everybody began to howl. Nobody had used an umbrella in weeks in

that country, and here was Finney carrying an umbrella. "Why do you

carry an umbrella on a parching hot day like this?'1 "Well," Finney

XXXX said, "Ithought we were coming to pray for rain." "Well," they

said, "we are." "What are you praying for?" he said. "Don't you believe

God can answer our prayer.?" And they say that they had a long prayer

meeting f in whlhc Finney led in prayer for rain, and that before the

meeting was over the rain was pouring down, and Finney was the only

man there who had an umbrella which he brought with him. (endof record)
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Praying for rain and the dogma 0 the prayer. He didn't think
th
that prayer was magic, that they could force God to answer. He didn't

feel that the fact that they prayed, most of it was absolutely certain

they they would have rain, but he said that God being a God of love

and they being God's children bought with the blood of Christ, that it

might very w11 be God's plan and will to answer their prayer and to

send=the rain at that time, and h came pretty close. Well Joel says,

"Sanctify ye a fast, l a solemn assembly, gather the elders and all the

in habitants of the land into the house of the Lord your God, and cry unto

the Lord." And I don't think anybody would have much difficulty with the

interpretation I suggested that these 14 verses were it not for vs. 15.

"Alas for the day for the day of the Lord is at hand, and as a destruct-

ion from the Almighty shall it corns." Shall it come, ofcourse the imper-
j ( I

fect - (i / , It shall come, it can in the future, an here

have the day of the Lord. Now what has this got to do with any

l--12----4 Isn't this the,, day of the Lord? Now isn't all this,

all these alk verses talking about the distant future? And describing

something that is going to happen somewhere thousands of years after the

time of Joel. Now if this is the case, what have locusts got to do with

it anyway? f' Now is there going to be a great locust invastion, or is

it a picture a picture of armies described by the picture of lucst? Well,

it all depends on what you are going to do with this phrase, the day of

the Lord. As someone has aaid this is a picture of loclusts that are a

type of the day of the Lord and it is typical of the Øay of the Lord.
-F .

Well, does it sound that way hre? -' in the midst of his

description of locusts, now is he suddenly describing a type of something

in the future? There certainly is nothing in the language to suggest

that, that I can see. It seems to be certainly a definite part of the

thing y1 under consideration. Vs. 15. If it wasn't for th-t phrase,

'the day of the Lord;'I don't think you would have any difficulty with the
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interpretation I have given you up to this 14 continuous, but since

you have 14 verses which look in one direction and then since you have
' \ ¬A

a phrase ewhich is a technical term for the end of the age, 43 1

looks in the other direction, let's not decide the question immediately,

but let us say, here are the two p/ossibi1ities now,

material up to this point looks this vay,there is one phrase which is
let's go

a technical phrase looks the other way, y/$ on and see what further
1

light we on it. Is it this way perhaps? Has h been talking

about an ,4%% insect prey and anow all of a sudden he jumps forward

to the day of the Lord, which transition is not at all uncommon in the

prophetsØ? Does e now jump forward to the day of the Lord and from now

on he is going to be telling you a out this future day of the Lord? Well,

how about vs. 17, vs. 16, I mean, "Is not the food cut off before our

eyes." Of course you know the old english word f/ meat means food, oday.

Whenever you see meat in the a.V., substitute food.' lnflyou see
I r d I

let, substitute the opposite (" but half the tiˆme keep it let.

But when you see meat, it means food here. If they mean meat as we say

meat, they say
'

he says, "Is not t1 food cut off before

our eyes. The seed is rotten under their clods, the garners are laid des

olate, the barns are broken down; for the corn is withered." Still a

griculture'.' Well, that sounds as if he is still talking about the day

of the Lord, the day of the insect plague, so it sounds as if vs. 15 is

the day of the Lord which is thousands of years after Joel's time, he has

jumped forward for one verse and then come back again to the present, or

else, the whole thing here is future in some way. "How do the beasts groan!

the herds of cattle are perplexed,
" Now are these beasts and herds of

cattle typical of people who are to live in the time of the day of the Lord?

Do the beasts IyI the Jews and the herds of cattle mean the Arabs,

or is it the actual animal. "Because they have no pasture; yea, the flocks

of sheep are made desolate. 0 Lord, to thee will I cry: for the fire hath

devoured the pastures of the wilderness, and the flame hath burnd all the
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trees of the field. The beasts of the field cry also unto thee; for the

rivers of waters are dried up, and the fire hath devoured the pastures of

the wilderness.' Now these two verses are a little differenct from what

precedes. They perhaps are less appropriate to be pictures of an army

that what preceeded. They don't seem to be the insect either. Are these

other calamities which occur the same kind? The fire and the draught?

or are they perhaps a somewhat figurative presentation. "The fire hath

devoured the pastures'; the fire may simply mean calamity perhaps. Per

haps the destructive force. Perhaps tt means a forest fire that went

along a sometime near the time when the locusts came, or perhaps

they mean or perhaps they mean they are simply a figure of the locuts.

fleither case they can fit well with it still being a description of

the situations in Joels time, but now our next verse has the day

of the Lord in it again. "Blow ye the trumpet in Zion, and sound an

alarm in my holy mountain: let all the inhabitants of the earth

tremble; for the day of the Lord cometh, for it is nigh at hand;"

Well, have we now perhaps left chapter 1 and now come into the future,

now started right into a picture of the last days of the age viththe

befinning of chapter two? Well, if the day of the Lord here is spec

ifically that, why isn't it back in verse 15? Isn't it better in such

a cast to take the whole thing as meaning the future technical day which

we are thinking. Well what does h say about this day of the Lord des

cribed now in verse 1. "A day of darkness and of gloominess,

a day of clouds and of thick darkness," Well, that isArather general
\ 1"

expess. "A great people and a strong; there hath

not been ever the like., neither shall b anymore after it, even to the years

of many generations." Wil, now that again doesn't sound like the end of

the age. After it for many generations there won't be aaother -?+

Is that further stressing the terror of the locust plague which is so much
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greater than any before or after, or is it describing the coming of a

great army at the very end of the age. If it is, it's a rather strange

term to use which looks forward to another long period afterward. "A

fire devoureth before them; and behind them a flame burnith: the land. t as

the garden of Eden before them, and behind them a desolate wilderness; yea,

and nothing shall escape them." Well this terse 3 could b a marauding

army which finds it a garden and leaves it a desert. It could be that.

It also exactly fits what the locust is, so vs. 3 could be either one,

but how about verse "The appearance of them is as the appearance of horses;

and as horsemen, so shall they run." Here is a figure of speech. They

are compared to horses and horseman. Well, you can think of lucust com

pared to horses and horseman. The insects coming forward like a marauding

army of horses and horseman, but you wouldn't compare an army to an army.

You wouldn't say the army was like an army. The appearance of the caaay

is like cavalry, like horses they are. You don't use a figure of speach

where you compare something to itself. Vs. k doesn't say the horses

rush over everything. It says they look like horses and that certainly

suggest te figure of speech for locusts rather than it is actually an

army described. Vs. 5 - "Like the noise of chariots on the tops of mountains

shall they leap, like the noise of a flame of fire." If it is an army

you would say that there is a noise of chariots, you wouldn't say it is

like a colse of chariots, and then; "like the noise of a flame of fire that

devoureth the stubble." How is an army like the noise of a flame of fire,

but the locust with their little click, click, click, as they eat up one

branch after another can certainly sound like the fire burning this and

that. The sound if the crackling of the flames, so it is a very ap

propriate picture perhaps of the locust invasion. "As a strong people set

in battle array." Again a comparison, not it is a strong people, but like

a strong people. "Before their face the people shall be much pained: all
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faces shall gather blackness. They shall run like mighty men;"tM Not the

mighty men run, ˆbut they run like mighty men. d"They climb the wall like

men of war; and they shall marhh every one on his ways, and they shall not

break their ranks:' They don't trust one another, they walk everyone
than

in his path. Here it seems again more like a picture of locust/of an

army. The next verse perhaps could b either one though it doesn't hardly

sound like an army. "When they fall on the sword they shall not be wounded."

,/e"They run to and fro in the city, they run up on the wall, they

climb up upon the houses, they enter at the windows like a theif." YQTJ

can image the locust just going up over everything, coming in the

windows. It is just about impossible to keep $them out. Everything in

their way, they eat right up completely. We have insect plagues like

that in some parts of America. I have heard of the carcus of a horse

being cpletely eaten up, not a sign of it left after the great body of

insects had passed by. They come in through the window, coming in through

the window like a theif. This was the insects. "The earth shall quake

before them; the heavens shall tremble: the sun and the moon shall be dark,

and the stars shall withdraw their shining:" Perhaps figuative language

describing the darkness of the catastrophe, perhaps the great numbers

of them on the windows, the agreat amount of dust rising or somethirand

d"THe Lord shall utter his voice before his army: for his camp is very

great: for he is strong that executeth his word: for the day of the Lord

is great and very terrible; and who can abide it?" A general statement

about the Lord being in it. The Lord doing it, but then the day of the

Lord is great and very terrible and who can abide it. Well this much b

the very day of the Lord that is tat here. So you have your' ±±!'e

the day of the Lord referred to three times so far and if it is a technical

phrase which describes a definite time at the end of this age, then all

of this must be Joel simply up on a hilltop being given a wonderful picture

of the future which has little or no connection with his own day, but if
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it were not for the problem about that phrase of the day of the Lord in

these verses, a natural interpretation simply would be what I have just

given, that it is in the midst of a calamity, in the midst of a great

agricultural trouble, something which of course would affect the whole

life of the people and the disastrous way, but in the midst of this, Joel

comes with a message. Well what is this message in this book. Vs. 12,

there fore X/$/7 also now, saith the Lord, turn ye even to me, with all

your heart, and with fasting and with weeping, and with mourning:" Cer

tily the proper messsage in any calamity, and "$rend your heart and not

your garments, and turn unto the Lord your God; for he is gracious

and merciful, slow to anger, and of great kindness, and repenteth him of the

evil." That will fit any disaster, but now to vs. 14: 'ho knoweth if he

will return and repent," of course, it doesn't mean repent in the sense of

Godly sorrow for sin and turning away from it, that is not the Hebf'ew

at all, "Who knoweth if the Lord will turn and make a change and leave a

blessing behind him; even a meat-offering and a drink offerng unto the

Lord your God?" That is a peculiar phrase to t$ae in connection with the

great international upheavels of the day of the Lord at the end of the

age, isn't it? But if it is describing still the locust plague, why to

leave a food offering to the Lord, which means that everything won't be

eaten up. Who knows that there will be something there? And so he is

called upon them in verses 12-1k to render hearts and feep and lament

before the Lord and then he tell s them in verse 15 -"Blow a trumpet

in Zion, sanctify a fast, call a solemn assembly: Gather the people to

gether, Let the priest, the ministers of the Lord, weep betvefln the

porch and the altar and let them say, Spare thy people, 0 Lord and give not

thine heritage to reproach, that the heathen sould uile over them." Well

does that necessarily mean an army coming in that the heathen sould rule

over them? Nor necessarily if the food is all eaten up. If they have this
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requires a narative verb before it. Now since the ver%bbefore it are
a

not arrative of something that has occurred, then this can't be either,

therefore this describes what will happen in the future. I have en

that statement in two or three different commentaries and I would like

to see some evidence on it. None of them that I came across, gave a

reference in shich you have a similar situation. A whole book whlvh

begins wiht a (:; ) conversive. Let me just hastily glance over here

at the book of Jonah. The book of Johah bgins with a (\ )'conversive

with the imperfect and it is translated "Now the word of the Lord came

to Jonah." We don't say there is nothing before it, there is no nar

rative, so this is a narrative and the word of the Lord is going to

come to Jonah. We don't say that. It doesn't have to have a narrative

verb before to express this Idea, but even if it does have to, does

the narrative verb before it in such a case, have to be expressed. CEr

tainly you cannot require in any language that everything must b ex

pressed. It is always possible to imply something or to infer something,

to assume something and in this case if you take this description of vs.

12-17 as Joel calling upon the people, blow the trumpet, call a solemn

assembyl, lament before the Lord, weep between the porch and altar, pray

to the Lord to spare his people, it is easy enough to assume that the

people have followed his request, and that they have done it as he has

suggested and then if you want to have, if this is narrative, if you have
and. they

gone on a narrative verb before than you can understand/Ø did as Joel

suggested and then the Lord was jealous for his land and had pity . It

is not neces to verb before, it is perfectly natural

to gags-Wne it but I don't think it is necessary because it is my observation
U) o




) with the imperfect regularly expresses narrative as something

that has occurred rather than a prediction of series of events in the

future. Well, this verse then, if it is all a picture of that which is

going to happen in that technical time in the future, then it is doubt-
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less a picture of an army under the figure of local assault through

here which is rather hard to fit, It is not very natural way of inter

preting it, comparing an army to locust-,)and in turn compare the locust

to an army. An army will come and we describe it as locust and so the

locust will feed like an army. That is very very (5) . It's mush

more natural thsay, "An army is going to come," or to say "An army is

going to come like locusts," if you want to, or if you're using the locusts
to use'

for the figure of an army and you want/something to compare them, you

surely would use something else than the thing youre actually meaning,

in figure. I see no warrant for departing from the Hebrew as it stands,

and making verses 18, 19 and 21 future. It seems to me that it is much

more natural to tkae them as a picture of something that occurred in

Joel's day. At that point perhaps we should Interupt to answer the

objection: Somebody said, "I insist that this must relate a verb of

narrative before, and there isn't any here, and you have no right to assume

theres' one. And anyway,"he says, "You all simply call on the people to

blow the trumpet and to weep. You haven't said they've done it. And

therefore what right have you to say theLord acts as if it happened?"

Well, we can find plenty of instance in the Scripture where a command

is given, and then it is assumed that it is fulfilled. You turn back

to Isaiah 7. And in IsaIah 7 we read in verse 3: "Then said the Lord

to Isaiah, 'Go forth now to meet Ahaz, thou and Shear-jashub thy son,

at the end of the conduit of the upper pool :" vs. k" and say unto him,..' "

And you read on what h is to say to Ahaz. Well, did he say it? We're

not told he said it; just that God told him to say it. But over in verse

12 e read, "But Ahaz said, 'I will not ask, neither will I tempt the

Lord.' " It's very clear here that H tells Isaiah to do, and then

we are to assume that Isaiah did the thing which h was commanded to do.

The Scripture aften has full- lengthy accounts of a command of the Lord,
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and then the whole thing repeated over as we're told what was done. But

there are many other instances where a command was given, and then we are

to assume that the ciimand was carried out. And so there's no reason

why Joel should not here call on the people and then show what the

Lord's response was to the thing that the people had done. "Then yaw the

Lord jealous for His land and pitied His people." "YPt the Lord answered

ji and said to His people," is the way the Hebrew stands. "Behold, I will

send you corn and wine and oil and you $'$y,Z/ shall be $'% satisfied therewitt

and I will no more make you a reproach among the heathen, but I will remove

fp far off from you the northern army," of course, "army"is in italics.

It's not in the original unless the italics mean you're to stress it; then

of course that proves it must be an army, doesn't it? But the italics does

not represent anything in Hebrew. "This from the north I will remove. I

will drive them into a land barren and desolate with his face toward the

tst sea, his hinder part toward the Mediterranean Sea, and his stench shall

come up and his savor shall come up because he has done great things."

Now that is just what you would expect of a description of the locusts

being swept away. (2estion: Where does the locust come from; which

direction?) They would come from the north and from the east. ( question:

I red that they would come from the south.) Yes., I know that that is

said sometimes, that they come from the south, but I don't... (Calvin, I

believe) yes. Calvin is a very fine authority on many things, but h was

not 9 Palestine. In fact I don't think he'd ever been there.

('uestion: In connection with that yodh there at the end of that word, north

he places some significare on that, the men of the north, the him of the

north.) No the "him" doesn't have to be person. "Him of the north" would

refer to the animal or the person, % either one. But it wouldn't prove

which it was. (Dr. B; I would suggest that this doesn't have anything to

do with geographical direction. The coming of the locusts is described

as a dark cloud, and this means, this overshadowing dark cloud that has been
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troubling you. It's said in direct respect to this cloud of locusts, no

matter what geographical direction they came from.) (Student: Direction

is given in verse k.. . significance...) the direction that they go to.
they are going in

Of course it says/two directions, toward the east and toward the west.

(Dr. B: It's not a dry country in those times.) Which? (From the Mediterran

ean toward the dead Sea. It was rather fertile. Doesn't that mean, that's

where he's now/X$ˆ located? He's located from sea to sea, yet

10 1/2 is the desert.) It might be that. (That wasn't really a

dry country the, was it?) Towards the east is pretty dry. Not 41 completely

dry, $' but quite dry. tou have a flocks through there, a lot of 10 3/k
in that area, a couple months ago

I got pretty thirsty there, A/M . There was very little

eater. I found a place in a cave at Tecorah, where Ahaz lived. (But to

say that he will hurl them into a dry country, and then th%at they will

have their one end in the one sea and their other end in the other sea,

doesn't seem to fit. But if from sea to sea was the extent of their

devastation, 11 1/2 all over Judea from east to west, then that's how

big they are, now just sweep them out.) That's a very excellent

suggestion, I'll drive him into a land bare and des1ate, him, this one,

who is with his face toward the east and his hinder part toward the

Mediterranean. (student question) You face the east, your back to the

west. I don't think direction is so tremendously important because (12)

wouldn't have to come right straight in one direction, you can go and

you can curve around very well. Now of course the Syrian is often spok

en of as from the north and that suggests the army from the North, but

the Assyrians didn't come from the North, the Syrians came from the

east, but they go North and then across West and then South and so they

come from the North and then they actually hit the line so that it was

often used by the Assyrians, but I don't think that 12 1/2 requires

it of he Assyrians. That is an argument which some have used, $% that

it is an army, but it does not seem to me to be a particularly (13)
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And the description as a whole here seems to me to fit

the locusts better than the army and certainly the previous fits them

much better, the corn and wine and oil and then as you go on, you find that

agriculture is still in view. "Fear not, 0 land; be glad and rejoice: for
has done

the Lord will do great things." t Is the perfect. Now of course this
- A-.

is not a ( 13 1/3 ) this is a regular perfect which is often

used to show something in the future which is absolutely certain and

therefore you don't complete it. And so it doesn't prove that it is

past, it will fit either in with past or future. The Lord has done

great things, but it certainly fits in with the idea of its being
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response to the prayer. The Lord has done great things, whether

13-±7'2 fulfllled,r not. "Be not afraid, ye beasts of the field:

for the pastures of the wilderness do spring, for the tree beareth her fruit

It is agriculture again you notice, "se glad then, ye children of Zion, and

rejoice in the Lord your God: for he hath given you the former rain moderate

and he will cause to come down for you the rain, the former rain, and

the latter rain in the first month. And the floors shall be full of wheat

and the fats whall overflow with wine and oil." Here is the food which is

all eaten up by the loclust. God intervenes before it is all gone and then

God is going to give them rain and make it possible that they soon will

get a new crop to replace what is gone. He is bringing the former rain,

you have already gotten the evedence of the coming of God's provision and

then he is going to send you more rain and vs. 25, "And I will restore to you

the years that the locust hath eaten, the cankerworm, and the catepiller

and the palmerowrm, my great army which I sent among you." 14 3/k

might be a figurative expression for what has been lost ere in the .-.,

occupation. It seems h-tobvery excellently the whole general

context of the locust invasion. "And you shall eat in plenty, and be sat-
e. ,_- -

1sf led," again the agrculture and the food. And praise the

name of the Lord your God, that hath dealt wondrously with you: and my people
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shall never be ashamed. And ye whall know that I am in the midst of Israel,

and that I am the Lord your God, and none else: and my people shall never e

ashamed." (end or record(
e 32

natural
It would seem that the most logical way of interpreting the book at that

point is in line with the great bulk of the prophetsØØ. It is a des-

cription of a calamity or of a situation of God intervening in the sit
phe t

uation and helping the people that it is the pro coming as God's
rather than

messenger/up to this point as God's forteller. That he is coming and

cuing upon the people to turn to the Lord with all their hearts and that

the Lord is giving his answer and ringing the blessing and that the

predictive portions of the book are those that come after verse 26 and

the only objection to that that I can see is the question, 'Isn't the

day of the Lord, a technical phrase?" According to one specific yI'

day, and therefore making it necessary that everyone of these three ref

erences that we've had to the references to the very end of the age. Well,

of course, he does use the term, I think that he uses it again in 2:31,

he certainly seems to be using it as a day in the future. "Before the

great and terrible day of the Lord shall come." That certainly is ref

ering to a future day of the Lord and in ch. 3.14, 'Multitudes, multitudes

in the valley of decision, for the day of the Lord is near in the

valley of decision." Here is a picture of a future day of the Lord.

These two undoubtedly, but do these two future days requite us to say that

all the references to the day of the Lord in the books are future pr

dictions, references to one specific day of which is technically described

in this way as the day of the Lord. Well immediately the question domes
before

if that isn't what the day of the Lord means, 6(,ti then what caiit mean.?

And I would say in answer to that, Well, what does the

phrase mean anyway, he of the Lord? Well, it seems to me that what
'- y.-'_

the real mPaningt)he day f the Lor d is not a technical term, to point
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to a specific particular time that is designated by this specific name,

but that it is a day when everything human seems to be al at an end.

A day when there is no hope except in the Lord. A day when you feel
as anything

yourself/in the presence of forces beyond/that you can do in the face of

it. You might say a 3 like a story I read about a month ago about

an airplalne which was coming into Denver and a piece of one of the prop

ellers whipped of f&came in through the window in the front of the plane.

I'm not sure whether the plane was going to Denver or coming straight

through to Chicago, but anyway it happened there, not so far from Denver,

and this peice of the propeller came in through the window and the prop

eller was broken and that engine was useless and some of the people in the

plane were injured by it and the wind was poring in through that window

into the plane and the stewardess with the blood glowing down hPr face

called upon the people, fasten your life belts and in just a few minutes

we are going to land at Denver and tried to tell them all to be calm,

and they went ahead and they reached Denver '49( and they landed safely

in the runway. Someone said %J to the pilot afterwards, "Well, how did

you feel in all that ?" Well the pilot said, "In a situation like that

all you can do is just move over and let God take the controls." I

don't know what the full implication was, what the pilot fully meant by

It, but it certainly at least this was true. He was in a difficult sit

uation where humanly %, you couldn't save the ship. It might b saved,

it might not, but it rested on forces superior to you, what was going to

happen. It was in God's hands and not in yours. I remember the story

about the boat which was in great danger and the capt.in said now there

is nothing we can do, we are now in the Lord's hands, and a woman said,

oh, my, has it come to that? We are in the Lord's hands. Well now of
LJ

course, w should always b in the Lord's hands se you say you are

in the Lord's hands, to most people it means you aren't in anybody Pises,

you are at the end of your 51 And here h says to the people in
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Vs. 15, he says, this is just hopeless as far as you are concerned.
There is

nothing you can do about it. This great locusts plague is be

yond any resistance that you are able to put up against it. You are in

the day of the Lord, you have come from the Almighty, you are in his

hands and it is only he who can do anything for you in this situation.

In ch. 2.1 again , "I.et the inhabitants of the land tremble: for the

day of the Lord coineth, for it is night at hand:" The time is just a

bout here when it is ab4solutely in the Lord's hands what happens to you

Of course, you are always in the Lord's hands but here you are not to

any extent in your own hands. It is in a time when the great

forces seem so great that you just feel helpless before them and vs. 11

the same way, "for the day of the Lord is great and very terrible; and
actually

who ca abide it?" And so it would seem to me most likely that

we have this phrase, 'the day of the Lord' asused in these three In-.
usa of them,

stances here in,I would say,the common 4 In ordinary expression to
goes on,

show the situation and then Joel $/,/$/ and the Lord causes him

to use this situation as a touch of the presentation of the Lord's

purpose for the future and to destroy that which is ahead and then h

refers to another day of the Lord which is coming far beyond the on

which they have now exprelenced in Ch. 2.31. "The sun shall turned

to darkness and the moon into blood before the great and terrible day
of

of the Lord coms." There is a day of the Lord coming 4 which this
foretaste

day of the Lord is only a feeble 7 . There is something far grat

than this ahead and you should know what is coming, you should prepare
it

for it; you should look to God to enable you to meet/in His way. And ti

chapter 3, verse 14, the same thing again, that that day of the Lord whhi

He described then, that is, that is, h doesn't talk just about it, but

he's talking about it and ohhPr matters related to it, from ch 2 vs. 28

on to the end of the book And thus the used I ththk in its
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natural way first, and then here it points forward to

another similar day in the future, and then later on, when others used the

term, they may be referring back to Joel's original use of it, and taking

up the use that he's made of it as looking forward to the future, and/14

looking forward to that type of time which Joel has already (given to thi)

(Question) Well I think you'll find a good many that would take this,

it certainly is what those words clearly say there in those verses 18-20.

You notice the Revised Version translates it that way when they did. You

mean on the fli term, "day of the Lord." I couldn't say. I hadn't investi-
ly

gated with that in particular/in mind to try to find out. (Dr. B: The

phrase is given its obvious meaning, I think, in most of the commentaries.
in

I was looking Bible Commentary and taken/its natural meaning,

well w have the English expression that comes out of the Bible, "Evry

dog has his ." That is, it's the day when God is supreme. This is a

day of the Lord, and there are other days of the Lord, bu t then there

is this great future , great and terrible day of the Lord in the backgound

I thing if you could take the natural meaning of the word, New Testament

and Old Testament, you come up with a clear, clear interpretation. But

to try to make them always technical is just an extravagance.) Dr. M: I

think myself that there is always great danger when w come into this matter

of eschatology. We find people of every viewpoint falling into this error

of assuming things are technical terms, and I believe we get into all sorts

of errors through that error. I don't think w a right to assume something

is a technical term unless we have clear proof that that is the case. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
meaning

('uestion: In this expression, "the day of the Lord" as you've given/it,

when you apply that meaning out to say, "The great day of the Lord, etc.,

do you think it applies?) OH yes, yes. That is the time of all times

when it is God's time of which you are most aware., when there's nothing

that can face up. (question: But it is not a time when God's power is

the only help, because this time there's not going to be any help.) The

locust invasion was the power of God beyond anything--they couldn't bring i
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and they couldn't drive it away. (I had an idea of help in there, God

was the only help, like when Pilate said, God is your only help) No,

I didn't mean to put the word help in. It was that the forces were beyond

us altogether, for good or for ill, that it was in God's hands for good or

for ill. (DR. B: Paul refers to "man's day," as if man were going to

take chrg, humanistically. "1 don't stand before the judgment of man's

day." ) (Student: How can you be sure that the day of th Lord, a future

day of the Lord, which if had in our minds, might be prejudiced

in thinking _-future circumstance, future day--j That's right, but the

thing we must avoid as carefully as possible is reading our interpretation

into any of these passages, but to gather the XXY data from different

parts of Scripture and to compare Scripture with Scrptur, and see what

you find taught. It does not alone, of course, give us the full truth,

but certain aspects of truth, and w want to look at those aspects.

The last part of Joel frim 28 on is undoubtedly a picture pf X11 the future,

but I think it is a picture of the future which rests back upon a descrip

tion of a narrative of something that happened, and of how God acted in

that situation, rather than that it is all a future picture. I think that

is one thing that can lead us astray so much in the prophetic books if

we fail to get that distinction. Now then if a future picture begins here

in verse 28, "It will come to pass afterwards." Now up to here he, has been

promising material blessing. "You shall eat In .Z7'ˆ/ plenty and shall

b satisfied." God is going to bring physical blessing. He is going

to restore to you the year (ear) the locust has eaten. But that's not

all that God is interested in, and God doesn't want His people to b only

interested in that. God intervenes in the material, physical situation,

and helps his people, but H wants them to be interested in the spiritual

blessing which they should have, and which is most vital. For He says,

"Afterward, I will pour my Spirit upon all flesh, and your sons

and your daughters shall prophecy, your old men shall dream dreams, and

your young men If shall see visions. Now does that pouring of His Spirit
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upon all flesh which H describes, meaning on particular thing that is

going to happen? You say, "I will feed them." Does

that mean you're going to give them one meal and you're done with it, and

they starve after that? Are does it mean that He's going to continuously

feed them? It could b either one or the other. The penitentiary, when

h is released, they give him a suit of clothes. The W. P. A. gives them

clothes right along. There's the difference: One is a thing that happens
in

on'c, the other' is a continuous provision. NowJ///
Spirit upon all

this case, "I will pour out my/flesh," is God promising there will be an

outpouring of blessing which HP will give upon all kinds of people which

HP will give over a period of time? Some now, some then, one time and

another time more or less, varying perhaps, but over a. long period, or

is He predicting one specific event which is going to happen? Well, the

wordy could mean either one. You cannot be dogmatic from the word there,

you cannot draw from it, that it must be just one, and when / w give

them a good meal, w fPPd% thm, or that it is continuous, that I'm going

to go on giving them a good meal. It is possible that you take it ithr

way; you have to get further light from other contexts to decide what

particularly H has in mind here. "And also upon the servants and upon

the handmaids in those days will I pout out my Spirit." (end of record)
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One thing is going to happen whether it is one thing (not clear)

or a continuous thing that he does and does again over a period. Now

we have other things told in vs. 30."And I will shew wonders in the heavens,

and in the earth, blood, and fire, and pillars of smoke. The sun shall be

turned into darkness, and the moon into blood, before the great and the

terrible day of the Lord come." Well then, we have here betwefin the

time of the end of the locusts nd the beginning of the wonderful mater

ial blessings that God is going to bring and the time of that future great

and terrible day of the Lore, there &s going to be a great outpouring of
in the heaven and

God's spirit, and there are going to be various wonders
which

in the earth ,$4 God is going to perform prior to the great and terrible

day of the Lord. Now that wouldn't say that the outpouring of the spirit

and the wonders in the heaven and the earth come at the same time, or at

different times, we could not conclude. All v can cnnclud is that they

come between the time that Joel makes the prediction and the time of the

great and terrible day of the Lord, and then versa 32 is n$'ot a statment

of something that is coming next after that, but it is a declaration of

something that is coming all through it "And it shall come to pass, that

whosoever shall coil on the name of the Lord shall b delivered: for

in mount Zion and in Jerusalmm shall b d'livPrance, as the Lord hath said,
purpose of

and in the remnant whom the Lord shall call'! The Lord declares his/grace

here, his purpose of giving salvation and deliverance to those who call

upon his name just as h has given it from the locust invasion as des

cribed in the previous verses. "For, behold, in those days, and in that

time, when I shall bring again the captivity of Judah and Jerusalem," At

the time when the captivity of Jud.ah and Jerusalem is reversed. The time

when there is an end to the captivity at Judah and Jerusalem. At that

time, God says. Now is that time the same time that h has just been

talking about? Or is it a different time? wii, he doesn't say. I'' You

cannot say chronologically this will come then this must come and that althd
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It would seem most likely that it follows what is told before. But when

at the time now when h says at the time when I shall bring again the

captivity, does h mean at the time after he has brought again or if h

is getting ready to bring again, at the time of the bringing to an

end the captivity of Judah and Jerusalem as these perhaps the steps that

lead up to it. "I will also gather all nations, and will bring them down

into the valley of Jehoshaphat,"ˆ,/I%fl Jhoshaphat, the Lord shall judge,

or the Lord has judged the valley of J'hoshaphat, into the valley where

the Lord will judge. About the 3rd century A.D. they began to say this

valley of Jhosphaphat is the southern end of the Kdron valley which

is right there at Jerusalem. There is, as far as I know, no evidence to

the use of the term prior to that time for a specific place in Pales

tine and so it may b that it simply is a descriptive term, "the valley

where the Lord will judg, rather than a technical name of particular

place. "I will als o gather all nations, and will bring them down into

the valley of Jehoshaphat, and will plead with them there for my people

and for my heritage Israel, whom they have scattered among the

nations, and parted my land. I' And then h goes on to tell of the way the

nations before that time will have pleaded Israel before the time that

h rgathers them and pleads with them in this way. Som9 of course would

take this as proof that the book of Joel is late because it couldn't come

until after the exile because h says h scattered them abong the nations

part of his land, but I don't think that is necessary, h can b looking

forward to a time after return from the captivity when h comes for those

who are scattered so wide. "And they have cast lots for my ople, and have

given a boy for an harlot, and sold a girl for win9, that they might drink,.

Yea, and what have y9 to do with m9, 0 Tyre, and Zidon, and all the coasts

of Palestine? will ye r9nd9r m a recompenc9? and if ye recompense me,

swiftly and speedily will I return your recomp9nce upon your own head;"

There is repudiation to those who have mistreated his people. "Bcaus
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ye have taken my silver and my gold, and have carried into your temples

my goodly pleasant things:; The children also of Judah and the children

of Jerusalem have ye sold unto the GrPcians, that ye might remove them far

from their border. Behold, I will raise them out of the place wMther ye

have sold them, and will return your recompence upon your own head; and I

will sell your sons and your daughteres into the 'and of the children of

Judah, and they shall sell them to the Sabeans, to a people far off; for

the Lord hath spoken it." I think that most commentators thˆnk that this

describes something that actually happened at the Maccabean time. That

the Israelites did sell into slavery those whom they had captured of the

peoples round about them rather than this is something that is at the

time when God gathers the nations there to plead with them. But h is

pointing out rather here the principle that they that take the sword

will fall by the sword and they that sell others into slavery are apt

themselves to fall into the same situation, saying th that is th end

of it all. And then h probably in the next verse is looking forward

to those future days again described in vs. 2. "Proclaim ye this among

the Gentiles; Prepare war, wake up the mighty men, let all the/ men of

war draw near; let them come up; Beat your plowshares into swords, and youxp

prunlnghooks into spears; let the weak say, I am strong." Reminds you of

Brian who said if an enemy should attack America over night a million

men would spring to arms and that was the old idea that all that was nec

essary was the will to defense and you would have it and the pictt here

woudi seem to be a picture of people who are rather urridly and sud

denly getting ready. "Beat your plowshares into swords, and your pruning

hooks into spears; let the weak say, I am song." Means take what you

have got it isn't enough. You can't meat the Lord, you haven't got that

capacity to meet him, You haven't got the equipment. You haven't got

the training. You couldn't have, but h Is calling on them to do what you

can and beat your plowshares into swords and yourpruninghooks into spears,

let the weak say I am strong. Dr. Buswell called my attention to an anlogy
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I had never thought of before in connection with this phrase here. The

story bach in I Sam. 13 about the time when the Philistines had all the

and so the Israelites didn't have any way of making swords

for spears and you remember Saul and Jonathan each has a sword and spear.

They were the only ones who had decent armour among the Israelites, and

the Philistiies lt them buy from them, plowwhears and pruninghooks and
Th.

they had a sharpen their plow,hears, but the Philistines tried

to keep them weak as far as any possiblity of war id concerned and the

little number of Philistines actually kept a great multitude of Israel

ites in subjection until after David took the throne and .David, haJUved

among the Philistines and uderstood the and was able to

introduce it into h. own land and establish the greater number of Israel

ites in their great superiority over the Philistines, in fact over all

those round about. In this earlier time when they didn't have it in the

face f great danger, all they could do was to try to beat their plow

shears into swords and their pruning hooks into spears. They had to

take what they had and try to utilize it. It is a picture then of a

hasty preparation in the face of a sudden catastrophe. "Assemble your

selves and come all ye heathen. Gather yourselves together round about;

thither cause thy mighty ones to come down, 0 Lord." And it is interest

ign in this connection that Joelgives this figure first and then we have

Micah and Isaiah reversing the figure later on showing the beating of

swords into plowshears and the spears into pruninghooks. But the Idea of

course is different. It isn't a crisis that makes you have to try to

make a plowshear but it is the end of the crisis you don't

need the sword anymore."Thither cause thy mighty ones to come down, 0 Lord.

Let the heathen b wakened, and come up to the valley of Jehoshaphat; for

there will I sit to judge all the heathen round about." And then a pict

ure of the great day of Judgment, not the judgment when God judges in

dividuals for their sins and delas with them accordingly bt the judgement
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when he deals with nations for their wickedness against him and brings

an end of organized opposition to God's plan. "Put ye in the sickle, for

the harvest is ripe; come, get you down; for the press is full, the fats

overflow; for their wickedness is great. Multitudes, multitudes in the

valley of decision; for the day of the Lord is near in the valley of dec

ision." The valley of decision, the peopled gathered together, the

people expecting that they are going to put an end to that that they

don't like. It is dscribd in the second Psalm. They have lifted up

their hands against the Lord and they say, meditate a vain thing, they

set themselves against the Lord, against his anointed. Let us break

their bonds asunder, cast away their cords from them, h that sitteth in

the heavens shall laugh. The Lord shall have them in derision. Here

w have multitudes in the valley of decision, but h says, the day of the

Lord is near in the valley of decision. "The sun and the moon shall be

darkened, and the stars shall withdraw their shining. The Lord also shall

roar out of Zion, and utter his voice from Jerusalem; and the heavens and

the earth shall shake; but the Lord will be the hope of his people, and the

strength of the children of Israel." So you see a picture of here without

many of the details being given of time or exact situation. You seem to

have pictured here a great and terrible day of the Lord. A day of the

Lord that is going to come, that is going to be after the various things

described before have taken place, the day when the multitudes will come

up in order to break his bonds from them, but when the Lord will utter

his voice out of Zion and will bring an end of the organized opposition

against them. "The Lord also shall roar out of Zion, and utter his voice fr

Jerusalem; and the heavens and the earth shall shake; but the Lord will be

the hope of his people, and the strength of the children of Israel." just

as when the Locust plague was absolutely irresistable, God Oxxxy simply

sent his wind and moved them away and cleared it all up and here he is

goingto roar from Zion and utPr his voice from Jerusalem. We rmembPr
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the phrase which we have in Thessalonians, Isaiah 11, and used again in

Revelation 19 where we read about that wicked on who the Lord destroyed

with the breath of his mouth. The word of Christ went forth, the Lord

roared from Zion, that is his voice, and th heavens and the earth shake

and the Lord is the hope of his people. "So shall ye know that I am the Lo

your God dwelling in Zion, my holy mountain: then shall Jerusalem

be holly, and there shall no strangers pass through her anymore. And it

shall come to pass in that day, that the mountains vhall drop down new

wine, and the hills shall flow with milk, and all the rivers of Judah shall

flow with waters, and a fountain shall come forth of the house of the Lord,

and shall water the valley of. Shitti." You remeber the picture w have

hr we have the picture of the destruction at the end of the battle andc

then again &s)6Ø 13 1/thr prosperity and in Ezekiel we read that

great picture at the end of Ezekiel of th great thing that the Lord is

going to bring in and th river comes from the sanctuary and waters all

the wilderness. ( question) I think the spiritual is true in any ernt.

vs. 19, Egypt shall b a desolation and Edom shall be a desolate

that is the same about Edom that you have in Isaiah 35,36 where yu have-
of prosperity

the picture of the Lord's land in 35 that wonderful picture/and it is

followed by the picture of the desolation. (question) Well, we don't

know thd details of fvhatIs going to be. We know certain details of

it. We know that the curse is going to be removed, yes, but we know

that a number of times the evidence of the curse will be left to remind

people of what it was, not ot hurt them, but to remind them of that it

was. (end of record)
e 3)4.

There will be regions that will be dsolate. There is no question about
It dosnt say here just Palestine

that. (question) No, No, not at all./ You might just as well say is

the desolation just for Edom and Egypt. I mean, we don't know just what

areas will be desolation and which areas will be pleasant. (Buswell)

You mean that you think that 18 is a pictur' of the millenium and that
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almost crtnly19 is an ovr all summary. I think that

9z 34

4 is/a picture of the gl
1 1/2following the day of the Lord as dAscribd before. (Busv1l)4ycs, I

would think that the suggestion Dr. Buswell has made is an entirely
possible one and if you find difficutly in the >dother interpretation
I se no objection to taking it the way that he suggests. I feel how
ever myself, And taking other passages as a whole, that the intrpretatjon
I suggested, I won't say it is right and that one wrong, not at all. But
to me it seems just a little more likely of the two although I think that
the sgggPstion h has made may b right and is a1togethr possib1' if you
find it preferable to the on that I suggested. Now next time Dr. Buswell,

(end of record)-class period/ (2 3/k)

Dr. M: In order to do that, I am going to review just a little bit of the

relationship to that passage of the discussion in the Book of Joel. Before

I do that, however, I am going to give out somethng else here that will relate

to our lesson for next time.Here are some pamphlets of which I am giving
of

every one of you a copy. In it, in Xyl the form/a sermon, a sermon which

took me sixty minutes to give, it is a discussion of the matter of the evidence

on the millenlum kingdom of Christ dealing largly with matters we have already

covered in class, but there is some material in it which we did not cover

in class, and it stresses the material which I think is basic to the whole

subject. And so I am giving these out to you, and I would like to ask you

for next tim's lesson to go % through this, and to bring in a report to me

on it, and in this reprot point out if you think there are certain matters in

it which seem' particularaly important in it, py/ mention them, and then

if there are statements which you would like to discuss, or on which you

would have questions, I wish you would call attention to that in the report

that you bring in about it for next time. I think that this is very importatn

in this whole matter is to get that which is basic on any partiuular problem.

If we have it clearly taught in one passage in the Bible that there is a

period of universal righteousness, very widespread righteousness and universal
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peace upon this earth, a period of some length of time. If that is clearly

taught in one place in the Scripture, then surely that is descisive; that

is something then on which we can put our foot, and say, "This much we know."

We may be uncert.in as to when it is; we may be uncertain as to many details

about it; there may be all sorts of questions abet it, but if it is clearly

taught and unmistakenly in one place that there is to be such a period of uni

ersal peace and safety upon this earth, then, if we believe God's Word, we

must say, "This is the fact." That is true if there is one place that does

it. Now if there are three passage, then of course we can be triply é

sure up to that point. Then if we go on and look at other passages, and we

find in them various questions raised about it, the various details, we are

interested in trying to solve those details. We are interested in anything

we can learn as to what life is going to be like in that period. We are

interested in how long the period is going to be; we are interested in when

the period is going to come, we are interested in it in its relation

to other questions. But no such question should interfere with a solid

stand on the first step, if that step is clearly proven in Scripture. And

therefore I think it is vital that we stress this primary point, and that

we go through this evidence and see whtether there is anything

questionalbe about it, and if so, should raise those points. I remember

that there were men who said, "I don't believe the story about the terrible

consentration camps in Germany." They said, that Julius Striker, who was

supposed to be one of the greatest Jew-haters in the whole group, they said,

"I know that he has a canary that he's very car.il of; he feeds it very

carefully, he is very tenderhearted toward his canary, and I don't $4tI/

beleive that a man like that indulges in these terrible persuctions, and

these concentration camps.
" Now you might bring all sorts of evicence about

Striker's canary, you might discuss it pro and con; you might have all sorts

of interesting problems; but if you have definite evidence of the existence

of the concentration camp and of the people being killed, that particular

question is settled. The question of Striker's amount of complicity in
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in, how much he was responsible for it, that might be a separate question.

The question as to just how many people were in the concentration camps,
as to

the question as to how they were treated,/what proportion was killed,

all sorts of questions might be raised, but the primary fact of the existence

of the camps, that is something which could be settled with a comparitvely

amall amount of good solid evidence. Now if we have one passage (8 1/2),

certainly if we $/ had three which are absolutely clear on this basic

question 1j'$/ that there is a period of universal peace and safety upon

this earth, such as the world has not tt'$ yet seen, clearly taught in the

Word of God, then it is very important to consider what life will be ]ke

on it, all kinds of questions, but none of them affect the primary question,

they are only further elucidation on it, and further consideration. So

that's why I want to get back again to this basic questions now and have

you go through% the material in this book, of which some was not covered

in class and see what questions there might be that would be raised in

connection with it. Nov in the Book of Joel, we looked at the book and we

noticed how it had a description of the situation doubtless in the time of

Joel. And then the people called upon to pray to the Lord, and the people

praying to Him and asking for help, and then we have from vserse 18 on

the Lord having pity on His land and he1p,ing His people, and sending the

latter ,t' rain and former rain again, and in verse 25 the promise, "I will

restore to you the year the losuBt has eaten, the cankerworm, the cater

pillar the palmerworm, my great army which I sent among you, and -you shall

eat in plenty and be $'% satisfied." And so through verse 27 of chapter

2 we seem to be dealing with a present, immediate situation in three

stages/: the terrible catastrophe, the prayer and God's deliverance-

that is, the prayer in I$t$ looking to God for help--and then the deliver

ance which God gives. And then in verse 28, he proceeds to look forward

into the future, and to make promised and pictures and declarations of
future

%$ events that are to come later on. And he begins these/pictures with a

picture of wonderful outpouring of spiritual blessing. He has just been
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describing the physical blessing that has come, and the promise of the

restoration of physical blessings, looking forward to the immediate

future, but then he saysAfterwards I will pour out my Spirit upon all

flesh, and your sons and your daughters shall prophecy, and your old men

shall dream dreams and your young men shall see visions, l and also upon

the servants and the handmaids in those days will I pour out my Spirit, and

I will show wonders in the heavens and the earth, blood and fire, adid pillars

of smoke, the sun shall be turned into darkness and the moon into the blood,

before that great and terrible day of the Lord come." And so when is it

going to be that He will pour out ISpirit upon all flesh? Well, we can

say it begins after God restoreth the years the locust has eaten. /%%Ø/That

would seem then to mean, 7mls does not come when Joel is speaking, probably

not the next year; it would seem to look forward to a few years of

increasing physical prosperity. And then after that physical prosperity,

"itwill come to pass afterwards I'll do this." When is that (duration?)

Is it the next year, is it the year after that? Is ten years after? Is

it a century after? Is it a thousand years? Is it ten thousand years? It

doesn't say. And we have no right to make any conclusions on that. We

just don't know. W just cannot tell. We can say, "This is something that

is going to happen after Joel's time. H'w long after it doesn't say. It

just says, "Afterward." And then we read that this will happen, the pouring

out of the Spirit, and then He says, "I will show wonders in the heaven

and the earth, blood and fire and pillars of smoke." Does that mean these

wonders are coincidental with the pouring out of the Spirit, or that they

come subsequently? We are not told. But its says, these things are to

happen before the great and terrible day of the the Lord comes. Therefore

we know that there isa great and terrible day of the Lord, a day far beyond

the experience which the peop'e had with Joel there, which is to come.

And we know that prior to that time will be these great wonders here des

cribed, and prior to that time will be the outpouring of God's Spirit. That
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much is clearly shown here. Then we have the beginning, it is not until

after the prosperity that follows the great repentance and turning to the

Lord here described by Joel. It is after that thought. And we have the

end of that time, the great and terrible day of the Lord, and some time

in-between comes that which is here described, sane time between these

two. Now what is this, "Pouring out My Spirit upon all flesh"? Is that

one event? "I will pour out My Spirit upon all flesh." Here is one

instant, here is one minute, here's one day, that all these wonderful

things take place. It doesn't sound )ke it, does it? "Your sons and

daughters will prophecy, your old men will dream dreams, your young men

see visions, and also upon the servants and upon hte handmaids in those

days will I pour out My Spirit," in those days you notice; not in that

Does it sound like something that is an instantaneous thing; occurs

once? Or does it sound like something that God is going to do

something perhaps continuously over a long period of time? or perhaps

in various episodes, some perhaps more outstanding than others? It

doesn't make clear which it is. It doesn't sound as if it is just one

particur brief thing that is here described. It sounds as if it were

more a. series of events here described, but we can't be dogmatic on it.

But we are told that this is going to happen before the great and terrible

day of the Lord, and it is going to happen after the propserity that
other

follows the end of the locust invasion. Adn then he continues with/pictures

of the events which are to come to pass in future days in chapter 3%, and

there is little given to tell exactly when ... (end of record)
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described here, and then much fuller that great and terrible day of the

Lord. Now chapter 3, perhaps some of it goes beyond

the great and terrible day of the Lord, but just how far before there is

not much directly in the chapter to make it absolutely clear. Now :

I think that is perhs what we could say from this chapter. Then we turn
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over to the Book of Acts, and we have the quotation by Peter here, a

quotation which has been interpreted in many different ways by different

interpretors. Perhaps Dr. Buswell can tell us something of different views

on it, and something of what he thinks is the correct interpretation of

the quotation that Peter makes from Joel here in Acts 2.

Dr. B: Acts 5:16 You are familiar with the earlier part of this chapter.

he pouring out of the Spirit upon the disciples with the diversified

tongues, and their speaking as the Spirit gave them utterance, in several

tongues or languages of the many varieties of Jews who were there, Jews

who had been born in different parts of the world. Now Peter stood up and

said to those at Jerusalem, "Be this known to you," Then he goes on with

this interpretation of the event. Verse 16 "This is the thing spoken of

by Joel the prophet." The English reads, "This is that which." The

amillenialists have sometimes taken those words, "This is that." They

have taken the "that" as though it were not some'ing supplied in the

translation , but it is as though it were a demonstrative pronoun in the

text, which it isn't, as though you point, "this "this thing here,"

"this day of Pentecost event," "this event that is right now taking place

within these few minutes, or couple of hours anyway,7 this is that." And

it is as if Pöter had just pointed his finger to a certain i%

complex, a certain unified that and said, "This is that. Now, 'this is

that" is taken in general to be eschatological; Peter is made out to

declare that the events of the day of Pentecost fulfilled and complete the

accomplishment of the prediction of Joel in this entire passage, this
limited

being taken in the ˆ1 sense that Dr. M has already indicated, and

that being taken also in a sense which includes the entire eschatological

complex. Well, obviously, that is imposing a meaning upon the words which

the words themselves do not sustain. "This is the thing spoken of in Joel

the prophet." Then Peter quotes, and we of course as Bible-believing

people are responsible for not only what Joel said, but for the ay in

which Peter quoted because we recognize the possibility of direct
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quotation, the possibility of literary illusion, the possibility of

interpretive quotation; 1)1 when we refer to any piece of Ifterature, in

all perfect honesty and straightforwardness, we don't always quote directly,

we sometimes summarize, we sometimes give an interpretative quotation or

reference. So how did Peter take it? "It will be in those days, saith

the Lord, I will pour out My Spirit upon all flesh." Well that is just

exactly the same as we have in Joel so far. "And your sons and your
a

daughters will prophecy." Tht is very close word for word translation of

what Joel said. "And your young men will see visions, and your old men
the

will be made to dream dreams." There is not great difference between

visions and dreams which you might imag&ne. Dreams are visions of a kind;

visions might be classed as daydreams; they are two different words, but

it isn't two classifications of things, but it is a parallelism. I would

think it is a synthetic parallelism, not a contrasting antithetic parallel.

"Your young men will see vions, your old men will do practically the

same thing, will dream dreams." Some have tried to make out that the young
dreaming and

people will have clear sharp vision, and the old folks )lXjl/ will be/subject

to hallucinations. Which is not in the text, I'm sure. "And upon my

servants, and upon my handmaidens, in those days (Dr. M $ brought out
(still?)

that plural, and Peter didn't (5 ) get it, In those days.) "in those

days (plural days ) I will pour out of My Spirit, and they will prophecy

(that's a repitition, not in Joel) and I will give..." Now stop right

there in the 18th verse. This, you see, is a statement of pouring out of

the Spirit of God in a demonstrative way, so that there will be visions,

dreams, and prophecying by a group of people, both men and women%, as

had taken place right there before them. But the thing that Peter quotes,

the "that" that Peter points to, has already described itself as a process

which occupies more than one day, and it's wide open to the Interpretathn

that it will be a period of time. I always think--(Question: Here you

say that gaZs has to mean more than one day. Then when you turn to
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other passages where it says "j of judgment", "the day when the just and

the unjust will be raised," you have to stick a whole thousand years into

that. I think that is inconsistent.) Well, it is the inconsistency of

all human languages then, because in any language... (You can read into

anything whateeer you want, then.) Now I don't mean to say that I know

all human languages, but I don't know any language in which the word "day"

is used figuratively. (Dr.
M: Mr. HOogstrate says, if when it says "in

%$$ those days you take it as plural, and when it says "in that day" it

may be one day or many days, then you can make anything mean anything. I
there.

think he hasn't gone quite to the end of it If it says "in those

days", it doesn't mean "that day." He says "in those days." That certainly

sounds like a period. I couldn't say that the next president will be

inaugerated in January 1953, and in those days he will appear before the

Supreme Court justice and % take the oath if "that day" is not "those

days." That is to say, "those days" is a period. Now "that day" could be

either one, one or more. Like when I/I%/ Paul said, "He says, Not

seeds, as of many, but seed, as one." Now "seed" may be like the sand of

the seashore in multitude; "seed" may be collective; it's thousands

of thousands, millions perhaps. "Seed" on the other hand may be one,

one seed, "as to one, which is Christ." But if you said "seeds," that

can't be just one. (question: You don't think "days' could possibly

be a singular event?) O,, a singular event! Certainly, but ifhe said,
sound

"In those days they will do this," that would at least as if they

keep doing it for more than one day up to which $)6 he was pointing, don't

you think so? (Question: My point was that one time you say "day"

means any 9 but yet days means day.) Now I would say "day"

/ may mean anything, but "days" is more than "day", whatever"day" is.

I don't think it is inconsistent to say that "days" is plural, but that

"day" may be either singular or plural. Thatts
all.)
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Dr. B: Its' just a fact of language, that's all. The word "day" like

other words, is used figuratively, and in German, French and English* you

say, "In Lither's day." And the Germans say,
"

9 1/k." That certainly

didn't mean a period of twenty-four hours. Te languages that we are

familiar with have a figurative use of the singular "day", and then

also, this phrase, "In those days" it is a geshtaldt conceptit doesn't

mean in those scattered days-- that phrase, I mean, just to take the

lexicographical usage of the phrase, "in those days" it means, days

characterized by certain descriptive context. You never would find "those

days" referring to one period of twenty-four hours. You might find the

word "day" referring to twenty-four hours, referring to a period of any

length, depending on the cntext, and that's the way language oes. That's

no pecu].r1ty of premillenial interpretation or amillenial. Dr. M; I

think yj/ perhaps we also should. note the relation of verses y/' 28 and

29 of Joel. In 28 he says, "It will come to pass, I will pour out my

Spirit on all flesh." He names this thing. And then he says, "And also

upon the servants and the handmaids in those days will I pour out my Spirit."

Well now, that "in those days" would seem to be referring back to the days

in which that happened which is described in verse 28. That does not to

my mind prove that the event of 29 is something f that takes more than

twenty-four hours, but it suggests very strongly that the event in 28
have said,

is. If I were to say, for instance, if I were to/$'% for instance,ten

years ago
'

, "There is going to be a great war In Korea, and thousands

of American soldiers are going to fight there in Korea,7/and in those

days President Truman will fly over to Hawaii," that wouldn't mean that

President Truman's flight would necessarily take more than one day, but

it would come in the course of the event which I've just been describing,

which took days. But if I said ten years ago, "Japan is going to surrender

at a big ceremony which is to be held in Tokyo, day in which the

representatives of both nations will meet together and turn over the

surrender and everything, and then say, 'In those days something will
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happen," it just wouldn't be sensible. I'd say, "On that day the United

States will suspend all work or something." It relates back to the

previous such and
such.)

Dr. B: The pouring out of the Spirit of God, then, occurs in a significant

way, a miraculous way, a demonstrative way on the day of Pentecost, and

subsequently at certain junctures in the developemant of the New Testament

Church. That's another question as to just when the gift of tongues was

a sign miracle during the New Testament times. (question) Any 12 3/k

within the Book of Acts of the Spirit being poured out for prophecy? Well

yes, there are a good many; that is to say, when different groups were

brought into the church and made apart of the visible church, there was

repeated this miracle, the sign miracle of the gift of tongues, the

household of Cornelius and the 13 man in iphesus who had not heard the

rest of the story, and you can readily find cases in which different groups

gave evidence of this miracle. Now then, the prophecying of course is

not necessarily implied in speaking with tongues. I believe that some

miracles ceased when the New Testament canon was finished, but that is

another question. The giving of the Hly Spirit for prophecy , for speaking
in

to edification, is not/any way limited or extended in this passage; it
is

simply is something which/to come in those days. Now then, the rest of

this passage has caused some difficulty because of the signs it portends.

"And I will give signs in the heavens above and signs upon the earth

beneath, blood and fire, and fumes of smoke; the sun will be turned into

darkness and the moon into blood before comes the day of the Lord, the

great and terrible, and it will be so that everyone who calls upon the

name of the Lord will be saved. " Now that's the end of the quotation.

About the signs, I have a feeling that Peter was definitely contemplating

the experiences which we quoted in the 27th ch. of Matthew, the darkness

for three hours over all the Z land is recorded in Matthew 27:45; Mark 15:33,

and Luke 23:44. There you read practically word for word identically, and

the same darkness .... (end of record)
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Now this supernatural manifestation of darkness is directly in line with

what Joel had said. I don't moan that we can identify in the immediate

context every detail. (Mr. ppert: How about in Matt. 2k:29. Immediately

after the Tribulation in those days shall the sun be darkened.) Well

pM15
the sun is darkened at different in the prophetic work, but this is

historical. Matt. 24 is prophetic. Many passages of Scripture predict

darkness. (Dr. M Do you think that the Joel 1 3/11. here includes all these

different ones or just one parti'ular one?) Joel doesn't specify. Joel siply says
that there

will be so and. so; I believe that the Lord. does shake the consciousness of
I was going

men. by cosmic disturbances from time to time. /o read these two passages together

Matt. 27:51-53. The veil of the temple was rent from top to bottom. That is given in

both Matthew and Mark. Then Matthew adds: "There come an earthquake, and the rocks were

essthlan the rocks were split. The rocks were rent, its translated, and the tombs

were opened and so on. That sign of the opening of the graves at the time of this

terrible earthquake, so that there had been, at least,visible $% experiences of

supernatural darkness and. significance, that is, in the sense of signs, an earthquake.

That still doesn't fulfill every detail that Joel mentions, but I think that in the/$t

consciousness of all who stood. there when Peter spoke, these events might have been

quite common, the darkness and the earthouake, the that this would satisfy in general

what Joel had. to say. There is nothing excluded which Joel mentions in the passage

which Peter quotes. Now these things Joel says and Peer says are to take place before

the great and terrible day of the lord. The sequence of events in Joel is rather

significant. The words "the restoration of the crops and the fertility of the ground"

and so on, that is alled.ged to be at the first, the first thing that 444 God. is going

to do is restore the land to its ordinary status. Then verse 28, the "afterward" of

verse 28 refers back to the viord.s "at the first" which are given earlier. The first

thing God was going to do was restore the land, afterward --and. as Dr. H. said, it doesn't

say bow long afterward.,- He's going to give a great manifestation of the Holy Spirit,

and there will be terrors in the earth and. great signs. T his will come before the

great and terrible day of the Lord, and there will be an oportu.nity for many to call

upoli the name of the Lord, and so to be saved. Chapter 3, which is chapter 4 in Hebrew,
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begins, "In those days and in that tithe," and. I not quite competent to say in what (lays

and in what time; it may be during those days and. during that time when people can call

on the name of the Lord and be saved, or it may be in those days and. that time of the

great and terrible clay of the Lord, but that's another question. Anyway, the pouring out
in

of the Spirit of God and the particular signs the heavens and. on the earth were before

the great and terrible day of the lord, and. there was to be an opportunity for people to

call upon the name of the Lord in order to be saved. Now just to sum it up, what Peter
within a

said not'This limited event, now before your eyes, /W/ couple of hours is

in itself, in its total compass identical that total passage of Scripture referred to?"

But what Peter said was, " This is what Joel1 was talking about." That would be a very

accurate rendering, I think, of the words. "This is what Joel was talking about." I

was out at Colorado Springs studying this passage of Scripture some years ago, and being

(someone coughed) I wanted. to climb the mountain. I was bragging about it a couple of

weeks to Montague Goodman; I said, "I climbed. the mountain last week."

He said, "Oh. Was it a walk or was it a climb?" He's climbed the real mountains where

you have to go up by rope and pick-ax. So I quit bragging; I said, "It was a perfectly

good. mule-trail." But it was something for me; at least it made me puff, and when I got

up above 7,000$ and 12,000 feet I realty would have welcomed an undertaker if one had

come along. It would. have been very comfortable t0 lie right down 4 in a wooden box

and just close my eyes forever. I could say, "This is Pike's Peak, this is Pike's Peak,"

You see it had always been an ambition of mine to climb a mountain. I never did such a
world.

thing, but I lived in the prairees where the A4ˆiØ. is flat and level the way it ought to

be, the regular world.. (laughr) So as soon as I struck the trail right near the

station at Colorado Springs I said, "This is Pike's Peak, I'm on my way up the mountain.

T his is that. And it occurred. to me that that's the same form of expression, but I

found out that this isn't all of that. That the this and the that were both rather ex-

tended.. So I think that's a fair way to take it: "This is what Joel was talking about."
sense to limit

Not in to Joel's expression/ to the day of Pentecost; in fact the things

ciuoted from Joel, some of them could not all fit in to the day of Pentecost. (Question)

The time that Joel is talking about there will be opportunity for people to call on the

name of the Lord. and be saved, during the time of the outpouring of the Spirit and the
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speaking to edification, during that time God will show great and terrible signs. Now

in Matth 2L:l_l4, which I take to be the Lord's negative answer to the cuestion, the

things that are not the signs of His coming, the disturbances in the earth, parralleled

in Luke also the cosmic disturbances are said to be recurrent things that are not

the sign of His parousia, so that I really believe that God has from time to time allowed

earthnuakes and disasters and meteoric displays, and I wouldn't be surprised if they

increased when nature begins to kick up and shake. Some people turn to the Lord, and

some of course don't. There was a cartoon in the Chicago Tribune the day after the

San Francisco fire. a cartoon of a man in a tumbling building, and the caption underneath,

"Man is a pygmy, better call on the Lord," something like that. Years later when the

terrible Japanese earthquake occurred and we sent some aid. over there, in one of the

New York papers there was an editorial headed, "Ride him, cowboy, ride him" But thats

clearly humanistic, you see, admiring the pluck and courage who were going to "ride him"

like a cowboy. and no reference to the Lord. But surely public disasters have recurred

and naturally this process of nature may increase toward the end of this age; they

are reminders that man is not the boss of this earth. (Question The earthquake happened

before the outpouring of the Holy Spirit. You have the telos reversed in order.)

It doesn't seem to me there is any reversal; it seems to me he's enumerating these things

all of which 64 recur. He mentions the outpouring of the Spirit before he mentions the

outpouring of the Spirit, that's right, or the darkening o± the sun, but they're not

given as occurring first this and then that," but they are given, as I read. the passage,

as things that will occur before that great and terrible day of the Lord. It is correct

that the outpouring of the Spirit is mentioned before the darkness is mentioned.

(Question) That particular sentence, in its own context in Matthew 24, I cannot harmonize

with Joel at all, because he says there will be a very particular, worse of all, time

of klepsis, and immediately after that particular klepsis there will be a particular

darkening of the sun and shakening of the heavenly powers. (Question: That hasn't

come yet, has it?) No, neither has that particular worse of all trouble; the worse is

yet to come. (Question: Do you think Joel's prophecy would be inclusive of Pentecost,

the crucifixion and. all during the ages up to but not including the end?) I wouldn't
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argue for the limits of Joel's prophecy, but Joel says, "These particular things will

happen before the great and. terrible day of the Lord," and as I Mi"f understand that

particular sentence in Itijoi Matthew, it is within the great and terrible day of the Lord.

There are other references to darkness though, that I think in Christ's eschatological

discourse ....Mr. Eppert, can you...? (Mr. Eppert; I was particularly struck with your

reference to Matthew 27 because in my study I could always associate the language that

Peter used in cuoting Joel with the language of our Lord. in Matthew 2k.) In

Matthew 24 you have a good deal of material. ( And similar natural phenomena.) In

Matthew 2 and the parallel in Luke it is declared that there will be cosmic disturbances

and. the end is not yet; but as I just said, the particular verse that you quoted'

that particular verse is said to come immediately after the worse tribulation there
-

ever was or ever will be, so that that is a very limited"then". (Mr. E: Would you
the prophecy of

feel that $j$jJ Joel had. been completely fulfilled at Pentecost?) I wou&d say that

what Peter quoted couldn't be fulfilled in any one day of twenty-four hours. As Peter

quoted it it couldn't be. The prophecy of Joel I take to be descriptive 0g the entire

present day to the great and terrible day of the lord, but not including it. In

other words, the expression that Peter uses then, "In the last day," would include the

whole period of the Messianic age, and the coming of Christ the first time to the

second period?) Yes,"In the last day" is not quoted. (Mr. E: 13 l/2 ...Peter...

by way of interpretation...) Ø. Gerharde Voss gives a very clear statement--he was

an 4X amillenialist--he said. that from the Old Testament point of view, when they

talked of eschatology, time is bisected. Voss said l the Old Testament,

this age and the age to come, and. whereas those phrases, "the day of the Lord," and

"those days" are just natural phrases, yet taken in their context, and sometimes they

refer to some act of God at the time yet there is the eschatological use of those

phrases, and the Old. Testament prophets regarded the future age and. the present age

as bisecting history. Now then, Voss points out, the New Testament writers recognized

the Old Testament usage, so John says, "This is the last hour, and you have heard that

the antichrist is comihg and. the spirit o± antichrist is already here; the fact is the

hour comes and flow is when the dead. shall hear the voice of the Son o± God," so Peter
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was very coious of the fact that he was in the last clays. In the cases in which these

phrases are technical, eschatology from the Old. Testament point of view begins with

the birth of Christ. (Mr. E. 15 ) That of course is the end of these days in Hebrews.

That reference to Hebrew (end of record)
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Peter was in"the last days" as he spoke and. was cnscious of the fact. "These are events

which never are going to be repeated, they are acts of finality; these are not rituals

to be done from year to year, but the birth and. incarnation, the death and resurrection

of Christ, and this man&festation of the Holy Spirit, this is a part of finality."
containing

That shows, however, that the New Testament writers regarded the age to come as kiWAI

an age to come. And he draws a diagram like this. So that in Timothy, when Paul says

"In the last days," I think the context woulu indicate that Pail regarded those last

days as still future. It isn; t as confusing as it might sound. You can always

tell by the context. (Question) It seems to me that in that particular passage in

Tim6thy het s w arning him that we are n t to expect religious revolution toward the

millenium. As a matter of fact, in the last days in the last days, perilous times

will come. Now Paul of course had no knolwedge and gives no refelation of the extent o±

this age. Paul hoped and. expected to live until the Lord's return during the middle

period of his life at least, and so should all of us. (question) What he does quote

is to say "These things will happen before the great and. terrible day." Now as I read

the rest of Joel here, the first part of oh. 3 could refer t0 the restoration in the land

or it could refer to the final restoration to their land, and Jj/i its not until

you come down to verse 9 and. verse 14 that you seem to be definitely within the New

Testament eschatological complex. There of course you seem to be getting right down to

what the New Testament writers regarded asthe last age. I don't think its so specially

significant that Peter sto.ped right where he did. (Mr. ppert: Some have

raised the problem that Peter here quotes the whole context of Joel, and

the whole passage of Joel is not entirely fulfilled on the day of Pente

cost ....the wonders in the heavens above.., those things did not happen

at Pentecost.) Well there is the possibility that Peter never thought of pdfft
such a thing as Joel's passage being fulfilled on that day of twenty-four
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hours. Peter didn't say it and he didn't mean it. There is the clear

indication that he meatn the opposite.. He said, "This is that," but the

that that he indicated is a large extensive area. What he quotes here

couldn't happen on that day. But what did happen on that day is what

Joel was talking about. (question) I have already stated that that

particular sentence quoted in Matthew 24 is in its immediate context

strictly limited to an event, series of events that follow another very

specific event, mainly the worse tribulation that the world has ever seen.

('UestIon) Not if you read it as you read a piece of literature. That is

to say, this is a book that is given in language; it doesn't talk nonsense.

Peter was talking to Peter right there standing before them in a way that

made sense, and this that happens now is what Joel was talking about, and

there just had been darkness in the sun. I would suggest this, that the
(?)

mere fact of twist in language doesn't prove identity of reference. There

have been many times when God has sent earthquakes, many times when he

has sent darkness and pestilance. Now, furthermore, in the twenty-fourth

chapter of Matthew ouhave word for word f/ phrases that are exactly what

Christ said when He sent out the twelve. He repeated Hmse1f. In sending

out the twelve, and in giving the disciples instructions that were for the

days that 0 were ahead of th3m. Word for word identity does not mean

identity of reference, because the same thing happens repeatedly, and the

Matthew 24 (part?) when you come to Luke, Luke says, "When you see

Jerusalem surrounded with armles,"and that can mean but one thing, "When

you see Jerusalem surrounded with armies, then, (and Luke uses some of the

identical phrases that Matthew uses, but they couldn't mean the same eveent,

since there is going to be more than once when people have to avoid
Would and

Jerusalem. (cuestionJ: /You say, "this is that," %1"those days" refer to

the entire eschatological context?) No, no, they cannot refer to the

eschatological complex because Joel said, "Before the great and terrible

day of the Lord." /Joel hadn't limited his reference, we shouldn't limit it
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('uestion: How does that 7 1/k the day of the Lord?) If Peter said,

"This is what Joel talking about." Now what was Joel talking about? Ha

was talking about things that were going to happen before the great and

terrible day of the Lord. That's just what he said. DoiYt make it

complicated. (question: The eschatological complex limited only to that

part that occurs before the great day.) Peter said, "In the last days,"

that's true, speaking atit now for himself, that is, the day of Pentecost,

and he said, "This is what Jel is talking tout," but what Joel was talking

about was something that was going to happen before the great and terrible

day of the Lord. (question: How would you say the words were fulfilled

which read, 'The moon shall be turned to blood"? ) Well that isn't mentioni

anywhere in the immediate context, is it, in Acts, but whenever there is

smoke in the sky the moon is turned into /$;i,1 blood. The sun turned

blue here a few weeks ago. And that means there are disasters around,

forest fires, for the sun to be dark, and the moon to turn to blood. That

isn't mentioned as fulfilled in the context. But if the sun turned black,

and if the moon was anywhere aroudd, it probably looked red. (question:
5:

How about in 28 and 29 where is postulated a thousand-year period?)

Read the verse and I think it will answer itself. (And shall come forth;

they that have done good, unto the resurrection of life; and they that have

done evil, unto the resurrection of damnation.) That's right. Seems as

though there are two resurrections there, doesn't it? ( I the inaguage

you wouldn't know that there's any period in-between that comes

the verse, would you? ) You wouldn't know that there was or that there

wasn't? If Christ said, "The hour cometh and now is when they that are

in the grave shall hear the voice of the Son of Man, and they that

shall hear shall live.' The hour comes when they that are in the tombs

shall His voice and shall come forth, some to the resurrection of 7,1) life

and some to the resurrection of damnation. Now He doesn't say, there is

going to be five minutes between the two resurrections; He doesn't say

there isn't going to be five minutes between them. He simply says that
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there is coming an hour, and in a sense it already is here, when there will

be these resurrections. That is what He said. Now when you find some other

Scriptures that there is to be an interval between the resurrections, there

is nothing contradictory. Now Mr.
Wqtkins' question was, "Why can't the

darkness in Matthew 24 be the same as the darkness in Joel? " 1'e11 Joel
ina

gives a 1imit$ phrase in plain nglish,"This darkness comes before

the great and terrible day of the Lord." Matthew gives a limiting phrase to

his phrase, it's coming after the worse tribulation the world has ever seen.

Because of those various, twisted limiting phrases I don't think they are

the same darknesses. (question: How about Is. 13 where it speaks about the
in

day of the Lord, when the stars fj the heavens and the constellations

thereof shall not give their light.) Now each particular time that you
meteoric

find references/ to %I%/shovers or darknesses you have to find out in

the context what the author is talking abut. (Question: the context here

is the day of the Lord.) Yes, $g5 but what does"the day of the Lord"mean?

If it is used technically? It means the whole eschatological complex,

from the old Testament point of view, and from the New Testament point of

view if the context indicates it it means the future eschatological complex.
is to

So that in the day of the Lord there/e going $ be meteoric showers,

darkness and clouds, well then that's just a fact, and you find from what

he says about it what he means. Just take it as plain language which

says what it means. Don't try to make all cases of darkness the same case

of darkness. All cases of sky-showers the .me, all earthquakes the same

earthquake. It's a very common tendency, though. My mother used to have

a program that she used to recite to the children, "If all the trees were

one great tree and all the men were one great man, and all the seas were

one great sea, and all the actions were one great act (they should ryme

somehow or other) that man could take that act and, chop down that tree

what a great crash that would be " You have many references to cosmic

disturbances in the Bible
tgapd

some of them are so general that you can't

prove from the context any/more than a general reference. There are a few
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then that have specific references attached to them, and you can't disuss

those all. I haven't gotten to that darkness of the sixth seal, but if

you ask me, there's another thfiing, still another clearly. ('Ueston: I'm

not clear; did Peter think that all these things had been fulfilled by

the time at which he spoke?) Not if I can read. Peter stood up and said,

"This is what Joel is talking about," and then he quoted what Joel was

talking about. Now what was Joel talking about? (question: Everytime

you have mentioned it, you have said, 'Speaking with reference to this

particular day;' I mean, up until this time, were any of these things yet

future in Peter's mind? ) I said it and Peter said it and I'll say it

again. Peter said, that these things are going to happen before the great

and terrible day of the Lord. (question: Would you put this then with

$, the passage in Matthew 24 where the Lord said that nation shall rise

against nation, kingdom against kingdom, and there shall be famine and

pestilance, earthquakes in diverse places? ) I would not equate, but

I would synchronize. That is to say, as I read Matthew 24, verses 3-1k,
what

Christ's negative answer, /#X/$ are not the signs of His coming and of

the consummation of the age, and among those thhgs which are not the signs%

are the nation against nation, kingdom against kingdom, famines, earthquakes

in various places, and the parallel in Luke indicates

also signs in the heavens, which Matthew just didn't mention, but they must

have beeen right there on the same day, so that I would say, "Yes, that..."

(end of record)
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Joel's passage quoted is declared to be before the great and terrible day

of the Lord, and I would synchronize those two. They talk about different

things that will happen during this age.
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(Dr. MacRae) Just a word at this time. It seems to me that one thing to

remember is that Peter did not invite some people together and say I want

to explain to you what Joel means. Peter, here, is in a situation. They

have the disciples there speaking with tongues and being understood by

everyone in their own language and then they have others saying, 'what is

this?' 'These people are full of new vine.' In that situation Peter

wants to get the attention of the c±'owd in order to preach the gospel to

them. If he had talked for three or four hours givng a full exposition

of Joel, probably there would be a few very interested people listenng

but he wouldn't have had the three thousand converts which was the pur

p/ose of the talk. He starts in to try to make a bridge between what the

people see and 4$4 the message of salv6ation through Christ that they want

to get, so he takes the passage in Joel and there are two features in Joel

that are particularly important for his present purpose. One of them is

that there is the wonderful promise of pouring out the Spirit upon all

flesh and that of course is to say to them; 'Now you are all excited what

this is, now this is nothign that is queer and strange or fantastic, etc.

This is a thing which is to make you become interested in the wrod of God,

because Joel has promised.' And hen he is interested in vs. 21;'it will

come to pass that whosoever shall call on the name of the Lord shall be

saved." This is a situation that would lead you to take advantage of

the opportunity of falling on the Lord to be saved. Now somebody asks:

"Why should he stop there and not go one?" There is a signiricarce here

Well I don't think that Peter at that point was interested in explaining

the meaning of the next few verses of Joel. That wasn't his purpose. His

purpose here was to preadch the gospel of salvation that whosoever should

call on the name of the Lord will be saved and to attract their attention

by shoving that Joel predicted the outpouring of the Spirit and so he quotes

from Joel that which starts with the spirit and which ends with the promise

of salvation and those are the two things that he is trying to bring out.
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And in bringing out the two, he quotes the verses that are in between. And
as to

then ˆf)r the significance of the verses in between, he doesn't go into

it here either at that moment or at any time during his sermon. Therefore

we are left to wonder just what Peter thought of the interpretation of those

verses, but even if Peter didn't think abnout that subject, it didn't a

fect what he was doing. We must say this that the gospel call and the de

claration of the promise of the coming of the Spirit were two matters which

Peter connects and Peter speaking under the i1spiration of the Spirit quotes

Joel to show these two and therefore we must say that Peter is correct in

his claim that these two are connected. I believe that our belief in in

spiration will hold that. If Peter is correct in holding that these two

are connected in Joel. Now Joel is not talking about two unrelated things,

but he is talking about these two things and they are connected. Now a

to what is in between, conceivably what is inbetveen might go off to dis

cuss a different subject and come back to the tone he started with, that

voudl be possible or it might be discussing what preceeded it or it might

be discussing what was to follow in the distant future. Peter doesn't

refer to it except to connect up the two passages to show that they are

together in Joel. Now if we interpret it and take the passage as a whole

and try to see what those verses in between mean, I think then we find that

we are told %$ of them that they are going to happen afterwards, that is

after Joel's situation - and it's going to happen before the great and

notable day of the Lord comes and as far as what is between is concerned

it is not said that it preceeds the coming of the Spirit or whether it

comes at the same time or if it comes shortly after or whether it will

come a long time after. It is altogether possible that as Peter reads these

words that the people first see what is happenng before them, "Why this is

just - here is a discription from Joel that seems to fit what we see here,

maybe these men aren't drunk. Maybe this is the fulfillment of prophecy."
And then as he goes on it is possible that a they hear about these wonders
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they say, "My, just 1at week we had these earthquakes, and we had these

darknesses. That fits together with it." Maybe that is a special reason

quotation
for thinking that this really is a fulfillment of Joel. It is possible

is that. I never thought about that until this afternoon, until Dr.

Buswell presented it. It seems a very good suggestion. It is altogether

possible, but if so, it is something that is so obvieous to their minds

that Peter didn't have to go on about it later, he doesn't go back to it,

or say anything about it. He just calls their a1tenion to the fact Now
-f "i-i f

if we did not have those references in Matt. 27 -5-?t2- then I iould

say, if we kave no reason to think that these things happened, then I would
sometime

say probably these refer to things that are going to happen after that

time before the great and notable day of the Lord shall come. The only

reason that they are particularly applicable here is perhaps as an added

warning to the people. You see this wonderful act of God, it is time to

do something about it. There are going to be terrific things ahead. You

had better not wait until these things come. "Whosoever shall call on the

name of the Lord shall be saved." As far as the passage along is con

cerned, anyone of these various interpretations would be possible to those

middle verses. They don't affect Peter's prpose. The fact that Dr. Bus-

well had brought out of their having before seems to suggest
call to

that there was an added purpose in quoting them to people's minds

something that is obvious and thus to be a very real factor in the fact

that three thousand men were converted at that time. (Dr. Buswell:) 6 1/2

Dr. B: That's about all I have to say on Acts 2. (Dr. M: Would you

like to take up some other discussion topic now?) Just as you say. Your're
(Dr. M:

not ready to take Acts 15 until they have read this pamphlet? (I'd rather

leave that.) I wonder if it would be profitable to glance at Matthew 24.

It's much better to have a harmony. Thessalonians now. Next week Acts 15.

Week after next, suppose you all bring harmonies. The eschatology of the

teachings of the Lord is really of tremendous importance in the whole
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context of interpreting Scripture. II. Thessalonians. I think we have

pretty clearly in mind what I. Tessalonians has said. The hope of the

coming of $ the Lord renders it true that Christians will not 0110/

sorrow like others who have no hope; we have sorrow, but it is not i/ a

XXXI hopeless sorrow. The coming of the Lord, with a shout, the vo&ce of
raising

the archangel and the trump of God, the y%g/of the dead in Christ,

and the change of the living, the change that is mentioned in I. Cor. 15,

but it marvelously dovetails I. Cor. 15 with I. Thess. k; and so shall

we ever be with the Lord, together with our loves ones, wherefore comfort

one another with these things, and then the reference , "You do not need

that we should write unto you of the times and seasons, for you know that

with reference to the wicked it will be like the cming of a thief in the

ngiht, but you are not of the night that it should overtake you as a thief.

Therefore watch and be sober, and whether you wake or sleep, that is,

whether we live or die, we shall live together with Him." Now then,

II. These. indicates a further developement of the situation. It seems

that there had been a forged letter probably, that is, David Smithl gives

that conjecture that somebody had forged a letter or claimed to have a
just

letter or claimed to have a word from Paul saying, Paul doesn't mean

this Dr. M probably could give you many illustrations as I could of

people who tell other people what I think. Sometimes I have had to announce

to a whole group of my friends, "If anyone wants to know what I think,

please ask me, don't ask my grandfather." People will do that, will come

to your children and say, "Now what does your father think about so and

so?" And the children will do the best they can. Or some people who are

not so thoroughly friendly and loyal will tell people what you think.

Anyway, Paul felt it necessary to correct the idea that there might have

been a word or a letter or something that had come from him, and it seems

evident from the 1st part of the epistle that some people had taken the

irnmancy of the Lord's return to mean that He was certainly going to come
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so very soon that they wouldn't have to work and earn a living. And some

of them had teamed to be busy-bodies and gossips. Now the, with that

in mind, let's read sack from about verse 6 of the chapter to get the

connection. (Mr. E: That's a very interesting conjecture regarding the

forged letter, and it seems to have support from II. Thess. 3:17 where

Paul, in giving the greeting and salutaion says, "In my OXI own hand.")

Yes, and he gives a sign, a password, grace, with the salutation, "With

my own hand, which is my sign in every l&tter. So I write, grace be with

you." (Dr. M: Does that mean he wrote just verse 18?% Verse 17 $

is introducing the salutation in his own hand, so he writes verse 18, do

you think?) Why, the salutation he writes in his own hand, I would imagine

he would write the rest of it. (Dr. M: Verse 18. That is the salutation.)

"Which is my sign in every epistle, the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ

be with you." It is a significant fact that whereas the papyri letters

frequently $$f7 begin with
tXaris,"

"John Doe to Timothy Smith, 'arIs,

grace, \karein
sometimes with 4.ris very frequently, and it doesn't mean

any mor than "dear sir:" it ay go on, "You're a scoundrel, you're a

hypocrite," yet Paul begins every letter with fans and concludes every

letter with
~ris.

There is always some reference to grace at the beginning

and at the end of every one of Paul's letters. He seems to remind them

here, as Mr. E. says, he took the 12 i/k and wrote with his own hand,

his own saiutation,"o I write, grace," The phrases vary, but there is

always the reference to grace, beginning and end. He wanted them to know

that that was his sign, so it was an indication of the genuiness of the
14. thli4'esIx

Pauline letters, Verse , the 2X1, the troubles that you have on
aneesthe (you keep them stored up in the ice-box, troubles, trlbuiatts

hand,/the'e are an indication of the righteous judgment of God, who has

made you worthy of the kingdom of God through the thing which you have

suffered, wht,h is an indication of God's righteous judgment, this indeed

is just with God, to render, antapodounai, to render, to those who are

troubling you, trouble. G't that word trouble and tribulation. A friend

of my mother's had a maid who was always rather sorrowful, and, one time she
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said to her, "Now you are a Christian woman. Why do you go around

weeping and mourning all the time, and so sad?" The maid said to her,

"Mistress, I reckon when the Lord sends tribulation He 'spects me to

tribulate." (laughter) So these tribulations which you have on hand are

an endeigma, an evidence of the righteous judgment of God. V. 6, "If

it is right with God to render those troubling you trouble, and to render

to you, those who are being troubled rest anesin." God will render to

those troubling you, trouble, and God will render to you who are being

troubled, rest, along with us. Now when is this rendering to take place?

In the apocolypse of our Lord Jesus Christ from heaven. mt the apocolypse

of Christ from heaven, those who are troubling you will get trouble, and

you are being troubled (end of record.)
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Such phrases as apokali4'is Chritou, and parousia autou,
Many different phrases like that refer to the whole complex of events,

the visible presence of Christ. I took that up in connection with II.

Peter 3. In the thing which is called "apokalipsis of Jesus Christ those

who are now troubling you will get trouble, and you will get rest.

(Question) No. That is to say, if you agree with some people that the

apocalypse of Jesus Christ is merely the one single event of Hs coming

at the end of the tribulation period to destroy the antichrt, then, in

that one single event, these people who were then alive on earth and who

were troubling the Thesalonians would get their trouble, /jˆj/

and the Thessalonian Christians would get their rest. But I thhk it's

very clear that the apocalypse of Jesus Christ refers to the whole time

of His preenece, and in the visible presence of Jesus Christ, without

any specification to when it comes, %$ two things will happen, these

people will get trouble and you will get rest. Now then, some of the

pr31illenial teaching has come from the(understanding (? of the rnilleniuin.

The rest comes to the believers at the first resurrection, and the

trouble comes to the wicked dead at the second resurrection, but that

cornea from other Scripture, simply in the apocalypse of Jesus Christ,
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these two things are gdng to happen. Paul is speaking now for their

comfort, don't you see; that's his purpose. (Question) The apocalypse is

the unveiling, the visible presence. Were you here the day I talkied

about the phrase, "When I get home?" That's the illustration, and I thkik

its very important. W can not limit the parousia of Jesus Christ to the

Instant of the rapture. You can not limit the apoclaypis to the

particular event in which He comes to destroy the beast and bind Satan.

The ˆj5,L/ apocolypsis is far bigger thanthat; It's the whole visible

presence of Christ, and so it includes any and all 2 1/2

It seems as we go along that the apocolypsis is

interchangeable with %/#// the parousia. Note that. Paul says

that in the apocolypsis of Jesus Christ two things will happen: trouble

for the troublers and rest for the troubled, at the apocolypse of Jesus

Christ from heaven, with His mighty angus, His angels of power, in a

flame of fire, giving ekdlklsin , giving vengeance to those not knowing

God, and to those not obeying the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ, and of

course elaborate' the phrase, thllpsis to those troubling you. Who

will receive justice, or punishment." A lawyer wired to his client, "Justice

has prevailed." And the client wired back at once, "Appeal at once."

(laughter) Another story ˆU/ goes with that. t woman said, "This

photograph doesn't do me justice." And the photographer said, "You don't

want justice, you want mercy." (laughter) "Who will get justice, eternal

destruction, from the face of the Lord and from the glory of His strength,

when He comes &>\(9 0G&1 in His saints." "When He comes,"1 .9

Is an extended reference, just like the phrase, "When I get home." It

could refer to any time within two and/half weeks. "When He comes." YOu

see that will usher in a new day, and within that time this rendering

of justice will come; He will come to be glorified by His saints and to

/c-marvelledat by all those who believe. And then Paul gives this comforting
word: "Because our testimony was believed by you." That's parenthetical.
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And then the phrase," -V T
1J6fl tl<&iin that day," now there you

see you have an Old Testament phrase, "that day". So then how many different

phrases have we referring to the Lord's return. You hav His akopolipsis,

you have have hotan e1th\, elth, when He comes, to be glorified, and

you have "that day." So that these different phrases referring to the

eschatological complex may refer to it all or to any part of it, depending

on what is indicated in the context. "For which purpose also we pray at

all times for you so that you may be made worthy of God;s calling, and

you may be filled with all thanksgiving and goodness, $ and work of faith

and in power." Now this is your homoletical exhortation and consolation
our

for the Thessalonian people according to the grace of/God and our Lord

Jesus Christ. Nr,W chapter II. "I beseech you brethren---t' Now you see

there is a background here. They need comfort; they have been in trouble;

they have been persecuted. Paul had to leave, and they had been quite

faithful under the distress. Paul was down in Corinth by this time, probably

He had left Athens, and these poor people, Paul's heart bled for them;

he wanted to get back and to $ help them and to encourage them. "I
a

entreat you brethren, huper,"that is, over, or about or concerning,"I'm

talking about" I think would be the meaning there, but literally, "over

the parousia of our Lord Jesus Christ." Now see there you have, "I'm

talking about the parousla of our Lord Jesus Christ and our

gathering together unto Him." Now the parousia of the

Lord and our to Him, well now the iNruv could

only mean what He had written about in the previous letter, the shout of

the trumpet, the Ø.é dead in Christ
'
will be raised first and together

with them, we'll be caught up to meet the Lord in the clouds. The

hapag sometha, we will be caught up, to the meeting of the Lord in the

clouds, certainly that's the t-1Tl(UV.uJfl$. I beseach you as touching

or concerning the parousia of the Lord and our gathering together unto Him---

now notice that he includes in this ganeral topic as we go on, that you

be not suddenly shaken out of your mind, or troubled, neither through an
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angel, neither through a word, nor through an epistle as written by us,

as from us. (Dr. N: You translated huper in verse 1 as "concerning")

Well, literally, "over." Z%t That is, the heading under which we are now

talking." (Dr. M: The Authorized 8 3/k %. We

beseach you brethren the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ.) Now when

he says, "I entreat you brethren, the mercies of God," how does he

say that in omans 12; that is a very different expression. dia. Not

huper. It certainly isn't the parousia of the % Lord. Our English

word, we're talking over this subject. That is, the thing we have under

our surveillance is this particular subject. The meaning of huper is quite

clear, but we don't just use that in English. "The parousia of our Lord

and the gathering together to Him, not to be suddenly shaken by a spirit or

by a letter as from us," that makes us think there is a forged letter or

a claim of a letter, "as that enest\ken, the day of the Lord." So you can

have many arguments (someone coughed) enest1ken;
I don't think we need to

settle them. Some people get quite hot about it. "The day of the

Lord has already set in and is now going on, and therefore why have we

missed out." Or, "the day of the Lord has come, and is just on the door

speps." I incline to the latter view, but I won't argue with anybody about

it. Dr. M comes up to speak to us in New York, and he might say, "I come."

Or he might get on the subway and someone might see him at the corner and
see bb

call back, "Dr. M's come." Or somebody might $, coming in the door and

say, "He's come." Or he might register at the desk and go upstairs and

call down from his room and say, "I have come." Or he nht walk into my

study and say, "I have come." "I have come"is the translation, and I don't

think you can prove whebher they thought it had already come and now was

going on, has come and is now in progress, or that it had ${ come in

the sense that it is at the threshhold. (Dr. ri: But whichever way you
has

take it, you would think "$ come" is better than "is at hand."? ) Oh

yes, "has come" that's literal. It's present perfect, and in English
day that has come is present perfect. (Dr. M: "The day of the Lord has
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come , then.) Yes, has come-. And then it leaves it open whether it

means has come in the sense that it is ready to walk in,- which I think is

the meaning. "Do not let any one deceive you b any means because/Ia

---that long phrase in italics which you have there. Perfectly inexcusable.
Why not just say comma dash,

Why put in such a long interpretative phrase?/ Paul didn't finish it; neither

should we! How easy to conclude. And then he goes on, "Unless--"

Now what does that amount to? "Do not be disturbed, don't be all excited

adn bothered, as if the dayof the Lord has come; don't let anyone deceive

you by any means because ---unfinished---the apostasia proton has come,

and the revelation of the man of sin." I pi.t in there the word "elthY\",

unless has come first the apostasia and the revelation of the man of n.
are

I think that the inference is that if the things referred to % present,

the revelation of the man of sin, well than you had better be scared,

then you had better be excited. If you see that take place, then there is

some ground for anxiety. That unless Now that just gives you a literal

reading. "Don't let anybody deceive you by any means; don't be frightened,

don't be frightened, don't be scared, because unless the apostasia has come

and the man of sin is revealed. If the man ofsin is revealed, there is

abundant reason to be frightened, and to be desperately 14 . The

words, "that day will not come," are just not in $) the text. They are

endeavoring to say what Paul didn't say. N.,w we don't need to 14 i/k

this word apostasia at this point. (Dr. M: Would you say the same thing

about the first part of the phrase? You just said, if the man of sin has

been /Ø revealed then we have reason to get excited about it. Would you

say that if the falling away has come, then %I/ there is reason to et

excited?) There I would have to go into our family argument. Dr. M and

I always come out on the same end when we have an argument. I have the

opinion that this word apo.tasia could be translated "rebellion," and that

it is one and the same thing. (Dr. M: Would you guess that, whatever 4*4

apostasla means, would you say, "Don't get excited because the apostasla

isn't here, but if you the apostasia, then it is time to get excited." )
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Throughout all your lifetime, because there has been apostasy here since

Paul's time. (Dr. M: You don't think it means apostasy there?) Zt I

don't think t refers to any particulr departure from the faith in ;t){ the

history of the church. (Dr. M: It %ou1d say, "Yo"as a man wrote to me,

"you not only give up Greek, but also English there." (laughter) )

Dr. B? There is a 0 1/2 apostas to anybody who studies church history,

a particular sign for immediate fear. It certainly is iyId cause for

great concern and weeping and sorrow and labor night and day, with tears,

but no ground for terror in the sens that it isn't constant. Paul could

never J4 have said to the Tessaloni ns, "Don't be troubled until you see

apostasy," because there was apostasy in Thessalonica. (question) The

article with an abstract noun is jus the way it would stress an abstracticii

You see, there wouldn't be any particular reference, because the noun is
(?)

never used in the New Testament
apost1

sontai, they shall depart from

the faith. That, of course, is very clear: they will depart from the

faith, that goes with "they departed from." But the idea is, "They will

rebel from the faith." And that, of course, has recurred. (Mr. i: I

gather then that you disagree with the interpreters and commentators

....1 1/2 .) Why the article is of very great importance,

but hte article with an abstract noun frequently means the abstraction;

1 3/k is glory. I don't mean to say that it always means just

that. But if apostasia means rebellion here, as it does frequently, you

could say "the rebeillion," or "rebellion," if %$j/// 2 not

interpreted(?) I wouldn't say that you could build a house on the article

in that case. (question) It's a possiblity. There is always the possible

of the improbable. (Dr. M: How do you tell it is an abstract noun?)

The noun"rebellion," "a rebellion," is strictly an historical event, but

you could take it as an abstract noun. You could take it as a concrete

event, 1 you take the article that way. I was only saying that the articb
noun that

with a can be taken as an abstract may be an abstraction, and

that's the way to take "when the apostasy;" it should be"when apostasy."
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I wouldn't build a house on that, it1i.ri---"the
Certainly the word "rebellion" can't/p{/7rebe1lion" or "a rebellion"

is a concrete event. "Rebellion" as such might be used with the article,

but I think it means, "Until the rebellion comes, mainly the man of sin
rammatica1ly

being revelaed." (question) It .éZj/could. There is no Scripture
the revelation of

to indicate that/the man of sin will be a culmination of apostasy, theolog

ical apostasy. ('uestion) I would read it, "Unless the rebellion is come

first and the man of sin is revealed." The rebellion being the man of sin

taking the place of God. That of course will stand right there as very

clear grammatically, and that would check in exactlywith what Christ said,

"When you see the abomination of desolation spoken of by Daniel the prophet

standing in the Holy Place, then is the time to run immediately and get

out of Jerusalem and hide. Now this man of sin seated in the temple of

God, exploiting himself as God, which is an act of rebellion against God,

and that particular thing is the time when Christ said--that is, if I'm

correct in identifying the two--is when Christ said, "Run and hide."

So, don't run and hide, don't let anybody say that the day of the Lore

has come in the sense that you should run and hide, unless this has

taken place." So that gives you a clear reference. ('uestion: Would you

connect this man of sin used here with possibly the alternate reading of

"the man of lawlessness"? ) Well- it's anomias, that kind of sin; that's

not an alternate reading--yes, there is an alternate reading, hamarias,

but anomlas stands in the text in Nestle. So"anomia, the man of sin, the

man of lawlessness, the lawless man, the son of destruction, who opposes

and exalts himself against everything that is called "god" , or that is,

an object or vorhip, so that he, in the temple of God, seats himself,

displays himself, that he is God. Do you not remember that when I was yet

with you, I told you these things.''' I wish we had been there. If we had
when

only had a Soundsciber/ Paul was preaching in Thessalonica and could pass

that on down to us. We don't remember because we weren't there. But
(Paul)

thank the Lord for what we do have. He had told them. "And now, 7 1o
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IUT XOV

ocOTt 64/)4y/ (neuter) thing which holds back you know,

with a view to his (masculine) being revealed in his time, in his occasion

or season, you know the tling which holds ack so that he is to be revealed

in his proper time." Purposive clause,"eis to apoka1upthrnai, with a view
being

his being." (Dr. M: Goes back to the j revealing) Yes. It is purposve;

the R.V. brings that out. "You know what holds back so that ha will be

revealed in his proper time." That's no brought out in hte King James

Version. "But you know the thing (neuter gender) holds back with a view

to his being revealed in his proper time. "
"is" with the infinitive,

and the neuter article. (Dr. M: That would sound as if the purpose were
too

the restraining, which/causes to be revealed.) Yes; that is one of the

purposes at least, and the purpose referred to here, the purpose of the

thing holding back is so that it will be revealed at the proper time.

"The mystery of iniquity indded already works,"that wickedness is going on,

"only He holds back," then it switches from the neuter to the masculine.

I have one suggestion; of course there are thousands of them, at least a

score of them. Some would say, "It's hopeless because we weren't there,

and we don't know what is that thing which holds back, and he who holds

back. We can't imagrie why he slu1d switch from the neuter to the masculir

and then my suggestion is that this--only as a suggestion-- we know what
it

governs all such events, as Christians we know that/is the sovereign power

of God that governs all such events. And that suggestion would take it

out of the realm of the obscure, which the Thessalonians alone knew, and
to

put it in the realm of common Christian knowledge. We know what it is

that holds back and governs any such event. (Dr. M 9 1/3 )That would

explain the switch from the neuter to the masculine. The sovereign power

of God holds back, and He is holding back, which is a very natural switch

from neuter to masculine. (uestIon)It isn't to $/u/ counterfly(?) The

power of God upholds all things by His powerful word constantly. (Question

How could God possibly hold something back?) His power holds it back, His
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arm holds it back. Scripture constantly speaks of the sovereign power of

God in many different words, doing things, withholding things. (uetion)

If you can't right off the bat think of a dozen canes where the power of

God does things, I'll give you a list of them. His purpose, according

to the purpose of Hs will, all these different references to His power

accomplishing things or restraining things. You know what it is that gov

erns all such events, God's sovereignty, God's power, God's will.

That's //,4L/ looking at the first chapter of phesians, His will doing

things. ('uestion) Well than the auton would be meaningly. eis to apo

ka1upth7ai auton. "You know the (neuter) holding back," and that could

refer to the man of sin. Then you would have two things holding back.

You would have one thing holding back so that the man of sin would be

revealed in his proper time, and then you would have a person holding back

without any notice of a change in the thought. ('uestion) You have two

genders, and I don't know of any 4/ interpretation that you could

claim for two genders, unless you think of the will of God holding back

and God holding back, the power of God holding back and God holding back.
Specifically

(uestion) I do not know as a Christian/that it is the power of the Holy

Spirit who restrains and governs all such events. That is, the Triune

God mediates common grace by the Hly Spirit, but (Dr. M: That fits,

so far as gender is concerned.) Oh, as far as gender is concerned, but I

can't see any reason for ascribing such actions to the Holy Spirit, holding

back the man of sin is never an activity of the H01y Spirit, and I can't

seem to reason for putting the Holy Spirit. The $ only thing all

Christians know is that God's sovereign power governs all such events.

Dr. M: Sir Clyde, you know, in the Berkeley Version has a foot-note

that says it is the Roman Empire.) Well yes. That of course would mean

that Paul was mistaken. Or else that the Roman Empire is still here,

because / something is going to hold back, and it's going to get out of

the way, which seems to mean that God is withdrawing His hand and allowing

things to commence. Dr. Harris, do you have a suggestion? The end of

conjecture is not yet. There is one more hint in the context, and we had
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better read that. V. 7 "Oly he who withholds (the active participle)

up to the present time ( and you would translate that as a finite verb)

only he is withholding ar4i until he gets out of the way (mesou
genr1tai)

My interpret.on, he getting out of the way would mean God withholding
to

His hand and permitting this awful man of sin/be revealed. Now there is

a suggestion that these thhgs which we know, he's going to get out of the

picture, is the church when it is raptured, and so therefore that the thing
out

which is holding back is the church, and this is going to be taken/of the

way. Now some would say it is the Holy Spirit in the church. I can't

see that the Holy Spirit is never going to 14 1/2 beyond the present,

but God does freguently does tap aside and let sin take its course. In

that sense God permits sin. (question) No. ek meeou enta1 . I know

there is a group of people who take the etymological fallacy and apply
they

it to every word in this little phrase, and IM get the most phantastic

thing. What you get out of the picture is what ek mesou
ger1tai

means.

To get out of the way. ver and over again, "He took our sins," ek

mesou, and nailed them to His cross. It just doesn't mean to get out of

the way/ (and of record)
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But translating it as it is usually taken, the thing that gets is ek mesou.

"To get" 1 mesou , means"to be thrown out.."always. (question) "To

get out of the way" means to get out of the picture. genomai ek

mesou always means "to get out of the picture," "to be removed," "to

be taken away," taken out on the as1ieap or anywhere, or step aside, j

but anyway to get out of the way. You would undermine many different 0/0

doctrines in the New Testament if you didn't translate that, "get out of

the way," "get out of the midst," "remove." To become a mushroom that
utterly

has suddenly grown up in the meadow is/impossible. The meaning of the

word ek mesou--ek means"out not "developing in." ('uestion) No.

The milyear, to get out of the milyear in which we are. I know there is

a group of people that is very determined to make "out of the

meadow" mean "up into the meadow." It's just as fantastic as that. Impossill
for ek mesou to mean anything bt "get out of t.hlq m11vi' A
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it could, I think, refer to God withholding His hand and not anymore

stopping the antichrist; and it could refer to the church getting out of

the picture. (end of lecture)

Write out for me a discussion 3 1/2 and also to raise any questions in

particular th you think would be important for us to go into. Suppose

we ask right now, does somebody have some question on it that you would lile

to have us discuss a little right now? (cues.on) Psm 2. I delat with
in the pamphlet

Psalm 2 rather incidentally/, you mean that was something that the pamphlet

suggested to your mind? Or was it something that was directly in the

pamphlet? There is that? Yes. Page 2nd and 3rd page of written material.

I say first let us note the certainty of the king/d. om. The heading is

certainly of the millennial kingdom, but what I'm actually seeing there is

the certainty of the kingdom. The 2nd Ps. rings this idea out very cleary

The kings of the earth are pictured as declaring their determination to

break asunder the bands of the Lord. In answer he declares the decree.

The Lord l said unto me, Thou ar my son, this day have I begotten thee.

Ask of me and I will give thee the heathen for thins inheritance and the

uttermost parts of the earth for thy possession. That doesn't sound to me

as if he says, ask of me and I will destroy the heathen and send them to

Hell. I will take the uttermost parts of the earth and let them. It seems

as if he is giving them to them, doesn't it? (question) 5 1/2 Then when

he says to the 1/9 son, ask of me and. I will give thee the heathen for

thine inheritance and the uttermost parts of the earth fa'thy possession,

you qrestion whether that means that the son will ask and get it, you mean

if the son should ask for this, then the father would give it to him and
don't think

therefore you this should be taken as the proof that there is

going to be such a kingdom, simply a proof if the son wants such a kingdom,

he can have it. I think that that is well taken. There seams to me to

be possibly a suggestion that when the Lord speaks this way, it actually

is going to be. I would agree with you that it certainly is not a proof.

I wouldn't base it so much on that perhaps as on other passages. think
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that that is a proorthat it can be if he wants it, and it would seem to

me that when he says that I will declare a decree, the Lord has said to

me, ask me an I will give tflee this. It seems to me as ix ne is saying

that im going to nave it. i. stiouiant put too much emphasis (question)

The one that has the heading the Earthly Kingdom? (question) 7 Neither

swords nor plovshears can be. ---- (discussion) ---- Well, perhaps

when I say can be thought of, perhaps it would be more accurately expres

sed to say, it does not impress me as terminology that would b used of

heaven. iIt seems to definitely an earthly terminology beating swords
impression

into plovshears. Nov that is a matter of my own )%f. I would think

that most people would be impresses that way, but perhaps it is something

of a subjective statement. (question 8) I have plenty of it, but they

are home, of course. Does anybody know whether there are any here in

the building? Does anybody have an extra one here? How about for the

present, I Imagine someone of you here could spread out that we would

have enough for today. As a matter of fact, I borrowed Dr. Buswells

myself, so if some of you could share --- (question 9) Now there is a

question. Now when to think of heaven as a place where people are fight

ing, and when they quit using their swords and start beating them into

plowehears, to my mind hardly seems natural. It doesn't fit with the

general feeling about Heaven that I've had all my life. Well, now may

be that is the wrong feeling. I have never had the feeling that Heaven

is a place where we have fighting and conflict and we bring it to an end

and we beat our jX1 swords into plowahears. But as to how something

wou'd be on this earth. Whether every%one here on the earth would have

a redeemed body, I mean it is not necessarily congruous with earth that

you have redeemed bodies. It seems natural with earth to haeunredeemed

bodies. That is what we have now. Well, now the Soripture says that we

are going to have a ressurrectlon and so there will be redeemed bodies

here. Well, now whether everyone is to have a redeemed body or only a
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Portion are to have redeemed bodies, would seem to me strictly a matter

of investigation to see what the evidence is. That is I don't see why

we would have reason to say that either all have to have or none have.

I don't see what logic would require that. It would be a matter of what

are the facts. (question 10 1/2) Well, now just a minute. I think you

have two statements together there, you say incongruous in relation to

other scripture --(discussion)---Well, that is a matter of bringing

Scripture evidence. That is to say, that there is no reason as far as,

It is pretty difficult for us to see our redeemed body on this earth, but

we read in the Scripture that Jesus Christ was here as a redeemed body on

this earth so there we have a redeemed body in the midst of unredeemed bo

dies. Now the Scripture says that we are going to be raised incorrupti

There fore we can believe that there could be an earth people with re

deemed bodies. Now if we can believe that, I can't see why anybody

would hay " any difficulty in thinking of the possibility that there

should be some redeemed and some unredeemed. Then the question simply

is; what does the Scripture teach? Well, now that is a matter of ga

thering the evidence to see what it teaches and that I thought of as a

part of the question, what other characteristics are there in the mi

lienium, Dther than the present question; is there to be a millenium?

And if someone has Scripture evidence to show that it would be impos

sible for the redeemed and the unredeemed to live together then we say

that is evidence that they are all redeemed, but I haven't hoard any

evidence presented as yet, one side or the other on that. I don't think

that is the question of what is congruous or not, or what is evil or

not, it Is simply a matter of what is the Scripture evidence and we hav

en't got any thus far. It is an argument which is frequently given.

You can't have a killenium on this earth because there are passages which

sound as if there are going to be unredeemed bodies on this earth in the

inhllenium and you can't have unredeemed and redeemed bodies together. I
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think that is an argument whihc rests purely upon an assumption. I see

no evidence in it. (question 12 1/2) The creation waits for the time of
from

the resurrection, at which time there is the removal of the curse the

body of the redeemed and there is the removal of the curse from the whole

creation and there would certainly not under such condition be bodies

that were subject to the same condition of decay that we are subject to

today. That is to say if you were to go through this U.S. and take all

the germs, all the diseased germs, and remove them from this place, you

would have no more of many of our leading diseases, and that might be

you might say, the removal of the curse, but that wouldn't apply ne

cessarily giving us a resurrection body. For the giving of the resu

rrection body involves a great change in the body. Whether it will be

given to everyone on the earth or not is a matter of study 14

but I don't think it's required (question 14 i/k) --- How would you

answer that Dr. Bueweil? (Dr. Busvell - the removal of the christian

creation is not an instaneous process. There are quite a number of

Scriptures which indicate that the 14 1/2 will take some time.

Nov the change in our bodies, redeemed, is instantaneous, so that the

last enemy that is to be destroyed is dead. Now that comes at the very

end of the millenium, when every last just person is alive and probably

the last thing just before that is the destruction of the Gog and Magog,

so the very last thing) (end of record)

e 42

(question
There will be a progressive dominion of the earth gradually acquired

by Christ?) Whore did you get that. (discussionO) No, that discribes

the whole period of the Kingdom, begore the end of, that is to say

here is the time which we speak of at the end of the millenium kingdom,

well now I think there that, I say that before this time at the end of

the kingdom, there is to be a time, an era, in which the kingdom is universal
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It is before this time which is the end. I can see how the lines there

lend itself to misinterpretation. (question 1 1/2) I mean that such a

period comes which is the end of the kingdom and the era is the whole

thing. (question) Just how gradual, I don't know. That is to say, as

I understood Dr. Busvell, he meant that the Scflpture does not say that

there is going to be one instance when everything is going to be changed

into the final condition, but that there is a great change which takes

place immediately and then he would think that there would be other

changes wlkh would take place over a period of time. Well, I'm not

sure whether my interpretation would be that way or not. I never gaced

that situation. Just off hand I incline to think that there would be

great changes here which changes would include what we might say is the

taking off of the curse and which would include the complete redemption

of the body into the redeemed and then that there would be another

change in that change at this point that wouldn't be what you would call

the removal of the curse, but which would involve changing certain fea

tures of it. Now that is a rather off handed opinion. I hadn't parti

cularly thought of this matter before. Dr. Buswell, I understood to

mean that some of this here would be more gradual. I am not sure that

there is evidence one way or another on it, I don't know. Either one
(Dr. Buevell starts speaking here

Is perfectly conceivable. /There are references to the early use of the

mil].enium as being a great evang%elistic campaign to bring the people

from their remote places on litters and on mules. It would take some

time for a mule to get there, not too long, but the early years of the

millenlum seem to bea clearing up process. On the 2nd Psalm, Dr. Mac

Rae, the New Testament passages gli based on it make it positive, for

instance Rev. 19 --- "He shall rule with a rod of iron" there are a

number of places that the ruling of Christ with a rod of iron is taken

as a thing that is going to be.) Thank you, Dr. Buswell, that is very

interesting. I haven't been aware of that before, at least, I hadn't
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put it together that the New Testament explicitly teaches that, that
where
ØP)f1i' the Psalmist says "ask of me and I will give thee" it will be

given. He is going to rule them with a rod of iron, not to destroy

them with a roe, but rule them with a rod. (Dr. Buswell -- Mr. Hamlin

one time pointed out to me that ruling tith a rod of iron might mean

protecting them. A shepherd uses a heavy club with iron peices in it

to protect his sheep.) At least there is something in the physical

sphere, something in the sphere of safety, and it is not what is occurs

at the present but is something still future. (Question 1 l/) Very

great, very greatly. I'm not sure, but I think it gives a clear under

standing as to how larege a proportion of und.egenerate mankind will

continue to exist on this earth in the millenium, whether it is those

who have not taken an over position in to Christ before,

more or less have taken an indifferent attitude, or whether it will be

a fairly large group or a ririy small group of people, or whether it

is almost none. That is I'm not sure thatthere is Scriptural evidence

at the very beginning or time in this regard. Or course, as the milieu

urn goes on, naturally with the removal of the diseased conditions and

the accidents and trouble that we have today, naturally people would
very rapidly

Increase 10 would have a very large number of
commencement or the

people born after the millenium ˆ7/probably. The Scripture is not

very specific on this. (question b) (Dr. Buswell ---Ultimately, but the

curse will be removed from nature. Nature will realize it's hope after

the apocalypse of the eons of God.) Weii, the scripture shows that it

would be. The scripture would show one way or the other. (question) bJ/4

But at the same, there is Scriptural evidence clearly of this that the

Rom. J/ 3.2l, the creation itself is going to be delivered from the

bondange of corruption. We know that It is going to be delivered and
ernest

that then we know that the %t//expecatIon or the creation waitth

for the man1rests.tion ox the sons 01 God. Now what is the wait for?
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be

Does it wait ror that time at which it vii 1instanousIy entirely

reeemecl from the bonds of corruption or does it wait for that time

at which it will begin being redeemed from the bonds or corruption and

begin that which will end thn a complete redemption? It doesn't say,

so it seems to me we can say it one or the other, but we can't tell

which from this passage. We can say this that it is certainly coming,

and we can say this, that it doesn't begin to come until the resur
it is instantaneous

rection of the body 01 the reaeemaa or whether/it is spread over a

period, we are just not told. (Dr. Bueveil --- I believe that there are

attributes in the Old Testament that indicate that the process of time

for clearing up, the last chapter 01 isaiah seems to indicate that

under the direct rule or the Messiah as King, that there will be a

time process, perhaps a very rapid time process. You see, the argu

ment is brought up by John Murray years ago that there couLcin't be

a milienium because of the tact that tie shall reign until, those

words indicate a contrast there. Well, I answered that t1ire are a

good many other words that indicate a contrast during the mi.Llenlum,
9 J-R

perhaps a rapid process. )(Questlon) But he was talking about earth.

The i didn't so far as we know just sit down to write a book

on ischataiogy to tell us everything that he thought on the subject,

but in the course of his discussion, he gives us evidence of certain

of his views and those views which he gives us express the main body

or what we would call the mlilenlum and I think most 01 the scholars,

everyone that I know 01 prior to 200 .D. who writes on the subject

at all, presents the same view, though some touch on one aspect, some

touch on another aspect, but the thing I have been trying to stress

so far is that the Scripture teaties that there is to be a sometime

upon this earth, a period in which tnere will e universal peace and

saI ety. A period in which there will he no war, nor murders, burglare,

or anything like that and no reason to rear them, a time when the rule

or Christ ill be an actual tact upon this earth universally. -.na 1



haven't gone particularly into the question whether this comes berore

or after the return of Christ. Alter is premillenium, before is post,

and it is true that I have brought out passages stressing the fact that

there w&.Ll be a removal or the curse, but it is rather hard to see any

possibility or that prior to the resurrection of the body 01 the re

deemed. spec1aJ.ly as Romans b ties it right 'up with the removal of

the corruption 01 the bodies of the redem,ed and 89 tat I think is the

11 thing that we've looked at so tar, alter the return of

Unrist, rattler than before, but as to the length 01' it, we tiavnt gone

into that. I don't personally thing it is expremely vital how long

the time is. Whether a thousand years is a figurative expression M/

ror a hundred years or a figure ox expression br ten million years,

it doesnt seem to e to be vital, but my personal guess is that when

it says a thousand, it means a literal thousand, but I wouldn't be

dogmatic on that, ir it should be a hunared million instead of I a

thousand. it could DC rour hundred instead of a thousand, 1. woulc1nt

feel that I had. been decivea, I would Icel that I had simply been

mistaken in taking something a little more literally than it WaS, but

i do think that, I sinsist on this, that it is a perioa or time, it is

a period or time, ox rt.zier Lung duration. That is clear and it it

said that it would last 9J 9( years, that is a specific number, but

when it sya thousand years it is around number and can very will

mean simply a long period 01 time. I wouldn't insist on anything more

but I am inclined to think that it means an actual 1000 years. (question

12 1/2) 1 think he is bringing out that there is an end to this perioo.

and, a change at that time and. as to whether it is a thousand years spe

cit ically or a little more or less or many times as much, my guess is

that it is about 1000 years, but it could mean that as a round number.

(question l) Yes, in Isaiah 11.9, I didn't mean to quote that aS pro

ving that the entire globe is covered, 1 meant to use that as proving
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that whatever area is covered is completely covered, as the waters co

ver the sea, that is whether it was good. If it was a America that we

were speaking or, it would mean that aone in America would know the

Lora, that not th.t there would be a taw people )QZlero and the. e who

believed in the Lord and around them all sorts of gangsters and murderers

and thelves, but that would be subject to the Lord to the Lorcis com-

mands and overruling direction, the whole or the area spoken or. By
not extent

universal, I was speaking there/or the of it, but or the

fact that within it it is complete. Yu notice right below, there it

says, as the waters cover the sea; I say that there is not a square
ocean

inch at the bottom at the 7$ which does not have water above it, that
that

is that such area is covered is completely covered. I don't think no

one has suggested anytime that it ts a milJ-enium which is confined to

Palestine or contined to U.b., or conhinad to one continent, but there

are many who hold that it is a period in which we have Christians sca

ttered here and there surrounded by a hostile world and it you have

a millenium that Christ rules in our hearts, like heisenberg, the German

post-milleniellist, 4$ a great and orthodox commentator, says that

with the conversion or the German nation under Charlemagne, the conversiai

or the Saxons, that was the beginning oh the Millenium in about LOO a.E.

It was then that the millenluin began and he aaid that already in his
beginning at

time in WOO you could see signs of the/unrest and termoil, the be

ginning oh that probably the end or the millenium (end or record)

e 45

but he took it as a literal thousand years from OU to .LbuU .1J.

(question) I think it teaches that, but I didn't tpi think that

(question) I would use this verse to prove that whatever it is

over, it will be over all, that is what I mean by universality. (ques

tion! yes, but I wasn't particularly tacing that problem because I

never have heard anybody who says that there will be a millenium that

will be just in one country. That is, people nave said that there is
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mi.Llenlum, but it is in the hei.rts or tile individual Christians

sc.ttered here and there. (question 1) Well, do you mean that the ani

md.ls in Palestine would be ctinged d.nct not in the rest 01 the world?

(discussion) fund a certain child will pJ.a1y in the of an ,ss-" in

Palestine, but you had better not do it in the U.S.? I don&t tflin.Lc

that seems reasonable Interpretation or it. (question I l/?) No

I don1t think so. 150 years after Isaiah's time, when the northern

klggdom was depopul.ted and the people were taken into exile, there

were so comparatively rev people iett that the animals increased and

began to be a real menace in the city, but there is no evidence 01

any such thing in Isaiah's time. I have never heard that suggestion

before, but it doesn't impress me as a logical thing. There is nothing

in Isaiah to suggest that there was real danger from animals 44 this

time anymore than there would be today, for instance. (question 2)

Yes, I think there are three ways of taking anything, there is the

natural way, the unnatural way and the super-natural way. how the

natural way is what is the plain sense of the word, what does that

teach? The unnatural way is twsting the words around to mean some

thing that would never occur to anybody, and the supernatural way is

the way the devil leads one in guiding away from God's truth in mis

interpretation. (question 5 1/2) 1 would say that the Holy Spirit

leads us to use common sense. The H1y Spirit never goes contrary to

common sense. (question 5.,5/4) It takes Scripture in its natural sense.

No, 1 would say that God has given us a book f1/ written in plain

language and it you take it in its natural sense you get what it means,

if you twist it around to something unnatural, you don't get what it

means, now I think that it is true that Mr. has a very important

point there, that the natural man receiveth not the things of God and

you can take the most clear natura. evidence on the diety or Christ and

on the atonement and on the facts of sins dnd the great facts of the
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Scripture and you can present it to people and they simply won't take

it because Satan leads them away trom it and the power of Satan is so

great that it requires a divine intervention 01 the Holy Spirit to move

the veil from our eyes and to lead us see things in their natural sense.

I think that is actually true, and I think Mr. Woire has a real point

there. I don't think that we advance God simply by argument, i. think

we need to pray that the Holy Spirit will illumine people's minds and

that He will give us facilities in expressing words to show the true
fine

natural and, correct interpretation here. .L think he has a. very point

there. (Dr. Buswell ---You mean the natural interpretation of the Bible,

is a dill erent use 01 the word "natural" than the natural man.) Nature

growns to be released. from the curse, but it will sill be nature. you

might say it is unnatural the condition now, when we are under the reigns

01 sin, it is unnatural and the God 01' this world blinds our eyes so that

we don't see the clear teaching of Scripture (question i/a) tees, I

think the scripture teaches that. (question) Yes, the fact of the mil

lenium, I don't think means that there is no desolation anywhere in the

world,. I don't think it means that, I think what it means is that the e

is no area in the world where there areburgiars and theives and murderer;

where there are, Well, now you take today, you go into Switzerland., in

the travel book, it says that Swltzerlana and Denmark are two countries

where you could take a gold. coin and put it down on the Public Square

somehwere and when you come back 5 years later, you would find it the-e,

because nobody would think of' taking it. They would figure it wasn't

thets ana they wouldn't tou/cri it. The book said that the only thing

that would be apt to happen to it would be that the government might

have a policeman stand beside it to guard. it less some toreignor might

take it. Wei.L, now, that is the situation in those countries with

their great Christian Inheritage and you don't have a situation like

that in the U.S. You leave something of value in one 01' our public
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squares and it you happen to look the other way, it will be gone, but

if you cross over the border from Switzerland into Italy, you don't want

to let your experience or safety in Svitzerlana mislead you, you want

to keep your hand on your grippe all the time for if you glance the other

way for a seconu, it may disappear. Wall, now, this is not, the Script

ure is not saying that when it says the millenium is universal it is

nto saying that every square inch or this world is going to have a beauti

ful garden around it and. wonderful sky scrapers and. splendid hotels

everywnere you go, but what it says is that there is not going to be

anyhwere danger of theivery ana robbery and of stealing and. of deceit,

and. of that which is outwardly and overly contrary to (0L8 lay. That

is going to be removed. But to remove the curse in the negative side,

rather than the positive side. It removes the evil things, it doesn't

mean that every inch 01 it is covered with those beautiful things. It

wou&d be a terribly tlremeome, boresom world. It doesn't say it will

be like that. It is as if you were to listen to beautiful symphony

every minute or the day and night. You woulci soon get so sick 01 it

you wouldn't want to hear it anymore. A pleasant world is a worla

of reality and we are explicitly told in the Scripture repeatedly that

at all times there is always to be that which will remind.$ us or the

terrible effect 01. sin and which will show us what it has done and let

us see the terrible things that t has causea and that it will no

longer be t living force that we need to rear. I am glad that you rais

ed that question because I think that it is very valuable to go into

that, but I don't think that;we must get this clearly in mina, out

it aoesnt mean that there will be no desolation on the earth., be

cause the Scripture clearly teaches that there will remain desolation.

Now when this last war ended, Hitler and all his force was utterly

aestroyea. There is no longer a striking force of the German Army

or of the Nazi party, but you go through London ana you see plexl or
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broken down buildings. There is plenty of remains oruestruction, out

there is not that active Pores producing that destruction toay. (ques

tlon)I said that it one clear passage in the Scripture taught, it one

passage clearly taught that there was going to be a great period or

universal peace and safety upon this earth, that would be surlicient

to establish it., but it we have three passages w1cn teach it, then

that certainly is something, I snoula tnink that would make it de

finite fact. That 18 not to say tnat it is the tact or anything like

the importance or the tonemnet oi Christ, or of his diety, or of the

fail or man, or or any otrier or many scriptural doctrines, but there
and then

are .t i.st tne &n.ree passages which teacn it very clearly i.pijL,

there are other passages that reter to, I would not say a tremnaous

amount, but a sizable amount. In tact, it sems to me that, well, I

was interested to pick up tne bookTesus is Com1r1' by W.E.B., which has
been

considered one of the great books in spreading pre-mil].iialism,

more widespread than any other. Out of two hundred pages he has one

page on the millenlum; that is to say, the thing he was looking forward

to was the coining of Christ to set up His Kingdom. Now the things
/,1% were

he was interested in/the manner of the coming, the time of the coming,

the details connected with the coming, and the fact that after the coming

there is going to be this great period of righteousness and peace, but

he laid comparit/ively little stress on details of it, and he more or

less in the rest of the book took it for granted; and just this one page

on that particular thing. The only reason that I am stressing the

mlllentum particularly Is--there are two: one is that within the last

twenty years it has been very greatly questioned, much more than before.
In

The second reason is that/these particular passages the methods which

have been used in order to question the millenlum have seemed to me to

be such that carried out consistently, they would rob of most of our
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great doctrines in Scripture, and for that reason, not so much for the fè

question of what happens after Christ's return--you might say that is

a matter of curio1sity, God will bring to back what He wants to after

His return--not so much for the matter of curiosity regarding that

as for the matter of the importance of sound methods of interpretation

that I am particularly interested in it. I wouldn't want you to quote

me as putting great emphasis on the millenium; I wualdn't do that. It's

merely in response to the present situation. (Student:.... ephasts on

it....American Council... everything in the last six months led to the

milleniuin ....if there is such a lot of the mlllenium in the Bible,

we've always been accustomed to saying, "I'm gthing to heaven when I

die." Now do you think t is a statement which is devoid of meaning,

r what does it mean, or should we stop saying it?) That is one point

where Dr. Buswell and I disagree. (Dr. B said this morning in S.T.

something about going to heaven.) I'll say that too. (Do you agree?)

We may not mean the same thing, however. (laughter) (Dr. B:...depart

to be with the Lord.) That's right. Paul says when he dies he will go

to be with the Lord which is far better, but he says, "Not that I

desire to be unclothed." He clearly teaches that thestate which we

cane into after death is not that to which we look %% forward as our

great hope; that is a state of being unclothed, and the spirit, while

it is a time of great bliss to be with the Lord, they are longing for

the time when they will be clothed upon, when they will have their

resurrected bodies, when they will be in their normal state of a body

and a spirit together, and not a disembodied spirit; it something

unnatural; it is not something which is stressed as desirable in the

Scripture; only to be with the Lord is far better to be in this world

of sin, but the great hope of the Scripture is not to die and go to

heaven; the great hope is to be Christ's at the resurrection, and in
the intermediate time prior to the resurrection, we have a period of
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bliss because we with Christ, but it is not the great hope of the

Christian. I think on that I would be dogmatic; that whether there is

a millenium or not--I think that is much more important than whether

there is a milleniuni or not. It is clearly taught In the Scripture

that the state of the soul after death is not the final state, and is

not the great thing to which we look forward; it is the resurrection ....

(end of record)
e 44

(Question) Well now, that's just the question: What does "heaven"

mean. Dr. B and I agree that when we die we go to be with the Lord,

but where do you mean by "being with the Lord"? (Student) Where is

His Father? His Father is everywhere, isn't He? God the Father is

a Spirit. A spirit is not localized. You can not say that a spirit is

in one partlcuˆlar place, at least not the Spirit of God. He is in

all places. He is everywhere. He is just as much here as He is in

the futhest galaxy away from the one that our sun is part of.

(Student) I don't think that He meant that He went and got some bricks

and built them up into a building. I don't think that it is a tangible

physical thing as similar to anything that we know. I think that it

has a similarity to it such as this could be used as a figure of it.

I think that what Christ means is that He, by Hs death on Calvary's

cross, destroyed the power of Satan., and out of His death on the cross

comes all the blessings that $ji He has for us. It means that He goes

from this eth--He is not localized on one spot on this earth--He's

everywhere here, and still H.s body is somewhere else, but for us in

the spirit to be with His body wouldn't be any partlculab thing-

you can't put a spirit and a body together, have one spirit and another

body--what it means is that after death there is an intimacy with Christ,

superior to anything we have had on earth here, but I don't think it

can be represented in physical terms, because we will be disemb%odied
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hen; I think it simply is a figurative way of saying there will b --

a wonderful fellowship with Christ after death, but the thing that
as

the New Testament teaches %% the great hope of the Christian is the

great hope of the resurrection; it is the resurrection of the body

which God has promised to the Christian; that is the great hope, not

what happens when you die. (Student) I don't think our intimacy is

with H.s body. I mean it couldn't be. I don't think you use the

term "see' with regard to spirits. "See"requires eyes, body. (Student)

But it won't be similar to'seeing" or "hearing" or anything like that;

that requires a body. You can't put it in spacial terms. It's a

spirit; it is not in spaciai. terms. You can't say "the spirit here

or there'; you can't close it up in a box. A spirit is AX different.

(Student: ...z'Z/ relation between departure% death, na the millenlum,

and then the 3 1/2 ). Well as to the relation between it and what

follows that, I doubt it the Scripture has revealed much; perhpas nothing

certainly not much. But as to relation between --leave the millenlum

out 01' it for the moment--as to the rdation between the situation of

the soul after death anu the soul alter the return ot Christ, regardless

of your vlew--pre5 post-, whatever it may be--this is clear in the

Scripture, that the condition of the departed soul is altogether

different alter the return 01' Christ than it is bet ore, and that it is

the condition after the 7',4frI/ return 01 Christ that is the great hope

to which the Christian looks forward, the great hope 01' the Bible,

and that is there spoken of as the resurrection, it is not spoken

of as heaven, over and over we read, In hope of the resurrection."

We do not react anywhere that I know of, "In hope of heaven.'' (Student:

"here's one: Col. l:5."'or the hope that is laid up for you in heaven.)

The hope is laid in heaven, yes. What is the next phrase there?

(Whereof ye heard before in the word or the truth or the gospel.)

(Dr. B: The connection there, there is some look for, there
is something of that/y&/ kind)
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Dr. M: That's Christ coming back from heaven, isn't it? Col. 1:5,

"The hope which is laid up for you in heaven, whereof ye heard before

in the word of the truth of the gospel; which is come unto you, as it

is in .ii the world; and bringeth forth fruit..." He's hearing or tne.ir

faith and of their hope, the hope that is laid up for them in heaven,

that is, our wonderful )iØ,4/ hope of future things which Christ is

going to give us. (Dr. B: In the ttiira chapter of Colbssians he goes

on to say, "We expect this hope to come from heaven when Christ
e

comes." Col. 3:k "When Christ who is our life shall appear, then shall

ye also appear with him in glory." ) Yes. 3:1 , "II ye then be risen

with Uxirist, seek those things which are abve, where Christ sitteth on

the right hand of God." %/ That doesn't mean "seek to die and go to

heaven." That means, "Seek the qualities that Christ wanes you to have;"

the qualities that are above, not hte qualities that are beneath. The

heavenly qualities of your life and character. (Student:...figurative

term, reality, or what?) Well, in the beginning God created heaven

and earth. That's a reality; that's a specific thing. That's heaven;

God created heaven and earth. (Student: ....used in an evangelistic

sense there.) As a matter of fact, I think that it is true that most

of us build our theology on what we hear in evangelistic services, and

what we were taught in Sunday School, and such things, rather than what

we read in the Scripture, and the great bulk of what we have heard

in evangelistic services and what we have been taught in Sunday School

is undoubtedly correct, but a great deal of it has been given in

y%j!%/ pictorial language, and a great deal of it has been put in

simple ways in order to get great truths across to people, and the

trouble is that we are apt to got these matters of expression and to

build our teaching upon that, instead of upon the Scriptural truth

that they were %)1//%/I trying to convey, and often the evangelist

or Sunday School teacher himf has not been a close student of the
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word, but as I % study the word I am more and more impressed that

the resurrection is the great hope of the Christian, and that "heaven"

has come in recent years to be used in the English-speaking world

in a way which I doubt is the Scriptural use. I'm not at all you'll

find it used in early Christian writers in that sense in which we use% i

as if heaven is the specific thing which is our hope; 7 our hope is

the resurrection. God created the heaven and the earth, and God will

destroy the heavens and the earth in His own time. (Student: What did

Jesus mean when He said, "Our Father which is in heavent'7' in the Lord's

Prayer'?) Now that is an interesting question in view of the fact that

the /%/ Father is a spirit and is everywhere. He is everywhere.

You have heard me tell of at Cornell University last

spring, where he said that there was an old re].tgios picutre which

showed earth s. center. He said, "This is the 7%J conception people

used to have. Here was the earth. And there was the sun going around

the earth, and then he said, there were the stars around that, and

around that they said, God. Well now," he said, "science has proven

that we have the earth and we have the sun and we have the whole

galaxy, and then they go on, and then there are other stars and other

stars--as far out as you got there are stars and there is no room

for God anymore. So you see we do away with God." Well in the course

of it, before the thing had XXXXX Interested me was how in the beginning

of his message he said they showed God up here. "Of course they thought

of God as a spirit," he said, "they were merely representing it that

way.
" And then he went on and forgot he had said that, or at least

ignored it, and went on to say, "And now we know that as far as the

telescope pierces, there are still stars. So there is no room for

God." And so he had done away with this old medieval concept of God.

But the medieval concept was not of God being outside the universe.

Here is the earth. And somewhere out there in heaven there is God.
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Well now, that is not the Bible teaching. The Bible teaching is that

God is everywhere. I would think that when we say, "Our Father who
to

is in heaven" we are perhaps referring/the fact that God is not

only in the earth here, but that He is also in the rest of the universe,

Hei everywhere. God is in all things, and He is not tied down by

earthly circumstances. God has control not only over the earth but

over heaven; He has control over everything. That expresses the

universality of God. But it certainly does not mean, "Here is the

univervse now, and they were wrong in putting God in all these places.

Here is the universe, and here is the earth, but only we put the

sun in the middle. Down here is heaven, and that is where God is."

It doesn't mean that at all. God is everywhere. (Student: But what

of the passage in Scripture of the cherubims and sraphims $Ø beholdirg

the holiness of the Lord. ftIj Would you say, "That means the holiness

of Jesus Christy"?) No. The holiness of the Lord is not a thing like

a house or a locomotive. It's not a specific thing that you see with

your eyes. The holiness of the Lord is all of the majesty of God.

You see the holiness of the Lord when you see a wonderful

character. When you see the death of one of the saints you see the

holiness of the Lord. But the cherubim and the seraphim can see all

of this together in its totality. They can see far more than any of

us can of these %$1/ things which reveal the holiness of the L(.rd.

It doesn't mean that they see like I see this desk here, they see the

holiness of the Lord. It doesn't mean that. (Student: It says, "They

have to veil their faces." They cannot actually see / Him. There

must be a place in the universe where God the Father is as a place,

besides His being everywhere in the universe.) I don't think Scripture

teaches t1. But that is getting away from the millenium now. I had

down here a list of possible things to discuss on this unit of time,

adn one which I have near the end of the j.&-AL, which I was not sure
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whether we had discussed or not. I was going to discuss with Dr. B

whether he thought it wise or not to take up the question of heaven,

and if so, go %I through the Scripture and look at the uses of the

word "heaven" and see what is the Scriptural concept of it. He and I

had a rather heated discussion one evening out in Minnesota last summer,

but I didn't know that needed to enter into this class particularly.

But I do think that this is p't% vital--he and I agree on it-

at death we go to be with the Lord, and the great hope of the Christian

is not something that you got at death. That is superior to this life,

yes. But the great hope of the Scripture is the resurrectiond the body.

(Student: By resurrection do you include the rapture--is it a broad

term which includes the resurrection of believers?) No. "The resurrectid

is a matter which appies to a particular individual,, the time when

that individual's spirit is reunited with his glorified body. That time,

and what comes after t1. But as to when it happens

doesn't enter %% into that particular discussion at all. Whether it
be

seven years earlier or later doesn't enter it at all. (St: How about

the length of time that the rapture of the church takes?) "The rapture

of the church"is a term that Matthew t'/%$/ Henry used to describe the

time when the saints are caught up or raptured from the church. Well

now, the hope isn't being caught up; the hope is being resurrected.

I mean that's an incidental feature. (St: You don't have the extent

of time in I. Thess. k and I. Cor. l5//%/?) Year-I think they occur

at the same time. (St: We wouldn't get our glorified bodies yet--)

At that time, yes. (St:That would be our hope.) The hope is the

resurrection. The rapture is merely a revelation of certain details

connected with it that come at tia time. The hope isn't the rapture.

But the resurrection comes at the time of the rapture, tia is, the

resurrection of the great body of Christians. That is not when the

resurrection of Enoch occurred. (St) We agree on the hope of the

Christian. The only thing is, our question was as to the use of the
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term "heaven", and that is a matter for an inductive study of the

use of the term in Scripture, and I don't thiak either of us made that;

we were simply speaking--I think eveything I've said this afternoon

Dr. B will agree with, but it's a matter simply of the use of a partic

ular term, and that is a matter for an inductive examination which

I think it would be very interesting to do sometime, but neither one

of us has done that. We might do it in connection with the class,

I don't know. I think there are much more important things which are

to come first. (0 end of record)
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It is somewhat away from this earth. I think everything away from

this earth is called heaven. God created t1heavens and the earth.

What does that mean? He created the whole universe, which is composed

of this earth, and the rest f of the universe. (St)After He m

the heavens? You might say, "God created the dry land after He

created the earth, yes. That is, He took elements of this earth and

separated the water and the dry land. It was already there. Now as

to whether the creation of the heavens was an instantaneous thing,

as to whether He first made the matter and then caused It to assume

different shapes, or as to whether He first made the great bulk of it

and then made certain added features later, Scripture does not reveal.

%/ Either one is possible. It is altogether possible that on the

fourth day the sun and moon were not then created, but were then made

visible from the earth, and if that were so, then doubtless this

applied to the stars too. But we can't be dogmatic on it one way or

the other. (St) "I ascend to my Father"? He also said, "I and the

Father are one; he that hath seen me hath seen the Father." What

did lie mean by that? (St: If we are going to be reigning right on

this same earth that we are now living on, it seems to me that that

were a very strong incentive for us to make the most of our time here,
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rapture .... training for something that we are going be doing

later on.) I think it has a strong incentive, but I think there are

other incentives that are even stronger. (St) What do you mean by

$1spjrituai1zation? Here on the next to the last page I say, "it is

not merely a matter of taking figurative language ias figurative. Most

language contains figurative expressions. It is a matter of taking
beyond

an entire framework of a passage figuratively, and passing 17 the

bounds of any sane use of figures whatever." You see, I insist that

terms are frequently used figuratively in Scripture. It is a common

thing in Scripture; but I say that you can't take everything in a

passage as figurative. That is what is sometimes called spiritualization

There is nothing spiritual about it. "Allegorization" ia another

term sometimes used for it. An allegory is a proper method of teaching.

And all language has figures of speech in it. But the question

is as I say here, taking the enitre framework of a passage figuratively,

and passing beyond the bounds of any sane use of figures whatever.
in

A pinch of salt/a dish of soup is good. If one pours a pocket of salt

into a quart of soup, the result is disagreeable, and dangerous to

health. Spiritualization is everytime the Old Testament speaks of

the Kingdom, saying it means the church. And everytime it speaks of

a conquest, saying that it means conversion, and taking all sorts of
terms
%'y1' in the Bible that have nothing to do with these things, and

making them mean that. Now there are two wrong meththds of studying the

Scripture. I know a grat many people, who everytime they find

anything whatever in the Bible that is good will say, "This is a

description of Christian people in this age." And everything they find
days.

anything that is bad, they leave that with the Jews in the old age.

A.V., look at your heading. It will say,n the Prophet;Take even your
"irses upon Israel. God to puish Israel for its sins. The Future

Glory of the Church. God to bless the church." All the blessing they
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give to the church; all the curses they give to Israel. Well that is

a mistake. God has punishment for Israel. He also has blessing for

Israel. God has punishment for the church; He also has blessing for

the church. Now I find that there is another mistake, and that is,

there are peop'e who find the millenium taught in Scripture--and I

think it is clerly taught in Scripture--and then finding it cidarly

taught in Scripture, they think that is all the Scripture talks about.

And every time they find anything good taught in Scripture, they

say, That is the millenium. I haven't gone over these lessons Mr. H.

spoke of; I don't know whether the writers 0 fell into that danger at

&l or not. But it is a danger which is easily done every time I give

the Prophets course. The passages in the Old )ˆ#q Testament which

clearly teach the glory of the church in this age, some people in the

class are horrified. "Why," fthey say, "that is the millenlum!" What

for? It Las nothing in the world to do with the milleniurn. You can't

say that every,Z thing glorious in the Scripture is the millenium, or

everything glorious in the Scripture is the church. You must take a

passage and see what it is talking about. And it may use literal

terms, it may use figurative terms, but the % question is, "What is

it speaking of, and in these passages which we looked at specifically

in the Old Testament, it is taught that there is to be a time of

external peace and safety. That is the simple thought of those

passages. And that is clearly taught there, I would say. Now you

can teach it in figurative language; you can teach it in literal

language. But the question is, wlt are you teaching. The child

can put its hand on the whole of t1asp and not be hurt, and when it

says the wolf and the lion will lie down together, to take that as

meaning that a Christian in the midst of a wicked world has peacd in

his soul is not simply not taking a thing figuratively; it may be

figurative; but it is taking it as something of which that could never
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possibly be a figure. It is spiritualizing in the bad sense of the

word "spiritualize". (St) I would say that any verse, any word, any

where in Scripture may be used figuratively. Any word anywhere; but

I would say that when you take any verse and make every word of it a

figure, you are reducing it to nonsense. (St) I would say that Rev.

2o rather clearly teaches, it very clearly teaches, that after the

return of Christ there is going to be a period in which Satan is $$p{Ø//

bound. To twist that around to mean something before the return of
as something else.

Christ requires a lot of twisting. It is presented very clearly/ And

when it says that Stan is bound so that he will deceive the nations

no more, that that means that Satan can't hurt the redeemed saints up

in heaven at this present time, is certainly twisting way away from

what any natural use of the word would possibly suggest. I think
literal,

personally that the word "heaven" is a very/specific,/f%1 definite

thing; that it is the whole universe outside of this earth. I don't

think that "heaven" is the planet Mars or Jupiter, or some other place

like it, which is some little spot way off in the corner of the universe

where God is; God is everywhere. (St) Of ocurse all I dealt with

in this class this year was the three passages in the Old Testament,

and Dr. B. very briefly vent into Rev. 20. I think you are very right,

it would be very worthwhile for us to go more into detail into Rev. 20,

don't you think so, Dr. B? (Dr. B.: When the time comes.) (St) (St:

Three heavens...) That is building a lot of %14éS/ theory on a couple

of words, isn't it? People have btilt all sorts of theories on

little bithof evidence. (St....in the body or out of the body....)

Does that mean that the body of Paul was lifted up past the stars

that is, past the ones that the new two hundred inch telescope has

alcoverecl, way on to something beyond them, like the assumption of

the virgin Mary, lifted right up there? (St.) We don't know. ONe

guess is good as another, but the trouble is that when you get throught
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with it ana. rind the r.ity, usuly none of your guesses correspond,
than

you get something entirely different ,iany 01 your guesses will be.

(St) 23:1 Now is that a description of' the throne 01 God? It is not
looks

a description. Chapter 4 in Rev. What does it say about the ØØ or

the throne. I read about the One who is on the throne., I read about

who is round about the throne, I read about what comes out of the

throne, I read about what is before the throne, but I don't read. any

descritpion of the throne. Oh. 2d:+ I aont think that has

anything to do with heaven. I think that this is a picture 01 the

earth. We certainly will see the face of Christ. The throne of Go

and or the Ld.mb shall be in it; they shall see his race, and His name

shall be in their foreheads. Certainly we will see Christ in the new

earth. (ST) God could work that out a thousand ways it He wanted to;

it could be literal or figurative; I don't know. St) Well I'm not

interring. I'm simply taking the words as they stand. .1. don't know

what it means. But I do know this: that it doesn't mean this, that

God the Father appears bet ore us as you appear as a specilic boay 01

which I see the face. The Scripture clearly teaches everywhere that

there is no such thing as that. (ST) We know that Christ is coming

back to this earth in bodily fashion., u.nd"every e iil see Him,

and they shall look upon Him whom they have pierced." That is clear,

specific, dellni.te, literal. verybody believes it, regardless of

their 31é/ view on the milienium. That doesn't even enter Ilito it.

(St.) I can say that .Aerica stretches from the North Pole to the

South Pole, almost. (St) You mean that it is expressing a situation

in which a p11,L/pI million people or ten million people are all going

to see one lndlviaual lace to lace at one time. Is that what you
fixed

mean? (St) Do you ttinic that Christ is going to stay/in one particular

spot, day and, light forever., that II anybody who goes to that particular
spot and. looks at it, or do you think that he is gthlng to be active and
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moving, and people will see Him. It doesn't mean they will see Him

at the same instant, or that they will see Him in the same position,
and

even the throne, what reason do we have to think that God sits on

literal chair. Maybe he does; maybe as He moves around directing ....

(end of record)

e 46

$t) No, there are a great many things we can say we dont...(Dr. B: What

he is talking about is definitely said to be on the new earth.) Yes.

Dr. B. says that the passage which you are reterring to specifically

says it is on the new earth; It has nothing to do with heaven anyway.

(St: Where does it say...?) (Dr. B: "The ne-Jerusalem care down out

of heaven to the /earth," and then he goes on to describe, "His

servants shall serve Him ") Yes, so that is a description of the

earth with the throne of Christ on it., and some people think it will

be television, wherewith every eye shall see Him. We don't know.

Maybe it will be television; I don't know. Certainly it is true that %$

today President Truman could speak in Washington and half the people

in the United States could hear him all at once, and tiat Americans
Roosevelt

as far away as Germany and Italy could hear President ///{I/

speaking. We all heard him at one instant. How could it happen? And

yet it did happen, that they all at that one instant heard President

RooseZvelt speak. Now if it says that all the people at one instant,

well there are a million ways that God could bring it about, and I

don't know what they are. Whatever the Scripture says is true, and

I am not going to try to explain any of it away, but neither am I going

to insist that it must be one partlcualr type of fulfillment, because

I don't know. (St) Certainly, come down out of heaven, ---and Pres.

Truman's plane came out of the heavens to Washington when he came back

from Washington. He came down out of the heavens on to this earth.

And I don't see the diffIculty there. When it says, "came down out of
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heaven," all that means is that it came down out of the sky. You

wouldn't think it meant anything more than that, would you, Dr. B?

new Jerusalem came down out of heaven", it just meant it came

down out of the S% skies, wouldn't you? (ST) 1t means that He is

going to prepare a future existence for us. As to what the details of

it arc, He has not revealed, and He couldn't reveal, because there would

be many factors of it which we don't know anything about, and He couldn't

explain it. He wouldn't have words to describe it. When it says,

speaking of the unsearchable riches of Christ, it doesn't mean it

isn't real; it means that it has in it much that we couldn't possibly

search out. W don't have the facts; we don't have the uldtanding,

we don't have the materials. You ask Julias Caesar , What makes the

blood go through his veins? He wouldn't know anything about it. It

yaw William Harvey, 71 centuries later, who discovered the circulation

of the blood. There are a great many things Jullas Caesar never heard

of, and you couldn't describe them to him. They are absolutely outside

of his realm. You say to a person a hundred years ago that everybody,

that millions of people in many pets of the earth would hear Pres.

Roosevelt speak at the same time, they would put you in a lunatic asylum.

They would say, "It's absolutely impossible." Thirty years ago you

would go into Child's restaurant in New York, and on the menu they tell

you how many calories in everything you buy to eat in all the food,

so that you can get just the right $ amount of calories and the

right amount of proteins and carbohydrates, and you'd have a perfect

diet. Today we know that vltaznines are ten times as important as

calories or proteins or carbohydrates. You try to explain vitamines

to somebody twenty years ago, and they'd laugh at you. They would

say, "What kind of a crazy thing is this that you are talking about?"

The world is full of principles, full of things that we don't know any

thing about. (st) .k l/3the ne is under a curse, and if you
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believe
believe the Bible, you must/the negro is under a curse. Y,u say, "All

right, where does it say in the Bible?" They'll say, "Oh, it tells you

in Genesis, how God cursed the negro." Well, where is it? You look

it up. They say, "Oh, but the negro is Ham, and God put a curse on

Ham." Well, in the first place, there is nothing in the owrld to

connect the negro with the Ham (laughter) with ham, and in the second

place, there is record anyplace of God putting any curse on Ham. So

when God never cursed Ham, and Ham isn't a negro, why to say that God

cursed the negro and to base it on that passage--I mean, I don't see

how any intelligent person could ever say such a thing, 7 if they'd

bother to look at the passage and see what it says. But there are

thousands of the finest Christian people yoid ever 1%/1/ want to meet,

who have heard some Sunday School teacher say that., and have assumed

it is true without ever having bothered to look it up in the Bible and

notice the fact that the Bible nowhere never connects Ham with negroes,

and nowhere puts any curse on Ham. And two things that aren't true

don't make a third thing that is true. It is just the same way with

thousands of ideas which we have in our minds tht aren't based on the

Scripture, and the question is, what does the Scripture teach? And

it is true that everyone of us, as a little child, somebody said,

"Now if you're good, you'll go to heaven. You be a good boy." And

so we get the idea that the great, important thing is to be a good boy

and then when you die you go to heaven. And then you look %{{/

through the Scripture and to try to find out if the Scripture presents

the great hope of the Christian is to die and go to heaven, and there

is no such thing in the Scripture. The great hope of the Scripture

is the great blessing which Christ is going to bring at Hs appearing.

It is the hope of Hs appearing; it is the hope of the resurrection;

and there is an intermediate state prior to the resurrection, which
is a state of bliss, which is nowhere put as the hope of the Christian,
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or something we long for, but it is merely an intermediate waiting period,

a waiting period in the state of bliss, but very definitely inferior

to what comes after, and that is altogether apart from what we may

think about the millenium, one way or the other. (St) Yes--great is

their reward in heaven--does that mean--what does it mean? It surely

means though you suffer persecution on this earth, this earth is not

all that matters. There is much in the universe beyond this earth;

and God has wonderful blessings for you apart from your physical

experiences of suffering on this earth. In the first place, lie has

heavenly experiences for you right here, if you have communion with

Him. The Christian in the midst of tribulation and suffering may have

joy superior to anything the wordling ever experiences, because he is

%i%/ living in the heavenlies with Christ, even while he is right here,

and then, in addition to that, the Christian has bliss through his

association with Christ after death, but then he has the great hope,

I don't say the only hope, but his great hope is the hope of the

resurrection, to which he looks forward. (Dr. B: There are a good

many passages that refer to our reward being "built up in heaven, from

whence it will come." I think this could be similated to that.)'

The rewards stored up for you in heaven, over and over again--) (St)

We don't know; the rewards are stored up somewhere. Well now, how are

they stored up. If these rewards are a $j/ bale of hay, or bricks

or diamonds, there must be a storehouse somewhere where they are kept,

and that storehouse would be somewhere away from this earth, probably.

But if they are not, if the rewards we get are not diamonds, / or

pieces of coal, or bales of hay, but if they ae great glory, or great

blessings of some sort God gives us, why then, they are stored in God,

they are stored in His person, they are part of His eternal will, not

stored in any physical, tangible way, and consequently they are not

stored in any specific, tangible place. But as to just what the
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nature of them is, we are not told. I think there are a great many

concepts which we got as children from the elementary teaching which

is given to us, which are fundamentally sound and. good, but from which

we draw a lot of specific, concrete teaching which isn't in

the Scr:cture. As we try to interpret the Word, we shouldn't let our

selves be controlled by that, but see, What does the Scripture teach,

and whatever it teaches is true. But you cannot take the words, the

spetific words of the Scripture as meaning exactly what that specific
idea from the

word means to you now, because you can get the fundamental/word now,

but the exact reference of the word may vary from time to time. When

you speak of, "In the old days they rode in chariots," well a chariot

was something drawn by a horse at one time. Today the chariot might

be pushed by gasoline engines, the next generation it might be carried

on p)#$'/ planes, on wings, there are all sorts of methods, but

fundamentally, it is something that transports you from one place

to another; that is the fundamental idea. And, if you spiritualize it,

it means you change it around to be something in a different sphere

of thought, instead of something that expresses the same fundamental

idea in perhaps a different relationship. (St) The fundamental idea

in the word place depends on whether you are talking in terms of

position--a man's place in history, for instance, is his importance.

What was the place of Gen. Grant in history? It is not a physical

seat that Gen. Grant sat on; it is the importance he had in determining
that

events. (St: J,.hn 14) Yes, I go to prepare a place for you. Well now,/

the Father who is $%/a spirit is not a body has a specific 11

which leans to a certain side, I do notthink...ll 1/k . (St) That's

right; He is using natural %{ terms to express a situation. Now perhaps

there He is describing the situation He is preparing for the millenium.

That's just what He means. Perhpps He is gdng to prepare the houses

in which we will live in the millenium. If that is what He means, then
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they are prbably specifically physical houses. But I have always

thought rather it means He is preparing the fellow1%/ship which

we will have with him during the intermediate 4 state when we are

out of the body. Maybe I'm wrong in that. Maybe He does mean houses

in the millenluin. I don't know. (ST) He can be, yew, but does the

Scripture anywhere say that He is. (St) Here am I In the midst of them.

And here we have a thousand gatherings of two or three. Christ is in

the midst of everyone of those gatherings. Now where is the one place

He is? (St) You might say , "I am here and I am here,7////3(/

but if I if t this foot I am man&festlng myself here far more than I

am here. God can exert His activity in one place....(ST: Most people

when they think of God...most likely a local manifestation.) That is

right; It is a manifestation, it's not a presence. It's just like the

Holy Spirit. The H01y Spirit is everywhere. There is not a square inch

or a tenth of a square inch anywhere in the universe where the Holy

Spirit is not. He is everywhe. Well then, how can the Hly Spirit

come into a person. He's in you already; in everybody, in every

unbeliever. He's in every building; He's in every chair'; He's in

every stone; He is in everything. Well then, what do you mean, the

Hly Spirit comes into you. You mean He manifests H4s power in you,

that He manifests Himself through you. He fills you with His Spirit.

That doesn't mean that the Spirit crowds Himself into your brain.

It doesn't mean a place, that the Holy Spirit, which is a spirit, comes

into a place; it means that He manifests Hmself, that He exerts an

influence, it Ø means that He takes over a control. (St)Rev. 4-:5, yes.

(end of record)

e 47

...John to see many things in symbolic form, things of God's character,

.2d'8 presence. Then He enabled John to have pictures of many things
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that are to happen in the future. NRw some of those pictures are given

in very physical, literal language; some of them are given in figurative

language; but in every case you can tell what is the general idea of the

thing that occurs. Now when you read that one came on a white horse-

you read in chapter 19 that he saw heaven open, and one came forth on

a white horee. Well now, that one who came on a white horse, you say,

what is that, pestilance? Pestilance we think of as a rider on a

white horse. Is it famine? Famine is a rider on a white horse. Is

it Napoleon? Napoleon had probably ridden on a white horse. It could

be any one of a thousand things, one on a white horse. But as you

read a little further, you read, "On Him is a sign t says, 'King of

Kings and Lord of Lords.' Now you know that could truly be said of

no one but the Lord Jesus Christ. So then you know that that is the

Lord Jesus Christ who comes forth from heaven. Now then you haverx

question that this is a picture of a coming 1 1/4 . You read on and

you findwhat happens, and you find that He does certain things which

Isaiah predicted He would do. And then you find certain things happen

after that. Well now, there are figurative elements, but the general

framework of it is perfectly clear. It is easy to see what is meant

by it in general. (St) Why don't e picture Him on a horse? John

pictured Him on a horse. (St) It may be a horse; it may be an

automobile; it may be an airplane; it may a cloud. We don't know.

All that it means is that it means transportation. The horse means

transportation. It pictures Hs coming--He is coming with power and

with force. The horse there doesn't mean He is someone on a white

horse. You might say, white stands for purity, and you might say a

horse--well, a horse shakes its head. Does this indicate something

shaking its head at something that is very pure? No, that is not the

context. The context is a picture of transportation; a picture of one
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coining, so you get what is the fundamental idea in the passage. And

that is what you have to do with any of it. (St) Yes. When he says

that Satan is bound so that he deceives the nations no more. Some say

that that means that Satan cannot hurt the saints in heaven during

this period. Well now can you call the deceased saints in heaven

"the nation"? That is going directly contrary to what it says here.

"Nations" may not mean the specific nations we have today, but it pó must

stand for something in some way similar; there must be some relevance

to it. (St) Well a spirit is something you think of as bright, vivid

and actlve...3 3/k. (St) To deceive the xions no more would not be

to deceive the whole nation of believers. (St) Does that mean in the

beginning God created this earth here, and six billions miles away

from here there is another little earth He created; or does it mean

that God created the whole universe, which is made up of heaven and

earth? It's just a question of what these terms mean in Scripture. (St)

Dr. B: The nature of heaven is more or less irrelevant, but I think

we should all follow Dr. MacRae's suggestion of taking a concordance,

looking up the word heaven, and seeing what the Bible has to say about

it. The study of the word has been done very well in Hodge. He has

long discussion of the intermediate state. The Westminster fathers

didn't neglect it; they put it right there in the catachism, the inter

mediate state between death and the resurrection, the hope being the

blessed hope of tie coming of the Lord Jesus Christ. You find this

word heaven used in three different senses in Scripture, taking just

a plain concordance study. In the first place you have the Genesis 1

usage which comes many times--the heavens, earth, j/ star. Everything

that isn't j1/$% on earth is in heaven physically and spacially. Then

you have a number of different Scriptures that refer to heaven as

departing like a scroll, and the earth goes right along. Now that

reference to the heavens can be similated to a certain idea. It doesn't
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nothing; it was given in the language of the time. And then you have

the reference, "Today you shall be with me in Paradise," and the

ref rence to Paul's being caught up; he didn't know if he was in the

body or not, to the third heaven, which is Paradise. Now Paul calls

it the third heaven. There you have the usage of the Bible; It can

be very well classified under three different headings. The word

"heaven" doesn't always mean the same thing; you have to take your

context. If you find a passage, and I'm sure you won't, in which

heaven can't be put under one of these three headings, well then you'll

have to restudy your classification. But those three headings are used

of the word "heaven" in Scripture, and are quite well established in

literature. Now it doesn't matter where the Paradise of God is; I

suggested before Dr. and I had our very interesting discussion; I

think I had misunderstood him to almost eliminate the fact of the

intermediate stage in fellowship with Christ, and then I barely came

to understand what he meant by that. Really, actually, when we depart

from this life we are going to be with the Lord, and that will be far

better than this earth, and yet it is not our hope at all. But I

insisted when we had our argument that as far as I can see the place

of the Paradise of God might not be measurably distant from this %

earth. You have y radio and your television, and what is it to be

with a person? It's going to be a place you can't think of anything

that isn't somewhere/ If it is a substantive entity. Your mind is

constitd that way. But where it is? Certainly not outside

of this (cyderial? universe. To be with the Lord, and it will be

Paradise. The Scitural language is given against the background of

Semetic and Greek usage. In the Greek eschatology you had Hades,

which is divided in two parts, Tarturls and Euligium. Now the New

Testament writers took over those words, Hades, same as Sheol in the
Old Testament, simply meaning "the place where the dead whereever.
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No specifications as to where it is. But they are substantive entitles;

they haven't gone out of existence; they are somewhere. The New Testa

metn writers keep the word "Tarturis" definitely as the place of the

wicked dead. They keep the word "Hades"; they do not keep the word

"Bayslauni", but they substiute the word Pard.dlse which simply means,

"a beautiful place." Now where this place is makes nodifference;

it's the place of waiting; it is not the hope, but it is a place of

blessedness with the Lord. (Question) Dante. I should. That is one
great

of the/books I'll read some day. AS I understand it, from references

to it, he uses his imagination quite vividly and goes into details.

As Goodspeed said of the Apocolypse of Peter, he hellinizes hell. He
which %

puts in a lot of picture language/is intended I think in Dante to be

symbolical, not to deny that the place of the punishment of the wicked

is a real place, and it is a real torture, a real torment in this place,

as Dives says, but I don't think Dante intended his details
filled

to be $% up; it is just a real, awful place of torment. (St)

I would take that as Dr. M. does, it' a purely a matter of his imagina-

tion. I know one writer who said heaven is eight minutes away by angel
figured

flight, and he it out this way: that when Daniel started to pray,

it takes eight minutes toread that prayer, and the angel said, I started

when you started to pray. (laughter) I don't think heaven i eight

minutes away. I don't think it is any distance away. It p( might be

simply wave-lengths, so far as I am concerned. I pf rather think that

as far as space-distance is concerned, the engineering problem of

getting the soul of a departed one to heaven is not a matter of distant

transportation, but nevertheless, it is a place of real blessedness with

the Lord. (Dr. M: What do you mean by different wave-lengths?) Here

we are, and we know/in8his room there are any number of orchestra

concerts, and there is a lot of jazz, and it is all representable in

physical terms in this room, which is a definite place in the cyderial
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universe. Now as you eeMe- tune into a certain wave-length, you have

a certain orchestra concert. Now you have one sense. Then with

television you have two senses, sight and hearing. If you can get

the other three senses tuned in, and you have touch and taste and
12

smell, you could go to a banquest, and physically..(laughter) There

is nothing intangible or not anything 12 at all. When

you are with the Lord you are having an experience with the Lord, you

area substantive entity; He is an actual being, not a creature of

imagination; you really are with the Lord somewhere, but it doesn't matte'

where. (Dr. MacRae: What do you think, Dr. Busvell, we ought to do

next time, do you think we should go into Rev. 20, or take Mnos

9 and Acts 15. Which do you ttiink...rigrit now? ) Dr. B: It is

immaterial to me. I think Rev. 20 cert.nIy needs another going over.
Fine.

(Dr. M:/ Would you like to take Rev., the last half of 19 and 20, and

go more into dötail on it next time?) Dr. B: Very good.

think
Dr. M: R'act anything that you/would be helpful in that connection.

(St) I enjoyed very much reading this article of' yours, and I think it

vouctL be very good if you and Dr. B prepared lectures one

week after another on 15 Possibly Dr. B could give one on the

two resurrections ) Dr. M: Well, there are the two approaches,

taking a passage and. seeing what's in it, and then there is the

gatilring together from the different passages, and 1 th±xk there is

great value in both of them, and .L think that it is tine that we should

take up both methods at different times. (Dr. B: The two resurrections

come right into Rev. 20, and we could gather together the other 1 1/2)

(St) Dr. // M: R 1v. 20 introduces that subject very nicely, the

question of one or two resurrections. (end of record)
(nd of lecture)
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....question that you had about my pamphlet, but the last hour, I think,

we were away f from the pamphlet on a matter which merely grew out of

a discussion on the pamphlet, the question as to whether the word "hegverr

in the Bible was a specific place, and we noticed that the word "heaven"

in most places means the sky, or it means the rest of the universe

apart from this earth. And whether t1re is a particular one spot in

which the deceased souls of the righteous go in the intermediate period,

would be a matter that would not come out of the use of the word "heaven"

but for which we would look of r evidence in other sources. And if there

is such a place, we have no evidence as to where it night be{, but

we do have definite statements that there will be a resurrection upon

this is earth, a ring of the dead. Arid now today we are going to

lˆ/ look into Rev. 19, the last half, and 20 with it, and we are going

to hear from Dr. B.

Dr. B Rev. 19 starts off with the proclamation, a marvelous choral

antithenis of the sovereignty of God, and the discussion of the wicked

system of the world. Beginning with the eleventh verse you have a vion

of the coming of Christ. I believe the choruses, the responses of the

first part of the nineteenth chapter are intended to give the setting,

both in mode of feeling and in general interpretation for the narrative

description that begins in verse 11. It seems reasonable to take it

that way. I remember Goodapeed commenting on the musical value

of the Book of Revelation. He had been on a committee to select a text

to be painted on the wall over the pulpit in one of their modernistic
nfl

churches there, the Hyde Park Baptist Church in Chicago, corzected with

or more or less associated with the Divinity School of the University.

And he told us with some entusiai that they had made their selection

from the choruses in the Book of Revelation, and they had this

text, 7$XX "Alleluia,, for the Lord God omnipotent reigneth." Well

of course, if they would only stick to that text it would be a great
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thing. But back there in that church, at that time, the doctrines of

H. G. Wells, the finite God, were proclaiming by different popular

speakers. It is very dangerous to take the poetry of the Bible and

forget that it means anything. It sounds nice; it is elevating; the

words are musical to our ears as we read them. But this is a definite

part of the nineteenth chapter, shouting and nging and in great triumph/

for the sovereignty of God in His victory over wickedness. And in verse

11, "And I saw the heavens standing open (that's peect passive particip

might be so translated, "the heavens opened") and see, a white horse,

and Him who sat upon him, with whom is called Faithful and True,

and in righteousness he judges and He mades war, and His eyes are as a

flame of fire, and upon His head are many diadems, and He has a name

written which no' one knows but Himself, and He is clothed in a garment

that k 1/2 with blood, and His name is ailed, The Logos of God.'

This picture of course is the continuation of the musical and poetical

feeling that you have prior to the beginning of the paragraph, but this

is a picture of the coming of the Lord Jesus Christ in the Heavens, how
jzo

He comes as the man ofwar--(St) Well, the root is the same. The f%

verbs are simply reiterated, bapto and baptizo are practically inter

changeable-- (Dr. M: Does that make much sense, "the garments dipped

in blood"? Wouldn't it be "sprinkled in blood"?) Well, it is a picture

of the warrior-king whose garments are soaked in blood--(Dr. M: It is

not that you take the garment off and dip it--) No, No. (Blood sprinkled
d

suggests it--) It's His own blood that is spattered all over the garment.
sib1e was

X%f' Christ's last/appearance to the unsaved oople of the world%/$

His blood-spattered body on the cross. I isn't dipped in the sense

of "submerged". You see what I mean? This is the word which is used

in the Septuagint when the living bird and thehysop and the woogi and

the wood for the fire are all dipped in the blood of the one bird that

had been killed. It doenri't mean "to be submerged", but anyway, 4T13
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"His garments were bloodstained".. That is obviously the meaning

there. Here is a marginal reference in Nestle to Isaiah 63, which I

bellebe is the passage, "Who is this who coineth with dyed garments from

Bozrah," ---"trodden the winepress alone", that is, anyone who would

tread a winepress would doubtless have his garments spattered with vine,

and that is the picture here. Here is this blood-stained warrior.

Christ, coming, riding upon a white horse, and the glory and color of
(St:

His appearance. (Is this reality or a vision? Is Christ to come on

a horse out of heaven ?) For John, of course, it is a vision. John

saw this vision. He gave the interpretations from time to time, just

enough to make it perfectly clear that he is desribing in vision form

things to come in the future. That Is John's style in the Apocalypse.

(St: What is the point of the horse?) For a person of John's time, a

conquering $ warrior on a horse leading an army would have quite a

significance, whether he actually sat on a horse or not. Now here is

the expression, "men on horseback", which has come right down through our

common law. You know that if it's still so, the reason why you can

cross the street in Philadelphia against the red lights is because

of Dr. Machen. At least it was so, and I guess it's still so. The

city was about to pass an ordinance forbidding pedestrians to cross

against the traffic lights. Dr. Machen studied the old common law,

the pedestrian as over against the men on horseback. He vent and

appeared before the city council and pled the cause, and at least at

that time they didn't pass the law. He was for liberty in the true

sense of the word. The man on horseback can go ahead. The same is

true in Boston the list time I was there. I saw a couple of women

acrossing against the lights, and the policeman whitled at them, and

the woman stood, turned right sound in the middle of the traffic, and

"You know I've got a right to stand here." And he said,
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"All right, lady, but please move along." (laughter) That comes from

the old thought of a man on horse..back. Now French law is directly to t

contrary--if you impede the traffic, you get arrested for being in

the way of thian on horseback, or the man in the automobile. So the

picture of the conquering captain riding on a white horse and leading

his army is very clear, and the question of whether it be a physical

horse or not is immaterial. I've been told that those who have attended

services conducted by rather ignorant people among the colored people,

that the horse is one of the favorite themes. They get worked up into

a great lather of eloquence about this horse--how big he is, how they

can hear him neigh clear across the sky. They love to dwell upon

things that are irrelevant, or things that make the té picture

magnificent. John sees the vision, and there is enough of direct

interpretation, direct didactic material in all these visions to make

it clear, Now this is the vision of what is going to be, but not in

such detail as to demand that the horse shall be shod with iron hooves,

and shop-shod, or smoothe-shod, or any of those details. I hope he'll

be sharp shod. I had ailde on Mr Berkfield's little 0 palomino, a

beautiful little horse, a nice ride, and then the horse slipped on the

vet grass, and fell down on my foot. The stirrup was here and the

horse was here, and my leg was in-between, and no cocks at all on his

shoes--just slipped on the vet grass. It wasn't her fault or my fault.

So I hope the Lord is sharp-shod. But I don't think those details are

intended in a literary masterpiece like this where you have tremendous

figures, and events of cosmic signifrence, the horse does definitely give

atmosphere to the picture. I would think that obviously it is not

intended to be interpreted in terms of the details of just what the

horse was going to be. "And the armies, which are in heaven, followed

Him upon white horses." Now this is not the question of the (Dr. M:

They're not dipped in blood...their clothes) "They are clothed in
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fine linen, white and clean, which is the righteousness of the saints."

You see, He shed His bloo for our sins, and we are clad in fine linen,

white and clean. He died for us, and we do not bear the penalty for

our sins. That is !uite a picture. So He comes with His 'Z saints
0

her,. These are ˆbviously the redeemed, that is to say in this right

eousness of His, which is imputed and imparted to us. I think this

is a picture of His coming to the final destruction of the beast at the

end of the time that is called the wrath of God. I think that the resur

rection and the catching up of the same has taken place some little time

before, and that this is the end of the time of the wrath of God.

But that gets into detail which we haven't got hold of in our discus

sion so far. But to read on, He leads thse armies upon white horses,

clothed in white linen, white and clean,"and from His lips there proceecE

forth a sword, a sharp one, so that with it He smites the nations."

en auto. If you want to get into a question of Greek, Robertson would

insist that "en auto" means locative, and not instrumental,-"in the

sword He smites the nations." But most of us would say,
" it He smit

the nations." "And He shepherds them with a rod of iron--" Mr. Hainiltn

brought out the suggestion that the rod of iron is for the protection

of the sheep, not for beating the sheep, but for against the world, of

course, it is for beating off the wolves. An Oriental shepherd,7 so
heavy

he said, 7would have a/club with iron spikes in it, and that would be

used to beat off anything that might attack the sheep. So the nations

this is not merely for the protection of the sheep, but you have the

statement there that with this sword which proceeds from His lips He

smites the nations, .rid He rules them with the rod of iron. He's taking

the sheath and smiting down all that is wicked. And He treads the

winepress f the wine of the wrath of God. There you have oth he

words thumos and Thumos is "outward wrath"; org is" steady

settled attitude of wrath". This 4yC"treading the winepress" would
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suggest that the passage in Isaiah of treading the winepress in the

background of John's mind. And He has, upon His garments, and upon

Hs thighs, a annie written, King of Icings and Lord of Lords. Now

Warfield's book says that this passage means the beginning of the

Gospel AGe. There is one point which he thinks... (end of record)

, 49
or

...and since the sword is called "The Word of God", aA4 the Word of God

is called/ a sword, ttefore in this case it must be the Word of God;

therefore this whole vision must go back to the beginning of the Christ*

ian era and describe the work of Christ down through all the years in

spreading the gospel throughout all the nations. But you know that

figures of speech do not always have the same interpretation in all

contexts. So that there are so many points that will not fit.$%é/

He brings the armies of heaven with Him, and He comes surely this time

in wrath, and not in evangelism. It doe. seem quite preposterous tot

follow Warfieldts suggestion. Then verse 17, 'I saw an angel standing

in the sun, and he cried with a great voice saying--(Question:Are you

bringing together in that the beginning of the set-up of the niilleniuin

and the rule of Christ with a rod of iron with the treading of the1

winepres of the wrath of God? Would you say those two are final thing)

The beginning of the millenium, yes. The pouring out of His wrath on

the wicked people who are destroying the earth is one of the first

events of His kingdom period. The second trumpet announces the beginning

of His wrath, the outpouring of His wrath, and then aside from explana

tory material, it is followed by the pouring out of seven bowls full of

wrath on the people of this earth. I picture this vision of the coming

of Christ as the climax of the wrath of God with reference to the

wicked; His final destruction of the beast and the false prophet, and

His binding Satan for the thousand years. So this picture surely leads

right straight up to the binding of Satan. (Question: What general

view of Revelation are you taking, or are you assuming that--) I am not
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assuming a thing, I hope. That is, I have such a different view from

any other that you could classfy, that I always try to go with no

assumptions until we build up our assumptions--no particular assumptions.

This passage as it stands surely seems to be a literary unit through

verse 3 o chapter 20. (QuesUon) Well, you can unless there is something

to the ,d/i%/ contrary. That is, someone is always 3

interpreted to challenging in saying, "You have left out part of the

relevant context." If you find any relevant context that would forbid

us to begin with chapter 19 and read straight through to verse 3 of chapt

20, and then look at it as a geshtalt, well then, we should examine the

objection. (Question) Well that is an old figure that comes from back

in Isaiah, "by the breath of His mouth will He slay the wicked." I think'

that this passage leads right up to the casting of the beast into the

Lake of Fire, and the false prophet, and the binding of Satan. That is

the climax of this particular paragraph in which we are. Now then,"the

sword proceeding from His lips" fits in with a good many different ref

erences to His word of wrath that is His power to destroy the wicked.

Matthew 25, 7When He comes He will slay the wicked: "Depart ye cursed

into everlasting fire prepared for the devil and His angels." That which

proceeds from His lips is not only the word of grace, but also the word

of wrath in a good many different Scriptures. To take that one figure

and say it must mean "the word of grace" and ignore all the rest of the

passages is really what Warfield does. I am a great admirer of Warfield.

I had a great, great blessing just recently, in the past six months, in

reading all through his Christology and "The Lord of Glory" and quite

a number of other works in his Christology. And knowing him as well as

I think I do, at least I feel that I admire him very keenly, but when

I get into his eschatology I always feel that he is a very busy man and

he just can't take time to focus on the subject; he tries so hard to

brush it off. He just snaps %y' it off and dismisses it and get back to

other great doctrines in which he is perfectly magnificent. He really
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doesn't focus on eschatology. He used to say that he hadn't made much

*1 a study of it. And when he gets through with this passage he frankly

says, "We'll have to come back to it. I haven't got at the bottom

of the interpretation." That is characteristic of his eschatology. And

so, thy sword of His lips, meaning His wrath against the wicked, is a

familiar Scriptural illustration. Now this angel standing in the sun,

and cryihg out with a gr voice Peeb&Rg-- and assembling the birds

of prey to feast upon the lash of horses and capt&ins and all of that,

that is-simply indicates the terror of the devastage, the awful carnage

that is going to be spread over the world at the destruction of the

kingdom of the beast. (Student: You don't think that would mean the

conversion of the Catholics?) Wall-come feast on their flesh"--I

don't know what kind of a bird would feast on the flesh of a man if

flaying meant his conversion. It is certainly not said at all, and you

have so many, many Scriptures about the wrath of God against the wicked

connected with the second coming of Christ. Now verse 19. (St: 19:3-20?)

I would take the whole passage, 19:1 to 23 as one section, but I do think

that there is a paragraph division after verse 10, because up to verse

10 there no progressive narrative, it is simply an outburst of praise

and ep- antiphons, and psia--- psalms. There are great ejaculatory

phrases there up to verse 10. With verse 11 narrative progress begins,

so I would make the paragraph division there. But the whole chapter 19

is involoved. 19:19 "And I saw the bease, and the kings of the earth and

their am armies gathered together to make war with Him who sat upon the

ho:s$'e and with His armies. That, of course, must be tied in with what

goes before--the beast had gathered the armies of the earth to a place

called Armageddon. I suppose that means the plateau of Megi&do, the hill

country of Megiddo, and here they are gathered together, not for an

international was, but to fight against Him who sat upn the horse and

against His armies. (Question) Yes; there is so much Scripture that all

converges upon the assemblage cf' the armies of the nations to lid- fight
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against Christ at His Second Coming. This all fits together so consistent

ly that I think that just as Herod, in the time of the birth of Jesus,

sought to put Him to death, so this world dictator thinks that by military

power he can prevent Him from seizing Jerusalem. (ST: How do they know

that Christ is coming?) Just as in the case of Herod, he got the Bible

students to tell him, and so, a lot of people of the world, who, though

they don't accept the Lord, they are superstitious enough/ to believe in

Bible prbphecy, and Herod was going to kill the baby Jesus. You know

that Mussallni's march into Ethiopia may have been caused partly by what

I consider a misinterpretLon of passages in Daniel I heard Ralph Norton

tell how he had called on Mussalini, and Ralph Norton said that he told

him that Bible prophecy indicated that the Roman Empire would be restored

in its widest historical boundaries. And Mussalini was much impressed by

what Norton said, as Norton told the story. Well, sure enough%, pretty

soon they actually put $ up maps of the Iwdest historical extent of the

Roman Empire in the plazas there in Rome, and Mussalini said, "Let's

conquer the world." And he did what he could of it. I w-u1dn't be a

bit surprised if what Norton said had something to do in a remote way,

with, I suppose, many other factors involved. (Question) Oh yes. The

10 1/2 of Scriptures in the Old Testament, looking forward to His

sitting upon the throne of David and reigning in Jerusalem. (Student:...

No man knows when He is coining back.) Well, as I understand the situation,

the rapture of the church $ has taken place, and as I see it, there is no

ground for any secret rapture, but it is the most attended sign that the

wicked world has ever seen. He just snatches out all the born-again

people suddenly, in an instant of time, from all the intricate organiza

tions of this world. And I believe it will be visible, and 21/X/3(/

audible; at least if it isn't visible and audible to the wicked people,
as

they'll know that something has happened, and just/then these wise men

appeared in Jerusalem, and they said, "Where is the Messiah? We have been
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studying the heavens, we have been studying, and where is He that is to

be born?" Herod looked, and asked theBible students, and they told him,

"In Bethlehem." And so that Christ will reign on the throne of David is

so commonly understand in the propecieS, that after Christ has taken His

own to be with Himself, and the beast fels that he can prevent the second

coming of Christ to--that is, seizing Jerusalem. Armageddon isn't a

battle at all in any portion of Scripture, it is a military cantonnient.

The battle seems to be in the Valley of Jehoshaphat, and a very widely

extended affair. The prophecy is that Christ will come, and His feet will

stand upon the Mount of Olives, so if the beast can, fortify the Valley of

Jehoshaphat, he can prevent Christ from taking Jerusalem. ('.uestion)

I have been thinking of an illustration with which to set forth a certain

important principle--Some passages of Scripture are close-ups of details;

other passages are what you might call wide-lens snapshthts. I was reading

about the telescopes out there in California, the 200-Inch. I read that

if they try to photograph the heavens with that 200-inch, it would take

about 2000 years. What they did--they have a very remarkable wide-lens

telescope, that is almost as remarkable a device as the 200-Inch. With

this wide-lens they photograph a considerable area, and they expect within

a reasonable time to have a photographic survey of all the heavens with

that wide-lens. And then, as they progress, they focus the 200-inch on

the details within the wide photograph. Now I would say that I. Thees. 2

is a wide-lens photograph, which includes this particular close-up. I

think that is a fair way to put it when you say, "Is it the same event?"

(question) In Joel, you remember the"daY of the Lord" is first used with

reference to temporal events, to temporal judgment, and then he lt l/

to what seems to be the eschatological Portions, and was a time of conflict

and judgment upon the wicked. (Dr. M: I don't think you should ve

said, "the day of the Lord comes" ....) (St: I. Thess.) But that comes with

reference to the wicked. In I. Peter 3, "the day of God" comes wIth
(endreference to the wicked. as a thief. And then, "the day of the Lord".. rec )
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...an extended passage. It comes as an unexpected event for the wicked,

but within it there are a great many complex events. Dees that cover your

point? (St: No. In the first place, the "day of the Lord" shall come

as a thief in the night.Isn't that in regard to the wicked...this in

Rev, in regard to the wicked?) Now as I understand it, the day of the

Lord in the eschatological sense would refer to the whole eschatological

complex, and its initiation is as a thief in the night. I believe that

the first thing that will wake up the wicked is the fact that eschatology

is upon them may be the rapture of the church. So, it comes suddenly and

unexpectedly. I believe that the rapture of the church occurs, and then

God begins to pour out bowls full of wrath. I don't believe they are

literal bowls, either, but pour out His wrath upon the earth, and this

beast is given about three and a half years to carry on, and as he carried

on, it becomes more and more apparant to him that Christ is in the heavens

about to take possession of this earth, visibly. So, at the sixth bowl

full of wrath, he gathers the armies of the world to a place called

Armageddon, and now, following the seventh bowl full of wrath, he gathers

his armies--I suppose he marches them down--to Jerusalem, and prepares to

fight against the Lord, to prevent His taking the earth. (cuestion)

Two weapons, the sword that proceeds from His lips and the rod of iron.

But you are quite right that he does all the fighting. It is supernatural

warfare. He doesn't use an 'Tons in his destruction of the beast. It

is supernatural overwhelming. ( Question) I am not a cartographer, but

you look at the back of your Bible; Megiddo is up there to the north and

a little to the west, and Jehoshaphat is the valley a little to the east

of Jerusalem; the Mount of Olives is east of the Valley of Jehoshaphat,

just overlooking the temple. So if a military power controlled the

Valley of Jehoshaphat, and the Mount of Olives--he evidently tries to

surround Jerusalem. Many things converge to indicate a hostile, wicked

Gentile power endeavoring to capture and destroy Jerusalem. Zechariah 14
Is one of the most vivid descriptions of what I think is the sie event.
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(Question) Who will destroy it physically? The beast w&nts to prevent the

cofiuing of Christ, and Zechariah says that he will probably destroy

Jerusalem in doing that. (St: Will these outpourings of the wrath of

God have decreased the number of people on the earth...some idea of the

size of this army...) The vial that breaks out between the four angels

which I think are figures of speech for four military powers, at the

sixth trumpet, are said to destroy the third part of the human race,

and I do think that in the outline of Rvelationit is clear that the vials

of wrath are subsequent to the seven trumptes, so that you can draw an

inference that a third part of the human z'/ race has been killed off,

but still there will be, I believe, a lot of people here. The population

of the world is a great deal larger now than it was a thousand years ago;

far larger, and we are just a s wicked as we were then. If you killed

a third of the people of the world now, I think the population wouldn't

be as small as it was in the First Century A. D., probably. (Dr. M:
p V?9 rpri,/

It would be much larger.) Anyway, there is great 5 1/2 . But if you

did a thing at the sixth trumpet, the numbers of the soldiers, the

number of soldiers given, 200,000,000 fighting strength--I heard somebody
forces

say that if you get all the kees of the world today, the various

nations might muster 200,000,000 military personnel. Now wheth3r that

is a round number or not, nobody knows. This endeavor to surround and

retain Jerusalem is focused upon by so many different Scriptures, and

so much in line with Herod tried to do at the time of the birth of Christ,
? 6 1/k

that it seems to me that it is a literal event. (Of Curse it describes)

many figures of speech connected with it, but the actual fighting against

the Lord. The Second Psalm pictures 'the kings of the earth set them

selves, the rulers take council together against the Lord, and against

His anointed. 'Let us break their bands asunder, let us cast away their

cords from us.' He that sitteth in the heavens shall laugh: the Lord

shall have them in derision." Somebody stand up and sing thtenor

solo, "I Will Dash Them In Pieces As a Potter's Vessel". Many different
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passages seem to look toward an actual endeavor of the kingdom of the

beast to prevent Christ from taking possession of this earth. The con

clusion of the battle is that the beast is taken, and with him the false

prophet that wrought miracles in his presence, and these were cast alive

into the lake that burneh with fire and brimstone. The armies of the

beast, who had received his mark, they were slain with the sword that

proceeds from his mouth. Now there you see what the sword does. The
willing to

people who had committed themselves to the beast in the sense of being ~

worhip him, the Scripture declares that they will suffer eternal punishment4

those are the people who are slain by the sword from his mouth, so that

the sword from His mouth couldn't be evangelism. That would deny the

doctrine of eternal security, among other things. The people who have

the mark of the beast are slain with his mouth. (Student) Well that of

course is prior in the picture. I think personally, to anticipate, that

the beast is the same as the man of sin in 11. These. 2, and that the

false prophet is a counterfeit--you see, there is a counterfeit trinity

here. The beast is the antiehitst. He claims to be God in the flesh-

Christ is God in the flesh. The f/flj, false prophet compels men

to worhip the beast. The Holy Spirit of God persuades men to Christ.

And then the dragon, of course, is the othrr figure in the counterfeit.

So this person is the beast, who is here presented as a world dictator

who has political, relious, and economicalauthority over the whole world.

(St: Do you think the lake of fire here mentioned is a literal place?)

It is a literal place, so far as the word place goes. Now just what

"burning suipher" signifies is another question. It certainly signifies

the wrath of God, it certainly signifies awful torment. You look up

sometime the use of suipher in (ancietn ritual?). I think Hastings'Bible

Dictinnary has an article on suipher, and the burning of sulpher has a

symbolical significance. Certainly the lake burning in suipher is literal

torment of the resurrected wicked. Now just what is the chemistry of it-
that is beyond us. I don't what/the chemistry of eternal burning suipher.
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don't know the chemistry of pure gold, as it were transparant glass. I

just don't know that kind of chemistry. But I do know that the latter is
is something

something very wonderful and beautiful, and that the former/of unspeakable

terDor. (St: Are only the beast and the flase prophet cast into the

lake of fire? Are they the only inhabitants of it at this time...) There

is no mention of anyone else being cast into the lake of fire at the begin

ning of the millenium. They are cast alive. You see in the Bible, two

persons seem to have been translated into immortality without death, .&ioch

and ilijah. Then we believe that those who live until the Second Coming

of Christ will be so translated, that is, Christians. Now then, here you

have two persons who seem% to be translated into eternal punishment withoLt

having died. They are simply cast alive into eternal doom. The rest of

the dead do not come alive until the end of the thuusand years; Satan is

not cast into the lake of fire until the end of a thousand years. (Quest

Now those who conic with Christ have been raised from the dead. I believe
there is a

that %$definite paragraph division beginning with verse k in chapter 20

and that verse k of ch. 20 goes back to the resurrection which has been

previously mentioned in the seventh trumpet. Therefore I make a definite

break at the end of verse 3. And I believe that this goes back to the

time of the rapture. (Question) That, of course, get% 12 1/2 detail;

and I think I have all the details, but we don't have the time--. These

plan that men shall worhip the beast, and it is a command that comes, I

think, just prior to the rapture of the church. We get into a lot of é%.at

detail there. But Christ spoke of a tribulation, a thlipsis, not org',

but a tribulation, which would be the worse tribulation that will ever be

seen before or after, and it is not the time of His wrath, but a tribula

tion. It will b3 very short. I think that there is plenty of detail to

show that before the rapture of the church, before the seventh trumpet,

bf ore the pouring out of the vials of wrath, there willZ be a world dic-

tator who will demand world worhip. He wen1t have power enough to e-m
will
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down his authority, and to put to death a great many people who won't

worship him. He w't enforce it a hundred per cent--but I believe that

will be a very short period. And then I believe the rapture of the

church will mark the beginning of the pouring out of the wrath of God, and

then all the born-again people are gone. Now then, if people get saved

after the resurrection, right after the first resurrection, there will be

few in numbers there for a while, and the beast will endeavor to put them

to death. The mark of the beast has a great tribulation fo the Lord's

people, I think just preceeds the rapture of the church. That is quite

contrary to your training, isn't it. Let's put that on ice for a while.

That is getting quite a ways away. (question) The false prophet--he forms

the counterfeit assumption analagous to the holy Spirit. It is his job

to get people to worhip the beast, as it is the work of the Holy Spirit to

get people to worhip Christ. By the way, when I was a pastor in Brooklyn

in 1923-25, 1 wrote a little pamphlet on the Book of Revelation. I have

always ˆhoped to revise it and bring it up to date/ (end of record)

e 51

...just as it was, with a few ink notes in it, and you can have it for

a quarter. I am afraid that I can't/J'' give it away, as Dr. M gives

away his. if you want that old pamphlet that I worked out in about 19211

"An Outline of the Revelation", send a quarter and my secretary w11 send

a copy. I have some views, you know, that are quite detailed, and 4

not fundamental. I think I can boast that I've never quoted anybody's
(these are?

argument, atleast on my side, because..1.. fundamentals that are inter

esting and of some value. But what we're trying to get here now in this

19th ch and the 20 ch. is God's perspective of the millonium, and then

we are leading on toward the two resurrections/ which are described

in the 2oth ch. The armies of the beast, then, are slain. Those who have

received the mark of the beast are slain with the sword of the Lord. It

proceeds from His lips. Now the Twentieth Chapter. 1 don't think there
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shold be a break there because the beast and the f' false prophet and

his armies and Satan are all destroyed here. "And I saw an ang coming

down out of heaven, having the key of the abyss, and a great chain in

its hand." I have read this through in class, but let's go over it a

couple of times. "The beast seized the dragon, the ancient serpent, who

is the devil and Satan (there is plenty of identification there--all of

his aliases...) and he bound him a thousand years (that is, he bound him

so that he would stay bound for a thousand years) then he hurled him into

he abyss, and he locked it and sealed it over him, so he should deceive

the nations no longer, no more, until the thousand years are finished.

After these things it is necssary te-lee -&-tka-4s.--for him to be

loosed--passive) a little season. (question, Dr. M: Do you think the

thousand years and the little season are the same time viewed from differ-

ent viewpoints?) It says"after"/--it couldn't be"the same time." He
to

is/be bound a thousand years, and/4ˆ after the thousand years --meta

tauta. And the tauta has to refer to nearest thing in the context-

"after these things it is necessary for him to be loosed a little season." So

the "little season" is clearly described later. () Not an iron chain

with a material, physical lock on it, no. You see, a spirit is in space.

If you follow my philosophy, anyway. Space is just room. And God operates

in space. God is not limited by space relationships, everything is immed

iately in His presence, but God is operative in space. And the devil oper

ates in space, even though he is non-physical. You see, race extensa,

according to your Critision view, race extensa is material object, but

race cogitan, nevertheless has a locality. Race cogitans is not extended,

but your non-material being is local, in the body, as long as you live

in this body, so a place, but certainly no metallurgy is Involved in the

study f$ of the chain, and no blacksmith's art in the key And the lock and

the seal. He is confined and limited. (St: I have heard the argument

raised that no ordinary angel could bind Satan, because he is more

powerful than they, and therefore this angel must be the presence of the
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,-A(uFa Ti1 E "v 7.1) ( 4rt
Lord Jesus Christ, according to verse 20) I am inclined to think that this

angel who binds Satan is a picture of Christ, but I can't see that that wo

show that Christ bound him in this sense in the Gospel Age. You see,

Christ indicates that Satan was always bound, at all times, in all dis

pensations-Satan has never been off a chain. My father was preaching

on Job, and he used to say, "God has the devil on a dog-chain," and he

would useØ the illustration that the devil couldn't go any farther than

the Lord's permissive will. And the ang1s that kept not their first

estate are kept in darkness and caverns of darkness (in Peter and J1,de,

you know), awaiting their judgment, and yet they roam about this world,

if you identify the fallen angels with the demons, which I do. They are

bound, and their destiny // is predicted, but they are not prevented

from deceiving the nations, so that the binding of Satan, in this particu

lar sense, is something future. The binding of Satan in the sense that

God can deliver a lost soul was something that surely did not 0 take

place temporarily when Christ came. That had always been the picture

during the time of Joel. And Christ made that remark about binding

the strong man before the cross, and subsequent to His casting out demons.

The fact that Christ, before He died and rose again, could cast out demons

proves that Satan was always within the sovereign power of God. So the

reference to the binding of the strong man, in the words of Christ, is

prior to the cross, and so it applies to the time prior to the cross, but

this is a different kind of a binding. It is specified, "to deceive the

nations no more" for a period of time. (Question) That of course is

what Wrfie1d said. Deceive the nations no more until the thousand years

are finished, and after that, it is necessary for him to be loosed a little

season. Warfield gets to that point, and then he gives up. (St: The

devil did actually have power under the law, and it had to be until

Christ died until the cross and conquered him from having dominion over
us, over this lost world...?) Well, the exercise of Satan's power over
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a wicked man is relatively the same in all dispensations. Otherwise

God couldn't have saved anybody in the Old Testament. God saved people

from Stan's power in the Old Testament. (St) My, my, as a whole. I

wonder if there are any niore,in percentage, born-again people now than

there were in Isaiah's time; I hope so, but I am not at all sure. Look

at the mediaval period, when the gospel almost died out, and that is

subsequent to the time of Christ. In our generation, our fathers lived

through a marvelous missionary period, the like of which the world has

never seen before, a marvelous time of world evangelism which we hope

hasn%stopped. But up to the beginning of the Eighteenth Century there

were remarkable missions, but the wor1dU%. lieth in the lap o the wicked

one now, and in his hand. I can't see any difference between the power of

Satan, with reference to sinners before Christ and after Christ chronolog

ically. Of course, any man who ever got saved in the Old Testament time

was saved because of the blood of Christ, and it was just as certain

before it took place as it is now after %L it took place, so God always

had complete power over the devil. A lot of people, especially those who

incline toward post-millenialism, have a sort of (radios geshicta) idea,

reflgious evolution, but God is gradually getting the world into His hands.

Finally, when He gets control, He'll never let go again. That, of course,

is a very spurious argument. God never lost control of this world. He

permitted sin, He still permits sin--"the passing over of sins done
over

aforetime", and there's the passing/of sins done now, because there is

a provision for the putting away of sin, and He is gdng to have

a climax at which He will not tolerate sin anymore on this earth, and

you have the kingdom of righteousness. Then He is going to withdraw His

hand / once more, and show by a final fling of Satan the nature of evil,

and the nature of righteousness. He is the same sovereign God all the

way through. The binding of Satan not to deceive the nations until the
thousand years are finished, and then he must be loosed for a little seas
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Now I would put a paragraph sign there. It seems to me that John now
rapture, and he describes again the

goes back to the/resurrection. I\thik, and a good many people think,
yv

that the first resurrection takes place, or took place, in stages. There

is one group of people raised at the seventh trumpet, and then successive

resurrections all along through the time of the wrath of God, and then

a final section of the resurrection $ just at the end of the time of

wrath. I cannot hold that view any longer. For one reason, Paul says,

"We shall all be changed in a moment, in the twinkling o an eye, at the

last trump. The trumpet shall sound, and the dead shall be raised in

corruptible, and we $ shall be changed." The resurrection of the

redeemed at the appearing of Christ seems to be clearly described as an

instantaneous event, a moment, a twinkling of an eye, at the last trump.

So I think it is ...12 1/2... that this is a paragraph division, and you

go back now, and Jr,lm describes the vision of the resurrection. At the
seventh




trump%et he describes a reward for the righteous dead. "Now is the

time for rewards of thy seants the prophets and all those who fear thy

name, the small and the great." That seems to correlate. Now you see

these"thrones, and persons sat upon them, judgment was given to them,

and I saw the sould of those who had been beheaded on account of the testi

mony of Jesus, and on account of the Word of God, and who had not wor

shipped the beast ror his image." That is to say, the hoitines is an "and

who". You do not have to ascribe all the characteristics of this group

to each individual in the group, grammatically. This group includes those

who have been beheaded for the word of God, and this group includes all

those who were not members of the kingdom of the beast, and "they came

to life--that is
e1san.

4Uford is very stror¬on that. Dr. M brought

this out some years ago. They1ve not received his mark in their forehead

neither in their $Ø/ hands, and they came to life, and reigned with

Christ for a thousand years. The article is used there in some texts,

not in all texts. It isn't important. They reigned with Christ a thous

and years. (st) Where did the angel come down to bind the devil? f&t4-.
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(St) The last thing you had was on this earth and, there is no reason to

/ think the "they came to life" has taken place anywhere but on this earth.

Verse 8. he went out to deceive the nations in the four corners of the

earth. Rev. 5:17, (end of record)
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It's the reign of Christ on the earth, the place of the reigning with Christ

on this earth in 5:10. (St)It's on this earth; "they shall reign with

Christ on the earth" in 5:10. (at) In 20:k, you certainly haven't come

to the new heavens and the new earth yet, and John sees the resurrection

of the righteous dead. (St) I don't know where to put him. (St) Well,

I'll tell you what my imagination tells me, if you are interested in my

psychology. I o& think a the actual government of Christ over this

physical earth as being located in the clouds. Now that is very fanciful,

(,bu I think of it that way. (Dr. N: James Orr, in one of his books, says

that during the millenium there will be-transit back and forth between

AtWheaven and earth on the part of We shall reign with him

ep1/gSs, upon the earth" in 5:10. That is "on the earth" but it doesn't
a soon

matter, it's just geography, where u put it. I would just $'yI that

the Lord was stationed in on 55th St., and E-vld).

to get that place straightened out. (St) Well, there is not the sightest

evidence that it is in heaven, but there is a good deal of evidence that

we will reign with Christ on theearth. (Dr. M; You don't mean to say,

Dr. B, that you think the whole section of verse3 and this starts a brand
2 and

new thuught...2 1/2 ) True, yes--(Because in verse 3 you have the thous-
referred to

and years yf/ several times, and in k and 5 it refers again% to the

thousand years, tying them very closely together.) Verse 14, I think,

goes back in the chronology, and brings up, from the point of the resur

rection right until the same time. You know, you have to do that in a

narrative. You can't tell everything at once. One of the best illustioxB

$.rratiV0 discourse is"Ivarthoe" by Walter Scott. He brings up 3
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people, and 3 , the old castle, and then he brings up another group of

people, and another group of people, and then in the battle he has the

fat old Saxon go through the palace dressed like a priest, and saying,

"...3 1/3 ..." to the different people, and then he brings up another

group, and has to synch$ronize the story in that way. Now each particular
the picture

unit o the narrative sets/for the next unit that is coming in. Some

people call it "the law of recurrences"; it isn't Aw., it is simply a

fact that in telling a narrative you have to go back and bring up details,

and all that I think is that verse 1t, having introduced the fact of the

thousand years, when Satan is bound so that he cannot deceive the nations,'

that John now goes back and brings up the resurrection of the saints just

to show that they are reigning during this thousand years. (St) They are

going to judge the world, and Paul even says, "We're gcthg to judge angels."

We are going to have rulership over so many cities in one of the parables.

The resurrection people will be related to the flesh and blood people of

the earth, as Christ was related to His apostles during the forty days.

He went in and e/ out with them and had fellowship with them, and there

was nothing uncanny about it, but He was in a different order of physics,

a different order of physical being from theirs. Now the resurrection

people neither marry nor are given in marraige. The flesh and people,

who are not members of the army of the beast, and who hadn't received the

mark of the beast, they simply were indeterminate, they go on into the

millenium, and it simply says that the resurrection people, the immortal

people, they are going to rule with Christ. They'll sit down with Him

in His throne as He sat down in His Father's throne. (St)Use your imag

ination. Mine is tired. I don't mean that sarcastically. All that

the Scripture says is that we are golxg to sit down with Him in His throne,

and we are gotng to judge the earth. (Dr. M: I think that the difficulty
when

is that our word "judge"-/we think of the Last Judgment, we think of a

deciding whether a man is to be convicted or not. This is more like the
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judges in the Old Testament days, they decided cases, and they settled

problems, they direct affairs in general, rather than giving a final
and guide the peqie.

crisis decision. Isn't that it?) Yes. They give advice/ (St:...

In the resurrection they would sit on twelve thrones judging...) Yes, that

is another one. It fits right in there. I made a study one timed

all the references to$ our reigning with Øhrist, and all the references

to our feasting and banqueting with Him in His kingdom. I think I got

all the passages of Scripture--77 I'm just giving you a summary now--it's

in 6ittle book which you can't get becaase it is out of print--never

are the saints said tobe reigning with Christ in this life, on this earth,

but always reigning with Christ in the future, subsequent to the resur
the

rection, and/feasting and banqueting with Him comes at the restoration,

the 7' . And Paul rebukes the Corinthians for acting like kings,

and he says, "1 wish you really were kings, reigning, because if you were

reigning, we would be reigning too." And the inference is, we are certaixy

not reigning now. "If we suffer with Him, we shall reign with Him."

I can only make a suggestion, because I don't have all those notes, but

you can look it up for yourself. Our reigning with Christ is future, but

it is a definite reigning with Christ. I é sympathize with your question,

because I took quite a bit of political science in school, and I was always

interested in it., and I always thought that if your Republican party

would elect me as their candidate, maybe I would make a good president, or

something like that. I had a course one time in Government of American

Cities. Monroe is a great textbook on that field. I'm interested in it

to such an extent that I realize that we can't fill in the details. Now

I heard a Modernist give an illustration one time on something like this.

It was Willert of Chicago. He was speaking over in France during the

First World War, and he was speaking ˆ41)( about immortality. He believed

in immortality. And he mentioned the soldiers who had ridiculed the notion
of a future life, and he sald,"We can't answer all the questions about
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immortality any more than we could explain to ˆ/4)1/born child the nature

of the world in which it 18 abut to come. Now there is an unborn child

whose lungs are collapsed, he has never inhaled the atmosphere. And he

has lungs. He has never felt the ground, and yet he has limbs. He has

never seen the light, and yet he has eyes. He has never taken in food

through his mouth, and yet he has a mouth. And imagine trying to explain

to anf1 unborn child the kind of a world he is going to come into. That

is Willert's Illustration. I thought that was pretty good. There are

a lot of things about the engineering and the physical science of the

millenium that we just don't know. But we do know this is a sketch of

a picture. Reigning with Him, we will exercise sovereignty along with

Him, and we'll be related to the people of this earth in a way that is not

uncanny, although we'll not be their order of flesh and blood in the

millenium. (St) You cooperated with my wife on that. She doesn't like

my idea about the throne in the clouds. She says "on the earth" has to

be "resting on the ground". I say that if it is in the tenth floor of

a building, it still is on the earth. I would only say that epi tís g,

when I am in an airplane, I'm on the earth--(Dr. M: But you are in heaven).

No, I'm here. (SO The phrase constantly recurs in the New Testament,

en tois 11 "in the heans, and on earth",j; it is synonymous with

(Hebrew) , the very first verse of Genesis, fIj heaven

and on earth. epi t 's gis, "in this earthly realm of being". I always

insist that when I am in an airplane I am still on earth. My wife doesn't

think so. I had it all figured out, you know, how that hte Lord's

throne could be located in the air, and He could send His messengers quickly

from one place to another. Anyway, the Lord will reign on the earth; it

will be an earthly reign. That's clear. (u.) Well, the souls that

are subject toˆ the verb
Ve1san.

They came to life. I have always felt

it is like saying, "I saw a man early in the morning in his pajamas, it

was 50 below zero, and somebody close by, and he hustled into his clothes,
and put on his fur overcoat, and ran outdoors,". And then somebody would
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tell that story and say, "The man ran out doors in his pajamas." You see

what I mean? I saw these souls, and they came to life and reigned with

Christ. (St) It is the same context. It is the first main verb after the

description of the people; it is grammatically in the same sentence.

I saw thrones; / they were occupied, and judgment was given to them. And

I saw the souls of those who had been beheaded for the testimony of Jesus

and for the Word of God, and who had -riot ,Syf// worhhipped the beast, nor

his image, nor received his mark in their foreheads or in their hands, and

they came to life. You see, it is the first main verb after the souls.

(St:Where do the Jews come into this verse? ) You got the point of

"they came to life"? These souls came to lire .na reigned with Christ.

i4 . Nov what about the Jews? 1 didn't see any right ri,re. (st)

Well you certainly haven't worshipped the beast. You don't belong to the

kingdom of the beast. It is the truth-Jover that didn't belong to the

kingdom of the beast. It doesn't mention every possible classification,

but--(St) Yes; all the people who didn't belong to the kingdom of $t the

beast, including the martyrs, and all of these, they came to life and

reigned a thousand years. Now see-- from other Scripture you know

that though we do not all sleep, e shall all be changed in a moment, in
resurrection of the

the twinkling of an eye, at the last trump. The/righteous dead, and the

change of the righteous living, and the snatching up to meet with the

Lord, all comes in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye. (ste

(ind of record)
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There Is a second death; there are two idt'ferent orders of death. That is

described not in the word 0 but in the context. Alford speaks quite

radically. He says esan means they came to life, and it is used in

exactly the .me form, the rest of the dead didn't esan, until the end

of the thousand years, the two terms being corelative in the way that they
are used. Alf or says, "you can deny the Scriptures; but you can't believethe Scripture and deny two resurrections." That is how strong he puts it.
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So, the souls came to life, and reigned a twusand years with Christ.

(St: To tkae this passage literally is to explain away all the other

passages. There seems to be one general resurrection.) We haven't got

that far yet. I nave a lot of material on the two resurrections. (St)

The heads cut off some of them. (St) There's the blessed dead in heaven,

the martyred dead, and they say, "Lord, how long?" And they are told

that they will have to rest $I/ awhile. Other people are going to seal

their testimony with their blood. So that is a vision 01' the blessed

dead in heaven, not resurrected, but told that they will have to wait.

You believe that Christians who die go to be with the Lord in a conscious

state? (St) And Paul said, To depart and be with Christ is far better?

Isn't that clear? It is so simple and clear that all born--.gain people

who die go to DC with the Lord in a conscious state. Souls don't pass

out of consciousness. (St) The dead are alive with the Lord. That is

no contradiction, either, but they are going to come to life, in the

sense that it is called "the first resurrection". (St) The
6~jsan

in

this passage, in both groups, before and after the millenium, ;f refers

to the resurrection of the body. But the soul of the blessed is happy

with the Lord, and the soul isn't dead when you die. (St) I didn't

make the trumps figurative, ton 4 1/2 has a very clear pJh

meaning, "to occupy a throne",'to exercise a certain lordship, a certain

jurisdiction". These people have, each of them, a particular jurisdiction.

I don't think there is anything especially figurative about that. (St)

They cam, to life; this is the first resurrection. Read the 15th ch of

I. Cor. 1 wonder if we aren't clear about the resurrection of the dead.

Maybe we ought to take a little time if you don't believe in the

resurrection of the dead. (StJ: .....soult3..and making them physic.i

entities.) All that you've got, and it's all the Lord is going to give

you out of this chapter, as far as that is concerned, "I saw souls. Theycame to life. This is the resurrection.' (Dr. M: Ask Mr. JRnes what he
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means, "They came to life," if it isn't that.) What kind of a coming to

life, which is a resurrection, what would it be? (St: The same sense

in which Christ said, "1 am the resurrection and the life"; in which

Paul could say, "You were once dead, but now you are alive.") Well now

I wonder maybe it the whole doctrine of the resurrection of the body is

very obscure. Maybe we had just better go over that. Because when Christ

said to Mary, I am the resurrection and the life," He did not mean the

same thing that Paul meant when he said, "You have a new life ( in Christ."

(St: ...He that believeth in me.,.shall live... isn't that the same thing?)

No. "He that believes in me, though he ule, yet shall he live, and he

who lives will never die." He is talking about the resurrection there.

It is just as plain as can be, and all the great theologies hold it that

way. "I am the resurrection. He that believeth in me, though he die,

yet shall he live, and he who lives is never going to die again." Nov

that is not the nw life in Christ. That is the resurrection. That is

tremendously important, and. has nothing to do with premil or postmil.

That is just your plain resurrection toaching. (St: 6th verse seems to

be a commentary on the 4th verse. "Blessed and holy is he that hath a

part in the first resurrection.") That resurrection, the coming to life

of souls, is as plain as the Lord ought to give it to us, I think. Souls
that

come to life, which is a resurrection, after allI you have in the

Scripture about resurrection. (St: You mate that to be 7 1/2 ) I don't

make it anything. (Dr. M: All interpret it t that way. You take the

new Revised Standard Version: "And they came to life" in both those

cases. That they live here means that there will be something, and then

something happens which can be spoken of as a change from one condition

to another. and I believe, that regardless of viewpoint, practically

all commentators take ti- it that way.) You wouldn't have any other meaning

(Dr. M: And especially when, as Mr. J. said, vs 6 says, This is the first
resurrection, it isn't "remain" in the resurrection; it is a change from
something to something else.
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(St: Isn't the word soul used with bodily resurrection ....) That is

your figure of mythonomy, but if' you find any passage in any literature,

in any language, where a soul comes to life, which is a resurrection,

and it means other than those words, then you tell me aobut it. That is

just how plain it is. "I saw the souls or people who had had their

heads cut oft, and those who had not worshipped the beast, and they came

to life." This is a picture of the resurrection. That is how simple

and direct it is. So let's read on. "They reigned with Christ a thousand

years, and the rest of the dead did not come to life until the thousand
You

years was finished. /See, All' ord rubs it in aeib- about the two resur

rections here. The rest did not come to life, did not live. Now, if

you take "they lived" in the sense that a soul is not exinct, but the
which

rest of the dead were enct then,/would be very violent. The souls of

the dead are not extinct. The rcord of Divies and Lazarus is clear.

LIlvThs was not extinct. He was in a flame of torment. But Divies is going

to come to life some clay, in the sense of the second resurrection, and

he stands before the great white throne. Now the rest of the dead, never

having been extinct, nevertheless, they did not come to life until the

thousand years were finished. "This is the first resurrection. Blessed

and holy is he who has a part in the first resurrection. Upon such

peop.e, the second death has no auth74Øorlty. But they will. os priests

of God, and of Christ, and they will reign with H*m a thousand ye..rs.

And when the triousnci years were finished, satan will be loosed out of

his prison. This, Sf of course, is the thing that gripes the people who

try to get rid or the literal millenium. The idea 01 another catastrophe,

afterwards. And we would have to look lit, Ezekiel 37, 38, and 39. Myer

and All' orci ana Zaim all identify this Go and Magog rebellion here with

the Go and Magog rebellion in Ezekiel, and all interpret the Ezekiel

Goq and Magog rebellion as coming after a definite period of the reign of
the Messiah on the earth. The period of blessedness, and then the Lord
once more withdraws his hand from Satan, and the final rebellion comes.
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They don't get to first base. I'll never forget how Machen spoke one

time. This was in a general assembly, the Second General Assembly 01

the P. 0. a. he saidl the great difficulty for him was the idea that

after he sees the face of' Christ, there is ever going to be any more

trouble%.yf,/. I said, I can understand flow those wno read the

5th and 59th chapters of Ezekiel reel th.t after an age 01' Messianic

reign and peace and, blessedness, there is a rebellion, but, *he said,

'l think that passage is capable or another interpretation. And then

he really vaxea w.rm a.na eloquent, and he said, "1 ke to think, those

were just his words, I like to think that when 1 see my blessea. .Liora,

race to face, that that is the end of all trouble. And. I am arr1 tnat

it is a "like to think". This Gog and Magog business isn't put in here

by human Imagination. It's here. And ±t is alter a particular thousand

years, in which the saints reign with Christ. In Ezekiel it comes

aiter a perioa ox. peace and blessedness. Is rael is dwelling unaer its

King, its Messiah, and here Gog and Magog are destroyed by supernatural

power, and do not hurt the people or, God; it is all in Ezekiel, ..Lthough

there is a great deal more detail given in .zekiel: the pouring out

01' supernatural power, ana th&littIe seuson', in which goes out to

deceive the nations. AS Ezekiel they take an evil thought, they
aevice

devise an ev1l-eeivee and so on. They compass about the breadth of the

earth or the li.na., they circle the camp of the saints and the bei.oveu

city, "and tire came down out 01 neven ana aevoureci them. And. the

devil, the one deceiving them, was cast into the Lke i rire, where the

beast and the false prophet, .-.r. And they will be tormented.y and night,

forever and, forever. (St) The whole picture seems to indicate that after

the Second Coming of Christ, for His own people, and the wrath against

the wicked, the beast, the false prophet, and those who had actually

received his mark, or had been members of his arms, they are all killed.
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The beast and th3 false prophet are thrown into the Lake of Fire.

But there is evidently a vast number of indeterminite people. If you

take a cross-section of history of any point in time, you will find a
the

cnnsiderable number of/elect who have not yet accepted the Lord, and of

the non-elect who have not yet committed themselves to the kingdom of

the beast. So there will evidently be a vast number of people, enough

to populate the earth, who just haven't made up their minds yet. Also,

I think it is true that a great number of Jews will be saved after the

rapture of the church. There is a lot of Scripture that converges on this.

(end of record)
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And they will be saved. But they have missed the rapture, you see. They

will be flesh and blood people to populate the earth. So now, for a

thousand years, Christ reigns, and I suppose in a relatively short time

He destroys the curse of nature; He holds wickedness in restraint. For

a thousand years the earth is-prep- prosperous and blessed. You can just

imagine the multiplication of the population, and the vast-ni'- number of
maybe

pee- people who will/just accept the Lord as a matter of course; they

will have-the- be like Adam--no--they will have the Adamic nature. The

presence of Christ will counteract the Adamic nature, and any outbreaking
sins
seee. that will. be somewhat analagous to Adam before the fall. There

will be no outbreaking sin. They haven't committed themselves to the

Lord by taking the tree of life, that Is, as Adam might have done. They

simply have lived under His benign reign. Now then, just as soon as Satan

goes out history repeats itself, and the Lord shows at the end of H*s

millenial kingdom, ethically and spirituall, exactly the same thing that

happened before. It is a vindication of God's redemptive program at the

end, to show His righteousness as at the beginning. And that- a-vast

number of people now go out after Satan, the same as Adam did, a number as

the sand of the sea, and then comes this rebellion. That seems to be the

picture exactly. (St: Will you say one more word about how they got
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just
the millenium here? You said they/hadn't made up their minds about--?)

The Scripture says that all those who actually received the mark of the

beast or were members of his army wereldiled. I take that literally.

They were put to death, physically, at the Second Coming of Christ.

(St: I always felt that you were either in or you were out--you either

had the mark of the beast or ....) Well, that is true. The Scripture

does say that he decrees that everyone $ who won't worip him must be

put to death. But it is a human government, and it has a very short time

to last, and the evidence seems to be that he can't completely enforce it.

(Dr. M: After a thousand years ...an increase of population.) Yes, even

i.ough he should kill off a vast number of people, still there would be

enough to populate the earth, who won't be put to death by the beast, and

who will $ not have accepted Christ befox the rapture. (St) There will

be people in flesh and blood during the millenium, begetting children

and populating the earth. (St) Don't make it too gradual. It will take

time, evidently, but I imagine that the Lord will do it relatively rapidly.

So, in a blessed earth, you have the intent of this 3 3/4 . Now

these people, Satan can't deceive them. Christ is there--they still have
/although

the Adamic nature, but Christ rules over all this earth, so it is not

the same as Adam before the fall, there is a certain analogy to Adam before

the fall. They are people in flesh and blood, as Adam was. They see the

glory of the Lord, and they know Christ, and doubtless many of them will

commit themselves to Him, trust Him, have faith, but there will be an

innumerable number of people who won't. (St: Is there any Scripture of

passage that indicates that there will be sin in the millenium?) Why

get into Isaiah. I think there are passages that indicate that there will
old

be sin, and sin a hundred years/will be condemned--that is just a phrase

that indicates that there will be such a thing. There are many Scriptures

that 1%,' indicate that it will not be allowed to break out, won't

0 allowed to mar the general picture of things. (St: Is that the only

that on, about sin a hundred years old?) I don't think it is the
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only one. I think if you look around you find other indications. You
don't (St:

-have a great deal of Scripture on that pek-- point.( I take it that

the false prophet and the beast ...conscious..are they still alive in

the Lake of Fire?) They will be tormented forever and ever. The devil

is cast in there, and then you have the plural verb, "they'. Now

you can't be tormented if you are ee- unconscious. (St: They are still

alive.) What do you mean by alive? (St: They still have consciousness

within the Lake of Fire.) Yes. In the Bible, the words "life" and

"death"--those words mean relative states of existence. The dead f

are alive to God in blessedness; they are not alive to this earth. And

those who are dead in trespasses and ssi- sins are alive to themselves.

Those who have died with Christ unto sin are alive unto God in their

spiritual life. "Death" and 'life" never mean "Non-existence"; they

mean relative states of existence. So the beast and the false prophet,

I would only .iggest that they must have been made immortal on the analogy

of .noch and .Lilijah, and the raptured saints who live till the coming

of Christ, they are made immortal 6 1/2 , and this beast and the

false prophet are doubtless made immortal. Now the rest of the dead, you

see, are raised at the end of the milienium, and that is the great

White Throne Judgment. And they are all cast into the Lake of Fire,

whosover was not found written in the Lamb's Book o Life, the same was

cast into the Lake that burneth with fire and brimstone. (St: What

happens then to the peop.i who that we saved during the millenium and.

died before the second resurrection.) There is no answer to that in the

Scripture. I can't find it, but you can argue by analogy. In the Old

Testament there was no answer to, What happens to the people who live

when Messiah comes to reign? And. Paul says, "I am going to tell you a

secret. We're not all going to die; but we are all going to be cbLged."

And that was really what lsaah was talking about when he said, "Death

will be swallowed up in victory." At the sudden envelopement in immortal-

ity of those who live. So not until Paul revealed it was it clear what
was going to happen to the righteous who lived until the coming of the
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Messiah and His kingdom. Now, it is not revsaled j anywhere that I can

find what is going to happen to the righteous who are going to die

subsequent to the rapture, bu you can draw an inference. At the

Great White Throne, whoever was not found written in the Book of Life

was c.st into the Lc.ke of Fire. 1 think that would suggest that there are

some who are found written in the Lamb's Book ox Life t hte Great White

Throne, and I would suppose, by my imagin.tion, which isn't the Bible,

tnat they would be given immortality. (St: You don't think that our

bodies might be chngea during the millenium, when we'll be conquerors--?)

No. I think that would contradict a lot that we have about the mi.L.Lenium.

You see the mlllenium is to be a time of ea.rthly people blessedly inhab

iting the earth, %%Z)/ tilling the soil, begetting children, cultivating

their crops and. gcthg on. (St: They .re not glorified, .re they?)

Not immortal people. Flesh cnd blood. people. They will be the subjects

of the kingdom, not the heirs of the kingdom. The heirs of the kingdom

neither marry nor are given in mrraige, but are as the angels. The

subjedts of the kingdom Co mrry na re given in mrrige, till the

soil, carry on flesh and blood life. (St) Isaici.h h.s certain references

that would indicte that if a person dies at the age or a hundred he

will be considered a mere child. bomething to th2.t effect. (St: What

agency is used to bring about the salvation of those who re svec1 tter

the rapture?) There Is quite lot bout it. There is the written Word

of' God, and there re deIlnite angelic messengers that fly through the

air and announce messenges. Then there is tne tremendous testimony e- In

the rc.ct ox the church-e&- being t.ken out. Lots or tcts that will

.ie..a eopke to be ScVCd. (i)r. i4: are you through or do you need

little more on the Rev. pass.ges?) There is lot more to sy here, but-

Dr. Mcte viaybe we should continue on Rev. 20 a little, but it seems

to me that our course is not simply the millenium, it is an eschatology,

and the matter of the resurrection of the dead is a very vital feature
of eschatology, and a much more important matter than whether there is a
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much more important matter than when there is a millenium. I mean,

Christians differ about the millenium, whether there is or there isn't.

But the fact that the great hope of the Christian being the resurrection

of the dead, and that all Christians are going to be raised from the

dead--their souls are living, but they are raised from the dead in the

sense that they receive their resurrectbia body, and that in fact, all

people are going to be raised from the dead, is, I think, part of the

teaching of Scripture which all orthodox Christians, from the time of

Christ have agreed. There have been, of course, various sectsyhich

have held other views, such as the usselites, and the Seventh Day
orthodox Christians of

Adventists and other groups, but I think that/all denominations an d

of all eschatological views have agreed on, and yet the 11 thing

is very well known in the Christian church. I think the ordinary idea

0 the mass of the people in the church just isn't, "If you become a

Christian, that means when you die you go to heaven." And they don't

know anything about a resurrection of the dead. And yet there are about

ten references to it to one to dying and going to heaven in the Scripture.

It is the great hope of the Christian. So I wonder, Dr. Buswell, if

you wouldn't like to assign special passages, and go into this next week.
Cor.

Make a good study of I.-heesv 15 or whatever else you think is vital as

to just what is the resurrection from the dead, and is there such a thing,
Dr. Buswell

anyway./ If they'd read Hodge's chapter, sec1n, on the resurrection, as

the hope of the Scripture--it is an excellent study. He brings together

systematically from the Old Testament and the New Testament the

definite fact that our hope is not a ghostly heaven, but a definite

resurrection of the body. ) (Dr. M Hodge's chapter then, on the

resurrection of the dead, in vm 3 of Hodge. And then look over I. Cor. 15,

because in I. Cor. 15 Paul goes into it very specially, and then next

week, I think, Dr. B could lead lecture and discussion on this subject

particularly, and possib1 finishing up on Rev. 20. It is much more

important that there is to be a resurrection than whether it is in one
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part or two. The big fact that there is resurrection for all people,

is something so extremely vital. Maybe we'll deal with that next week,

and the two resurrections the week after. (end of record)

e 55

We have noticed that the usual idea among Christians is that what
Christianity amounts to is,

XXX
if you're saved, you go to heaven when you

die, and that is the big outstanding feature of Christianity, to be

saved and go to heaven when you die. And so we are Interested in finding

out whether the Bible teaches that there is anything else to the future

hope of the Christian. Does the Bible teach that there is IJXJ actually
body?

to be a resurrection of the/%$l% If so, is it an $$ obscure teachixg

that we find buried away in some unusual chapter, with perhaps one or

two references from which we infer it, or is it something that is stressd

in the Scripture? Just what is the Scriptural attitud3 toward the resur

rection of the body? We are interested in that subject; it is a trem

endously important part of eschatology; it is a far more important

question than the question as to whether there is to be a millenial

riegn of Christ or not, because it is aomethng on which all the creeds

of all the churches all through the ages have taken certain definite

attitudes, and therefore it is a matter that is very very vital. And
so today we

are going to go into this matter. Dr. Buswell is going to lead your

discussion and consideration of thid to'jic, and then after ;e have considered this

matter of the resurrection of the body, then he is going to take iril the question,

Are all bodies resurrected at once? Is there one general resurrection? Wheoe in the

ScriDture does it say there is a general resurrection? Or is there a. Scritural

teaching that oeople are raised up all at the same time, but at more/t1an one

occasion, and some at another. And in connection with that, he may go into Rev. 20

some more.

p.r. Buswell In a way that is a large order; in another way of course, that s very
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familiar gr und, and shouldn' t take too much tide. Perhaps we will come out somewhere

in the middle if we just begin and go in all directions and work our way toward a

reasonable conclusion. You heard about the man who jumped on his 1'.orse and galloped

off in all directions? You see, if we were starting with a vacuum, ",rith Deople who

had never heard of the subject before, we would map out a systematic out me, and then

piece b piece we would feed it out. But one very prominent factor in teaching in a

school lke faith Seminary is that everybody knows lots before you start. (Dr. M:

I think though it would be good to give something of an idea how they'd. go about it

when they dealt with someone with no background.) There you would. have to settle

whether you'd go at it in the John Dewey way, or the Socrates way, or Reed's system.

The way that you would deal, I think that s a very fruitful suggestion just for a

moment to start % with: How would you get this across when you'll be called uron to

minister to those whose loved ones have died, or those who are about to die, and to

conduct funeral services. That is right where it will be thrust uon you, we6k after

week in your ministry, and you'll have to say sound words of comfot that won't oe
really

merely imaginal poems, something that/will lead into the great system of doctrine taught

in the Scri-'-ture, and go on. Ill never forget an exoerience I had in repeating a

ohrase--I don't know where in the world it came from, but I heard it soewhere --

This is only his body.'/ He is not here. He is with the Lord." And. the widow of

this godly man said, "Yes, but it is his body." And of course I realized my council

was with the wrong emphasis. It was perfectly correct, and it is a comforting thought,

that it isn't the person we out into the ground, it is his body, but it is his body,

and that widow gave me a little talk right there, broken-hearted as she was, on the

hope of the resurrection. This was an elderly person who had lots ~)f experience, and
ever

had comforted many more people than I/had. The Christian hope is the resurrection.

To be taken out of his body is not the Christian hope. Now iust briefly, Rodge gives

you an excellent section, beginnih on page 771, his chpater on the resurrection.

The bodies of men are to be raised. It is not a ghostly immortality which constitues

the Christian hope. Hodge goes into extended detail on the cuetions that have ueen

involoved. It jflt necessary for us to go into those unless some of these particular

cuestioris trouble yo. He takes up, for instance, the Swedenborgian view; in an
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earlier section he takes up the question of soul sleeping, which isn't

exactly the same as the question of th3 resurrection. He goes into the

01d Testament and shows that the hopw of the Old Testament sain was

the resurrection, not a ghostly immortality. A very excellent discussion

of the reasons why Moses doesn't give you more about the rsurrection-

coming so recently out of Egypt, their elaborate superstitiousdoctrine of

the future life of the dead, adn their embalming, which was definitly

corn13ctd with the notion of th rurrestion of ht"e body, but he

shows even there the hope is not the ghostly propituity of th lnUv.ftiai,

but the hope i th rurrec.tion. Th3r. 1.n the prophets, and of course

particularaly in Daniel, the resurrection of the dead in the Old Testameit

time. The question of the material of the resurrection. lodge goes

considerable beyond %I I. Cor. 15 in answering objections just what matte?

will be in the resurrection body, just what substance, if this body is

buried, and you'll always have JJX people in Sunday School ask you this:

'Suppose the missionary is put to death and 0/0 eaten by a cannibal,

and then, before the missionary is all digested, the cannibal is converted,

and then the cannibal dies, what will happen to the atoms? Will they

have to quarrel between the different bodies that they may have belonged

to in the process of life? There are many other phases of the story.

Some will get the person swallowed by a shark, and others will get the

person buried in a cemetary, all different ways of getting the atoms

in.fferent bodies. I think the only answer is, It's a miracle.

We can't begin to explain the material substance '1 the resurrection body,

but there is this, and as lodge brings it out, the numerical identity-

now does anybody not know what numerical identity means as distinguished

from identity of fellowship, or identity of loyalty? What is numeriˆcal
(Student:

identity./(It's one and the same thing.) Yes. It isn't simply an

equality, or a unity of fellowship, but it is A is A. If you say, fj,6/
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a
you identify yourself with the church. That is not/numerical identity.

If you are identified with the Lord in His death and resurrection, that

is not a numerical identity. That is a representative identity. But

numerical identity is a phrase that comes out in philosophy, and it must

be distinguished from the other forms of the word "identity". The

doctr.&ne of atonement, there is a lot of confusion now about how we are

identified with Christ. The numerical identity is the same in the re

surrection. That is as far as I think we have any right to go. This th.ng

that is this body is raised from the dead. It does not involve the
by the fact

identity of the ça'ticl, and that is illustrated quite readily/that I am

not only in the body with which I was born over fifty-five years ago,

and yet not one single atom of my present body is here, unless it be the

bones in my head--you kiow they are very thick and substantial--but it might

be. There might be numerical identity with those little bones, but

otherwise, the body, being numerieally identIcalXj with itself, is

nevertheless constantly going through change so far as its physical

is concerned. Our bodies are changing. You go out

and take a lot of exercise--we have a man up in New Yrk who is a weight

lifter. His shoulders are big as an elephant's trunk. You get out

and build up all your muscles. That is your body. Then you neglect

it for a couple of month, and your muscles get flabby, arid thy have

different proportions. Nevertheless, it is the same body, the same body

that hd a broken leg, the same body that had pneumonia. It is your

body. The numerical id3ntity is not changed, even though% the physical

particles are changed. So // since numerical identity does not

depend upon physical substance, we can simply accept f by faith what the

Bible says about the resurrection of the body: It is sown a natural

body; it (Hodge brings out the pronoun here-,.it is the same which

is raised a spiritual body. It is sown in corruption; it is raised in
Incorruption. Another illustration of numerical identity and change of
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particles: I saw at one time "1d Ironside", the ship 11 1/2 in

Constitution. It was in southern Boston, undergohg repairs. quite

a number of years before I saw It, my father had been in Boston, and had

had some sight-seeing trips around, and he brought home a little block
seamed ('i)

of oak wood, very very deeply JJJXJX with age, and cracks--it was all

12 up in varnish and polished, but these cracks and evidences of

ago were there. This was a block of oak planking from the deck of the

old ship"Constitution". Well, how could you get this when thd Oft

s1p was still there? Well, they put in new planking. Some time back

the ship had been renovated. The old planking rots away, and they saw

it up for souvenirs; they put in new planking, and that is a part of that

ship. Well, when I saw it quite a number of years later, it was going

through another renovation, but it was still the same ship. It has the

registry number, it still has the same registry--that is still the same

ship. So these bodies, numerically identical, completely disregardless

of the physics and the chemistry of it, these bodies are to be raised

from the grave. The great analogy, of course, is the resurrection of

Christ. His body was so markedly that He came through the doors, the

doors being shut. He vanished out of their sight. He appeared in differ

ent places, and yet He said, "See me. Take hold of me.7 Bee- the scars

in my hands and in my side." He ate with them and had intimate fellow

ship with them, without anything uncanny, spooky about it for the space

of forty days after His resurrection. He rose from the dead in the same

body in which he suffered, in the sense that his body )i was recognizable,

and the grace was empty. And, of course, the grave $ clothes, wrapped

by themselves--that in itself would be a miracle. Take the body out of

the grave wrappings, and leave the wrappings there, as the account seems

to indicate. Paul tells us in the Philippian epistles that we shall

be like His glorious body in the resurrection. Now taking up a few of the
Scriptures, I think we can turn to I. Cor. 15 first of all. auppose we
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take one Old Testament passage, Daniel 12:2 just briefly. "And many of th

that sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake, some to everlasting life,
shame and

and % some to/everlasting contempt." Yes. Now that, in itself, just

standing as a verse, is not all we have for the resurrection, but it

is qtlte a clear verse. From the New Testament, one would say that "many"

should be taken to mean the hoi polol, the crouwd. Now you know that

in the Scriptures... (end of record)
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...and not always does the "many" mdan "everybody", but the thought in

Scripture, I think we are entitled to say, most probably what Daniel

intended to convey was that"the whole crowd "though we cannot build that

on just this one passage,"shall awake, some to everlasting life, and some

to shame and everlasting comtempt.
" Now that verse in itself doesnot

say that the resurrection to everlasting life will be at one time, and

that the rexurrection to everlasting contempt will be at another time.

It doesn't say that it will be and it doesn't say that it won't be, but

at least from this % and other passages you have an indication// of

resurrection as the hope of the Old Testament. (St: How about Job 19:26 ..

....)Yes. I was in class one time. Mr. Shunk was giving a class paper,

a report on the doctrine of immortality in Job, and Samuaci Hamilton, who

is a thorough-going Modernist--well Shunk vent into the question of the

translation. "From my body"--does that mean "apart from my body"? or

"from the point of view of my body"? "from my flesh" "Though worms

destroy this body, yet from my flesh-- Now the old interpretation is,

"yet IN my flesh I will see God" even though worms destroy this body.

That is, "looking out of my flesh I will see God,'teven though worms

destroy this body. But your liberals come along and they say, "That

doesn't mean 7 'in my flesh', butt It means 'apart from my flesh'.

And the prepoion is , and thesyntax is not so that you can
absolutely drive a stake in it and pin it down. At least I haven't found
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the argument. Dr. M has more light there. In the discussion, when

Shunk presented his evidence, it seemed to me his evidence was overwhel

rthg, Hamilton went on then to show that there wasn't any evidence of

immortality in Jobs #j/$ Wel].m 4' in the textbook we were using, which

was Brightman's "Philosophy of Religion", Brightman had even referred

to some evidence that I have heard Dr. M bring out, indicating that the'

people before the time of Job, or at least the people- -in connection

with the tomb of King Tut, there was the monotheism connected with the

worship of the solar disc, and clearly some hope of resurrection. Will,

we asked Hamilton, "how come, then, if the heathen around Israel believed

in resurrection, and if this seems to talk about a resurrection, you are

making this something uniue which is contrary to the principles of

literary criticism?" Well, Hamilton was completely floored by that. An

utterly isolated piece of literature in the midst of a world that be

lived in a resurrection. At % least the evidence is, the probability is,

that when Job said, "Yet from my flesh will I see God," he is talking

about a resurrection. Daniel so understood it. (Se: In Hosea 13:1k

and also z. 37 it speaks about a resurrection in Israel. Now is that

a literal physical resurrection, or does it just refer to the fact that

the remnant shall be brought back to the land as a revived people?)

The z. 37 passage refers not to a resurrection, but to a national

restoration. In that passage, for instance, the process is gradual. Z'1

First the bones are assembled, and then the sinews, and then the skin,

and then the flesh, and then they stand on their feet, indicating a

gradual process; and then Ezekiel interprets it definitely as a restoration
a

of Israel. So I don't take that to be/literal resurrection at all.

(St: Hosea said, "I will ransom them from the power of the grave; I will

redeem them from death. Oh death, I will be the plagues; Oh grave, I

will be thy destruction. Repentence shall be hid from mine eyes ....")

Now that is interpreted by Paul in the New Testament as with reference to
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resurrection. So, I think, there is your answer. Scripture interprets

Scripture. You could take the reference in John 5. Here I an dallying

along before we start on the main passage, which is I. Cor. 15. Let's

read John 5:21, 25, 28, and 29. "For as the Father ralseth up the dead,

and quickeneth them; even so the Son quickeneth whom will." "Verily,

verily, I say unto you, The hour is coming, and now is, when the dead

shall hear the voice of the %1Ø Son of God: and they that hear shall live."

"Marvel not at this: for the hour is cothing, in the which all that are

in the graves shall hear His voice, and shall come forth; they that have

done good, unto the resurrection of life; and they that have done evil,

))'f%;l unto the resurrection of damnation." There you have several factors

in eschatology. You have a promise of resurrection; people coming out

of their graves; hearing the voice of the Son of God. And you have, "The

hour cometh" twice, but once you have a very strange phrase, "And. now is."

ell
"But don't marvel at this for the hour is coming

" I think it is

quite reasonable to read that whole passage through connectedly with

the thought that first of all the Lord takes him, from the point of view

of Old Testament eschatology, in wh±h John says, "This is the last hour."

Old Testament eschatology began with the birth of Jesus. But the hour is

coming, and now has begun, the hour of finality, the hour to include

the resurrection. And don't be surprised at this, for (this is a little

close-up, you see) the hour is coming when they athat are in the graves

will come forth..." He doesn't say the two resurrections will be at two

different times; but He does not say that they will not be at two differ

ent times. All that are in the tombs will hear the voice of the Son of

God and will come forth. The apostle Paul refers to the resurrection of

the dead in Acts 2k:15 and 21. "We believe there will be a resurrection

of thedead, $ both of the just and of the unjust, for the hope of the

resurrection of the dead I am called in question." (St: Re. Jn.c:25

I don't think there is anything there that could be said for a resurrec-
tion at present, even in Jesus' time, or those spiritually dead being
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raised ....) Now of course, there are the commentaries that take the first

one as a spiritual resurrection, and the second one as figurative. I
ground

can't see the slightest g?eáá or it myself, ad-theee-kepa--M

heag-w&-4ve- "When the dead will hear the voice of hte Son of God,

and those hearing will live." (St: Couldn't it even refer to those

raised from the dead by Jesus in His earthly life?) Resurrection, in

the sense of resuscitation to a physical life is nothing new, so why

would He say that "the hour coineth and now is--" That is to say, it

always was true that God occasionally raised a dead person in the Old

Testament, as well as in the New Testament. So if you make it refer

to those whom Christ brought beck from the dead in His earthly life,

I think to say, "The hour cometh and now is," would have no meaning.

If you take it to mean that those who are spiritually dead will hear

the voice of the Son of God, and those who hear will live, that would

not back up this particular miracle that has just taken place. e there

had done a miracle, a fine miracle, and Christ says, with reference to
ea

this greet sign, "Don't be surprised. The Father has given the Son power

to raise the dead. The hour cometh and now is." So He is plainly

talking about a sign miracle, and the conspicuous sign miracle is
if

resurrection. (St: $ v. 21 and 25 refer to the bodily resurrectionat the

(1 consummation of the age, why did Jesus interject v. 2k?) He is

explaining and teaching and reiterating--it seems to me that v. 24

rather implies that He talking about what is coming at the end of this

age. He is speaking of the principle of judgment, and the fact that the

Father has committed judgment to Him. The Father has given to the Son

power to raise the dead. Th.t Is, God the Father is not the person

of the Trinity who raises the dead. That is a particular function of

the Son. He is not the one who isgoing to judge at the Last Day of the

resurrection. (St: Would you say that just as when we accept Christ now,
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instantly we are passed from death unto life, so when He comes, we shall

be passed from death unto life in the sense that we shall receive immortal

bodies?) I don't think so. No. That is to say, when we accept Christ
B

we pass out of iJ that vkh is called. "being dead in trespasse'Ø and sins.

Judicially, the death of Christ applies to us. We have died so far as our

sins are concerned. Therefore we are alive unto God. We are not saved frm

physical death, We are free then from the future penalty of the Second

Death. There are two kinds of death which came in because of man's sin.

There is the physical death and spiritual death, nd then the second

death. Th. physical death began with Adam's sin, He $0 became dead in

trespasses and sins in the sense that he is alienated from God right there

at that point, and he became X%$/ liable to second death. Now when we
it

accept the Lord, that is, as soon as j6 becomes true of us individually

that He has died for our sins. Chronologically that happened in the year

$ 30 A. D. We accepted it when we accepted the Lord. Now we are no

longer alienated from God, we are dead to sin but alive to God, but we are

still subject to physical death. We definitely are released from the

penalty of the Second Death, If you follow the rule of taking the thing

literally unless there is some real strong reason for taking it figurative
5

ly you come out with a lot more harmonious view. When He says, "raime the
us

dead" well, He means "raise the dead." (St: It leeks like v. 24 is t.lliig\
we can described

/,prepare for the advent ef-Qhi4e4-in v. 28 and 29 where He says that if

we accept Him we have everlasting life and shall not come into condemnation

that ties in with the statement that some will arise unto life and am

unto condemnation ) Yes, Ho is following a miracle with telling about

the future resurrection. Paul says H. is declared to be the Son of God
here

with power by the resurrection of dead people, and/he eae goes on to

be very specific about the future resurrection. (ST: It seems to me that

in v. 21 there is an analogy. The Father raises the dead, the Son quicken

eth whom He will. What does it moan, "the Son qulcken.th whom He will"?

You can't have an analogy where both parts of the analogy mean exactly
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the same thing.) I think you do. The Father has the power to raise the

dead. He raised His Son from the dead. He gave the Son power to raise

the dead. As the Father has the power of resurrection, so the Son has

the power of resurrection. The Father does not judge anyone. He has

given judgment to the Son. He has the power of resurrection, of course.

(St: You would apply to the Father, then, only ht- the resurrection of

Christ. Is that it? Just Uke the Father has the pour to raise Chxt, so

Christ has the power to raise us?) I wouldn't speak quite so limited,

because it is in the plural. As the Father
agair1

tous 15 ,

that is, the Father has the power to raise the dead, and in the Old

Testament there is no reason specifically to limit the resurrections

exhibited in the Old Testament t merely the Son, but now .... . (end of record)

e 57

Paul says, "In Christ all will be made alive." The Father has delegated

this particular functinn of diety to the Son, and He has delegated all

judgment to the Son. It seems a lot j better sense to me to take it

as literal resurrection all the way through. Now certianly we are not

excluding the fact that we are given a new life, we are spiritual'y

renewed, now we are alive to God and dead to sin. Before we were alive to

ourselves and dead towards God. The spiritual life in Christ is, of cours

a very real doctrine, but I don't think there is any use to make this

figurative; rather to make it literal. (St) From the Old Testament

point of view, eschatology begins at the birth of Christ. The last hour

began when Jesus 1/ was born, as Gerhardes Voss brings it out, very

effectively, I think, that in the Old Testament there is this age and the

age to come. Now the age to come is refferred to as"that day", "the

day of the Lord" in quite a number of complexes, and the context makes it

clear whether it is truly eschatological, or merely a normal phrase

referring to the then coming, but from the Old Testament point of view,

we are in the eschatological period. We are in the end time. But from the
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New Testament point of view, as Voss says,/you can take certain parts of
still

this passage figuratively and certain parts literally, and/see that there

are two literal resurrections in the picture, but I really think though that

the thing has to do with literal rewurrection. He has just worked a gr at

miracle, and now He says there are greater miraXcles to come, resurrec

tion and judgment; it is the hour of finality, and there is coming this

hour of finality. (St: V. 26) "Just as the Father has life in Himself,

so also to the Son He has given life to have in Himself." I think that

refers to the function of the Son during the time of His incarnation,

during the time of His humiliation. There is no reference to the eternal

state of the Son. The Son is just as truly Diety as the Father and as the

Spirit, but now in the days of His flesh, He said, "I can in myself I can
it

do nothing." }4'$ft)I shows volantarily and moment by moment to act in the

power of the Father and of the Spirit during the days of His flesh. "1

by the Spirit of God cast out demons." "I by the finger of Oil do these

things" and so on. So in the days of His flesh He was operating volanar

ily and cnnscbusly, without ceasing to be Himself, He was operating by the

power of the Father in His status. The Father has given Him to have life

in Himself. And He has given Him authority to make judgment. (St) No.

I think Christ was very conscious of the fact, as Gerhardes Vos brought

out--these people were Jews. From the Old Testament point of view, it

was all, "When the Messiah comes and they didn't sharply distinguish

the First and Secnnd Coming. "When the Messiah comes, that will be the

hour of finality. That is the coming time. Then will be the resurrection.

Then will be the restitution. Then willX be peace. When the Messiah comet

Well, the Messiah has come, and Christ was teaching them, and leading

them deeper into the understading of the thing when He said, "Yes, the

hour is coming, and now is, from one point of view; the hour that will

include resurrection. ' And He goes on to explain that now in the days
of His flesh He has the power of life, and He has authity of judgment.
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those
Now the hour is coming when both-people who are in their graves are going

to hear the voice of the Son of God and will come forth. It seems to me

a bea%utifully unified passage of teaching, leading out and leading out

and developing this great doctrine of futre resurrection and judgment.

(St)"Resurrectlon" is pretty carefully safeguarded in the New Testament,

and a pretty sharp word against those who say the resurrection is past.

No New Testament writer blunders into any such thing as saying that %$/

the resurrection is past. Now 6 , whi$ch is the %LL%/

fullness of all it is to be the Son of God, you now have the spirit of it,
wit,

we are now waiting for it, to he the redemption of the body, we are
once

predestinated unto it. So it is ) used in Romans 8 twice and/in Ephesians
I'd suggest it

1 but resurrection, esapeetie-isn't a doctrine. (St: Perhaps just

as it begins now with our spiritual resurrection, it is accompanied in our

physical resurrection) Where do you find ever any spiritual resurrection?

Paul does say, that as Christ was raised from the dead, so we should

walk in renewed life, but he never calls that a spiritual resurrection.
shall

(St: .. We have been raised sith Christ.) We 9911 be raised. In Romans

6 we have this new life with Christ, if we began in the acceptance of His

death. We shall be in the keness of His resurrection. Just how does

that phrase come in there? If the % germination of our spiritual life was

in the likeness of His death, we will be in the likeness of His resurrec

tion, that is, if the phrase, "in the likeness", is understood there.

esometha tis anasta'eis, and it implies ti homoimati from the previous

phrase. Now, we didn't literally die when Christ died, but we did
to sin

representatively. I have died/in the person of Christ in the year 30 A.D.

I have a new life. I have a resurrection life, which we say, a renewed

life. I am definitely going to be raised from the dead because Christ is

my guarantee. Those who sleep in Jesus God will lead along with Him in

this experience of resurrection. But I don't recall any New Testament

ground for such a phrase as "spiritual resurrection" as such. We have a
new life, and that new life is based upon the fact of js resurrection,
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and we are sure of resurrection, but the resurrection is a future fact.

(St: What does Paul mean in Eph. 3:6 when he says, "and raised us up

in Christ"?) That is, we are in the heavenly places. The B1phesian

aorist mode, n t % tense, but mode--"We are predestinated unto--"

Eph. 2:5,6 "He has raised you up and seated you in the heavenlies in

Christ Jesus." Now then, that aorist, that aorist phrase altogether,

should be taken "He has raised you up and seated you in the heavenlies.

It isn't chronologically true. It is judicˆially true, and it is absolute

ctain in the future, but I don't think that particular thing refers to

our present day experience of a renewed life. (St: Our warfare is in

the heavenlies, though, isn't it? Surely that is a present day experience.)

Or warfare is in the heavenlies. (Eph. 6, 'EWe wrestle notainst flesh

and blood...) But against the spiritual things of wickedness in among the

heavenly things. That is literally the way that reads. The spiritual

things of wickedness have come in among the heavenly things. I suggest

that you look further and see if there is any passage that would warrant

anything that 1,4z would even sound like saying the resurrection is past.

That word resurrection. There are many strong phrases indicating our

new life, our renewed/ life; "though the outward man perish, the inward

man is renewed day by day." (St) What I mean is, that phrase is so

sharp, and this future resurrection as the hope of the believer in God

is so clear, that I don't thing that you would find any phrase in the

New Testament that would lend itself to such an interpretation. (St:

Re the phrase, "is passed frin death to life.") That refers to the fact that

we are not dead to God and alive unto sin, namely, dead in trespasses and

sin, but we are alive toward God and dead toward sin. (St: Is that a

spiritual resurrection in a sense?) We can call it a resurrectinn if we

want to. I don't think the New Testament writers would ever do that. I

think, as Dr. M has brought out, that the Christian Church, more tradition-

ally has put the f/ emphasis on heaven, and forgotten the resurrection
figurative a lotto some extent. We etherialize and spiritualize, and
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of ref erenees that the Bible writers wouldn't do. Suppose we let that

passage in Jhn go for a while. I would say that one might very w 11 cling

to the notion of a spiritual resurrection in the earlier verses of that

p.ssage, and yet see very clearly the prediction of two resurrections in

the future. Now in I. Cor. 15. I don't think there is the slightest

possibility of but one interpretation. Paul starts off by reminging them

of what he had preached: Christ died for our sins according to the Scripture,

He was buried, He rose again the third day according to the Scripture, and

then he mentions the various resurrections appearances. V. 12 If Christ

be preached that ek nekron eggertai, He has been raised from among the

dead, how do some people say that there is no anastasia nekmun. There

you have anastasia nekr&n without either apo or ek. Let me just anticipate

a summary of that study. Last week I brought my Moughton...Concordance
out

along. I meant to read passages which bring out resurrection/from among

the Ø dead and resurrection of the dead. I looked fox\anastasis and I

found about three columns there, and years $/ˆ$ ago I went through and

made a little symbol beside each passage where you have anastasia iiPJn

nekrQn without a prepostition, and with different symbols those which

had ek nekr, or apo nekxn, or apo th neki&n, and then I looked under

Mc - and found that I had done the same thing in two columns of fine

print. The summary of it is that 1wee- wherever you have resurrection

from the dead, either apo or ek, never do you have resurrection of the wicked.
di

Or to put it to you &fferently, the resurrection of the wicked is never

referred to as a resurrection ek nekruh or ek tn nekih or apo tuin nekrvin
the word

or apo nekr)n. Where you have resurrection out of , that is, wherever /

death is in the partitive genative, it is either ek or apo, it is the

resurrection of somebody who leaves the rest of the dead there. The

resurrection of Christ--one striking passage !1 where it says, "It Is

John )(1 the Baptist risen from the dead," that is apo t n nekr n. Obviously

he didn't think that all of the dead had been fi% raised... (end of record)
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bodies raised, raised from the dead, or the resurrection of Christ, or

the resurrection of the saints at the coming of Christ Never is it the

esur iection of the wicked, or a resurrection which includes the wicked.

The resurrection, tn nekr$n, is noncommittal. Paul says, believe
in the resurrection




of the dead, both the just and the unjust," in

Acts 2. The resurrection of the dead, that is noncommittal, and he
15:

specifies both the just and the unjust. So in I. Cor./21 there is a

resurrection of the dead, and then he goes on tonntion the different

orders of the resurrection. I don't have all the data here, but on of

the very striking passages is Phil. 3:11 where Paul says, "That I may
the power of the resurrection,

know H4m,/and the fellow&hip of His suffering, that I may attain to

the resurrection out from among the dead." It is definitely connected

"to know Him, Hs death and resurrection, that I may a1.In to the

ek anastasis ek nekrn, and Paul didn't have to attain to a resurrection

of the dead, because he believes that everybody is going to be raised,

but he expected to attain to the resurrection, the ek anastasis ek nekron.,
for yourself

the resurrection out from among the dead. Well you can do that/just

as well from a concordance, and it will develope very clearly as you go

along. I. Cor 15:12 "If Christ be preached that He rose from among

the dead, how do some people state that there is no resurrection of dead

people That is just anastasis nekrn. "If there isn't any resurrection

of dead people, neither has Christ been raised, and if Christ has not

been raised, vain is our preaching, and vain is your faith. Yes, we are

found to be false testifiers against God--we are found false witnesses

against God, because we have testified of God that He raised up Jesus,

whom He did not raise if indeed the dead are not raised. For it the

dead are not raised, neither was Christ raised, and if Christ was not

raised, vain is your f lath; you are yet in your sins. Those also who

sleep in Jesus have perished, if in this life only we are hope--or we

have hoped in Christ, we are most miserable of all men." That is a

great z'%jf%1f/ Preaching text. Some people in the church occasionally
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will be willing to believe in some kind of ghostly immortality, or the

immortality of the choir invisible, or some poetical kind of immortality,

but when it comes toresurrection of the dead, they draw back. Paul

says it is an important doctrine f for Christian ethics. Bad homeletics

produces ethics. Thtt's what he says a little later: "Evil communica

tions corrupt good manners." "But now Christ has been raised from the

dead, the flrstfru%its of 0$ those that slept. Since by man death, also

by man, anastasis nekrt.øn. " Resurrection of dead people. "But every one

in his own order." Then he goes on to give this order of resurrection.

"Just as in Adam all die, so also in Christ will all be made alive."

Notice how "resurrection" and "being made

alive'! are interchangable and synonymous. For a dead person to be

made alive is for a dead person to come to life. I translated

esan "came to life" last week as an ingressive aorist. Someone said,

"how do you know it is an ingressive Well, it is an aorist,

it is not an imperfect. Paul doesn't say, "I saw dead people in heaven,

and they were alive. I saw these dead people, and erjsan," which

is an aorlst, and the only aorlst which will fit there is an Ingressive

aorist. They were dead; they had their heads cut off, and esan,

and this isn't anastasis. And they reigned with Christ a thousand

years. (St:) The rest of the dead did not come to life until a thousand

years v re finished. It is just as plain as it can be. Read the whole

thing clear through several times. Ha is talking about a resurrection.
I have read this passage which gives the orders of the resurrection.

aPar))Cristo's, Christ the firstfruit, afterwards those who are Christ's
at His parousla, then the end, and as we studied that, the end includes

the ftal destruction of death, when death tiseif will be emptied out.

Now verse 35: "But/1 m8Xg to say, 'How are the dead rIsed, and with
what kind of a body do they come forth.' "

Hodge gives an excellent
discussion of this. It is the same thing which is put t&- into the

grave in weakness and corruption, which is brought out of the grave
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psychic
in power and incorruption and honor. V. kk, "If there is a

"psychic"
body--" now the-ew-- word /%j/ is very bad because "psychic" in

English doesn't mean that. The bast we can do is to say "a natural
nature

body," and doesn't mean 1'/at all. But our English )çL

has been impoverished by the spiritists, who go psychic, so we have

lost a good word that we might have. "If there is a natural body, there

is a spiritual body." Now some people have tried to make out that {

this is a different "it", but as H0dge shows, it does violence to the
now

whe passage. We have/a body which was adapted for life in this world,

for contacts with tllngs in this earth. We are going to have the kind

of body which is adapted for resurrection life. Different people have

differmit kinds of bodies. This body and this body pneumati

kon --some people have a body
~ardiakon,

a hearty body. Others have a

body not edikon. I admire these nice slim people whocan always keep

away from studying. They never eat too much and go to sleep.

Differant kinds of bodies. Some people have bodies well-adapted

to the intellect. Others have too much below the ears, and not enough

above the ears. So a body adapted for (serk in this earth, a body

adapted for suma, which is the same thing, but related in a new life;

certainly reading the whole context you cannot support the notion of

two different bodies numerically different. Numerical identity is

maintained all the way through. Then this discussion of the natural

life, the earthy coming first, and the spiritual life coming in the

consummation. Then comes of course this passage that has to do with the

resurrection. "This I say, brother, that flesh and $XJ blood does not

inherit the kingdom of God, neither is corruption able to %)p Inherit

incorruption. L$ook, I tell you a secret, all of us will not sleep,

but all will be changed, in a moment in the twinkling of an eye, at the

last trump. The trumpet will sound, the dead will be raised incorruptibl

and we will be changed. It is necessary for this corruptible thing to put
on endusasthal" put on as you put on an overcoat,"incorruptjon, and so
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this mortal to put on endusasthai, immortality." Now he is talking
0

about % the experience of thse who do not die. In the 5th ch of II Cor

he speaks of this. Incorruption, ep endusasthal, being put right on over.

And you'll see that this draws into II. Cor 5. Paul's hope is not to

die and go to heaven. There are moments in his life when he'd like

to die and go to heaven, it would be far better. I guess we all have

those moments. But that is not his hope. And he explains that he would

much prefer to m' live until the moment of the rapture, and to be

clothed upon, not to have to die and be a disembodied spirit, but to live
to

and to suddenly/be J{$ enveloped in immortality. So he is saying
all going

right here, we are not Jj to die, but this mortal, in

those mortal, in the case of those who are not going to die,has to iJ

put on immortality. This corruptible has to put on incorruption. So

then when this corruptible endusasth&i, shall put on incorruption, and

this mortal puts on immortality, then will come to pass the word that

is written, "Death is swaloved up in victory." Isaiah 25:8. You never

would know just from reading Is. 25:8 just what Isaiah was talking about,

but Paul explains it. He says, that was intended., and of course it was

very cryptic. It was intended not to describe resurrection. "Death is

swallowed up in victory." That is intended to describe the experience

of those who ar-- go to pass instantaneously from a state of death

and corruptibility into a state of immortality. So this, being clothed

with immortality. Then will be brought to $ pass the saying of Isaiah,

death is swallowed up in victory; "Where, death, is the victory of you?

Where, death, is the sting of you?" Now that "of" %, that genative,

is something interesting. "Where, death, is your victory? I dnn't

think is possessive, but in Greek it can remain noncommittal, and so

you get the interpretation. We would have to expand it. "Where, death,

is the victory related to you? Where, death, is the sting related to you'!'

"The sting of detth is sin." That is where the sting comes in. "The

strength of sin is the holy law of God. But thanks be to God--Ours is
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the victory. The victory of death of death is an objective genative,

it proves to be, death itself is conquered. Death is not the conqueror.

"Gives us the victory through our Lord, Jesus Christ. So then, brethre,

beloved, be ye steadfast, not shaken around not moved around, immovable,

always abounding in the work of % the Lord, knowing that your labour

is not in vain in the Lord." There you have the great resurrection

chapter in which Paul bases our resurrection upon the resurrection of

believers. Let us review briefly XI. Thess. k, because it is the same

doctrine, and it will throw light upon I. Cor. 15. "Id do not wish you

to be ignorant brethren concerning those who are aeep, that you sorrow

not as others who have no hope. For if we believe that Jesus died and

anstT, rose again,
"

why certainly that is basic to the whole doe

gospel--He died and He arose from the dead--well then, "if we believe

that Jesus died and rose again, so also, God those having fallen asleep

through Jesus will lead along with Him." God will bring through Jesus

those who have fallen asleep. That is, the dead will be brought to life

by% the power of Jesus. Now 1st- incidentally, this fits in perfectly

with the John 5 passage--John has the power of resurrection; He has the

power of life, and He chose to exercise it through Jesus. So thefl

fact of the death and resurrection of Christ is a guarantee of the

resurrection of those believers who have fallen asleep. Through Jesus

God will lead them with Jesus. That is, He will raise them from the

dead. (end of record)
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In I. Thess. k you have the same teaching that you have in I. Cor 15.

Now are ˆwe ready for II. Cor 5. Syntax is difficulat. The argument

is figurative and somewhat involved, so tkae a deep breath now. This

is a difficult passage and we need to sharpen our wits come right down

to it. There are some very peculiar doctrines connected with this

chapter. Theres a doctrine of an intermediate body which seems to me

is utterly unsupported, but they go on and on about it. II. Cor. 5:
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"We know that if our earthly house," and here is a genative in appos%ition
namely,

e-deeye4---maiiiy"this tent be destroyed," "our earthly house,

namely this tent." We read in Engish, "the earthly house of this

tabnerncle," and you look f or a house with a tabernacle beside it,

which of course isn't the meaning at all. "If our earthly house, this

tent" You see, it is the genative of apposition. "--Be destroyed,

a house from God we have, ternal in the heaven." And there people

get right off the train and go and build a whole city on that little

phrase tak'n
'
out of its context, as if there ver two different

bodies, and that would be just exactly the pagan heathen notion, that

is, it would be of the heathen riˆ/ notions, that this body is nothing

at all, as the Corinthian gnostic said, "4 for the body and the body
meat.

for pf. Both are going to be destroyed, so what is the difference? Eat

and drink, for tomorrow we die.7 W have a spiritual difference,

so what is the difference what you do with this body? Eat and drink

for tomorrow we die. The body is corrupt anyway." That sort of nonsense.

And Paul says, "Evfl. communications corrupt good manners." No, it isn't

another, but in kind, not numerical difference, but a different kind,

and this will be eternal, and it will be related to the heavenly things.

That is, it will be adapted for this future life. It becomes more clear

as Y9U go along. "And inded, in this we groan, looking forward to,"

or '3arr1st1y ir'Iiig our awIiing iriici 13 is,

we ernestiy aesird immortd.I boales. "It, being c.Lottiea upon we sti.Lj.

not be Iounar1ced." Gerhraes Voss has given a very extensiv study of

this passage. I think he is perfectly correct in interpreting it. Paul

says, "We would like to have this inirrortal body so that we would not

have to become disembodied spirits." Now A%% just at least entertain

that as a hypothesis, if any of you have had contrary ideas. I am sure

it will be corroborated a you go along, and any other view will be
naked

driven out. To'become neJe4" here means to be disembodied spirits.
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and to get this eternal house from heaven means to be made immortal.

So, "we earnestly desire a house which is from heaven, so that we shall

not be found naked. And those being in this tent," or "while we are

in this taborna.cle in this tent), we graon, being burdened." You

people aren't old enough to groad for stiff joints and old age and

decrepitude. I don't think Dr. M is quite old enough% to groan for that,

but I've begun to groan. I get stiff joints and I have to go out and get

some exercise. We groan, being burdened. Not that we wish to be

endusasthal, to he unclothed." I don't want to die. I put off my

funeral several times. I used to be quite ready to die and go to heaven

'then I got to be fifty. I put if off to eighty, and I've just postponed

it now to ninety-five. I don't want to die. There have

been moments in my life when Ianted to e. I know when I was almost to

to the top of Pike's Peak and looked at my watch and thought I was going

to miss the train going down again, an undertaker would have been a

very welcome sight. In general, it 1sr that we wish to die, but to be

clothed. Hare is this infinitive, ependusasthai. Our desire, as we

groan in this body. And people groan. I heard Dr. Lambie toll one time

about a patient in the hospital who was so sorry for himself, and when

ever he would see the doctor coming down the hall, he would call, "Oh

doctor, poor inc." I've thought of that many times when I have

felt sorry for myself. It kinds ".f tears you up. "Oh doctor, poor me."

Look at all my owe and my aches and my pains. But 'our desire is not

to beomce a disembodied spirit. Later on he says it would be far better,

but that is not what we want, but to be clothed upon in order that

death or the immortal k:i.tpcth % t'ls might be swallowed up

of life. Now there again he identifies Isaiah 25:8 and gives his interpr

tation, not to become a dmbodied spirit but to be swallowed up of

immortality but this sudden experience of being changed, namely the

experience of those who don't die, but ilie until the Lord's return.
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That death might be swallowed up of life. And then he goes
on to say,




"He who works in us is God, who gives to us the earnest of,

the Spirit." That is a e- fomfort for the present time; we do not 4',ó

have our full inheritance, but we have the arrabon of the Spirit. He

gives us tn arrabuia, the earnest of the Spirit at the present time,

the IndeUing of the Holy Spirit is the guarantee or the earnest of our

inheritance, of our future glorious life. That word arrabon is a very
81/k

interesting--the German uhllngsgelt. That Is a Scotch phrase too. It

is a guarantee money; it is a part of the principal. We now have a part

of our eternal inheritance; f)1 not the full infinitude of it, but we

now have the earnest of our inheritance, which is the presence of the

Spirit in our life. "W are content, therefore, at all times, knowing

that dwelling in (in the body) we are dwelling out frczn the Lord."

Are you living in or are you living out? As you travel for the Lord,

you spend certain nights away from home, certain nights at home. Dwelling

in the body, you are dwelling out from the Lord. That is, as to His

visible presence, though% by fiath we walk and )'1 not by sight. We are

content then, and we think it well rather to dwell out from the body

and to dwell in with the Lord." That is, a Christian is not afraid to.

die, to just leave this body and go to be with the Lords indeed a pleasant

prospect. "Wherefore also we are ambitious." Mr. Bennett told me the

other day, "The Bible doesn't tell us to be ambitious," but I contradicted

him. If I can get ahead of Mr. B I'm doing pretty well. We are lovers

of honor. That is to say, it is our earnest desire whether living in

or living out--you see how very sharp that contrast is--to be well

pleasing to Him, and you all shall be made manifest before the judgment

seat of Christ, that we may obtain, each one, the things don in the body,

what we have done, whether it be good or evil." That little passage

in itself., although it is difficulat, and the translation is difficult,

and the figures of speech are not so easy, I think Gerhardes Voss is

absolutely right in that the general understanding of coznpetant interpretom
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right down through the years, that Paul is Imply saying there, "1 don't

want to die, though I would be perfectly willing to die--it would be

far better--but what I desire is to live in be changed and be made im

mortal at the coming of the Lord Jesus Christ." 5 to die arid go to heav

en and be a spirit is not the hristian hope. The blessed dead in heaven

should be thought of as happy and blessed and peaceful and in the presence

of the Lord, but they have not received the fullness of their state of

being. Their hope will be fulfilled at the resurrection. $$ Shall we

look at that passage on the fifth seal for just a minute? J0hn has a
of

vision of the blessed dead in heaven. Before the 20th/Rev. Rev. 6:9

"And when he opened the fifth seal, I saw under the alter the souls of

host who had been slain on accojnt of the Word of God and on account of the

testimony which they had." That is, he sees the souls of dead people who

have been faithful to the Lord. These are the blessed dead. "And they

cried with a great voice, saying, "How long, oh Lord," and this is the

word that is 12 1/k , oh absolute Ruler, Holy and true, do you not

judge and avenge our blood on those who dwell upon the earth? " It
to

isn't sin/say "how long?" It is a sin to doubt the wisdom of God in
in $/ heaven

His choosing of His own time, but the blessed dead/say"how long?" So if

you ever get impatient, you can say, "How long?" but don't criticise the

Lr.,rd for His taking a time. He is not dilatory with references to Hs

promises. there was given to each one of them a white robe, and it

was said to them that they should rest, they should rest up, for yet a

little time, until should be fulfilled also their fellow servants and

their brethren who are going to be slain as they were." That is the
C

vision of martyred dead in heaven, eager for the Øonsuiumation and estab

lishment of righteousness, the vindication of their testimony, and they

are told, k they are comforted, they are happy in the presence of the

LOrd, but they are told they will have to wait a j6$ while; other mabtyrs

must seal their testimony with their blood. Whatever your context,
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whatever your outline of the Book of Revelation, that thing in itself

has to be a vision of the blessed dead, anterior to the resurrection,

and before the end t of this present age. So John has this vision of

them. (St) What is the judgment of the tenth verse? "Row long

do you not judge and avene our blood?" (St) "We shall all appear the

judgment seat of Christ." In the Corinthian letters, you know, Paul

has quite a lot to say about our reward, building on the foundation,

building wood, hay, straw, it jéj6 will be burned up.

Øuilding gold, silver, precious stones, we will receive a reward. We'll

all stand. before the judgment seat of Christ. (St) I can tell you.

ust exactly where it comes, you know. It comes at the seventh trumpet.

At the seventh trumpet is the time of rewards for the righteous dead.

That's what it says. (end of record)

e 60

It's all on the basis of the grace of God. Tat is to say, if you take
a naughty

child and clean him up and scrub him up there, and offer bin a

reward if he eats his spinach, it is all of grace, but nevertheless

it j a reward. So that anything that the Lord gives to us is of grace,

but He has chosen beyond His grace to give rewards for faithful service,

all on the basis--there is no reward for anything done as of the flesh-

that is true. (St) ...a little differnet grounds... grace of Cod...

but God chooses to give us rewards on the basis of His faith. That is,

there is no reward for anything in the energy of the flesh. (S t; I
fJJ7J motives

think Dr. Harris was speaking against rewards as /ff for service...)

Re is a good Kantian,-beease-the-we?ds- the rewards should not be a

motive. The love of Christ should be your motive. That is very true.

Personally, I don't exclude rewards as a motive, although I know Kant

does, and some others who--certainly the love of Christ is the supreme

regard. 7/Mé// "Jewels in my crown." I hope to have something to show

for even these threescore years and ten. That is an interesting argument
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though, and I can see now what he means. It is all of the grace of God,

and all for the love of Christ. I'd like to say that I think that is

a summary of the doctrine of resurrection. (St: Luke 24 ... flesh and

blood...) It does seem that the principal of metabloism will be different.

What is metablojem in these bodies? It all depends on the blood. The

/ nourishment of the various tissues has to be taken up by the blood,

and carried to the 41 tissues, and then the waste products have to be

cleared away by the blood, and that anabloism and catablolism and

you mix up your metabolism to keep this old 3 going. That is the
until

way the Lord has kept it %%X now, in this life; the principal of life-

I don't like the word 'principal", but I don't have anything to put in

its place--the system of life will not depend upon blood metabolism.

Paul says, "Flesh and block cannot inherit the kingdom." (at) .

That is to say, we can't answer that. I don't think we have any data

with which to answer that. Certainly the life is in hte blood, and that

is avery obvious. The whole vital process is in the blood, and for a

pe"t'-'- to shed his blood is to give his life, to die, to expire. The most

vivid way of death is by th shedding of blood, and when your blood is

gone, your life is gone. Now, beyond that, flesh and blood doesn't

inherit theld.ngdom, corruption doesn't inherit incorruption, but

neverthess, the identity, the numerical identity of the risen glorified

body will somehow be retained. (St: How was it that the same body that

went through a material wall could be handled and touched and still have

solidity?) I don'tlaiow, but I dont understand the radio. Television is

eyond me.$ t least it is not contradiction. We used to som4' av

that two material bodies can't occupy the same space at the same time,

and we used to illustrate the logical law of contradictions that way.

It is a very bad illustration, because it just isn't so. two physical

substances, whatever they are, can most certinly occupy the se space

at the same time. We know now the Inter-moecular spaces in anything we
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call solid are vast. So for one physical substance to right through

another phys$ical substance and then another time not to go through

but to be tangible is at least not contradictory. It certainly is

mysterious. I think it is just beyond us. (St: Is it necessary

to hold that Christ went right through the door into the presence of

his disciples?) "he came in, the doors being shut.tt Now that is all you

have as data. They inference is that He didn't come in through

a window. I think it is clear that he is wt subject to these physical

limitations. I dislik to say, "The physical resurrection" myself,

just because--I don't object to it, but I don't spontaneously say

"physical I say "bodily," and I emphasize numerical identity. I don't

be physics of the resurrection. I don't know pj/ much physics anyway.

1 know just enough to know that I don't know. Physics is a tremendously

interesting subject in these days, and more and more you have quite

clear evidence that enrrgy and matter are interchangeable. How I don't
it

know. Whatever the physics of the resurrectlnn body is, I know that/is

beyond me. That doesn't mean but what numerical identity is there, and

It is not a ghostly existence; it is a tangible existence. (at: Hodge

says that it is necessary that there should be a continuousness of

memory, or else we would have an existence that had no historical

attitude; that we still remember when we get to heaven, but yet we won't

be the same person; and yet how retaining our memory shall be possible

for ....7 l/2...all of those things pass away....different personality)
in your

I think that is quite answerable. You will doubtless ett-experience

t-h- hve certain memories, of course for time very sad, but then

as you go on with the Lord, the compensation is such-s-e- that the

total picture is not sad. The sin that you nave coxarnittd, with the

race o the Lord and the way he led you out, the total picture Is glorious,

so the grace of Christ e&i- being so abundant In the resurrection,

there are memories of all that He has done for us . ....8 1/4 to tell

the angels what it means to us that he has scars In his hands. They can't
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understand that from experience. They can understand It, but they

haven't had sins to be forgiven. I think Hdge is quite right there,

they we must incur a eeni&- continuity of memory from many different

Scriptures to converse with the Lord, and to be In fellowship with Him.

These blessed dead in heaven, remember that they were wicked people on

earth who had put them to death; they wanted God's cause vindicated,

as it came to be destroyed. That of course is the sorrow of It isn't

that these blessed dead want to get even. If you look b ek on someone

who has injured the Lord's cause in you, you don't want to get even with
really you

that personally, -Me?ey-te get away from all that, but you don't want the

Lord's cause to look as though it were a failure. You want His cause

vindicated. And so these blessed dead remember the whole tTh.g, talk to

the Lord about it, He says 'Wait a while until the others come along,
U

and yet they are hippy with tue Lord. (St: '...I am the xsurrection and

the 1 fe.." Figurative Use, isn't it'?) I don't think so. hdge inter

prets this. V 2, 26 "1 am the resurrection and the life." Now of course,

that doesn't mean numerical identity, "I am nothing but the abstraction,

the resurrection and the life." But "1 mean to you resurrection and

life." "I am the resurrection and the life. He who believes in me, if

he die, -}e- he will live, and everyone who lives and believes in ma will

not die." how that is a cryptic saying, but a person who believes in

Christ, though he die he will live, and those who live at 10 /4

will never die so He is speaking of the future time. And she says, "Yes,

Lord, I believe that you are the Christ, the Son of God, the one wo
who

is coming into the world; you are the One/is coming." "Thy brrxer shall
e

rise again," that was His first word. Now I think the Lord very definitly

wanted her to commit herself to the hope of resurrection. "Thy brother

shall rise." "1 know that he will rise in the resurrection, in the last

day." She was sad at the loss of her brother, and she was perfectly

confident in the future resurrection, and Christ ei- confirms that faith,
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and then He goes away an performs this special miracle of raising Lazarus

from the dead, which was sometig she had no reason to expect unless Christ

chose to do it as a special act. (st) I think we see the Gospel.-In

the light of eschatology constantly. Christ is the one who is going

to raise the dead at the last day. If you believe in Christ, if you die,

lie will raise you from the dead, and having been raised you will never

die. how then, believe in Him now. (ST: Rom 8 :11, Hodga.) I think

that Is a future tense, Romans 8:11, and I think it definitely refers to

the resurrection. I had an argument with Dr. McCooklnon tue on that.
"if
7% the Spirit of H4m who raised up Jesus fromamong the dead dwells in you,

lie who raised up from among the dead Christ Jesus will make gL alive your

mortal bodies through %4/ iis indwelling Spirit that is in you." That

is, the hope of the resurrection, I am sure, is what li,dge is talking

about. ti will make alive. Me C thought that meant, "lie will impart

strength to us from day to day." But I'm just simple. I said, "I like

to take it in the most literal possible manner, unless there is some

strong reason for making It figurative." I think it is the resurrection.

"lie will make alive." The resurrect on of the bodies of believers is

in the hands of the hOly Spirit. (St! Make alive in a ditfernt sense

than we are alive now...) He'll make alive our mortal bodies. And Paul

says in om. 8:23, "Waiting for the redemption of the body." Are bodies

are not yet redemed. They are guaranteed redemption, but these bodies

of ours are not yet redeemed. They are going to be. That's whenever

the future resurrection is. Now Rev. 20 considered with all this in

the background. at new section, a new paragraph begins with v. k: "And

I saw thrones, and they sat upon them (that is, people sat upon them)

and judgment was given to them. I saw the souls that had been beheaded

on account of the testimony of Jesus and on account of the Word of

God "
(end of record)
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...ttnd they lived. (in the a.orlst tense. Now nobody can wiggle out of

that. They lived. They have had their heads cut off, and they included

the people who had not worshpped the beast, and I think there is just one

way to read that, they came to life) and reigned with Christ a thousand

years, but the rest of the dead did not come to life until the thousand

years were finished." You have esan repeated there twice together, in

two different groups, and one rises in the beginning of the thousand years,

and the other not until after the thousand years. "This is the first

resurrection. Blessed and holy is he who has a portion, he who has a part,

in the anastasis of the first one. (Dr. M: Tt one word right there.

I notice that the suggestion might be made fr the English which

I don't think would work out. The translators of the .V. thought that

this meant, "he saw the souls of those who were beheaded for the witness

of Jesus and the Word of God, who had not worhpped the beast and so on,

and these sou's were spiritually alive. They lived; they were living,

they were spiritually alive, and they were reigning with Christ. That is,

j/ that was their joy and fellowship with Him. They were living and

reigning with him. They were living and reigning with Him a thousand

years. Ad the rest of them were not spiritually living during these

thousand years. But you notice that the way the A.V. translation is,

''t the rest of the dead lived not again until a thousand years ware

finished." When they say "lived again" they very evidently don't mean

they were not spiritually living, but they mean "they did not exist".
evidently

2 It is very/the "again" makes it an act, a change, not merely a contin-

uing situation. I think the "again" makes it very 10 clear tht the
/whom

uthorizad translators understand it to mean these souls ha m saw who

had been killed, and who had died, they came to life, but the rest did

not come to life, did not live again.) Thank you. I think that is very

cle,ar. The translators of the .V. would have been tremendously surprisedto nave it mean
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to have it mean anything but "they came to life", "they lived" in the

Old ng1ish way of expressing it, they lived. Just s in translating

J(.hn 11, "he who lives" mans "lie who comes to life." "If anyone believes

t'pi in me, though he die, yet will he I live. nd ha who lives (tnt is,

comes to life J--that was there way of expressing "conic to life") they
(Dr. M;

who hear will live." (I think I mentioned once before that the

translates it, "Come to life." ...the Modern nglish .... 3 1/4

Yes. In Old English you would say, "lie died and he lived." nd that

means"he came to life." In Modern irigllsh we'd say, "Came to life."

This 20th oh of Rev, then indicates a period of a thousand years subsequent

to the resurrection of the saints, in which the saints reign with Christ.

It is not the only passage in which a period of blessed is predictted

very didactically, subsequent to the resurrection of the saints, because

as we have read in humans 8, this created world has a hope. "The hope

of the ktlsis waits for the apocalypse of the sons of God." This creation

4 , will be delivered from the bondage of corruption into the
liberty

glorious/of the children of God. Now we in this present time groa.n

within ours1ves, wting for the fullness of sonship, the redeintlon of

the body, so in horn 8 and in Rev 20 you have very very clear didactic
period of blessedness following theresurrection

statements about the/u %$ of the saints. It is very interesting

that the tugsburg onfession so understands it. You talk to a Lutheran

now, and he'll say, "My creed condemns premullenialism." But what the
it doesn't mention Munster,

tugsbur Confession contains is the kiliasm of the Munstor-nabaptis,/but

the kiliasm of the nabaptists who claim that the saints will inherit

the earth s a kingdom before the resurrection. That is specifically

what the tugsburg Confession condemL Otherwise it condems post-millenial

ism, and it leaves it wide open to Delleve that the saints will possess

the earth as a kingdom, subsequent to the resurrection, that this earth

is going to have a period of blessedness after the resurrection, after

the apocalypse of the sons of God, after the redemption of the body, afer

we are glorified to be like the .Lord.
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Let's open up the subject for next/'1aybe it would be good next time

to take Acts 15 and 4lmos 9. That is a little off the present, the immediate

field of discussion, but related to it. I call your attention now to

acts 1 as preparatory to next week's discussion. In Acts 15 we find

that there was discussion in the church as to whether the new Gentile

cnverts need to be circumcised. and they had considerable discussion

about this matter: 'IS % it necess.ry to circumcise Gentiles who have

become Christians?" Then we find a statement made here by James in summing

up the discussion and giving the conclusion, and he bases it upon a

verse in J4mos%. tnd he is discussing now what is gcig to be done now

in the Christian Church. ind he quotes a verse from imos which speaks

about building again the tabernacle of David which has fallen down,"nd

the toernacle of David which has fallen down will be built up and the

ruins thereof will be b&ilt up, and I will set it up." and so here is

sometthg about a kingdom in the Old Testament, about David's tabernacle

being set up, and the ruins being built up, and the breaches being built

together, and it sounds like a kingdom, and yet here James here discusses

it in connection with the Christian Ctiurch, a question of whether the

new people who come into the Christian Chruch need to be circumcised or

not. ndhe can do that, is it not then permissible any time the Old

Testament talks about a kingdom to say, he is talking about the church?

Does not that then prove that we should spiritualize statements in the

Old Testament about an earthly kingdom, or th kingdom of David, anything

of that kind, that they really refer to the Christian Church, and are not

to be interpreted as referring to any kind of an earthly kingdom. I

remember when I was a senior in seminary, there was young student

there, a graduate of a college. This man was a prenilllenlalists through

seminary, he came to the last month of seminary, I remember one day his

saying, "This passage here in Acts 15 is the leading passage on which

premillenlalism is based. Just plain exegesis shows it is not an earthly
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he is talking about at all, but it is the church. tnd so pril1enia.1ism

is definitely wrong," and then he became an amillenialist and remaineO that

way two weeks, and then became a postmi11eni11st. I believe he has been

that ever since. Well now, he referred to the cofield bible where there
something

is a statement/like this: "Dispensational. This is the most impoxnt

verse in the iew Test nt," or some such statement; that may be a little

stronger than it was. t the time it impressed me that even if the

Scofield bible did say that dispensational, this is a very important verse,

that didn't by any means mean that premillenialism was built on this verse

alone. I f felt that you could leave Acts 1 out of the Bible altogether

and there was still abundant evidence for premillenlalism, and so it seemed

to me very silly for him, on his Interpetation of this passage to make

such a sarp change in his view. But in subsequent years, I remember other;

who, on the basis of this passage, decided that pri11enialism was wrong,

and that wherever the Old Testament speaks of a kingdom, it means the

bhurch. They say, "James here spiritualized because 4imos says thre,

in 4lmost 9, t the end of that chapter, he says, "In that day will I raise

up the tabernacle of David that is fallen, and build up the breaches that

are fallen, ana J. will raise up his ruins, and . will buiJ.a it as In the

dayS of old that they may possess the remnant of dom, of all the heathen

which are called by my name, Saith the Lord that doeth this." kingdom,

a conquest, an overwhelming of the remnant of idom. "Close up the taber-

nacle of David which has fallen." i pictur o conquest, a picture of
using

an earthly kingdom, arid here is James-seak1Ag-about the developement

and upbulding of the church. Therefore are we not at]iberty to take any

passage of the Bible that speaks of an earthly kingdom and say it really

doesn't mean anything about conquest or about an earthly kingdom; it means

the upbuilding of the Christian Church. Well, there is one difficulty

with that. This passage here says, James says,
"'ter this agree the words

of the prophet, as it is written, "4tfter this I will return and build

again the tabernacle of David which is fallen." nd someone has said, "Yes,
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'I will return and build again the tabernacle of David which is fallen..7

but"return" doesn't necessarilyen the return of Christ. That is just
in

an Old Testament idiom. Very of Old Tstamozit you have the

word , return, mning"to do again." "I'].]. return and do this"

sometimes, "I'll do it again" e will return and do this means that he

will do it over again.7 Well, that is what it is hard," he says.

nd this has nothing to do with the return of Christ. Well now our lesson

for next time is to read acts 15 and see wnat they're talking about hare.

sit an idea; 7wnat is tne argument? Wnct is the discussion MDOUt here?

What Is James concerned about? What is ho trying to prove by this passage?

Gt that well in mind. nd then, If this is an I%*f idiom, what is the

itilom? Look it up in the Hebrew in imos. In fact it would be a very

excellent idea to take os 9 ii, 12, those two verses, look at them

in the hebrew, and. then look at James' quotation, and see, Did James

exactly quote? I no did not quote oxctly, did he raise to a higher

iv1? The Old Testament says "possess the remnant of dom." That is

the lower level of conquest. James raised it to a higher level; be said,

"That the residue of men might seek the Lord." Is that wkt he did?

Did he spiritualize, change it in that way to fit on to a higher level?

rxd in connection with thc it would be wise to look at the Septuagint.

Because, after -II, James may have quoted the Septuagint. In fact,

some of his phraseology $f is near enough to the LXX to make it

quite clear that he is quoting the LXX. Now if James Is quoting the

LXX, then if any spiritualizing is done when he is quoting the LXX, then
that did the

it is the LXX apirltua.lIzing it is the LXX and not James, isn't it?

So it would be very good to hook and sacs just what does he quote from

the LX., and to how great an extent does the Hebrew of LXX, how great

an extent does the LXX agree with mos. Now you see it is a very important

pmoblem. It iscne on which many people have given up belief in premillen

ialism altogether in past years, and in fact some of them this last year

have on account of this passage, and it is vital to know, is that a correct
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interpretation of this cssge, or wh.t is the correct interpretation of

the passage. o I wish that evarybody would have a definite answer to
those
this-questions, and above all, what is James here arguing about? What

is the point here under discussion? (end of lecture)
(end of record)
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nmost 9, and ts 1, and to compare the two with one another and with

the £JLX rendering and to tell us just exactly wh._t is under consideration

in .cts 15. Let us look now & .tznos% 9. We find that in 4%mos 0:8, the

prophet says, "Behold the eyes of the Lord God are upon the sinful kingdom

and I will destroy it from off the face of the earth, saving that I will

not utterly destroy the house of David, saith the Lord. For 10, I will

command, and I will sift the house of-'#&d- Israel among all nations

like as corn is sifted in a sieve, yet shall not the least grain fall upon

the earth. l1 the sowers of my people shall die by the sword, which say,

'The evil shall not overtake nor prevent us'." Now at tiis point we have

a prediction of exile, a prediction of destruction for the kingdoms of

Israel and Juda.h. Destruction and exile, but not complete destruction of

the rest. and then we find in v. 11, 7 a day is coming: "in that day,

when I raise up the tabernacle of David that is fallen, and close up the

breaches thereof, and I will raise up his ruins, and I will build it up

as in the days of old." We have just been talking about the kingdom that

D vid. founded. Whve read how the kingdom is going to be destroyed; the
house

pepple are gclng to be scattered abroad, but the kingdom is not going

to be entirely destroyed. But now we read, the day is coming when the

kingdom of Dvid tbt is fallen will be raised up. Well, we have been

talking about a kingdom. Yu thing right away? Did the tabernacle of

D'vid refer to this kingdom which David had established? Well he says

it is fallen, close up the breaches of it. Well we know that long before

the time of .t1nos/ the kingdom of David had divided into two jats. There

was a breach, there was a break, it was broken up into two sections. And
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then he tells us it is going to break further, it is going to be destroyed.

hut, he says, the day is coming when It will be raised up. The breaches

will be closed; I will raise up his ruins, and I will build it up as in

the days of old. I will bring it up in a new sphere, as a great spiritual

ting, as a gx'at church, as something different than anything before?

That is not what he says. He says, "I will build it up as in the days

of yePe- old, that they may possess the remnant of idom and of all the

heathen which are called by my name. Behold, the days dome, saith the

Lord, when the m- plowman shall overtake the reaper, and the treader of

grapes him that soveth seed, and the mountain shall drop sweet vine. dl
I

the hills shall melt, and/will bring the captivity of my people of Israel,

and they shall build the waste cities and inhabit them. td they sahil

plant vineyards and drink the wine thereof. They shall also make gardens

and eat the fruit of them. I will plant them upon their land, and they

ski]. no longer be pulled up out of their land which I have given them,

saith the Lord thy God." Now you take this passage from v. 11 through

v. l in the light of what preceeds, in relation and contrast to the destrie

tion that is first described, and here he is going p to build up as in the

days of old, but very evidently a he goes on far better than in the days

of old. The same sort of thing but greatly improged. Great stress on

agricultural prosperity in verses 13-15. The people brought back to their

own land; planted in their land, no more to be pulled up out of their

and the tabernacle of David that is fallen is going to raised up,

and the breaches of it closed up, the ruins rebuilt as in the days of old,

a wonderful preeiction p it would seem of a great klngaom wriicfl is

going to be established, a reestablishment of the kingdom of David.

reestablishment upon this earth; the people planted on their own land

and nomore pulled up out of the mad which I have given them. wderfu1

reestablishment of this glorious kingdom, a reestablishment which is a

future wonderful contrast to the destruction which is now to come for the

sin of the people. That is 8urely the first, most immediate impression ,
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which we get from amos now in verses 11-15. (St: Raise up the tabernacle

of David, would you say that means the kingdom?) Yes. (That's not absolute

literal, is it?) No, it is certinly not absolutely literal, any more

than in verse 9, "lie will sift the house of Israel like corn is sifted
absolutely

in a seive. That is certainly not/literal. (St: but that is a differext

kind of a figure.) What? You mean that is a simile and this is a metaphor.

That is right. This is a metaphor. but "the tabernacle of David." Does

he mean the tent that David used to live in when he was out in the wilder

ness? That that tent, which has been mildewed, wrecked and destroyed

long before mos time is going to be rebuilt? I mean, anybody, from any

viewpoint whatever will feel that the tabernacle of rvid is here a figure.

Wouldn't you say that? You'd have to. It certainly is not the tent in

which David lived at some time in his life. It is a figure for someting,

unquestionably. P in the light of conteit, the most natural tkthg to take

the thing to be is a figure for the kingdom that David ruled, for the power

for the control which he had established. it is a figure for somthirig

udoubtedly. ut that, in the light of context, I'm not saying is the

rrect interpretation. We're not to thatint yet. I'm saying that is the

most ouvious intertation. !hat is tna thing which strikes you immediate

(St) I think it is very commoi in speaking of kingdoms and empires in

our language to speak of the house of the kingdom s a ,t figure for it.

We talk about the house of the Wiixdsors, the Huse of the Roll ,
word

we use th"iouse" very frequently, referring to their power. We speak of

"the end of their house," or "the rebuilding of their house," or the

"reestablishing of their house." .i.nd it is a rather common figure to use
rOW the question is, Is

the word "house" in that way. 'the word "tabernacle" is used here as we

would use "house/" ? It isn't used in that sense. If not in that sense,

wht other sense might it be? (St: Place of worship.) You mean the

tabernae.lo that the Israelites used in the wilderness, which is referred

to, I believe, about six hundred times by the Hebrew word ohel, and maybe
by

three hundred times/the Hebrew word mishcan, but never once by the word
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sukah, the word that is used in this verse in z.mos. I would hardly think

that it would have anything to do with the place of worship, because it is

not the word that is used that way in the Bible. You see, there are about

six hebrew words which are translated "tabernacle" in the Old Testament.

There are just three roots, and the others are just forms of them. And the

word ohel is used very frequently, mlshcan quite frequently, but sukah

never in that sense in the Old Testament. That is, of course, unless this

is an example of it..I mean this one under consideration. It is never used

of the tabernacle in the wilderness, or of any .bernacle of worship in

any case that can be demonstrated to be such. tie word is used in the

sense of "tabernacle" I believe nine or twelve times. All of the three

of them are references to the 'east of Tzbernacles, which was the feast

at which they built little booths. The word is sometimes translated "bootk

4%fld they built thesittle booths out of trees and branehes and so on

to stay in for few days to remember the way in which they had been

pilgrims in the wilderness, living in these booths or tents, and the

Feast of Tabernacles, the feast to commemorate that, in all but three

times, when this word sukah is translated tabernacle in the Old Testament,

it refers to those. Ore time is this case here. Oe time Is the case

in the Book of Job, where the word is used, and the other inance is in

Isaiah 2 where it speaks of the people who are going to have a shade above

them--it speaks of a tabernacle above them for a shade, and there's the

word zukah. In cts l the word "tbernacle" is translated by "SkIflI"

the ordinary word for "tent" which is used in hebrews 11:8 where it speaks

of how Abraham was dwelling in tents with Isaac and Jacob, who were those

who shared with them in the same promise, "dwelling in tabernacles" it

is translated there. It is the word "sklnai"vhich is the regtr word for

tent. But Hebrews 11:8, the a.V. translates it "tabernacle," that

Abraham dwelt in tabernacles. That is, the Old English word "tabernacle"

just means a "tent", and has nothing to do h worship except that there
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was d. tent made inthe wilderness which was used for worship, and which
the tabernacle ( ) 10 1/2

you might say is/the tent (ar1tsoon) but that particular worship place

is never referred to by this part1cul-.r Hebrew word. So I think that it

is rather unfortunate that this word "tabernacle" is used here in this

place in 'imos, because even though in Old ngl1sh it doubtless has nothing

to do with wor$shlp, it simply means a tent, in Modern ngl1sh we never

say, "Fm going out camping and stag in a tabernacle a. few days," we

dnn't use that term in Modern glish; we have specialized, it refers to

the )%/ worship tabernacle of tha Hebrews, but this Hebrew word zukah

is never used inthat sense at all. Perhaps that is the mat immediate

thing that suggests oneself when one reads this, except one reads this,

"And they will raise up the tabernacle of Dv1d that is fallen." Of

course, there was no worship ace which is particularly associated with

vjd. Dvid wasn't the one who established the tabernacle; that was

Moses. s.nd Solomon built the temple. nd this is not the word which is 1Ø

used for tabernacle In any religious sense. It woth be much better if

they simply translated the Hebrew word zukah with the Greek word "tent."

But I think that "booth" would be better than "tent", because it refers

more to a temporary habitation, usually built of branchs and that sort

of thing, rather than specifically to a tent, although a tent may be

called a booth, but it is not the word ohel or mishkan. tnd so, "In that

day will I raise up the house of /$ vid' or"the tent of vid," would

perhaps be better Modern iglish than "tabernacle," since in Modern

iglish "tabernacle" has taken on that peculiar sense which it doesn't

have in the nglish in the time of King James. ttfld for that reason the

word "tabernacle" does suggest to us the idea of something relgious.

Now of course, it could b used of something religious. We speak of the

house of David.,/'that could be of course, and the house of olomonA could

be the )i teinpieluilt, that Is, the house that 'o1omon built. he also

built his own house, his we- own palace, but he also built the house of

God. 2tfld so the word house can be used religiously, or it can be used. in
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a general sense, and this is exactly the same 12 1/2 . This is

house in the sense of house which is not a permanent solid structure,

but the emphasis is on the way in which David's house Is gone to pieces.
Dean

David's house has/broken up into northern and southern kingdoms, and just

three verses before he mentions, the kingdom is going to be destroyed, but

now he says, a wonderful future is ahead: "The tent of David tha.ts fallen

will be raised up, its breaches will be closed, his ruins will be raised,

and I will build it as in the days of old." And so at first sight, we

have that misconception of that word "tabernacle" which comes from its

having gone out 0 use in Modern ngllsh, except in the specialized sense

that it didn't have in Old "ngllah, and which the word sukah never has.

But aside from that first glance, our first real close look at the question

we would undoubtedly say verses 11-15 describe a great future kingdom,

a time of great prosperity on this earth, a time of great agricultural

prerity-e-these- , a time of satisfaction of every need of the people,

a time when the Israelites will be planted on their land, and no more

pulled up out of then land which I have given them, saith the Lord thy

God, a time when the great kingdom which God gave to David will be rees

tablished as in the days of old, only more so. Tha4s what we hav. de

scribed e at first sight, and until you come to the New Testament you

say, "yes, that is what we have here;"that is undoubtd1y the first

impression, and reading it fairly carefully, you feel that everything

fits into that interpretation. I doubt if anybody in the days of t.mos

would ever have thought, "No, this is not a picture of the establishment

of God's kingdom; this is a picture of the eternal state, or the heavenly

home, or a picture of the church, or something like that." iobdy in

ios day, I am sure, or in the day of Isaiah, or in the day of Jx-emiah,

would ever have gotten the impression--or in the time when Christ was

oorn- - from these words of anything other than that it is an earthly k1ngd

which God is going to reestablish. But--I Say "When Christ was born."
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Now if, howav3r, James, under the ixispirtion of the li,ly pir1t, inter

preted this in a different way, then we as -believers in the scriptures

must say, eyes, the holy pirit has enabled James to show us that our

previous understanding was completely wrong. Re has enabled him to make

clear to us that this is not an earthly kingdom, that it is something

else." If the New Testament clearly and unmistakably shows that this

passage in zuos is not a-se- picutre of an earthly kingdom, but is

a picture of something entirely differ, tnen....(end 0 record)
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second, it shows us that there else we have in the Old T'stament pictures

of an earthly kingdom, we must carefull consider in each case whether

they are also perhaps are pictures of the sane thing this is. I don't

say It proves thai, but it certainly thoows the duty upon us of e1e?g
also

considering carefully whether they/are not pictures of an earthly kingdom.

ttfld then we have open to us the possibility of doing what 1)z. tillIs

has suggested, of taking the Old Testament prophecies and. raising them to

a. hier eve--level, and taking the early primative Old Testament ideas

of these early prophets of a kingdom of military conquest and all that,

and raising it up to the New Testament level of a glorious spread of

the Gospel, an outreaching of the church, and all this which is wonderful

indeed, which begins in the New Testament, and which I believe is

clearly predicted at various places in the Old Testament. We have then

to say that is what the kingdom passages also refer to. I believe it

is clearly predicted elsewhere, but is it what these passages refer to.

Well, If this passage is that, then it certainly makes a big step in the

direction of saying that all the kingdom assages are also. and. so we

look at Acts l and see vh.t James does with it. (St: I think you must

admit that bfore this could be, fulfilled as predicted here, it couldn't

be fulfilled unless the people turned to the Lord. It would be inconceIvae

that the Lord would beiss the people materially unless there was, unless

their hearts had been turned toward the Lord . ...absent in the passage.)
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Not steessed in this passage. Not even mentioned. That is right.

(Dr. 13: It is in the verses just preceding.) Yes. In the verses just

preceding w are told how the house of Israel, which has gone into

grievous .n is going to be punished, wiped out from the face of the earth,

utterly destroyed, although the house of Jacob is not gclng to be utterly

destroyed. There is gctig to be a tremendous destruction. The people

are going to be widely scattered, and this Is going to happen on account

of then sin. and then he say, but a glorius day is going to come later

on when God / Is going to reestablish the kingdom. Now He doesn't

make any mention that in connection with the reestablished kingdom there

will also be a great spiitua1 change, but since we are given that as the

reason for the terrible previous destruction, it is an escapable conclusion

that there must also be great spiritual blessing and great spiritual

turning to the Lord, even though he doesn't say it. (Dr. B: But besides

it is implied that the grain sifted out is what experiences the restoration.

The sinners are cut off.) Yes, the sinners are cut off and the grain is

sifted. and so there is a great selection on God's part, and of course,

no one can turn to the Lord unless the Lord-the- turns them to him, and

it is implied that he going to turn them, or else he would not give these

material blessings to those who were utterly sinful. The stress is not

lid on it here. The stress- -net-d-e- here is laid upon the material

aspect, as it is so often. Now we turn to Acts 15, and we see what James

did with this passage. and if we go to ztcts 15 and we find that James is

convinced that this is not a passage dealing with an earthly kingdom at

all, but that it is a picture of a heavenly church which exists in th

hearts of men, which does not overspread the earth, but which consists of

individuals scattered here and there who are following God and trying to
obey

him, and that is what mos% refers to , and all that "MOs refers to,

then we must-certainly have warrant for seeing If we can o the same thing

with all the other kingdom passages in the Old Testament. ttd if we go

to ts 15 and we find that there is a council which meets and which con

siders the tluestion,
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Is the Church going to be made up simply of the Jews? Is it only the

Jews who have thight to be members of the kingdom of heaven? And if we

find that after they have considered this, and the council, Shall we permit

Gentiles to come in the church? Shall we permit Gentiles to become

members %of the kingdom of heaven. If we find then that in v. 13 James

says to them, "here is the answer. Sieon has declared how God at first

did visit the Gentiles to take out of them a people for His name,

and to this agree all words of the prophets. Peter has told how God

is taking Gentiles and bringing them into the church. Now that is just

what the prophets said. "itfter this I will return again and build again

the tabernacle of David which is fallen, and build again the walls and

set it up, that the residue of men may seek after the Lord and all the

Gentiles upon whom my name is called, says the Lrd who does all these

things. Known unto Clod are all his works from the beginning of the world,

therefore my word is that we should erm1t the Gentiles to come into

the church, because God has already predicted the establishment of the

wonderful church, the building of the tabernacle of David, and that it

includes Gentiles as well as Jews, and. therefore it is permissible to
C

have Gentiles in the Øhurch. ttnd so the tabernacle of David which mos

talks about has nothing to do with any future kingdom, but it is the

fact that the church is going to be built . And if James inrprets it

that way, and interprets nios this way, and then in v 12 we found that

most said, "I will build it as in the days of old, that they may possess

the remnant of .dom, and of all the heathen who are called by name,

saith the Lord that doetfl this," but James raises that to a higher level.

4mos is down on that militaristic kingdom level, and he says"possess

the remnan4 of dom." but James-peas-b7- raised it to the higher level;

he says that the residue of men might seek after the Lord, and all the

Gentiles upon whom my name is called. -nd so tie has raised it up to this

higher spiritual lvel, and he has taken the gross material temrs of the

kingdom and of agricultural prosperity and no more being pu1ld out and all
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that, and he has brought that up to the nigh level that what is really taught

about there is tn..t there is going to be a church, a great spiritual

church is going to exist, and therefore if mos was describing the coming

of the church, we therefore we- have the right to look at all the kingdom

passage and say, probably they also are to be taken the same way, and

wherever it speaks of a kingdom, it means a church. nd so, if this

interpretation of james,'this use of the pasage is correct, we have struck

a powerful blow at the foundation of 'Y b11f in a reestablished

muerlal kingdom upon this eartn. however, we want to loK at it closely

and see if thisis the correct view of it, the correct inierprtation.

See if this is the interpreion which James meant to bring out. nd when

we do that, we look at the passages, and we notice that in

MOs, amos of couBse Said in v. 11, "1 will build it as in the days of

old." NOW James omits those words. James simply says, "I will build

again the ruins thereof, and will set it UP." Well, he leaves at the

refernce to the days of old; maybe that is because he now knows it isn't

like the days of old. .k.mos was wrong in thinking it was reestablishing

a kingdom as in the days of old. It is something new and different; its

the church, so those words are wrong, so James simply omits the wrong

words that nos used. Well, as Bible-Delievers we hardly accept that

interpretation, and therefore it raises a certain question at this point.

Did James still think those words were correct, even toh-- hough he

didn't bother to quote them? nd in line with that we notice another

difference--that mos said, "1 will raise up the tabernacle of David that

is fallen." James says, I will return and build again the tabernacle

which is fallen/ down. " amos said, "I will build up the breaches and

raise up his ruins." James says, u1 will build agian the ruins thereof."

That is, twice he inserts the word "again", which was not in nmos%.

"1 will do it again," twice give; (r.i' ç
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and so even though the emphasis is that this is a doing again of somethingdone before, "build it as in the days of old" Is omitted, with the omission

of those words, yet we find it inserted twice with the insertion of these

two words "again." That is, it is the beginning of the word "to rebuild"

rather than "build." The insertion of that idea here in the Greek by
which

James is stressing agn that it is something thmt was-ee-before and

which Is again done, to build again the tabernacle of David. Nov., of coursq

that is not a great point, but it is one of some 1nteist. row in verse 17,

"that the residue of men might seek after the Lord, and of all the Gntiles

upon whom my name is called." amos says, "that they my possess the
the heathen

remnant of dom and all/who are called by my name." has James lfted

James to a higher level, and changed "possessing the remnant of dom" to

"seeking after the Lord"? Well, we find there the inresting fact that the
whom

1(X has it that "the remnant of men and all the Gntiles upon/my name is

called may $ earnestly seek me, saith the Lord who doeth all these things."

The "me" In italics; the "me" is not in the Greek. "They may earnestly

seek," the "me" doubtless understood. And so if the statement of Amos

has been raised up to a higher level, it is not James who has raised it;

it is the I(X, two hundred /ars before Christ. They have taken it, "that

the remnant of mankind may seek after the Lord," instead of, "that they

may possess tremnant o dom." The IX took it that way, and James

simply quotes the LXX. Well now, in a case like this, we look at the hebreS

and we find that with the change of one letter in th hebrew, it will give
in 200 B.C,

writ the i ns, .nd j the LXX translated it that wy,

rather than to say that the LX" translators raised it to a higher spiritual

level, especially when they didn't in so many other passages, it would be

so much more natural to say that the hebrew manuscript the LXX translators

had before them had this other letter in it. One letter is all the

difference. nd therefore, that probably the LXX in this particular point

preserved for us the original hebrew, and James in quoting the LXX here is

simply ing that which is the original Hebrew, and so he is not lifting
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to a higher level; he is not making any change; he is not bringing out

the ä- true significance which wasn't in the original; he is simply

translating a better text, the text that the LXX had rather than the one

which has been preserved in our hebrew Bible, a difference of just one

letter. (St: I can't understand why the would be better..." If you
which is

have the LXX having a text/just like our present Hebrew except for one

letter, but it makes a big difference in the meaning, but there is one

letter different in the original Hebrew, it would suggest that the LXX

did not change the idea or spiritualize it in some way, but that they sim

ply had a text which had that other latter in it, and therefore, that

would give you eat-- at the time of James a LXX text preserving one tradi

tion of an original text, and our Masoretic text with another, and when

ask which of the two is correct, we would say, If James uses one rather

trian trieher, it simply means that that is the one he things is the correct

one. I he thought that the LXX was wrong, %1 he certainly would have

quoted what was right. I would say that in most cases where the LXX and

Hebrew differ, the Hebrew is right and. the LXX is wrong, because the

Hebrew has been far better preserved than the LXX, out not in all. There

ara a few cases, undoubtedly, where the LXX is correct rther than the Hebrew,

and if we find Christ or one of the other apostles quoting the LXX..In a

place where it makes a. difference in the meaning, I think we are justified

in saying the LXX probably has the correct answer. -What- I am simply saying

is that it is incorrect to say that in reference to this particular phrase

"they will possess the remnant of domtt, James has not raised it to

higher level in ayg-translating it, "that the residue of men might

seek after the i°rd,t' he has taken what the LXX had, "that the residue of

men might seek,_" with "the Lord" understood, 7 and he has Put in "the Lord"

that is, with "me" understood, the Lord speaking. ".. When I raise up

the tabernacle of David will build up his breaches, I will build up

his ruins, that the rest of mankirmay seek" with "me" understood, and
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in the £1X )tyou will read, and he is simply saying the LXX is correct, if

thre is a difference of importance. If there is not a difference of

importance, then he simply gives us a general summary of the Old. Testament
that

teaching--It doesn't matter which It is. 3o you have no evidence in

that phrase that James has spiritualized the passage, and given a different

reading in order to show what it means, as being something raised to a

higher level. (St: what is that one later?) The word is "that they
15

may possess (irushua?) that they may possess, and that they may seek--
15 1/2 daleth

te-vew-Inse-ys- The question whether that is a yodh or a MAX

whether it is written this way or whether it is written this way ....

(end of record.)
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for me I/I doleth

It has been Ø difficult! to tell whether it was a ˆˆ/or a yodh that yaw

written. In writing that is not extremely careful, if you make pour

yodh a little large, it can easily be taken for a daleth, if you make your

daleth a little small, it can easily be taken for a yodh, and that is the

difference between the two texts here. is you read in the English, "that

they may possess the remnant of .dom," or "that the rest of mankind may

seek the L0rd," "may seek me," It sounds utterly different. actually
because the word "Edam"

the only difference is the one letter,/and the word "mankind" are exactly

the Same, that Is, the vowels are different, but the vowels were never

written until the Fifth Century 4D/. The lers are aluph, daltfl, mene,

"mankind" or "dom", they are exactly the same. (st) Yes, the first one,

with a yodh, is from the root 0 r, which means "to possess," to possesd'

or "to seiae." tind the second one was from the word (jj J which means

to seek". You see, 70U $$/ change yodh to daleth, z to k in the gsh,
yarash

"seize"to"seek", to darash, a difference of one letter, and that is

a difference long before James" time, because the LXX from 200 13.0. has

had this reading. and James is here following the !AA-. He Is not

slavishly following the LXX, he is reminding them of the passage, and is

not quoting word for word; the LXX says, "That they may seek me," James
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said, "That they may seek the Lord." He is bringing out who it is that

they are seeking. "Me, with God speaking, brings it out just as well,

but James is bringing out the idea rather than quoting it with slavish

literalness. The big difference, between "seek" and "seize", is a differ

ence of one Hebrew letter, and a difference which is already in the LXX,

two hundred years before Christ. So that we do not have any evidence of

ring it to a higher level at this point. However, we have the big,

main question before us yet. Before I mention the big main question

I want to mention, not go into right at the moment, bu t mention one

other of the smaller questions. uu notice that as James begins it, he

says, "after this 1 will return and viii build again the tabernacle of

DaVid" I will return and build again the tabernacle of £vId. In that

day will I raise up the tabernacle of David that is fallen. " Where

does James get this "I will return and will build again," that is, "1

will JXXX return and--" where does he get that? It's not in tmos; tmos

says, "at that day." James says, "After this I will return and ." That

an interesting difference. Now why the difference. Well some say,

"When James says, 'After this I will return and--7 he is saying, 'This

prediction is a prediction of what will happen after the return of Christ,'

and therefore James Introduces it with words referring to the return of

Christ, 7 'after this I will return and--' and then goes on to tell what

will hap?en. Put it in the first person, since the rest of it is in the

first person, and showing that it is something after the return of

Christ." Well, smos simply says, "in that day," and what is the day to

which t-4y-e- he is referring. If it is a future kingdom it must

be after the return of Christ, because there has been no opportunity for
yet

such a thing before. Such a thing has not/happened, and the agricultural

prosperity here described, and all this material situation here, well

conceivable it could come right before the return of Christ. It certainly

would seem much more likely after, but ios doesn't aayI which; it is
with

simply future to his day. Now James introduces/the wrods "after this I
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Seems
will return," and so that/to put it after the return of Christ. But

someone says, 'No. In the Old Testament the word Jj(4J , "return is

occasionally used to mean "do again", and the Old Testament sys, "1

will repeat It," "I will do it again," uses shuv, and James has literally

translated the shuv, ha8 literally taken it and said,"tfter this I

will return and- 'fit Well the difficulty with that is that there is no

shuv In the page in the Old Testament. James is not literally trans

lating a word that doesn't occur at this point. naid it doesn't occur in

the LXX at this point. The LXX begins it, "in that day I will raise up

the tabernacle of D vid which is fllen." The LXX doesn't have "return."
it

Jmes has inserted it, and whatever the reason he has done it./is some

thing he has done knowingly. He has done it with some per- purpose in

mind, because it is not in the Book of amos at this point. He is evidently

interpreting the reference of ,trflos rather than simply giving us a quotation;
there

he is trying to show where it fits into the prophetic system. Well, is

a more vitl question in a way than any we have looked a t yet, and

that is this one: What is James talking .bout here anyway? What is the

argument under consideration? nd we noticed here, if the argument here is,

Can Gentiles come in the church? James says, the Bible tells us they

can, because it says, "I'm going to build u the church in order that the

rest of men and the Gentiles on whom my name is called may seek af the

L..,rd, and 80 the building of the Church is to include Gentiles as well as

Jews, and therefore it is the church we are talking about here. But is

that the vuestlon here? Was the council called in order to find out

whether Gentiles could come into the church? Is that the matter under

discussion here? Well, you find that if you look back of this chapters,

you get clear back to acts 8:35, and in ts 8:35 you find that there

was a eunich from Ethiopia who was on his way down from palestine, and

PHilip opened his mouth, and began at the same Scripture and preached
we

unto him Jesus.' -And in the rest of a tr/have Philip preaching
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Jesus to him, and Philip baptizes him, and the eunich doesn't see Philip

anymore, but P*lllp goes on his way rejoicing because the ennich has

accepted Christ, and there was no mention made there of Philip stopping

and saying, "why look here, why do 1 have to preach Jesus to thisman?

lie's ia Gentile? The question isn't raised, and there is no evidence

that i)t others raised the question. Many years then before the time of

the council at Jerusalem Philip had thought it perfectly all right to

preach to a Gentile, to preach Jesus to him, not only that but to baptize

him. r0t only that, but you get over to itts 10, and in tts 10:k7 you

find that after Peter had preached the word to Cornelius, and Peter

hetated about poaching it to Cornelius, Peter hesitated greatly, but God
U

gave Peter a vision to show he shovld give it to Cornelius, and Peter

preached it to Cornelius, and then in verse 47 Peter said, "Can any man

forbid water that these should not be baptized which have received the

lily Ghost as well as we?" o they went out and brought in sonwa.ter, and
anything wroxg

he baptized him, we read, and he didn't seem to think there wts/in it, and

then in the next chapter, chapter 11, the people, however, did ask about it.

They said, "Is this right?" Ad so we have the apostles and those in

Judea hearing about it, and Peter came up to them, and some of them said,

"What is the idea of your going preaching to Gentiles?" tfld Peter sad,

"1 didn't think of doing it myself, but God gave me a vision 1 srxould

do it; " he says in verse 17, "its I began to speak the HOly Ghost tell
For

on them on us at the beginning, "and he says in verse 17, "asmuch

as God gave them the like gift as he gave unto us who believed on the

Lord Jesus Christ, who was 1 that I could withstand God?" And when they

heard these things they held their peace and glorified God, saying, "Then

hath God also to the G'ntlles granted ,ˆ/%$$/ repentance unto life." That

is beck in chapter 11. and then after that, w. find up in tintloch, chapter

13, the church up in ntioch, and we find that the HOly Spirit tells the

people to separate Paul and Barnabas, and Paul and Barnabas go off, and they
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go all through sai Minor preaching the word of Christ, and they have

Gentiles brought into the kingdom all through this, and then after ll this

is oer, years cifter the time wehn Cornelius was converted, do they have

a council in Jerusalem to determine whether Gentiles can be brought in to

the kingdom of God and become members of the church? They had settled

that years before. That was sometihing everybody was familiar with. God

had granted to the Gentiles to be saved. That is not the matter under

discussion at all here. The idea that the tabernacle of Dvid here must

refer to the church because the discussion is whether the Gentiles shall

be brought into the church or not rests upon an entire mist.nderstanding of

the whole subject under discussion in Acts 15, which is very clearly

brought out in the introduction to it, because the first verse of the
from

chapter says, that certain man Judea taught the breth~ran and said,

"ixcept ye be urn" ividently these whom they called Drethren

were Gentiles; they weren't circumcised, but they come to them and they

say, "Ye must be circumcised. Unless ye be circumcised after the mariner

of Moses, ye cannot be saved." And then in verse 5, certain of the sect

of the Pharisees which believed, it is needful to circumcise them and

to comand them to keep the law of Moses. And so the question is not,

hall Gentiles be brought into the church. Gentiles had been brought into

the church for someyears already. It has been ciccepted; recognized by

the apostles; f recognized y all parts of the church. It is a veil-known

fact that od is converting Gentiles and bringing them into the church.

That is not the discussion at all. The discussion is., Must the Gentiles

who were brought into the church then be clrcumcized. The discussion

is over circumcision. (st: In its 11 there was a question in their mind,

could the Gentiles come into the Old Testament body of boiievors called

the church. Were they brought into the church ciS -eeeMIse- proselytes?

Were these uentiles brought into the church even as Gentles were brought

in in the Old Testament? The question kere is whether they Ccifl come in
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or not...) Yes, but in chapter 11 there was discussion, but they decided

that God had led, and that they were to b br?ight in, and. that is some
(St;

years previous to cha±ter l. (That was because of the mnfestatlon, the

vion. Peter doubted...) Peter doubted before, yes, before he went he

doubted greatly, but God gave him the vision and he went there, and he

preached , and to Peter's great surprise the HOly Ghost fell on them, and
haipencd

when that/Peter said, "Can any man forbid water?' (T but after that

Peter vent back to the Jews...) Jter that Peter went back and he talked

in Jerusalem with the leaders in chapter 11, and presented the matter, and

they said, "Then hath God granted to the Gentiles repentance unto life,"

and they recognize it, and in chapter 11 Peter and the others have agreed
be

that te Gntlls $ are to/received into the church. Let's look beck

at chapter 11. Let's make that clear. l-l7 there are questions raised.

.id Peter discusses the question. nd then in verse I:, "'Waen cney

Aaard heard these tkgs they held their peace and glorified God saying,

"Then God has also to the Gentiles granted repentance unto life." (St:

They believed, didn't they, that the Gentiles could have life through

faith in the Jewish God, didn't they?" ) (Dr. b nd in the Old Testament

way they would have to be circumcised if they were recognized by the Jevs.7

That is right. In the Old Testament Gentile could come end could say,

want to become Jew. I want to believe in your God. I want to be

saved, the Way you are." They would say, "ll right, come, we'll circum

cisc you," they would make him a Jew by circumcising him, he is now a

Jew, he is a member of the Jewish group; ho is saved as they are. Well now,

Cornelius has not been circumcised. Cornelius is a Gentile, and the holy

Spirit falls upon a Cornelius, and Cornelius is recognized as a Christian

now, and this Peter is now convinced, and the others are convinced, and

then they say, "God has granted unto Gentiles repentance unto life." Now

if anybody said, "Cornelius has got to be circumcised," there is nor'
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mention of it here %/ in this chapter. omebody may h,-vti said it, but

t lst nobody said it loudly enough that it occasioned a big discussion

on it. ter that, some years after, we have ?aul going on a great mission

ary journey. he goes all through zisia Minor preaching to Gentiles, there

are Gnt1le churches established, and the thing is going along and everybody

is glorIing God and saying it is wonderful, and then people begin to say,

yes, but these people in these churches have got to be circumcise. They

have got to become Jews or they can't be saved. This is fine that they have

ceted Gnris, out they aiso flve to be circumcised and become Jews. That

is the question they are raising now. To the Christian now it is a question
not
/of whether Gentiles can be saved, it is a question of whether, to be saved

need to e circumcised. That is the question. The question is not just of
salvation without

salvation; the questhn is circumcision, or you might say,/circumcision.

That is the question. tnd so it Is not a question of whether there is

going to be a church established which has jaws and Gentiles. That they

have already got. It is a. question of whether they will have to circumcise

them so that they will all be Jews now. (Dr. B: .... all ge into the

kingdom of heaven .... )(end of record)

e 65

Dr. M: You see how that in tts l it is very vital that we have the

question In mind, the question /' circumcision. now what does all this

have to do with circumcision? tmos doesn't mention circumcision/ at all

in his discussion, and in this question now why does he quote a verse here?

If he just wants a verse to say, Gentiles can be followers of God, why

there are dozens of them in the Old Testament. In fact, tkae this partic

ul..r one. What has it got to do with the matter of circumcision? There

are much cleaiier verses than this as to Gentile salvation in the Old

Testament, many of them. Why then quote this particular statement in

this connection. Let's look again at the course of the Ø discussion in

chapter 17. They said, "xcept ye be circumcised after the manner of Moses,
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ye cannot be saved." and then in verse , "There rose up cexin of hte

sect of the Pharisees which believed." Now verse k, before they rose up,
elders

we find that in the church, the apostles and the had received
and barnabas.

Paul/ V. 3 we find that Paul and b,rnabas $ had declared the conversion

of the Gentiles, and this caused great joy to all the brethren. They

were all rejoicing because the Gentiles had been converted. They are all

happy over it. Gentiles can become Christians. That had. been recognized

for many years. but now these Phariss, that is former Pharisees V..tO are

now Christians, are raising a question. They say, "Yes, that is fine.

These people are saved. They are Gentiles. They believe in Christ.

They / have got the h'ly Spirit. They are saved Yes. But now we have

got to get busy and circumcise them, and tell them to keep the law of

Mss. Because, even though salvation is only through Christ, it is only

Jews who can be saved in the end. Gentles can be saved, but they must

become Jews. They must b3 circumcised." The apostles and the others

come together to consider the matter. And so , after much disputing

in verse 7, Peter rose up, and Peterl said, "Man and. brethein, you know

than a long time ago God made choice of us that by mouth should. hear

the word o the Gospel and believe. He said you know that a long time

ago Genthes believed when we preached, and God. mae choice of me, that is

God sending Hs special vision to send him up to Cornelius. and v 8, he

says, "God tha knows the heart bear them witness, he have them the holy

Ghost as he gave us. He put no difference between them and us, purifying

their hearts by faith. He says, here is the situation, it has been gig

on a long time. These people have been coming Into the kingdom, these

Gentiles; God has made no difference between Gentiles and Jews, they are

all Christians, they $ all have the H,ly Ghost; God has purified their

hearts by faith. Peter says, Now therefore, why tempt ye God to put a

yoke upon the neck of the aleclpies which neither our fathers nor we were

able to bear, but we believeLthat through the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ

we shall be saved even as they. Here are Peters words. Peter says, "We ha
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novn for a long time, years ago I went in fromt of you. All these years

Gentiles hav been coming in and we have been rejoicing over it. Now

why do we have to tell them they have to be circumcised. vow if they

had been circumcised first, 1 Peter had been on his own, if God hadn;t

given him hte vision in Joppa when the man came to him from Cornelius,

Peter would have sent word back, "If you are sincere, get yourself

circumcise. Circumcise purseif and your family; join the Jewish counir
then be glad

after you do that/I will/come and tell you about Christ. But you must

do that first." Peter didn't do that because God gave him a special vislot

and told him to go right ahead. and so he went. and now Peter says,

"It is an established thing; this is the way God is doing things; we have

been do ng it for years now; why do you now begin bringing up this matter

of circumcision?" (st) Well for one thing, they probably had not been

coming in at Jerusalem itself to any great extent. Cornelius was in

northern Palestine, and the believers were up in .tntioch and up through

ia Minor, and that the people in Jerusalem heard of it; the head apostleE
with Peter

had all talked the matter over/when Cornelius came in. To them the
who

matter was a settled thing. .v1dently these ?harisees,/vere more and

more being converted, more of them brought into the church, didn't know

about these things that were/% happening outside, and didn't fully

understand the whole business, and when they began to hear of it they raisi
now

the question, and/when they heard o this great number coming, they

might not have made much fuss with a great instances, but when they hear

of all these converts Paul is 4 3/4 up in Asia Minor, and they have

heard of these things and they are wondering about it, now Paul and

Banns, and they have been given the right hadn of fellowship by the

heads of the apostles and all that, the Pax"isees begin to say, "What

is this that we are getting into?7/ Is this according to the Scripture

after all, or not? We have heard such things; we have been venting to

hear the truth of it. Here is the man who has led all these peop.e

into the kingdom; now," they say, "hadn't we bitter make a fuss and see to
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it that things are done decently and )$ in order, that there is no slip-up?

If these people are made Jews, that they are circumcised?" trid so they

a--i- raised the question. ttfld the question didn't come from the

apostles, it came from these others who probably one by one got to talking

about it and then they got to talking together and made a big fuss, and

now it comes up, now it has got to be settled. nd now the matter is

before them. And so now, Peter has $ presented the situation, and Peter

said,"God decided this matter. God showed his wonderful

grace in giving them the B.ly Ghost without asking that they be circuin-

cthsed first. God shoved It was h4s will." nd some of the people are
and

sitting there/are saying, "Now I don't understnad that. This sounds like

a wonderful supernatural work. Peter is a man of honor; we believe wht

Peter said- says, and the apostles hav3 believed him, and they have approve

of this years ago, and yet we can't understand it. The Scripture

says, "if a person believe he must be circumcised." If person is going

t, be saved he must be circumcised. That is what the Bible says. Of course,

all the Bible they had then was the Old Testament. That is what the

bible says: You believe; you must be circumcise. But Peter says that God

has poured out the holy Spirit on people who haven't been circumcised. etnö

the ap8tl hare have recognized what peter has told them, have gone alo

with him, and have allowed these people to b recognized $ as members

of the church who haven't been circumcised, and they have approved of

Paul and Barnabas going all through asia Minor and preaching to Gentiles,

and not saying to the Gentiles, "Come and be circumcise, and then we will

teli. you about Christ," but saying, "Believe in the Lord Jesus Christ and

bou shalt be saved," and making no mention of circumcision. "row,1tthey

say, "it certainly $ /$$ sounds as if there is a supernatural interven

of God to show that this is to be done, but how can God contradict hmself?7

God has said, 'You must be circumcised. You must be Jews if you are to be

saved.' .nd to the Jews Christ comes and tells the word of salvation;
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now God $ by a supernatural act is shoving the Gntiles are to be too.

ll, if God does it, God does it, but it is self-contradictory. It

contradicts the Word of God, and it must be false." That is their

situation; that is their frame of mind. here is God's moral, supernatural
we

intervention. Yes/believe it; Peter says it. Paul says it. They are

men of honor. But how can it be, because the Old Testament doesn't teach

that? and so James solved the problem. After they had given all these

tiings, t hen James says, "Men and brethren, hearken unto me." Nv

James sums it u and solves the problem. James says, "Simeon," whibh, of

course, you know is Peter, "imeon has declared how God has previously,

God at the first," now at the first" doesn't mean"centuries ago," "at

the first" means "at the beginning of all this," at the time of Cornelius

a few years ago. (st: Could it be the Simeon who took the Lord Jesus

in his arms and blessed him?) 1 don't think so. In ttie verses just

before we have the account ofat Peter said, and then James gets up and

sys that somebody has slad that God has visited the Gentiles to take a

people for hs name, and that would p1 seem to be what Peter just said.

Actually it may be two or three forms of the name; it is not a Greek name,

of course. It is an i.ramaic name. The name means "God has heard me."

You $/ remember %$// Samuel, Shem-u-91 , "God has listened," "God

has heard," now this is "Shum-a on-i". "on" I believe is a Greek

ending, I don't know so much about the end, "oni," but the root of it

is sham-a., "he hath heard." Well now, in Greek, you don't pronounce

that , there is no ayin in Greek, and. so as you to represent that shum-a

in Greek, whether that ayin will express itself or not will depend a bit

on how the Greek ear would catch it. And so, one Greek might put it down

a "Simon," ignoring the ayin which is a queer sound to him; he cant'

understand that ayin; in fact, the ayin is very important in modern

2-ab1c, but they say that If you are gthg to pronounce it correctly,

you have to spend a great deal of time around camels, listening to them

and learning to make the sounds like the camels do. The tktab are
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with the camels au their lives, and they learn it from the camels, that
a

ayln way down in the % throat there, $4i/few uropeans have learned to

make it excellently, but it is a very difficult sound. (laughter) But now
1-tramaic or the

to the Greek, someone would say, "Simon", and the/%$ Hebrew $,z/ would

say, "No, Shima," and so another one represents it by the "e", and we

%%Ø/ find in a good many cases that in our English representation of

words, where there is an ayin, there is apt to e a representation by

an "e" in the English which you wouldn't have otherwise. So Simeon, or
sometimes

Simon, it would be very silly to have the name sometimes one and/the

other, except if there is some cause of it, and here there is cause.

The actual name has the ayin in it. (St) No, I'm not saytg the Bible

says it, but I'm saying that that is the way these people had interpreted

the Old Testament, because in the Old Testament, the man who was saved,

tj.braham, was commanded to be circumcise, and Moses, who had not circum

cise his child, was almost killed as a result, and all the Israelites were

commanded to circumcise their children, and that was the sign of the

covenant. The one who was saved was supposed to circumcise himself and

his children, and that was God's command to them, and so naturally they
to

went on/the next %46 stp, and siad, "In order to be saved you have to

be circumcised. To be a Jew to be circumcised. rind a Jew who is a true

Jew, who believes %$ in God and is looking forward for the redem%ption

of Israel, to the cozdng of 1143 Son, he is saved. Many many Christians

hold that you have to be baptized or you can't saved, or you have to bapti2ed

in a certain way. There are all kinds of ideas In any group of people

that are not altogether consistent. (st) They would eventually have had

to face it, but they had not up to this time. .ventally they did have to.

But this sort of thing would bring the questionshar relief and auest1n

the thing) tnd so now they are beginning to face it. This thing is the

problem. What are u going to do about this? e see supernatural acts

of God. Now in your day you will 1e people come and. tell you theyrve

seen supernatural acts, and they are different from the church. What do
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by the Scripture. That is what we must do. The Scripture is the final

rd, and what it says is true, and it is the whole truth. But God can

e give a people understanding of his Word; God can show things that were

in it that we hadn't seen before. That can happen. And at that time,

when the people saw these great supernatural events, they hadn't seen

them themselves; they hadn't seen Cornelius, they hadn't seen the people

Paul preached to, but they heard Paul tell about it, and they heard Peter

telll it, and it was sufficient to convince the apostles, but then

the Christian Pharisees are raising the question, and now the queston is,

"Can you reconcile this with Scriptural truth. If you can't, you have got

to give it up. o James says, "Yes, you can." James says, "Peter has

declared how God has formerly (turning badk to Cornelius) has visited the

Gentiles to take out of them a peole for his name.' Y0u notice. the

phrase James uses. "He has visited the Gentiles to take out of them a

people for us name. And to this agree the woro the apostles." In

other words, This is a supernatural thing that God has done, and Peter
and

was explained it/is definitely for it, but of arse we can't accept It if

it contradicts the bible. We must say we were misunderstanding; God isn't

really doing it. Devils are doing it; something Uk4 that; it is not

God if it contradicts the Scripture. But James says, it doesn't contradict

the Scripture; the prophets agree to it. It is already predict/ad in

the Old Testament. Well, how does the Old Testament predict something

about circumcision? Well, it is not a matter of circumcision now, merely,

but the immediate first step is this, "To take out of them,.out of the

Gentiles, a people for God's name." Now if there is a people for God's

name, which is still a Gentile people, they are not part of the Jews,

they have not been circumcised, and brought into the Jews, but they are

part of the Gentiles; they are a people for God's name which is a Gentile

peole ....(ena of record)
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Particularly 1 you show that there are two classes, that there are the

Jewish believers, and that there are the Gentiles who ar.. called by

Hs name. If you can show that there is such two classes, and there con

tinues for any length o time to be such two classes, because a man might

come and be a Gentile, but the minute he believes and you circumcise him,

you make him a Jew, and he is no longer a GentiLe. (st) ..Simon has related.
i:i.

(Mr. ppert: You notice that in seeeM-Peter 1, it begins "Simon Peter,"

there is a certain manuscript which has an alternative reading, "Simeon." )
II. Peter,

That is interesting, that in/some manuscripti see- have it as "Simon,"

nad some have it as "Simeon." Some of them getting he ayin represented
an it a it

by the "e" and others not. You just can't arbitrarily stick/in"Simon,"

If there isn't a reason for it., if there isn't a philological reason,

there must be something wrong, but there is in this case, there is that

ayln, and the question is, Can we represent it or not in our language.

It is just ke the "H" of the Hebrew: there is nothing to represent it
often

Inthe Greek, and consequently/you'll find it left off altogether, you'll

find the "heth" sometimes e- omitted. He quotes then, from tmos, and

he begins the quotation with the- an introductory phrase to show where

he thinks the quotation fits ii the situation. vow the reason he

quotes this from Imos is very clear when we read verse 14 again. James

says, "Simeon has declared how God has, beginning some years ago, visItd

the Gentiles to take out of them a people for his name." and he quotes

amos in verse 17, "--that the rest of men may seek the Lord, and all

the Gentiles upon whom my name is called." You note that it is the

exact same phrase. a people for his name,"those Gentiles upon whom

my name is called." So mos said, Simeon said, that 'od is supernaturally

showing us that he wants a people from the Gentiles who will be a Gentile

people for His name. Well, he says, imost has told us years ago that at

the return of Christ, there will not only be Jews who believe, but there

will also at that time be a great people who will be a people upon vh

the name of God is called who are still Gentiles, and who are not JeVS,/-hC
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therefore have not been circumcised. And so, James says, this is a diffi-

cult question, whether we need to circumcise these people or not. It
that a person

might not be a matter of salvation by faith. We say--eepe who is

a believer will do certain things; he is not saved because he does them,

but if he is saved he will be baptized, he will go and join the church,

he will witness to Christ, he will study His Word, he will do these

things if he is saved. Well, now, these people believed in Christ, but

is it necessary that they be circumcise? No; if they are circumcised,

that makes them Jews, and God has said, at the return of Christ there are

going to be mt only Jews who are His people, but also Gentiles upon

whom his name is called, and so Ad introduces the quotation with the

vorcis,1after this 1 will return" which are not in inglish, but are James'

introduction to it in order to show where it fits into the scheme of

future events. It cannot be James' misunderstanding of the Old Testament.
James

If //p misquoted the Old Testament, you can be sure those Phr1sees

would have jumped up and said, "What are you doing, giving us something

that isn't even in the Old Testament?' Those people there knew their

Old Testament thoroughly, and he wasn't quoting the LXX, because the

LXX doesn't say, "after this will I return." The LXX says, "in that day."

but he is intrd*icing it to show where it is in the scheme of future events.

He says, after this Gospel period; after this time after the death of

Christ. There is a time coming when Christ is going to return--and all

of the apostles at this time we know were looking forward and longing

for the return of Christ, and James says, "etmos has told us something

about what is going to happen after the return of Christ, and the

quotation is in the first person, God speaking, Christ speaking, and so

he puts "the beginning" Into the %$/ smae first person to introduce it.

"itfter this I will return and will build again the tabernacle of David

which is fallen down, and will build again the ruins thereof, and will

set it up," the future kingdom after His return. He says, when that happers,

what is the situation %{ gdng to be? That the rest of men may seek after
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me," but he puts in "the Lord" to make it abundantly clear what is meant,

rather than quoting word for word. "That the rest of men may seek after

the Lord, and all the Gentiles upon whom my name is called, saith the

Lord who doeth all these things." And therefore, James says, the thing

that has been given to you by Peter and tiX/ Paul, what they have seen,

is not a contradiction at all, but it is what iimos predicted. amos said,

when Christ returns and sets up His kingdom upon earth, there will be two

classes of people here, there will be the Jews, the circumcised ones, the

believers in God, saved through Christ, and there will be those who are

the Gentiles up n whom my name is called, and there won't be "Gentiles

upon whom my name is called" If it be necessary that they all be circumcised

as soon as they become Christians, and therefore, James says, here
it

is evidence from the Old Testament that/is not necessary to circumcise these

people. d they accept his argument, and they procede not to quire them

to be circumcised. (St:...lie is putting it as if itinos were saying, "after

this U or referring to the time when James ?) Well, there is

nothing in the passage to zove one way or the other. (Dr. B: Jeremiah 12:15.

This has a definite antecedent, exactly in mind with what pu are saying.)

Jeremiah 12:15. "It shall come to pass after that I have plucked them out,

I will return./" (Dr. B: James is quoL4ng.) "I will return and have

compassion on them and bring them again, ( every man to his heritage, and

every man to his land." (Dr. B: James quotes this at as plural, words

of the prophets, plural. In other words, he purports to give a. composit

ture based on more than one prophet. he quotes that "I will return

after this" fi'm Jeremiah.) Very interesting suggion. In any event, "I

will return" refers to the return of Christ. Then where else is (perfect
8 3/k

future?) (3t: "I will return". Well, it might be that he refers to

the appearance of Christ there...) Do you know of any place in Old or
first

how Testament where the/appearance of %$zL Christ is spoken of "the return"?
there

I am not saying t%/%% i5.'t, but I have never come across one. I don't
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His first coming is ever spoken of as a return that I know of. (,St) In

the Jeremiah, though, it doesn't refer tothe time of Jeremidh. Verse 14 i

"Thus saith the Lord against all my evil neighbors which touch the

inheritance which I cause my people Israel to inherit, behold I will
the house

pluck them out of their land, and pluck out/of Judah from among them, and

it shall come to pass that after I have plucked them out, I will rirn and

have compassion on them, and bring them again every mao his heritage.

So in Jeremiah 12 he is referring to the time of the regathering of the

Jews, not to the time of Jeremiah by the "after that." (st) James

quotes the verse to show what is going to happen at the return of Christ.

H says, when Christ comes back to the earth there will be here those

who are believeing Jews, and also those who are Gentiles who are a

people for the name of God, people on whom the name of God is called.

-s-- That is what is going to be a t the future time, at the return of

Christ, he says. I don't know of any case where the word "return" is

used for the first coming of Christ. But it is used hundreds of times

tr the second. (St) No, not the dispersion, we-e-itv regather.

After the regathering, Christ will return. If I were to say, "After the
presidential

next ee.w- election , whoever is elcted will be installed as president

in Washington," that would be future to me. Why couldn't James say,

"After the end of this age, Christ will return and set up his kingdom/"?

(St: Well he could, but he couldn't apply it to that ...12...because the
could

Israelites were dispersed here, and they weren't regathered, so how/they

talk about...) I don't see anything about "dispersed" or "regatheringV,

he is talking about whether, when Christ comes back, ttwe will then be

a people for His name who are Gentiles, and He says, if we circumcise them

all, if we start in circumcising every one that believes, they will

Jews, and when Christ comes back, there will not be a zØ/ great people

for His name tho are Gentiles. He is talking about what will be when

Chit comes back. Otherwise, it has nothing in the world to do with
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circumcision. I see no possible connection with it with circumcision,

unless that be it. (St) If they are circumcised and keep the law of

Moses, those ar the indications that they have become Jews. If they

do not devote them, thenthey have not entered into the body of Jewry,

but they are a separate people for the name of Christ, a Gentile people

for the name of Christ whoe not subject to Jewish ordinances, but are

subject to the ordinances which God gives for all his people. (St) One
of whom

new man, some of whom are circumcised, and some/are not; some of whom

are Jews, and some of whom are Gentiles, and he says that there will be

both kinds when Christ comes back. They won't all have to become one

kind, become Jewish,-e- but there will be both kinds. (Dr. B: It seems

to me that Jeremiah's passage is not by an eans confined to the

Babylonian captivity; it is a general spiritual truth, it is something

that they will look forward to. Now Christ has predicted a scattering

of Israel just a few years before, and they knew that Israel was going

to be scattered. Israel was now a subject people, and therefore James

very consciously quotes this tou touta from Jeremiah to introduce the

os passage, because amos has just been talking about a gathering and

a sifting, and putting Jeremiah and eimos together, "after this gathering

and sifting, the Lord will come back again and restore David's house,
gives a

or booth, and there will have been a lot of Gentiles.) ind that-169-the

reason for not requiring circumcision. Otherwise it has nothing in the

world to do with circumcision, and it is almost the other way if James

says, "We are going to decide this. Let's give a verse of Scripture,"

and go ahead and quote a verse that had nothing to do with what they

were talking about. (st) Pluck my people out from among them. He is

saying, I will take the evil neighbors out of the land of Israel which
I

they are taking from the Jews, and/will take the Jews out from among

all these evil neighbors wherever they are scattered among them--he

mentions both aspects here. (end of record)
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They have taken the Jew's land. They have it today and he says that he is

going to pluck them out of it and he has already plucked them out of /

two-thirds of it today, but not 0 the other third. And he has plucker' the

Israelites out of many lands today, but not entirely out of all. It would

look as 1 these things predicted are coming to pass in our day, but not

yet completely fulfilled by any means. (st) It may refer to the singular

in one verse, and the plural in another, and thex there may be singular and

plural in the same versa. You think of them as a single people, or you thiik

of them as an aggregation of individuals, and both are used repeatedly. You

can never tell in the Old Testament by singular or plural whether it is

Israel or not, because lie uses them both indiscr1m/inately. he will

even use. both in the same verse. He will say, "I will give thee this land

and you shall be happy in it," referring to the people as a whole, or the

individual members. (St) I see personally how it makes a great

deal of differenci. Dr. Busvell may very well be right with this Jeremiah

passage here in mind; I don't know. Maybe he may not be, but to my mind,

whether you say, "After the time of the beginning of the Babylonian

captivity Christ will return," or whether you say, "After the end of the
(oppression?)

Babylonian depression," or whether you say, "After the time of James

Christ will return," or whether you say, "After theregathering of the

Jews Christ will return," everyone will be true because the return of

Christ is after all those things, and everyone of them is before it, so

I don't think that there is any difference. He is saying that, "After

that is what happens." He is not saying how soon after or when. It

is sometime after. 41/ I hadn't thought before of the interpretation

which Dr. Busvell has suggested here. I am inclined to take it as amos'

words. amos is shoving where it fits in: "At the return of Christ, these
ing

things are going to be." Dr. B's suggestion bringØ in this interpretation

of Jeremiah is very interesting. It may be true; I haven't thought it

through sufficiently to be sure whether I would accept it or not, but in

either event, the "I will return" is clearly a refernce to the reutrn of
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and
it seems to me, which is after all these things,/after everything has

which has happened from the foundation of the world uo the time when
James

he returns. My own personal inclination would be to think that ,4 is

saying, "After these days in which you and I are living, Christ is going

to come back, and when He comes back, then there are going to be two

classes of people,fand therefore there is no reason why you and I should

try to make the situation different from that which he has predicted.

(st) ...physicai restoration...,) lee; that, he says, is gc*ig to happen aft'

the return of Christ. At once--just like I come into this room and give

a lecture at once. But aie of them is a little bit ahead of the other one.

They don't happen at the identical instance. (St:...Wouldn't the physical

resurrection be first?) No; if he says here, "1 will return and rebuild

the tabernacle of David," how could the building of the tabernacle be before

he returns, because He puts it in the opposite order. He says% He is

going to return and build it. Well, that would be just twisting Scripture

completely around, to say He will bild it, and then return, wouldn't it?

(See page i Ot-)
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(precedes)
(Dr. B: In the Jeremiah passage the planting in the land, preached

the return,
but the building of David's tabernacle was actually followed

by the retunn. ) Yes. I don't see how you could twist this around

to get the rebuilding before the return, anymore than you could twist

around to get my speech last summer before I vent to Geneva. I had to

go there first before I could do it, and Christ has to return before

He can do the thing He has promised to do after He returns. (St) "These

are the Gentiles upon whom my name is called." These are the ones who

have accepted. They are the ones who--(St) The Christians who are living

in that period. They are the people who are to come up to Jerusalem as

we read in Isaiah 2 and M,cah u--all nations shall flow unto it; they

fl/%# will come up there to receive the word from the King there in

Jerusalem, to know what His willis. (St) This refers to people saved

before He comes back, because it says, "The Gentiles upon whom My name is

called." The"residue of men"is the Jews. The rest of the men, that is,

the Jews, and the rest of the Gentiles. The Jews and the Gentiles, two

classes. The Jews, and the Gntiles on whom My name is called. (St)

There are two mentioned, and one of them is specifically called "Gentiles."

That would certainly imply the other$ is the people who are not aentl)es.

'he rest of men" and."the Gentiles." That would imply that"the rest of

men" are the Jews. (St) ....and those Gentiles. Wbever the Z$%/ last

part is, it is not included in the first. And if the first was "all the

rest of men" it would have to include last, but the first includes Gentile;

it includes the last. If you said, "The Gentiles who were 6hristians

and the rest of men, then the rest voula mean those who were left over

when the Gentiles were taken out," but when you mention the Gen11es last,
so

the first of theta cannot include the last,/the first can hardly

include the Gentiles. So I would think the first was the Jews. (st)

If you were to say that Russia was to conquer the people of the United

States, and of Mich&gan, I wuuldn't get much sense out of it. If he

said, they j( were going to conquer the people of the South and of the
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North, there would be some sense to that. If you said they were going

to conquer the people of the South and of Michigan, it would imply that

the rest of the North was going to escape in some way, but that the south
(st:

would inlude Michigan to me wouldn't make any sense. (If you were to

sy that the Russians were going to conquer the Northern and the Southern

hemispheres and also the United States... the US..the most important part.)

Conquer the N rthern Hemisphere and the United states? 1 can't iniagtne-
it

that--maybeTr. (Dr. Buawell: If/is- synthetic parailet then the two

terms OXIJI might be simply parallel. That is, all the rest of the men,

namely, all those Gentiles who are called. But they are called by his name,
noncircuincision.)

before lie returns, so therefore this point on eertaRbyv) tnd so the

discussion here is not Gentile salvation, the discussion is circumcision,

and this shows that the reason not to circumcise them is that God has

predicted that when Christ returns there will be uncircumcise people who

will be Christians. NO If somebody were to tall me tha the word "Satan'!

in the scripture was another name for God, I would say, "Show me one

instance of it." You can't assume a thing without at least one instance.

Now one instance may be a wrong interpretation. If you have one instance

we can examine it, and it may be an incorrect interpretation, but unless

there is at least one aviiabie to oe given, we have nothing to consder.

(St) (Lr. B: anstrepso, "1 will come back again." It has to be c4 coming

back of somebody who has been hare.) Christ never speaks of the ;;/2

a return, a coming bck, there is no such thing anywhere in the Scripture.

Qt: Does James speak with apostolic authority, or with apostolic

approval?) interesting question, but not germaine to the discussion.

but even if James were not speaking with some particular apostolic

authority/
'
here, it still would not effect the present discussion,

because the point hare is, that %$ here is a meeting of the apostles

and the leads of Christianity, considering an important matter, and

the holy Spirit tells us, and how that was laid which was the foundation

of all subsequent missionary work in the took of Acts, and. the holy spirit
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gives us basis of it certain words which James uses from the Old

Testament. Now it is clear from that then that the apostles and those

present who accepted this decision considered that the argument was a

valid one, they considered tflat it was true, and, it is evident tfla it

was God will that this decision should be made, and that he would give

us a decision whichis vital in determining the history of future

Christianity, and show us how it was made, and yet it was made by a

misinterpretation of Scripture is inconceivable, unless he at least

explained to us that that was the fact: "Now these people misunderstood

the Word, out the conclusion they reached was God wanted, so He let it

go,!? or something like that. There would be an explanation. Now I would

be inclined to think on the other question that in a situation like this,

most likely, since they recognized James as the head of the Council,

James spoke and gave the decision and they approved of it and followed

it, I would incline to think that James was speaking here with apos.1c

authority, but I don't think that enters particularly into the present

problem because it would be equally so in either case. (St) In verse

18 there is a difference in our Greek manuscripts, in our New Testament

mss, and the 1kV evidently feels that on the best manuscripts it is not

as in the AV. That Is a matter of NT textual erltleism. (St) (Dr. B:

That's a reason for picking out Peter. If you say all the U,ited States

will be captured, even New Yrk City---so it could be "all the rest of

men, namely /jt Gentiles who are called by My name," not meaning"all

men without excdption," but"all men, namely, the Gentiles.') Yes, if

12 2/3, (Dr. B: In any case, meaning that after the return of Chit,

then all mankind will have access to Bis face, as David. predicts.) Yes.

Whether the Jews and Gentiles are explicitly mentioned separately here,

it is in mind that they are to be. The stress here is on the Gentiles.

What he is trying to bring out is that aftethe return of Christ there

will be Gentiles who are"called by M name," and consequently that they
immediately

should not say the Gentiles, when they become Christians, must/be
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circumcised. That would be going against God's predictive will as to

the situation at the time of the rxrn of Christ. (st) No, he is not

in any sense quoting this as a fulfillment of amos; he is taking up the

question of what we should do now. In view of v1 God is going to do in

the future, we should not try to do something which void go contrary to

what God says he is going to do in the future. (st) "Seek" may mean

"onverted," bt.t not necessarily. We are told that after the return of

Christ all nations will come up to Jerusalem to learn his will. They

seek after Him; they are inquiring as to his will. We should all be

seeking the Lord now. That doesn't $ mean we all become converted now.

We began to seek the Lord a long time ago, but we keep on seeking Him,

we shall seek Him still moreter ha returns. He is going to make it

possible for us to seek him mord fully when he is visibly here among us.

st) It improves it, and therefore there is definitely no harm in the

world in using "of that", but it also includes a great deal more than

that. It doesn't stop with that. (st) I am not saying that there will

not be men converted after the return of Christ. Doubtless there will

be. But I am sag that this passage here has nothing to do with any

people being converted after the return of Christ, because this is

referring to ihose who are already converted, before His return. This

is referring to the men "upon whom My name is called," those who are

already (end of record)
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"upon whom My name is called," you wouldn't use that term. And if you

did, it would not have anything to do with circumcision anyway. (Dr. B:

I don't think the Bible ever speaks of people being called by the Lord's

name except in time- terms of their visible profession of faith. You

are called by Hs name when you are converted, when you are saved. Your

name is written in the Lamb's Book of Life before the foundation of the

world, but"called by his name" in tne sense 01 kale.) here is a certain

sense.) Of course the passage enters into tho vole question of all the
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there are h
future events in God's plan, and/many places where the ase in the

we
question where/may ask, Boas this throw light on one phase or not,

and the question might be asked and discussed iiz'ious ways. I don't

think James is endvoring to 1 1/k , but he was endeavoring
that we

to go into one point: It is not necessary $cause Gentiles who become

Christians to become circumcised. That was the whole point under

consideration, to be circumcised and to keep the law of Moses. That was

the present question under condideration. The answer was, "It is not

necessary that we say they must be circumcise, because God Himself has

predicted that when Christ returns, there will then be in the church,

in rIst, those who are called by Es name, and there won't be any

if they all become Jews. Therefore we should not require them to be

$/ become Jews and to keep the law of Moses. That is tne one th.ng

James is talking about. Now in the course of James talking bout that,

He may quote a passage which throws light upon some little phase or

other little phase of it, there may be other things which may be more

or less clearly and definitely touched upon, but they are not tIcu

larly in his mind or particularly in the forefront here. This is the

big thing in the talk: Do these people need to be circumc? nd that

is determined for al the subsequent history of tne Ch1istian CbIurch

by this Council, and the subsequent history of the Christian Church

took its stand here upon this which James presented on the basis of

amos, that this passage in amos shows that it is not necessary that these

people be circumcised. And I have never beeen able to figure out

how it could have anything in the world to do with circumcision other

than that he is declaring that when Christ comes back and returns, as

he says, "I will return,' and builds up his kingdom and establishes

Hs kingdom,that at that time there will be on this earth Gentiles upon

whom the name of God will be called; people who are Christians, but still

were Gentiles, who were not Jews. (st) Paul, the greatest fighter here
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against the necessity o circumcising Gentiles v4et out after it, right

e next year, himself circumcised Timothy, who was the son of a Jewish
normally

father and a Greek mother. Paul himself considered that a Jew should %/
thing

only be circumcised, that the proper/for a Jew to do was to take circum
it

cision. (st) (Dr. B: If Paul did/as matter of accomadation, he did

it on account of the Jews. ) Th4t doesn't mean it was wrong. (Dr. b: 1O,

not wrong. Paul himself didn't introduce the idea.) No. The normal

thing for a Jew was to be circumcised. Now if a Jew wanted to say, "I

want to become a Gentile rather than a Jew," Paul would object

to that, perhaps, but he wouldn't necessarily urge it. (St) The remnant

of .dom? I forget the exact detail on that, whether it is necessary

to consider that that "ok" was not n the text the LXX had or not, or

whether it can be taken as t of the previous word, I don't know.

I remember now. The question about "ek.' That the rest of mankind shall

that they shall possess the "ok" remnant of dom. They shall possess

sign of the accusative. If you pit it that way it is ek. If you

point it this way, it 18 opi. nd the LXX takes it that "the rest of

mankind shall seek Me." You see, there is no difference in consonants at

all. It is just a difference in the vowel pointing. We have probably

covered the facts of this and the essential features of it. There are

many side angles where it touches many different things which wouldn't be

so proper to go in now, but to bring up in connection with other subjects

to be taken up. The one thing they are discussing here is circumcision

and keepkng the law of Moses, and James is saying it is not necessar%y

because imos% said that when Chit returns and sets up Iis kingdom, there

will be Gentiles who are believers in God. (St) t8 to particular evidence

from the prophets about Gentiles not being ...9 l/2..(St: RV, isaiah 4.5:1l)

(Dr. B That is just the word, "known of old.") The word "known of old"

is-- (Dr. isaiah 2 and ii, about the Gentiles seeking the Liord--Uentiies

in all belief and faith, many passages say the Gentiles will come up to
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seek the face of the Lord during the Messianic Kingdom.) Yes; there are

many such passages. (Break)

Dr. Buswell This book on "The Milleniai. Faith" by Dr. Hamilton is

well worth adding to your library. Dr. Hamilton is an honored missionary

under the Independent Board in Korea, and has done great service for

the Lord in that field. I had the experience with Dr. Hamilton an

with this book some years ago, I was %1ó7f in Wheaton for Christmas time,

driving back to Wilmington, and Dr. liami.Lton rode along witlne. Dr.

Hamilton had the manuscript of this book, which he read to me as I drove.

Now the fact that Dr. Hamilton has one opinion and I have another has

is nothing ac'ainst him; in fact, it might be somethigg agai1t me, because

he is a man of careful study and of rich experience in things of the Lord.

he $/ holds to the so-called amlllenial view, or antikilliast view.

I'm %$% i/ip// taking particularly the chapter on the 20th ch of Rev.

which is fi5ˆ/ chapter 15 in the bood. I have to dip into other parts of

the book to get the background, because his argument is cumulative. In

any discussion of eschatology, the %// premillenialist usually
g Pr, '412.vq

answers the arguments against the premillenial theory, But what are you

going to do with Rev. 20?7 It teaches an earthly millenium in the future,
I

and you have no right to spiritualize it away. That is the end of the

quote from the hypothetical premiiieniaiit; It is not too much to say
-MIU *W/ i9 -

that this chpter is the very citadel of the system, and the norm

to which all other prophetic passages must be made to co1.orm, so I am

inclined to take the 8th ch of Romans as a starting point atleast, in my
lenial

preniil teaching. I think that the prophecy there that his creation will

experience a period of blessedness subsequent to the Lord's returnk.s

been overlooked, it contains all the elements of the millenium except

the length of it. It doesn't say that there is to be a thousand years,

but it is to enjoy the blessedness of the sons of God subsequent to the

Lord's return. But it is true tht the 20th ch of Rev, is a clear and

precise statment, and that premillenialists must refer to it in discussing
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the doctrine of the millen1um.'\It is said to teach a thousand years

earthly reign of Christ in sane language, and though that thousand year

earthly kingdom is not found elsewhere in the teaching of Jesus or the

apostles, it must be inserted between the lines no matter how many contra

dictions may be produced by doing so. Now, that, of course, is part--of

partisan argument, and he has got a right to be a partisan, the same as

we all have. He would say that if there is any,$I/ contradlcthn

with other Scripture, we are wrong. But these premils don't find a

contradiction, and we do find this reign of Christ upon the earth

referred to elsewhere. Continuing: "Nowhere else is the idea of two

resurrections separated by one thousand years apart, but the other

resurrection passages must be torn in part so that this idea can be

inserted somewhere." Now that is his view. He doesn't see any other

passages that indIcae more than one resurrectinn. 1 referred last

time to the fact that wherever (and there are a gxt many such passages)

you have anastasis ek nekrn, or apo nekri)n--sometImes the article is

used and sometimes not--there you find ek or apo as the genative plural,

and there are many, many such passages,' you never in those passages

find any references to the resurrection of the wicked. You find references

to anastasis ttLi nekx4i)n, the resurrection of the dead, both of the t

and of f the unjust. But ek clearly means, "out % from among." That is

to say, the fact that many times the resurrection out frin among the

dead, the resurrection of believers is many times referred to as an
t&n

ek anastsls or an anstasis ek nekri, all of those passages are allusiox

to a direction, and Paul's desire to partake of the fellowship of the

sufering and the resurrection of Christ that he may attain to the ek

and-stasis ek tuin nekriftn. T1 is only one of several score of references,

to I$/ mor than one resurrection, to the resurrection out from among

the dead. Now continuing: "The Great White Throne Judgment must b placed
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one thousand years after the coming of Christ, because that is where it

is said to be taught in this chapter, although all the other $4 judgment

passages take the place of judgment before the alleged mllleniuin, and

weird difficulties arise as separating these judgments by thousand

years. (end of record)
e 69

..proposed weird difficulties. The resurrection of the rest of the dead..

Paul says, "We believe in the resurrection of the dead, both of the just

and of the unjust. The resurrection of the rest of the dead., so far from

creating any difficulties, would seem to be a necessity becuase of the

fact that % his return, he judges the living people on the earth,

ha destroys those who are destroying the earth, and gives rewards to H.s

servants. That is to say, here is a general statement that the pr3m11
cx

interpreion creates dIfficuitis, and the difficulties are not pressed

here. I think it does not create difficulties, but rather straightens

out a good many things. Continuing: "The wicked dead are said not to
(strange?)

be raised until after the alleged millenIum--" That is pretty straight

language you see, the rest of the djad did nt come to life until the

thousand years were finished. That is stated very plainly, so it

is not just exactly an alleged millenium; "the wicked dead are said not

be raised after the alleged millenium because this chapter is said to

have ended in spite of the fact that the rest of Scripture would seem to

teach that they are raised when Christ comes .gain. ov, he doesn't

give any scripture which says that the wicked dead will be raised when

Christ comes aiaIn. Rut the rest of tbe cr1ntiir, }'e sav, "seems to

teach it." "Gentile nations of unregenerated people are said to be on

earth during the thousand years under the m1lleni.l reign of Christ, in

spite of the plain teaching of Christ that altar he comes again only

those who .ve glorified bodies will attain to the next age, and they

will be like the angels,'Luke 2O:2-36. We'll stop for moment ) on

that, but I'll finish reading this paragraph. "because this chapter
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in ktev. is said to touch that Stan gathers such wicked nations o.t the

close of the alleged millenium--" It says very plainly, "fter the

usand years he is released and goes out to deceive the nations,"

so tt-e- it hardly seems right to call it an alleged millenlum.

I1$ John is the one o does the alleging. iow Dr. ± believes that
really

what John is/talking about is th present age, which is only a millenium

in the most remote sense of the word, just a figure of speech for

the inilleniuni. but., "Satan gathers % the wicked nations at tie close

of the alleged millenium. The rest of Scripture is thus forced into

conformity with this one chapter, no matter what difficulties of inter

pretation may arise in such a process.
"

Noy, Luke 2O:2+-6 is one

of Dr. H's very important psae, the Jeto*f the r'urreet1on.

I like to take such passages in a $ harmony. Here are the three

references. Rd only cites right here Luke 20:27-2h, but it is also

in Mark l2:l-27, afld follow with Matthew 22:23-3. In all of these

cases, in all of these gospels, the Saduccees came and put up to Him this

ridiculous question about the woman wno had been married seven times,

and. then whose wile whould she be in the resurrection. That is the

question. Jesus answered to them in Luke: "The sons of this age marry

and are given in marriage." in Matthew lie said, "You err, not knowing

the Scripture, nor the power of God," and in Mark H said, "Do you

not on this account err, not knowing the Scripture nor the power of

God?'' So the reference to the Scripture, the power of God, is in Mark

and in Matthew, the fact that people get married in this present age

is in Luke. Luke continues (and in these two lines Matthew and Mark are

silent) , "Those who are reckoned worthy
tuyein

(tu'4no) those who are

reckoned worthy to attain that age and the resurrection of the dead, the

resurrection, the ek nekxAx, those who are worthy to attain that age

and the resurrection $ out from among the dead do not marry nor are given

in marraige." I think that Dr. H errs right at this point. he says,
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"in spite of the plain teaching of Christ that after he comes agd.in,

only (italicised) those who have glorified bodies will attn to the

next age, and they will be like the angels." Christ did not say that

only the resurrected people wuuld be in the millenium. ha did. s"y.."thosa

who are accounted worthy to attain to th.t age and the resurrection
of

from among the dead.' That is, it is a single class/people who attain to

tI age through worthiness, and attain to the resurrection of the dead.

That group of people do not marry nor are given in marraige but as are

the angels. Then Luke continues: "Nor are they able to die, but are

equal to the angI.s and they are sons of God, being sons of the

resurrectimn. " So that in the resurrection, which was the question

which the Sadduccees had asked Him, theie is none of the marriage

relation. There is no need for procreation of the resurrected people.

(St: Jesus said to the Sadduccees here, "You don't know the Scriptures."

What do you think He had in mind here? Where in the OW?) That, of course,

is in Matthew and in Mark, and the I context in Matthew in Mark simply

is this, "For in the resurrection they neither marry nor are given

in marriage, but are like the angels which are in kven." (St:

Jesus was tempted. That % seems to imply that that was taught in the

OT. ) In all three gospels he goes ahead to quote the reference that

God is the God of ibraham, Isaac and Jacob. kind then He says, "You

shouldn't think of Him as the God of the dead. He is the God of the

living." That is His particular argument there. Now there are several

cifferent aspects of this answer. The badduccees didn't believe in the

spirit, in an invisible spirit either. And the fact that God is called

the God of Abraham,, Isaac and Jacob clearly proved that they were spirit

ually present to God; He is called their God long after they died. But

that would answer one part of the Sadduccees argument. The inference to

the resurrection would imply the whole OW background for the

Pharasalc Jews, and the UT picture indicates the resurrection of the

righteous, and the ?harasaic Jews believed that Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob
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would be raised. from the dead, as Christ said, they would sit down togeth

in His kingdom. That is a little beside the point of Dr. H's argument,

however, but it is relavent to the course. (St: What about given in

marraige, though?) Christ doesn't give you any references on marraige

in the O. (Dr. M: Christ said, "Ye do err, not knowing the Scriptures

nor the powirof God, for in the resurrection they neither marry nor are

given in marraige. Does he mean that if they knew the Scripture, they

would know that in the resurrection they neither marry nor are

given in marraige? Well at first sight it would seem to say that that

is the case. But when you look closer, it is saying that theye saying,

"There is no resurrecdon of the dead." tnd in order to prove it they

are bringing up an argument. and that lie answers and says, "You err; you

don't know the Scriptures which clearly teach there is a resurrection of

the dead; and you don't know the power of God, which can $ bring a.

resurrection of the dead, even if you think you an find various reasons

to find difficulty in it. Now as to this particular difficulty youkb.ve

raised, here is the answer." That, I think, is a valid way

interpret it. In other' words, that the reference to the Scriptures relates

to the whole matter of the resurrection'f the dead, and not to this matter

of marraige. ) Dr. B; That is a very clear way of taking it. It is

outside of the immediate point, although it is certainly relatent to

the whole point. t any rate, the statement in $atthew and Mark has

no reference ezcept that in the resurrection they neither

marry nor are given in marraige, and the statement in Luke
say4

"those

who are counted worthy to attain to that age and th. resurrectimi from

among t8 dead--it is ek nekIUn, do not marry nor are gii in marraige,
they are sons of God

nor are able to die, but are equal to the angels,/being sons of the

resurrection." So that all that Christ says with reference to this point

is that those who arise from the dead being counted worthy of the age to

come, and rise from the dead, neither marry nor are given in marraige.
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tind he does not in any sense of the word deny that there may be ordinary

flesh and blood people to continue on into the millenlum, who are not

the heirs of the Scripture, who without exception were not saved people

at the moment 0 the rapture, and they are not resurrection people. To

establish his point he would have to show that there is some Scripture

to deny that any flesh and blood people continue on into the millenium,

at the rapture of the church. Rather, the Scripture indicates that the

flesh and blood people will certa\1nly continue after the riient of the

rapture, for you remember in I. Thess 5 he says, s concerning the

times and the seasons brethren, you do not have need for ma to write to

you, for yourself know tht the day of the Lord comes as a thief in the

night. So when they say, "Peach and safety, sudden destruction comes

upon them, as travail upon a woman with child, and they shall not escape."

That is to say, this perilous event comes upon the wicked people of the

wrld as sudden destruction. 'You are not in darkness that that day should

overtake you as a thief," and so on. There seams to be a reference ot

the saints of the Lord being suddenly taken, in a moment, in the twinkling

of an eye, and other people being left for a time of terrible suffering,

but not snuffed out at the instant of the rapture of the saints, which

would be at the instant of the 01 resurrecthn of the righteous dead.

That pff/ much then for Luke 20:24-26 and the parallels in Matthew and

Mark. Now Dr. H.Is another argumt which is strongly in the background,

which he doesn't bring in immediately here, the argument that in the
i~) 13

parable of the tares, Matthew :24-30 and 36-43. The parable of the

tares had no parallels in Mark or Luke, except for a few of the concluding

remarks which are made under other circumstances and different contexts.

Matt. 30. There is another lesson which I might bring out as we are going

through. I you take the different items and number them in your bibles,

both in the parable and in the explantion, seven diflernnt %%4%/ items.

Wake for instance
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the enumeration as given in verses 38-9. "he who sows the good seed is

the Son of Man.! ThcLt is number 1. "The field is the cosmos." "The

good seed are the children of the kingdom." (end of record)

e 70

...children of the evil one, and the evil 0 1/2 . The tares are the
children of the

evil one, and the enemy who sowed them is the devil. Now

you have five points. The harvest is the consummation of the age,

the tello aiInas, and the reapers are the angels. In reference to the

doctrine to the purity of the visible church, always remember that the

people who wanted to go in and pull out the tares and were told not to

are the angels, and not men. I can just imagine the cataclys%mic angels

of God, who have never known what it was to be a sinner, watching this

old world and itching to pour out the vials of wrath. I have a good

deal of sympathy with them sometimes, until I remember my own frail self,

and how thankful 1 am that the Lord was patient with me. The angels are

the ones who wanted to pull out the tares, and they are told not to do

so, but they are told, with reference to the field which is the world,

and not the church, but both grow together until the harvest, the harvest

being at the end of the age. In othr words, this prable ten as

Christ interprets it, is perfectly intelligible as an explanation of
and the problem

divine providence of evil. Why does God tol

erate evil in this world. -ha does it for a purpose, with reference to

the harvest and a climax which is cothing. The reapers are the angels,

the field is the world, the harvest is the end of the age. But now,

Dr. Hamilton's argument is, as you read in both the parable and in the

expØlanation,s then, the res are gathered and cast into the fire, so

it will be in the consummation of the age. Te Son of Man will

forth his angels, and will gather together out of His kIngdomØ,Wov

this word "kingdom" is not "church" in its context, but it is interpreted

there as the world. The Lord himself said it is the world in this

case. "Will gather out of his Kkngdoin," the world becomes His kingdom in
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a vi°ible sense at that time) everything which causes offence and those

that make for lawnessness, and he will cast them into the furnade of

fire. There will be the weeping and the gnashing of teeth. But the

righteous will shine feh-- forth as the sun in the kingdom of their

Father." Now Dr. H's argument sounds quite forceful, if you are in the

habit of taking everything in one eee- perspective in the p1i-

prophet-icWord. That is to say, I know a lot of Bible students 3 1/2 "When

does this event take place?" And they have a kind of a limited 'vhe;"

as though it were right in a very limited period. It says that, in the

consummation of the age, the wicked will be gathered out and cast into

the furnace of fire. And Dr. H says, "This is at the beginning of the

millenium, and if the wicked are gathered out and the righteous are all

redeemed and caught up, if not resurrected then changed and made immortal,

then there is nobdy left. All the wicked are desyed, and all the

righteous are resurrected or changed, so there are no people to be

deceived at the end of a thousand years. Therefore, there ian't any

thousand years after the Lord's return; therefore you have got

to have the thousand years mean something before the Lord's return;
this,

therefore, we are in it now." Well, I think the answer is, that/just like

a number of other passages, is a wide-lens view;f the consummation of

the age is not the beginning of the millenium only. The %% passage

is merely stating that in the eschatological complex two things are going

to happen: the righteous /will be gathered in and will shine out in the

kingdom of their Father, and the other is that the wicked will be destroyed

And lie does not fill in any more details about the destruction of the

wicked. The consummation of the age will involve the detruction of the
give

wicked, but if you realize that there are many Scriptures that/you a

wide-lens view, and this probably should be taken as one of them, there is

nothing here which will exclude a inhllenium within the eschatological

complex. We had the same point in II. These. 2, where Paul said, "At
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His coming He will render wrath to these people who are now persecuting

you Thessalonians, and He will render rest to you Thessalonians." And

those events are relatively a thousand years apart in %f/ç Rev. 20

and other Scriptures. Also, in II. Peter, if you remember, the heavens

and the earth are conected with t1 parousia. In those and other pas

sages we have to recognize that there are wide-lens views of the Second

Coming of Christ, in which the whole general picture ad-wk&e-e

of the revolution of world history is presented, and events at the begirIniI

and at the end of the millenium are not discriminated. But there is no

denial that they may occupy a period of more than a thousand years.

I remember that Dr. H made a lot of this 13th ch of Matt, that it must

come at the beginning of the millenium; that it could not be a general

view, and that it desoys all the wicked, and changes or resurrects all

$* the righteous; therefore there is 1,6j nobody left. Well, I would

say he hasn't Iroved his point in those two negative arguments, Matt. 13

and Luke 20 and parallels. That is, there are parallels for the Luke

passage. He / says, "Now, of course, we would not imply that any

doctrine which is taught in only one chapter of the Bible as impossible.

If these ideas which are said to premillenialist to be taught in the

20th ch of Rev, are actually and inescapably taught there, they must

be accepted as part of the Scripture by those who accept the Bible as

the Word of God. However, if the rest of Scripture cannot be fitted

into any such millenial picture, and if there is a plausible alternativel

interpretation., I do not feel that he or any of the amillenialists have

in any way indicated that the rest of the Scritpure cannot fit with

the millenial view, and I do not feel that the alternative which he

is about to present is at all plausible. P. 128 "In the second place,

structure of the book, which we have shown in the previous chapter, makes

it fall into seven parallels, contemporaneous sections." According to

the amillenial interpretation of the chapter, that is, of the 20th ch of
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Rv., all seven sections of the book begin with the cothlng of Christ

and describe events between the first and the second events of Christ,
at the end

but lapping over/into eternity. According to the premillenial interpret

ation, the first six sections are parallel and contemporaneous, while

the seventh, beginning with ch. 20 instead of being parallel and contem

poraneous with the other six sections, unlike the others, staring with

the first coming of Christ, and going on to eternity, takes up a descrip

tion of time subsequent to the time recorded in the six sections, thus

breaking the harmonious, geometrical structure of the book." Well now,

whoever the premils are who have a harmonious geometrical structure of

the book I don't know, but I ni't plead guilty to that. That is to

say, I am against all phoney mehtods of interpretation. I don't mean

to say that so extremely but one of the most harmful things is to take

an outline of subject matter in an piece of literature, and then impose

a zoning law on it, because any intelligent writer, when he is dicussing

an subject under the sun, may make incidental references to some other

subject, so that you can't say, because this is a zone and talks about

so and so, therefore j everything in it is about so and so.

I hope that will come back to you sometime when you are trying to

zone the 7th ch of Romans, or the 5th ch of Romans, or impose a certain

general subject upon all the material in any given passage of scripture,

because we all bring in collateral references to subordinate subjects.

It doesn't mean that we aren't following an Intellible plan. I do not

see any successions in Rev. beginning with the first coming of Christ,
? 10

and the(vhole additional) argument is an argument from zoning, and I do

not see any geometrical structure in the book. (st) I won't deny that

there may be a good many premils who have blocked it off into six sections;

I don't know. Of course, you know that my own particular view of Rev.

is quite peculiar. I am a yellow dog and I admit it, but I keep on

barking very very politely, I hope. That i, I have afferent view of

the outline of Rev, from most of the premillenialists, which don'tmatter
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at all. (Dr. B: Wouldn't you say, Dr. B., that hi the main portion

of it you have seven seals, and seven trumpets, and seven vials, which

seem to go along consecutively. At 1st a considerable portion of

the bookiBs a more or less consecutive movement.) Yes. To/mind, the

book moves consecutively in large blocks. There are many cases

where he goes back and brings up a thread, naturally, but the book moves

right along like a progressive outline chronologically. ioW that doesn't

mean that every part is in chrondogical order, either; as Dr. M says,

I don't see six parallels beginning with the coming of Christ at all.

(Dr. M: but even if you did interpret it that way, it seems to me that

if we were to say that here is a place in the book that has the coming

of Christ that goes on to here, nd here is another line, and here is

another, and we have six of these. I don't know where you'd get them,

where you'd find six sections that start with the coming of Christ, and

going tbugh this age, but supposing somebody interprets it that way,

what right do we have to say that therefore sylatry reqtfres that whatever

is left te a seventh section like this. Wouldn't it be every bit as
symmetrical
stgeiA to say, "Here we have six sections which go through this

period from different viewpoints, and then

after giving the six, and going through it from those different viewpoints,

then we have a section which shows what comes after the termination

of these things. 1 think that would be just as logical as to have a

serpent that has a body with certain divisions, and then has a conciusion.

Or, suppose that you were to write a history of Roosevelt's administration,

or suppose you were to start in and tell about Roosevelt's life. You

would stat with him as a young man, and you would describe through'

his life until he became president. Then you might take up Garner, the

vide-president. Iou'd take from the beginning of his life and go up

till he became elected. Then you might take HarXold Ickes and do the
member

same thing. ou might take each e.e of the cabinet and have a chapter

telling about their life because they all came togeber in Roosevelt's
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cabinet. Then the next chapter could very well take them all together,

and describe the events and the administration as they worked together.

I wouldn't be unsymmetrical, though, to have six parallel passages, if

you have such a parallel, followed by one which èpe 1-eM went off

from the others.) Yes, just as reasonable, and it is not to be settled

on a priori grounds. Now,of course, Dr. H doesn't feel as if this

settles it, but he thinks it adds some probability to his view, which I

can' see. how he says, "Premillenialists usually insist that the Jews

reign with Christ over the Gentile nations.' He does give a reference
Okman and Soltau.

there. Footnote 27 Ø/J)(J Now, there are premillenialists who hold that

the Jews reign with Chrtt, though that is not, I think, the corrnon view.

I think that if you examine those references you find it a little bit

different. That is to say, those who are to reign with Christ in His

millenial kingdom are the torn-again people. The Jews are the subjects of

the kingdom in so far as they are not members of the church, that is,

born1again before the rapture. All Jews who are born-again before the

rapture of the church are, of course, part of the church, and have their

identity there along with Paul, Abraham, Isaac and. Jacob. But the

racial national Israel, who are not born-again as a )# whole...

(end of record)
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...subjects of the kingdom, not the reigning people, and I think that

is the prevailing preinillenial view. Those who are to r4.gntth Christ

are the resurrection people, those who have been made immortal, either

%/ changed and made immortal, or raised from the dead. Amillenialists

on the other $1f hand say, "The 20th ch of Rev begins with events

which occur I shortly after the first advent of Christ, and

describe events in the intra-adventual period. You see, the first

advent and the second advent, so the intra.-adventual period. They put

the thousand years of Rev. 20 into %the present age as an indefintely

lnno nriod of time. The first mention is the binding of Satan. This
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This is substantially the argument that I gave you once before, but we

might as well read it here from Dr. H.: "The first event is the binding

of Satan. If the chapter deicribes events in the intra-adventual period,

then we ought to find something connected with the ministry of Christ

which would fit in with the binding of Satan. If we turn to Matthew 12:

2A._29 we find exactly such an event as we are searching for. The

Pharisees charged Jesus with casting out demons by the power of Beelzebub,

the prince of damons. Jesus replied, "If that were the case, Satan's
the power of te Spirit

kingdom would be divided against itself. But if by/ o God

we cast out demons, then the kingdom 0 God is come upon them." He

then vent on to explain that no man can spoil the house of the strong

man without first binding the master of the house." Now a number

of the amils make a lot of that point. The context makes it perfectly

plain that Christ was explaining that lie could cast out $/ demons

because He had first bound Satan. The word "bound" in in italics; the

word "first" is not in italics, but I emphasizthat. To go back,

he introduces this thought by saying, "We must find, the beginning of

the milleniuin in events which occurred shortly after the first advent."

Now this reference to the binding of Satan and the casting out of the

914 demon was not after the first advent, but rather was prior to

the cross, and Christ, in using those words, it seems that before he

died, before He arose again, before the day of Pentecost, Satan was

bound in such a sense that God could cast out atan from a Satan

bound life. My point is that there never was a time when Stan was

not bound in that sense. Satan never could go beyond--my father used

to say, "God has the devil on a dog-chain." Satan always has been

bound in that sense. God has always has had the power over the spirit

of Satan, to cast out Satan from a Satan-bound life. And Christ was

merely saying that he could not possilby be doing this by the power of

Satan, but the fact that he could cast out devils proved that He then

and there an always had power over Satan. Dr. H. takes that as a
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chronological event which kiappend at a certain point, and then begins

the niilleniuzn, begins the thousand years, a figurative thousand years.

Reading on, there thenh we have definite authority in the words of Jesus
that

Himself which say/He bound Satan before casting out demons. 110w was

that possible? by His resisting all the temptations of atafl $% in

the wilderness, and all through H1s life, by His bearing the penalty

due to His people, and thus setting them free in principle from the

bondage of Satan by Hs rising from the dead, and breaking the power of

death itself, of all these things, but particularly of opening the

way of salvation of the Gentiles who dwelt in the power of darkness,
under
lm-an-thedeception of Satan, and making it possible for them to be deceived

any longer as to the way of salvation. Before the coming of Christ,
nations

the aitits of the world could only come to ˆ God through becoming

Jews." Anyone who believed in the God of Abraham, and accepted His

promises would be regarded spiritually as a Jew, and so would be savedl

-- The binding of Satan includes the whole of the redemptive work of

Christ, would certainly not have been finished chronologically when

Christ cast out the demon. It goes on to quite a strong dispensational

position here which I think Dr. H. would really call anathema in another

context. "I suppose no one would insist th Satan is to be bound with
for

a literal chain of iron or some other metal, //$ Satan is a

spirit and material chains could not hold him captive for a moment."

Well obviously "chain" doesn't have to be a material chain, but the

binding, Satan is pictured as being incarcerated, and the incarceration

is the confinement and thessat1on of xterior activities. That seems

clear in the picture. So much then for the chain. slave is bound to

his master, but not physically bound with a chain always. So Satan

being bound does not mean that he is powerless to tempt people; we know

that he does. It is merely a limitation of Satan's power in one partic

ular respect, especially that of ability to deceive the nations. 'Now

you see, to put the two together, Satan beg bound so that Christ couldL.
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cast out demons from poor life, and then that that is the same binding

of Satan as the binding so as not teceive the nations, and when he

gets over in this other J1 page I think he has forgotten what he said

about the individual man and Satan being bound, because he says it doesn't

mean individuals, but it means nations. In other words, there is, on

hte part of many amillenialists an endeavor to make that refence to the

binding o Satan or the casting out of demons identical with the binding

of Satan so that they sak-- shall not deceive the nations anymore; the

two are problematical. Does Satan not have power to bind lives? There

are people under the power of the devil today. That power has t ceased.

Does Satan not have power to deceive nations? It looks to me as though

Stan went on deceiving nations as nations for a long time. (St: If durix

the millenium Satan is to be bound so as not to deceive the nations, it

seems to $ me there would be world-wide conversion, according to the

view the(preniI11enial)cre presenting, don't you think ....not any sub

stantial difference from the one you have here now.) You see too,

hypothetically, since Adam was created sinless and holy, that he never

would have rebelled against God, corrupted himself, but the hypothetical

doesn't guarantee. That is to say, in the millenium Satan is to be

bound so that he will not be able to deceive the nations. You won't

have the Adamic nature in the people of flesh and blood, but the presence

of Christ will reign and will restrain all outbreaking evil. But I

think it is quite consistent with the Scriptural view of redemption

and. human sin to suppose that there are many who do not really giv

themselves to the Lord in saving faith, and just as soon as the devil is

let loose again, they do in large numbers again what 'dam did, and are
(St:

deceived. (The binding of Satan to-met if that makes fob a world peace,

that is about all that it makes for; then it doesn't make for a person

turning to the Lord at all.) Well, if evidently does. There are many

indications of a vast turning to the Lord. We haven't touched upon
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all those Scriptures yet. (Not a complete turning.) No. There are

evidently a vast number of pople who are bp- born under this reign

of peace and safety a4 and evil being restrained, who at the end, when

God once more withdraws H1s hand and. lets Satan tempt them, just go

right away after the devil. It looks to me like a very appropriate thing,

that, whereas humanists all through the ages have cmplained about this

awful doctrine of original sin, "I wasn't there; I wasn't to blame,"

a thousand years to vindicate His creative purpose, to show 4% what He

intended this earth to be, and then once more let the race that has seen

a thousand years of blessedness endure temptation, and look how great

a multitide go away after thevi1. (St: I can't see how the millenium

is anything glorious if men don't turn in their haarts to the Lord. If

they are still at heart rebellious, how can there be anything glorious

about it? ) it doesn't say that there aren't many that turn to the

Lord. (St: But at the end there is going to be a multitude who ara

deceived.) Yes. Most of the population will be at that time. Multitudes

have proved wrong a good many times, you know. The more people we have

active the more food we have, it looks like, plenty of resources, and

there will be a great many who will rebel. That is what the criçtire

says. You can't pin it on a priori grounds, and then too, I think we

have to take z. 37, 3 and 39 as parallel Old Testament records. It

isn't an a priori question, however, but when you get the statement

it does look as though it is very appp'prIate that for a thousand years

lie would show what He intended this earth to be, and then He wnuld

give one more demonstation of what man will do in large numbers.

(St: God, certainly intended the darth to be a place filled with men

who would worship Him with all their hearts.) How do you know? (set:

But that is not going to be in the mlllenlum.) You haven't any ScrIure

on that. If he intended it, it would have been t way. (St: That is
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the way He made it.) If He had, in the sense that his Intention, His

decree, then it would have been that way. What He intended this earth

to be is vt what it is, namely a place of probation. If the earth is

v what it is, a place of probation where a great many people are going

to be saved. (St: Then you can say God Intenaod /$,LZ evil.) Well he

certainly intended to permit evil; th"e is no doubt about it. You can't

get around that because evil is. There are some who deny the reality of
is

evil, but not onn Clvin. vil is, and whatever is/in the decrees of

God, the totey. intended is on to be crucified, but H is not

the author of evil; He is the author of a situation that was free to

produce evil, and he intended this earth as a demonstartion ground for
again

the working out of his plan of redemption, and he demonstrated/and again
one simple

in different circumstances the weAew-prInciple of His grace and the

need of his grace. Now in this thousand years of blessedness to me
as a

it seems very appropr1.te that-the ccnclusion of this edrth. Now the,

it does say, as to the new heavens and the new earth, t1 there will be

righteousness in the New Jerusalem, and that there will by no ms

enter in anything to defile it. The presumption is tha God intended to

permit sin. Now 1 think that is a very hard lesson for us to learn.

I have seen a number of different cases where people would start out and
7 movement

say, "Nowj let's have a clean mee, and it will b different from

anything that ever was before.
' And then when ev. creeps in, the

first thing you know they are just down in the dumpXs, "I didn't

think that this would ever happen." And so the whole movement is a

failure because evil crept in. but that isn't so. It is possible i1is

world to have a movement to the glory of God, where sin, when it becomes

apparant, is justly disciplined, but it isn't a presumption that God will

keep the thing perfect in this world, that God will not allow evil.

A little more about this view. 71n the Intra-adventual period the Gospel

is to be proclaimed to all nations, that is clear. satan is powerless

to prevent it; grace and salvation is to be open to all naonS. There
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is nothing that satan can do to block that way. Well , it does

seem to e that the whole picture .... 14 1/2 What %' has happened to

the Chinese people and the Russian people who had the Gospel in the

.r1y days, and then it got corrupted with idolatry even worse th.n home,

and what ahppened when Mohammedanism came in, and poor Mohammed never

met a sound Trinitarian, and never met a real Orthodox Jew, but just

had renegade Judaism and Arlanism all mixed up, and produced that

religion which is just an awful curse. It seems ijk the devil has been

deceiving the nations and individuals . ince the time he has corrupted

the nations as before the time of Christ. Many people accepted the Lord

before Christ, and many people after, out today most of them don't.

(end of record)
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He holds that the releasing of Satan at the end of the millenium does refer
to a

terrible time just before the second Coming of Christ, and that such

events as we saw in the World War might be connected with it. But then

that war was settled., and then we had peace again 0 3/k and now we

ar in another mess, and then we will be in another mess. It is true that

the amillenial view, bringing the thousand years back into this age, admits

that there is a terrible outbreak just before the Lord's return. BUt there

have been so many of those outbreaks. All the way through history, each

particular one, where the devil is deceiving the nations. Certi1y the

devil deceived the nations to bring about this last World War. The devil

is deceiving the nations; he is deceiving &igland and France about a (sum
1 1/2

of letters?) too. Some people down in Washington get deceived. Now,
"The
4/limitation of Satan's power through the work of Christ is repeatedly

Ham
taught in the New Testament. In Col 2:1k and 15 we read, blotted,

out the bond written in ordinances which was against us, which was contrary

to us, He has taken it out 0 the way, nailing it to His cross, having

de4he principalities and powers, He made a show of them openly,
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triumphing over them and it.' The principalities and powers can only be

the power of Satan, and Paul here declares, if Christ has eseye4

despoiled Satan, and destroyed him openly, and triumphed, over him, this

certainly means that He has limited an's power. John 12:31 "Now is

the judgment of this world; now shall the prince of this world be cast out."

Jesus declares that then, that is, during his ezh1y life, the devil was

to be cast out, defeated by the Son of God in the conflict in which they vein

engaged. Certainly this was limiting the power of Satan. In Hebrews 2:A4,

the writer tells that through death He might bring to naught him that had

the power of death, that is, the devil.. Christ brought the devil to

naught; that is, He limited the devil's power in such a way that his efforts

amo4nted. to nothing, and his power was definitely frustrated. Now that is

right in line with dispensationalism. That is to say, in the Old Testament

time the devil had powers which he doesn't have now. Dr. H's view is that

this time, or this parenthesis in time, the devil was bound in such a

sense that the devil's relationship to the world is quite different
harmony

since the time of Christ. Now that would be right in ,1%,i with the

dispensational view of the Old Testament. Dont' let's spiritualize...l 3/k/

lower plane...Dr. H doesn't say that, but that was Paul. Before the

coming of Christ the devil could bind a man, but then after a while God

deciddd to bind him so that he couldn't. The devil back here could deceive

nations, but then God bound him so that he couldn't deceive nations. That

would be the dispensational view, whereas regardless of the millenium,

it seems to me very clear that the binding of Satan so that God can

save a poor demon-possessed man has been constant in all time, throughout

all ages. And God's power to send the 'ospel to any nation or racd of

people, he gave the light to the nations before Abraham; they turned to

idoltry before Abraham; the Jews themselves fell into idolatry, he disciplined

themthem by various ways. 1'/ Finally he sent his on into the world.

The whole business of God through the $t ages has been sending out the

light to a rebellious and gainsaying people, Jew and G'ntI1e together. 4
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I react very strongly against the ittion that the binding of Satan that

the binding of Satan took place here in any sense that it hadn't taken

place long be4$f ore. (st) The dispensationalist rather generally teaches

that Old Testament religion was on a lower pae plane; that grace today

is on a much higher plane than it was in the Od Testament time. Now th
some

notion that Satan was bound in the time of Ø$i%# Christ in sense

that He wasn't bound before fits in with the dispensonal view, and it

seems to me to violate the principle of the unity of the covena%nt of/"
the message

grace. (st: ....New Testament./.to the Gentiles more glorious than

in the old ....) You belong to the estern tradition. You have inherited

your 0 culture through the center of the missionary strewn, but if you t

the world as a whole and the percentage of people $/' who have turned to

the Lord, and the terrible times of darkness even among Western nations,

you get a perspective like that. It doesn't seem tone that the argument

would hold up. (st) I made the statement that the p majority of

Christians in most ages are the children of Christians, but then you

couldn't quite see why the whole world didn't turn out to be Christian.

"Christ brought the devil to nought. That is, He limited the devil's

power in such a way that all HIs efforts amounted to nothing, and

his power was definitely frustrated. All these things show that the

New Testament, that in the !T., Christ claimed that in a very real sense

Be had bound Satan and limited his power. Rev. 20 One particul.r aspect

of that binding is before us, namely, the limiting of Stan's power to

deceive the nations as he did before the conihg of Christ so that he could

not deceive the nations as he did Def ore the coming of Christ. From

that time forward--" I inserted in my own words here, "from that time

back", because I hold that the cross is retroactive just as truly as it

is active on subsequent events. But H says, "From that time forward, and

during the whole of the lntra1adventual dispensatior., Satan is defeated

in principle." Well, I would say Satan was defeated in principle before
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the Garden of Eden., for God announced right there that the seed of the

woman would bruise his head. "The event which defeated -- Satan eefl

certainly is the cross, there is no doubt about that, according to the

unity of the covenant of grace, are just as strong before as after. That

is, from that time he was defeated in )' principle in regard to the nation

al deception he is defeated in fact. He still go about like a roaring
but

lion seeking whom he may devour, /in this particular resepct he is a cag1

lion." 1 don't see it. "But in the end time Satan is to be loosed for

a little time, to deceive the nations again and to gather them to war

again since--7 that is, he will be able to stop the preaching of the

Gospel in the ends of the earth; he will again be able to control the

thinking of the nations so that they will become his willing dupes to

believe a lie. We look about us in the world today--v this was during

the II World WAr,
l9424-who

can say that we are not entering on the peri

of such deception of the nations. Who would have dreamed even tell ten

years ago that the whole of Europe could be brought under the control of

one Hitler? In that short space of years, as we see the whole of Germany

giving blind adoration to their idol, who was to suppress so much true

Christianity in his country. I s this not almost national deception?"

I would say YS, national deception. whether this is the time prophecied

in Rev. 20 or not, the view of such a time of national deception will come

before Christ comes again does not seem in the light of recent international

events so preposterous as it might have seemed thirty )I years ago. I

mean to say, there have been HItrs right along. Look at Kaiser Wilhelm.

He probably wasn't as bad as-te Hitler. There was Napoleon, there

was Gustavus A4i- Adoiphus, there was an Attila it seems to me. There

have been 0 these people who 1re deceived nations. In the leading five

instances. This starts out a new argument with reference to the soul.

Uh next item of note in this 20th ch is v , 'I saw souls, and they lived

and reigned with Christ a thousand years. This word 1 HsouldU is

(Jk1
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in Greek. It used one hundred and five times in Greek, and in one

tundred j places unquestionably means'the soul of man as distinct from

his body." In the remaining five instances, one of which is Rev. 24, there

is a question as to whether the body is referred to as well as the soul."

I would say there is, no question in Rev. 24. It says, "I saw the souls

of te- them who had been beheaded, he is referring to souls with their

heads cut off. So in that case too, "1 saw the souls of those who had
all

been beheaded and/those who had not worshped the beast,V I would say

there it means the disembodied spirit. But as he saw the souls waiting,

and they were told they would have to wait a while longer, in Rev. 20:k

he sees the souls, and E
k-y

0I. In the following verse 5, the resurrec

tion is mentioned, and the soul living and reigning with Chrt mentioned

in v k is siad to be the first resurrection. The soul living and reigning
U

with Christ is said to be in the first resrruction. q if you take

"living" in the aorist indicative as it stands, but not in the inglish

present. As we have already said, Scripture gives many precedents for

believing that the first resurrectinn is the new birth." Now I 12 3/k

that; I would rather say there is not one reference to the first resur

rection as the new birth. "You have been made alive with% Him, being

dead in trespasses in sins," and yet I can't find one reference to any

thing that is called anastisis as being regeneration or the new birth.

13--peaees-a-eeRB1Ma&e1- repeats its culmination in the consummation

when the soul e-a-e will leave the body and go to reign with Christ

in heaven. That is, the consummation of being born-again, the glory of

consummation (he dosn't use the word glorious) is to depart to be with

the Lord." Well, Paul does say that is far better, but he doesn't want

it; he would rather live until the rapture. "The deliberate che of the

word 'soul' --it almost universally means 'sou1L4s distinct from 'body',

13 3/4 believers now reigning with Christ. Note what it saysl/ ;

it doesn't say, "1 saw.the souls of the martyrs reigning with Christ."
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It says, "I saw the souls of the martyrs (and all of them) and they came

to like and reigned with Christ a thousand years."
(something of an amil)

Robertson/says this If you take it as a 14 1/2 yeah

that meant they had some kind of a dapper experience, it can't merely that

they went on living. He says that would have to be an impfect. but

as a 14 3/k would mean they had something which was regarded

as a unit in itself., but it seems to be very obvtus that the way to take
is

it/as an ressive aorlst (in the ordiiwy sense?) because , of the whole

context. "If it were a literal resurrection of the body, why should he

15 1/2 choose the word which almost always does not mean"body"?

(end of record)
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reigning with Christ from henceforth, now in tne resence of Christ

and reigning with Him in the reign of which He said, 'All authority has

been given to me in heaven and on earth.'" Now we ask the question, 7

'Why doesn't the word "sour mear "soul"? Any premil that I know says,

"Yes, it means the soul." John saw the souls, and they came to life, and

the rest of the dead did not come to life until the thousand years were

finished. And Dr. h nimseif takes the second as the literal

resurrection of bodies. Just across the page he answers his own question

very clearly: "Additional proof that this is the correct interpretation

of the words in v 5,'the rest of the dead' indicating that the one Just

mentioned belong to the category of the dead." The ones just mentioned,

that is to say, that the souls which he saw were the souls of the dead,

and he still didn't put it in that the belonged to the dead and they

came to life. The rest of the dead, their spirits have been resurrected

in the first resurrection. he makes that spiritual. Nov he goes on,

"The rest of the dead are in hopeless darkness, without eternal life, and

when their bodies are raised after Christ domes, it is only to s- shame

and everlasting contempt.
" iow there he has the rest of the dead, that
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1odies raised. Alford says that none of the commentators would think of

taking the second 4 t 714- 0,4 as anything but a literal bodily resurrection.

vidently Dr. H takes this second ~ 11 4' 0*4 as a literal bodily resurrecti

hera you have, "I saw the souls of these people when they came to life

and reigned with Christ a thousand years, and thO$ rest of the dead--"

Certainly he is talking about the dead, "--came to life, and the rest of

the dead did not come to life until the thousand years were finiahed. This

is the first resurrection; on such the second death has no p,)wer.
11 Then

he goes right on to describe after the thousnd years, he say the Great

White Throne and all the dead, the samll nd the great stood before God.

The rest of the dead now have been resurrected, '1", and stood before

God. (St; soul sleep? ) 1° indicates that they had some exerien

which was new to them. Robertson takes it that they had a deeper life,

but what would that do to you? The rest of the dead did not have this

deeper lifo-xiti1 after the end of the millenlum, and then you have the

wicked dead coming into a deeper life. So that would be quite a problem.

'ihis idea o reigning with Christ now on the earth is eomnn one in the

NT." I would say, on the contary, we never are I said to be reigning

now with Christ. I have made a study of all the cases of reigning

with Christ., and the different references to feasting nd banqueting with

Him wk- in His k1ndom, and without exception, now we are not reigning

with Christ, but if we suffer with Him, we shall reign with Him. There is

not one reference mt the NT to our now reigning with Christ. In

Romans ):1( "Much more shall they who-receive the abundance of grace and

the gift of righteousness rign in life through the one, even Jesus Christ.

That is future, and you ca't say that they are now reigning. Paul writes

to the Corinthians, you know, i wish you were reigning. You are strutting

around like kings. I wish you were kings, because then we would be reignirg

too." (St: Resurrection life?) Yes. Re is referring to eternal issues

here in Romans right down the line. "Shall reign in life," and it is
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eternal life there. ternai life and eternal death are contrasted right

along. That is one passage. The context clearly indicates," he says,
this

"that/Is the present earthly reign with Christ." It doesn't indicate

anything of the kind to me. Romans 5:21. ?irace is said to reign now.

"Grace" as- is an abstraction. Where sin abounds, grace much more abounds.

God's grace reigns and prevails in the hearts of belIevers, but that is

not our reigning in this present life. II. Peter 2:9 "We are an elect

race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation." We are heirs of the kingdom,

but our reign has not yet begun. Those who are a royal priesthood belong

to a royal family, yes, they are the children of the king. Put we are

not yet reigning. (St: In what sense are we going to reign in the

millenium?) Well there are several indications. Ho says, you are going

to judge angels, you will set on twelve thrones and judge the twelve tribes

of Israel, be ruler over five or ten cities. What that means literally,

of course, we don't know, but it gives a lot of indications of resurrecttr

people during this reign over this earth. It is all after he comes again.

(St) With the visible people of this earth, and exercise power. Christ

wasn't any policeman during the forty days. He was in blessed fellowship

with the ple of this earth. I think the inference is that great many

of tne people of the earth will ve their hearts to the Lord; that Israel

as a whole will be saved,ˆ and that the message of the Gospel will go out

to the remote places. You can't fill in the deatails as far as the en'gin
three more Passages

eerlng problems are concerned. There are MePe/paragraph supposed to show

that we now reign with Christ. We are joint heirs, but now the 1rs-

that refernce is Romans 8 " We are sharing His reign with joint heirs."

Put what does He say? "If we suffer with Him, we will be glorified

together.7 For I reckon that the sufferings of this present time

are not worthy to be compared with the glory that shall be revealed in us."

Back there in omtns 8 our being heirs indicates the receiving of the

inheritance at the resurrection. We now hav the lith earnest of our

inheritance., but not the fullness of it. Col. 1:1) "God has delivered us
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out of the power of darkness and translated us into the kingdom of lis

dear Son." I don think that is a very important passage, neglected by

many premillenialists or dispensationalists. There are those who refer

to a present day spiritual kingdom of Christ, which is very wrong. We

have been translated out of Satan's kingdom into the kingdom of Ø%r hrist

It does not in any sense weaken tIdoctrine of a physical kingdom to admit

the fact of a spiritual kingdom now. We are in His spiritual kingdom.

I think John 3 refers to that, too. (St: Doesn't the church today

exercise in some sense rule over Ø$,// Christ's spiritual
9 1/2

kingdom?) Not ruling. That would be __ianism. "that 1' ihni

most Reformed people. We don't want to exercise any claim of rule in

this earth as a church. If God calls/us as individuals to have our part

in government, then we as Christian individuals participate in government,

but the church as a church doesn't want ot rule. Among ourselves we

exercise discipline, and we as born-again people are In the spiritual

kingdom, but we don't rule with Ch.tlst. -e-1s-gves-he?e-s-

I read Col 1:13 that the kingdom is the present kingdom of Christ, and
with Him

we reign/in spiritual realms now, continuing to reign with him aftet

death in heaven, Rv. 2, and will reign with God the ateh-- 1'ather and

Christ the Son throughout all eternity, RqV" 21-27. I do not feel that
in

he has pointed out any passage/which we are said to be reigning with

Christ in the presnet age. I feel that there -_
many indications

that Scripture does not regard us as reigrthg now with Christ. In the

future we will reign with him. (st) Political power. Paul has no

elaborate and systematic doctrine of these things. In my reviews of

Calvin's commentary I have tried to point out a number of definite

premillenial teachings; every once in a while Calvin says, "This must

refer to the time after the Lord's return." he doesn't exclude a kingdom

period after the return of Christ. 0 (st) he very commonly takes the

things that the premIla apply to the time attar the return of Christ
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and he brings them into the present age. (Dr. N ....CJ-vin believn

in the e1- church having politil rule in this age...) The .i t'-pie

church ws organized it was more or loss a theocracy, or a churchocracy,

with a city church or state church, but in Geneva, remember, the civilian

powers vane quite separate from the ecciesiatica]. powers. Calvin was

ordered by the city fathers to try to keep %$,ó ervitus as an enemy of

the state on religious grounds. Calvin proved him guilty, of course.

The case was submitted to Basil and Zurich and other cities, and they

.ll said, "Servitus must burn." Calvin as a minister said that he should

not burn, but the city fathers burned him. There was a distinction, ~ but

separation of church and state didn't become clear until about the time

of the American Revolution. (Dr M: 1 don't think Calvin ever suggested

that the church as a church should rule, t- or that a minister, as

a minister, sbouhave any olitical power. ) I don't recall that he

did. It was confused, but I don't think he waited tne church as such.
Andrew A. Bonar's Robert Murray McCheyne.

I have just been reading snee life of May-4&-aae it is a glorici

thing. He was very opposed to the political powers that the church had

gotten. (St) John the Baptist reproved herod, but not in any sense of

reigning authority. The church is to have no fellowship with the unfruit

ful works of darkness, but rather reprove them. It is to bear testimony

against wickedness, but not in the sense of ruling. The church has no

civil power in this age. (st) We are still children of the kingdom, and

we are defintely related to Christ, who is the Father of all. Our priest

hood is connectdd with his sovereignity. That is far as Peter goes.

(end of record)
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a lot more tangible and civil in the visible kingdom of Christ.

The reigning with Christ seems to be far more definte and visible than

that. (Dr. N: Isn't it important to know which is the adjective and which

is the noun? if it says we are a royal priesthood? Now if it says, we

are a hly group of xulers, that would mean, we are people who are ruling.

We have the qulaity of being holy. But this says, "We are a royal priest

hood." That is), we are people who have the activity of being priests.,

who are ruling. You might say, the man is the Congressional chaplain.

That wouldn't mean that he rules the nations. That would mean that ha

is a chaplain under or for the Congress, and we are here a priesthood;

that is, we are those who are offering up spiritual sacriices to God.

There is nothing in ruling there. But we are a royal priesthood; that is,

we are children of the king, and are designat%ed by God, the great Royal

ONe, to perform this great function as priest. There is no word in it of

any ruling function.) (St) Reformed theology makes quite a dIfirence

between the funtions of prophet, priest and king. We now have the function

of priests, priests of God. We don't have thd function of kingship now.

But we are children of the king. We are a priesthodd now. We are a

nation, of course, only figuratively, but we are a holy nation and a

peculiar people. He refers to the fact that we can rejoice in the happine

of our reigning in heaven in Christ. He refers both to our reining on

these thrones and are the bl3ssed dead in heaven. But John says, judgment

was given to them. Judgment. Now who do they judge up in heaven? The

exercise of judgment is a fun%ion of civil government. And that phrase,

that judgment is given to them, hardly fits with any description of the

blessed dead in heaven. The wicked are not there. They are awat&

awaiting the judgment of the great White Throne. The question, whom do

they judge, in Mark. (St: Is. 1:26 ' I will restore thy judges as at the

first and thy counsellors as at the beginning,
"

Possibly, if we do

have judgment committed to us, it may be in this capacity.) Yes. The
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1nstituns of this earth, as well an time and place and material, are- have
a
very definite significance in God's plan. And. He is going to show for

a thousand years the way he wants the human race to go along, and He will

have resurrection pepe people to exercise some k kind of judgment.

I would rather have Him put me on a library committe. (St) There are

premillenlalists who suggest that all Gentiles have their spiritual status

as being g&- ,grafted into the promises of Abraham, and that the saints

will reign with Christ and all the redeemed people. Now the particular

entity which is continuous in its autonomy from the Jewish age to the

future is the dynasty of David, but that in the person of Christ. Then

when anyone believes, he becomes the subject of the king who reigns from

David's throne. But the Jewish people, in flesh and blood, who have not

been saved before the rapture, are the subjects of the kingdom, not the

reigning people. A part of. The x.gning subjects. And I suppose they

doubtless inhabit Palestine, and th who accdpt the Lord will be happy

to preach the Gospel to the remote places of the earth. There are indic
He will all the

ations of that. But the-Raw rule in/'ep-world, and will use us in some
Dr. H's book, p. 134.

reasonable capacity. Rev. 20:8 Go and Magog./"On premillenial assumptions,

this is at the close at the alleged millenium, but in Ez. 39:lff, the

destruction of Gog and Magog precedes the bringing aè back of the captivity

of Jacob." We can put that on ice until we go through those chapters

in Ezekiel, but that is definitely a misconception. In z. 37, 38, 39.

the people are brought back to the reign of David, (and that would be a
and safety

name for Christ), and they are dwelling in security/and peace a-peaee

and prosperity for an extended period before the Gog and Magog $/

rebellion, so this is definitely a misconception of what Ezekiel says.

I wonder b' Machen brought that out, because in the Second General
(excited ?

Assembly of the Pres. Ch of xn. he got jé started on the millenium. He

said, "I can see that Ezekiel would seem to indicate an attack upon Zion

after a period of blessedness1fand then he stopped and said, "But I think

it is capable of another interpretation." Then he went on, "I like to
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think that when I see the face of the Lord there will be no nre trouble

afterwards." One thing that is very hard for the amil to accept is the

notion of a final rebellion after the inillenlim. It seems so unreasonable,

if God ever gets things in His hands again, that He would allow Satan

to get loose again. I wanted to say that it doesn't make the least bit

of difference what we like to think. (In answer to a st,) It would seem

that the earth would want the earth to be filled with men who would
in

praise him. But if you look at it/a very broad way, from a premillenial

point of view, then the a priori presumption would be in favor of the

use of this earth as a probationary place, and there is no presumption

against the fact that God might at the end of this earth's history allow

another rebellion which would seem to me to vincate His whole dealing

with the children of men during all the ages. P. 134. "As we have already

shown, the greatest problem of all for the premillonialist is the 1 loosing

of Satan and the gathering of the wicked nations to war against the saints,

Rev. 27 and 9." Well, that is not a problem for the premil It seem
to fit in

with w at Ezekiel says. Again, "returned saints" is always

applied to the Christian in the New Testament, and according to the

premillenial principle, the church has already been raptured before

the millenium, so all the saints would have glorified bodies. The

argument is, how could Gog and Magog come up against the Beloved City,

the camp of the saints, to make war agtinst it? Well, the word "saints,"

in OT and NT, means "people of God,* "holy eop1e." A great many people

and the Jews as a group, as a whole, are saved, they are worshippng the

Lord in Jerusalem. Jerusalem could very well be called "the camp of the

saints," in spite of the fact that the resurrection people have glorified

bodies. H: "It is unbelievable that they should be called saints in

the NT unless they become Christians." Well, why shouldn't they? "Even

thought they were not Jews, they could not die or have material bodies."

That goes back to the same argument that there will not be. any people

in the millenium with flesh and blood bodies. We have taken care of that.
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"Since no wicked nations exist on the earth at the beginning of the

alleged millenium, having all been sent to eternal punishment, since

the righteous cannot fall into sin and cannot bear children, and since

the wicked dead have not yet been raised, acording to the premillenial

1st, just who could Satn gather to war against the saints?" That is the

same argument, that there will not be any flesh and blood people to

populate the earth during the millenium. "Of course we understand very

well that Zacharia 8:5 and Isaiah 65:20, if literally interpreted, incline

to a future Jewish national restoration, II 1/2 that there will be

births, then, but if that be accepted as literally true, how can it be

reconciled with the words of Jesus, that we hay referred to above, in

which He says that there will be no$ marriages during the period following

the resurrection?" That is the same argument. Ha has read into the

words of Jesus the statement that there won't be anybody else except
.v 17

the resurrection people. "The true interpretation of Rev. 28 is that

is war, there pictured, is the same one as that which occurs before the

om1ng of Christ." That is, he identifies the Gog and Magog rebellion

vith disturbances that are a&s- said to precede the Lord's return. e

is certainly not a post-mil. He sees very clearly that the Lord's return

will be immediately preceded by great disturbances. He says, "if it is

one and the same war, then there is no problem.' Well, I think the evidena

is that it is not one and the same war. We'll finish rev. 20 next time.

Dr. Mac AFter that Ez. 37-39, and the first two or three verses o

kO also. Get that veil in mind; see what the bearing of that is on this.

(end of record)
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RV
Ez. 37, The vision of the dry bones. The hand of Jehovah was upon me,
and He brought me out in the Spirit of Jehovah,

and set me down in the midst
and it was

of the va1ley;vkeh-was full of bones And He caused me to pass by them round

about: and behäd there were very many in the open valley; and lo, they

were vary dry. And he said unto me, Son of man, can these bones live?

And I answered, 0 Lord Jehovah, thou knowest. (Read through v. 10)."

Now the meaning of the figure, at this point, I would suggest that this
is not

the ltera1 resurrection of the dead. It seems to be a company

of people of God, or at least a company of people who are as a company,

and as a group, within God's general favor. The resurrection of the

righteous dead is said to be an instantaneous matter, "in a moment, in

the twinkling of an eye, at the last trump." This is a gradual proce

which doesn't seem to correspond in any way to any literal resurrection

of dead people. It would seem, stopping at this p-int, that you have

a figurative representation of the restoration of a nation, a restoratiai

of Israel, rather than a literal resurrection. So the interpretation

seems to follow. (Read v 11-1k.) Now there are some who will siy that

this reference to graves,"opening your graves and bringing you back to

the land of Israel" would indicate that it is a literal resurrection.

I think that that interpretation is ruled out by the comment, they were
were

saying to themselves, 'We are dead,' but they we live people, and the

bones are said to be the whole house of Israel, which would seem to cor1

pond with what Paul says in the 11th ch of Romans, all Israel will be

saved. So I think this paragraph does not indicate a literal resurrectior

but a national restoration. "The wrod of Jehovah came again unto me saying

(Read 1-17)." You see, this is from the historical point of view of

Babylonian captivity, Ezekiel being there in Elam with the people of

the captivity, the sad background of a divided kingdom being in their

minds before Judah was taken to Babylonia, and the N,rthern tribes having

been taken captive before that, and the hope of every pious, God-fearing

Jew being that Israel a a whole would ultimately be restored. So you
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have a little figure of speech which would very unlikely refer to a

literal resurrection, but these two sticks to be united into one stick,

one staff, indicating the union of a whole people as a whole. (R'ad v 18

23c). Up to v. 23 it would seem that the actual restoration to Palestine

after the seventy years of captivity/ may be what is contemplated. But this

prophecy, that they would no more defile themselves with their idols or

with their detestable things, nor with any of their transgressions, that

seems to rule out the notion that this vision of the dry bones and this

'arable of the two sticks would refer to the restoration under Zerubbabel,
Vs. 23d

or at the end of the seventy years. "--But I will save them out of all...

(thru 2ka)." That, of course, must be taken as a reference to Christ, whose

iily name is "David." Dr vid personally wouldn't be expected here, but

the name 'David" applied to his family, and Christ as the heir of David.

"My servant David will be king over them." It must refer to someone of the

line of David, even in flzekIel's time, and to his contemporaties, I should

think. 14e- "They shall also walk in mine ordinance; and observe my

statutes, and do them." Remember in the theology class we had up to ch. 20,

where Ezekiel qtes over and over that refrain in Leviticus 18, "which if

a man do, he shall live in Ezekiel said, "You did not keep God's

statutes, so He plucked you up and put you down in the midst of the stench

of heathenism, so that you would get a snell of this kind of life, which are

ordinances and statutes in which a man ought not to live, because you do not

keep my statutes, which, if a man do, he shall live in them." But now,

under David, "They shall also walk in my ordinances, and observe my statutes,

and do them." Surely we must take this as a reference back to what he has

said in ch. 20. (Read 25-28.) Now that chapter is quite obviously a

literary unit. This has been indicated in different commentaries. The fact

that any writer breads his chronology and goes back and brings up another

thread of argument. One of the best illustrations of that is the novel,
11

"Ivanhoe" by Sir Walter Scott, where, describing the battle of 00 i/k
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he brings up group after group to the place of the battle, and then

describes the battle, describes the different aspects of the battle. you

caA't tell everything at onee, and you know very well that any writer in

human language' has to go back and bring up the thread of the argument,

so 1t there is always an open question as to whether different units

in any writing are chronologically in sequence, or whether you have differ

ent paragraphs and differnc9 divisions. Here it would seem thatchapter

37 is one geshtalt; it gives you a unified-pet- picture, and it has a vision

and a parable, two different illustrations there, and the point of it is.,

the permanent and complete restoration of Israel to its own land under the

rulership of the Messiah. It would seem to me that that is the theme of

the chapter, and it would be very difficult to break it apart. It just

stands there as the obvious, literary unit. Now, It is a rather open

question as to whether ch.38 is continuous in sequence of thought, or

whether it may go back and take up another theme. In the V it is printed

1w- with a space between, that is, more than a paragraph difision, which

indicates that the editors of the RV thought that here you have something
the context or

new. I would certainly not base anything upon/the continuity ec- between

37 and 38, but I suggest that at least we ought to consider whether 37

may not lead up to 38. I would not be at all dogmatic about it. I would

be rather positive that 37 itself was a *-t,3-- literary unit, and could be

taken as a unit. I would read 38 with the thought in mind that possibly

it developes still farther the thought that was introduced in ch 37, or

possibly not. But at least, watch out for the possibility of a contl;uity.

(st: V 25...God will multiply them ...how does that fit into a millenjuin?)

According to the premillenial view, all Jews who are born-again in this age

are simply naturally a part of the church, and they are possessed of every

blessing that the church has in the resurrection, in the rapture, and in the

reigning with Christ for a thousand years. But Ts%rael as a whole, and as a

nation--that is., as a cultural group--are not to be saved until the fullness

of the Gentiles comes in. Now, what toes that phrase mean-they will be sav
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after the fullness of the Gentiles comes in," and I thlik most premils under

stand that to mean, after the consummation of the GenIlie church as constitd

for tI age, after the rapture of the church. Of course, we have to sketch

broad outlines in a discussion of this kind, and don't have time for details,

but I think the picture shows that after the rapture of the church the people

that we call"the Jews," who, of course, ethnically or culturally include

the remnants of all the tribes, unidentified--the only tribe you can identify

is Levi, and Cohan, and so on, and that is only presumptious, the Jews simply

mixed in together. (end of record.)
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...a whole, they will be saved, but they will be flesh and blood people.St)

In the millerñ.un Israel will be completely under the rule of Christ, and the

kata sarka will be the same entumati; that is to say, there will be the flesh

and blood people, who as a group and as a whole will have turned to the Lord

in faith, but they will still be flesh and blood people. (St: Children

during the inillenium...? Christians..'J The resurrection of the righteous

tkaes place during a moment, during the twinkling of an eye, at the last trump,

at the which time, though we have not all fallen asleep, we shall all be change

At that instant, all born again people will be made immortal. Subsequent to

that instant, Israel as a whole will be saved, but-at-this- they haveissed

the rapture. They will go on into the millenium as a flesh e-Aaá- and blood

people. They are not heirs of the kingdom. They have not attained to the

resurrection or to the rapture. They are the people who populate the earth

with some Gentiles, probably many Gentiles, who will be convinced by the fact

of the rapture. I imagine that a git multitude of Gentiles th have not ac

cepted Christ will be suddenly convinced when the rapture takes place. (St:

You mean then that there will be some with incorruptible bodies and some with

corruptible bodies in the millenium?) The only people who have redeemed bodie;

that is, immortal bodies, in the inil].enium, are the people who have accepted

Christ before the instant of the rapture. That, of course, is an essential
up to

point about the millenium. All people who have not accepted Christ/4 that
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moment, that twinkling of an eye, are flesh and blood people. Now, many

of them will be put to death under the wrath of God, the outpouring

of His wrath. Many of them will be put to death, all those who worátpped

the beast and accepted hinark will be put to death when Christ comes to

stand to- upon the Mount of Olives and to plead with the nations. The

armies of the beast will be put to death at that point. But the great mass

of humanity, who were neither in the armies of the beast, nor had been

born again prior to the rapture, nor had been killed by the outpouring of

God's wrath, that mass of humanity nply go on as Christ establishes His

kingdom. Great multitudes will probably accept Him in genuine fath, but

they h missed the resurrection. (St: ...Rev. 20...)f1 how would that

include these who were saved after the rapture?) No, that would be excluded.

Those who have not worshipped the beast; those who have not been members

of the kingdom of the beast, who have died, and so came to life. That is,

only the resurrection people, who are specifically mentioned in Rev. 20.

Now, we know from Paul that the living, born again people are not to be

mentioned in that context. Rev. 20, those who reign with Christ, are those

who are sia-saál- said to come to life at that time. Now, all the people

who attain to the resurrectinn are the heirs of the world to come. They

have immortal bodies, and neither marry nor are given in inarraige. But

the salvation of Israel a a whole, as contemplated in Romans 11, evidently

comes subsequent to the resurrrection of the saints. (St) This is a

national restoration in Palestine, under the immediate rule of one called

David, and it is a permanent restoration to a state of holiness in the

habitation of the land. That is all it is supposed to be. That is a might

glor us thing. He isn't talking about the resurrection to immortality.

(St: When do these Jews receive their resurrection bodies?) That is not

revealed in the Scripture. In the OT, there is no clear statement about

what would happen to the living righteous people at the coming of the Messith

Paul gives you that answer, and he says that that is what Isaiah was really

talking about when he said, "Death will be swallowed up in vieey victory."
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That rather cryptic saying describes the change when the living righteous

people will be enveloped with immortality. Now the analogy that the Old

T8stament didn't answer that question, and Paul gave you the answer, we

find certain necessary questions still answered with reference to the

millenium. Now 1 would say that it is a reasonable inference, but I am

not an inspired writer, at the close of the milleniuin that the saints of

God who accepted Christ in the flesh after the rapture will be made immortal

I know that all the dead will be brought to life at the great White Throne.

All the dead. And it would be reasonable to suppose that the livigg saints

will be made immortal at that time, but thi'e-%4 I cafi't find any

answer explicitly in the Scripture. (St: What happens to their souls...)

What happens to the souls to the righteous people at any time? (St: At

that time we will all have received our glorified bodies...someone cnverted

during the millenium, still having his corruptible body, will die and

be burled...vhat happens to his soul during that period there?) I can

imagne what I would do if I were the Lord. I'd take them to heaven, the

same as I did all the other people all down through the years. (St: You'd

have some down on earth, during the millanium, reigning, and dome in heaven?)
the

You'd have some people who have missed the resurrection,/same as you

do now. (St: They wouldn't be with the Lord, in other words, because the

Lord would be here.) Isn't Ha omnipresit? Wherever you find "be with the

Lord" or"coming of the Lord" in spiritual presence, you have to read, "a

manfestation of the Lord." Remember the coming of the Holy pirit on the

ay of Pentecost. It didn't mean that the lily Spirit wasn't here. So,

"to go to be with the Lord" doesn't mean that God isn!thee. God is omni

present, and I haven't the slightest doubt that those who believe in Christ,

and then are put to death after the rapture of the church, will be in

blessed fellowship with the Lord in a disembodied state. And that

doesn't at all limit the fact that his visible presence will be manifested

on earth. This is a very important point. These are just the questions ,

which are asked by people who have trouble tith the millenium. ~ "



Dr._MacRae: I think it would be worth noting here that th3 proms

ycea Aav in tn1 connctinn are very very similar, in fact, no c11ffernt,

I think , at all from the problems which all evangelical Chr1stins face,

with the qustions wich people ask you now as to What about people in

many lands where the Gospel has not bee- reached? What about people before

the coming of Christ? All over the world, the people who whre not Jews,

what happened to all those people? Is every one of those people lost?

Loes that seem fair, that the Jews, who had received, the Word, that all

these other people wouldn't? Does it seem fair that people in the heart of,1

Africa, where no missionaries went until about a hundred years ago, through
all

these last fifteen hundred years should/be lost? What is the situation?

Well, we have a very difficult problem. These are very different things to

answer, and whatever inequality there is, or difficulty of understanding

just how things would be worked out in connection with these matters in

relation to the millenium, I don't think there is a fraction of the diffi-

culty. If we all face, as eveangelical Christians, these other great
just

problems, there is just a great deal we/don't know about God's plans,

and all we can do is to carefully and th,nkfullyaccept the facts that are

regealed to us, that we do know, and stand on them, and then-there-- at

many many points, just y, We don't know.

Dr. Busvell What-w,d (St: What would be anier way of interpreting

Ezekiel 37 If you didn't take it as a restoration of Israel in the days?

As an amil, or a post-mil?) I don't recall having heard any detailed

amillenjal interpretation of this chapter. I do remember that incident
It

when Dr. Machen said that he would admit that ch. 38 and 39 in z. looked

like an attack of Gog and Magog after a period of teral bssedness in

the Messianic age, but all that he said on that occasion was that, "I think

tha the Scripture is capable %$' of another interpretation, and I like

to believe that when I've seen theLord, there will be no more rebellion

after t. I can't answer though, just how an amil would deal with this

passage. (St) That would answer it; that is the typical p-rn interpretatior
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of practically all Messianic prophecy. Now as to the question raised

there, that taking David as Christ is figurative, I would deny that.

I would say that taking David as Christ is most literal, and is right
of such a thi

in line with ancient usage of names. Certainly ezekiel didn't think/,I% as

David himself, persoxLlly and individually. Obviously what he would moan

to his contemporaries, right there in that context,' would be,"one of

David's line." So, tik- taking the w1Ie thing literally, you have a

prophecy of restoration under Messiah. Now this other point which you

read, if we take it literally, we are discouraging the Jews from acceptlrg

Christ. That, of course, I. don't see follows at all; if a Jew becomes

convinced, that Jesus is the one of David's line who is to reign in the

future, the tthg that he does is to accept Christ as his Saviour, If he

believes that Christ is erally going to restore Israel in the future.

This prophecy actually is used many times in Jewish missions. I have

known a good many Jewish missionaries who would refer to this and other

similar prophecies to get point of contact with the Jew: " We believe

that your people will be literally nestored to Palestine, and will actua1l

be under the rign of your Mesiiah, but we Iˆcan show you that your

Messiah, who is going to do that, is the Lord Jesus Christ." I know a

good many cases where contact was made and Jews were brought to the Lord

through this literal intertation. (Dr. M: And that connects up with

Mr. J's question again, whether tllswonderful glory that is predicted here

could be inferior to the glory which He promised to the church? I think

it definitely is. 1% think there is a wonderful future glor promised to

Israel here, but there is nothing in it which could in ' any way deter one

from accepting Christ; the glory he promised to the church is even

greater,% than the glory which is here 'omised to Israel. It is, howeer,

a very common error nowadays to put the Jew in a position which is not

given in the Scripture. That is, there are two opposing errors. There is

the one which puts the Jew out of le picutre all together, as if when Christ
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was born the Jews were ended; there was nothing more. The Scripture is

full of predictions of a future for the Jews. On the other a- hand,

there are those who, in view of the glorious predictions for the Jew sort

of idolize the Jew. Someone said this morning...(end. of record)
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Europe has done the same thing to the thing .... seemed to think it was

quite unbelievable, as if, because God promiesed that that- the Jews will

go back, that therefore the Jews will go back as Christians. That is

not prophecied at all; they go back in unbelief. The Christian is inter

ested in the aspirations of Israel; we are interested in verything good

that will happen to Israel, but we have no illusions about the fact that

they are unsaveé people, and that the eaa3eP-- character of many of

them is no thtter than that of the et other people with whom they are in

contact. Their salvation as a nation is still a future matter. Someone

mentioned to me that in Israel there are a little- lot of missionaries

there who are simply glorifing the Jews. Of course, that is not the purpo

of the missionary. The purose is to win the Jews to Christ. You can

show the wonderful future glory of Israel, but there is an even greater glc

to those in this age who are in Christ. (St: What is the purpose of the

restoration?) To fulfill God's promises; to carry on this race through

which He brought Christ into the world, the race tth'ough which He brought

the Word of God into the world; who have had so great a part in His economy.

He made wonderful promises to the founders of it, and tey are yet going
1 3/kr

to be fulfilled, in full. It's a part of the (epletraphas) . Even

though we are unfaithful, if we are God's elect, He is faithful. He abideth

faithful; He cannot deny His own. And even though we wander far from Him

we know that He will bring us back in His own time. (2)

(st It is said of something being for a relatively short space. There

is a wonderful promise that Israel is to come back into this land, and

is to be established there, and that there will be a long continuation.

That is vI 18 promised. Now, there is nothing said here a to whether
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runs on and the end of the millenluin means a change, but not a conclusion;

simply a change of form in some places, or whether this particular passage

prophecy finds its complete end at the end of the millenium. But the ques

tion you have raised is one that I thought someone would surely raise, about

that 25th verse, the word OLAH. He says that they, and their children, and

their children's children to OLAH. The first ya- year of the Seminary I

recived a letter from a very godly man who had written a very fine book.

He had written a number of books before which he had published, and they

were much used in Christian circles. But this book was written on the

eternal punishment of the wicked, a thing which is very clearly taught in

Scripture. But in his book he based all his discusssion, the eternal pun

ishment of the wicked $ upon this one word OLAH. "The wicked is to suffer

until OLAH." And he said, "OLAH MSA&- moans"eternity it must mean "eternity'

because there is no other Hebrew word for eternity. And therefore OLAH

must mean "eternity," and therefore it is"forever," and there is no end to

it." And the book was very beautifully written, but to my sorrow I had

to write back and tell him that I did not think the Hebrew foundation of

this book was valid at all. He didn't publish the book, but he didn't ask

my advice about his next book. It was a true teaching of Scripture, and

there is abundant New Testament evidence of it, but the evidence does not

rest upon this particular word, because as I showed him, the word OLAH is

a word which is used of the past just the same as of the future. It speaks

of "these are the men of OLAH," speaking of the men before the flood. And

he uses it occasionally of the future,of events which take place within a

period of a few hundred years. The word OLAH does not mean "without limita

tion." It means "a very, very long distance." And, of course, that is

instanced by the fact that sometimes you say, "To the OLAFI of OLAH," a

continuation of continuation. You express it as very, very far, but the

figure of the word is ke as if you were to )Zy look a a street or road,

and you see the two tracks going off in the distance to where you see them

come together. It does not say that they go on absolutely without any end.
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That is not in the Scripture (5) . And. so I do not think that

this verse says that there is an end to this promised kingdom that God is

going to do, it does not say that, but it does not say that it is without

end. It does say that it extends on for a long period of time, much longer

than any period of time than any Jewish kingdom has ever existed before.

(St: You said that they would return back in unl9lief. Is that correct?)

Well, that is what they are doing now, certainly; they are going back in

unbelief. (St: Aeeep- According to Ezekiel 37. No, I wasn't speaking

of that. I was referring to the present return of the Jews, which is a

return in unLief. This which is described here is something which is

certainly of those who are following God and trusting God, following Him.
It is

Mntirely different. Now the present may be a beginning phase of $% this,

but what this describes is certainly something that comes after the return

of Christ, rather than before. Woudln't you say that, Dr. B? (Dr. B: Yes.)

(St: Would you say then that God's restoiion of Israel is not an end in

itself ....but rather a future beyond this, more abundant ....) Yes. That

is what Paul says, that what is there, the casting aside of them means

great blessing to the Gentiles, what will there regathering in be but life

from the dead? Remeber in Romans 11? He does not say that any of God's

purposes are any one of them just for ourselves, but He saved us in order

that He may use us for His purposes, to be a blesiing to others. (St: It

doesn't seem to me that this period of blessedness is an end in itself.)

I think of all God's works we can say, their is an end. in itself in a way,

but there is also a means to even XIAX greater tlings that God is accom

plishing through it. (St) --two eschatologies, I would say that there is

a different future for any different groups of people or different individ

uals. Now, as far as the millenium is concerned, we have the redeemed.,

whether o Jewish or of Gentile background, who come with Christ and who

rign with Christ. Then we have the people upon this earth over whom

Christ reigns, and of many of these people upon this earth, I would think

the Jews, the Jewish nation, is in a privileged position, that they are
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especially used of Him in His purposes, but that they are inferior to the

church very definitely. (St: Is that an eternal position?) We are not

told. There is, as far as I know, nothing in the Scripture to show whether

at the end of the millenium this is all merged together, and there is one

final division with the lost into the hell and the saved all simply one

group, or whether God has a new great purpose beyond that that may have

tremendous complexity that we just don't know anything about. As far as

I know it is just not revealed. (ST: We haven't disucussed yet the religion.)
over

The sain reign with Christ veer the earth. (St: You are inting a

picture of a Jewish kingdom.) There is a Jewish kingdom in Palestine, but

it is subject to Christ and the saints, who are ruling the rest of the world,

and doubtless many Jews take subordinate positions in the administration of

the world of sinners. (St: And possibly ruling Genies4-- from Palestine?)

Christ will rule from Palestine. (St: The Jewish kingdom shall just be

in the land of Palestine?) I wouldn't say dogmatically that that is what

is stressed here. It would at least be that. And there is nothing said.

that there would be more than that, that I know of. (St) I distributed
in

some little pamphlets a couple of months ago, and which I discussed the

millenial kingdom, and in the first two or three pages I discussed the

meaning of the vord"kingclom," or "the kingdom of God." And I showed there

that the word "kingdom" does not describe just one brief period. It might

be applied par sEcellance perhpas to one brief period, but the kingdom of

Christ is the reign of Christ, and the reign of Christ in the hearts of

Hs people is a very real aspect of His kingdom. And Christ's kingdom

has its members today, % scattered all over the world, individuals here

and there who are serving Him, but who are surrounded by those who are

bitterly hoste to them. But the time is coming when His kingdom will

be visibly present over all they earth: it is one kingdom, but it has a

wider manifestation, and a manifestation in other spheres then which are

not included now, although the spheres included now will $ continue to be

included. (Dr. B: I heard Taylor Matthew one time on that very question,
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the kingdom of heaven. Taylor Matthews is a very bitter anti-mil1eniali,

very bitterly opposed to the doctrine of the visible return of Christ.

I was not a member of that class, but I just listened in as a visitor one
heard

day. I hea4Q him say this: "I used to interpret the New Testament teacling
coming

about the second/of Christ along the line of the parable of the van,

taking the leaven as it spread its spirituality, but I have come to see

that I was mistaken. The NT writers did not so understand the coming of

the kingdom. The NT writers taught and the early Christians believed

that Christ would come catistrophically, catyclysmically, to establish a

kingdom of righteousness in power and judgment." That was Taylor Matthews.

Now then, he took up the question, in what sense is the kingdom at hand?

This was many years ago, she- shortly after the First World War, and he

used the illustration of Gen. Pershing landing with just the Rainbow

Division, a rather skeleton organization, just a few soldiers. They German

from Wisconsin described that "he chumped on the shore and he hollered back,

here ye are, La Follich." Pershing went to LaFayette's grave, laid a

wreath on the grave, and said.,
"

," "Here we are,

LaFayette." Of course, that was something different from "La Follich."

But now, Taylor Matthews said,"We have arrived." Well, who was there?

Just the staff of a skeleton organization. We haven't arrived in full.

And he used that illustration of the Americans ,f arrival in France in

token at that particular time. I think the illustration is true as far
as

it goes. I think, of course, there is a great deal more to what
12 1/2

Christ said about the (humanisia). I think what Dr. M has brought 0' out

about the spirituality of the kingdom in this present age is certainly

one important aspect of it. This referenee to the restoration of Israel

I think cannot refer to a resurrection to glorified form because of the

way in which Christ spoke about the resurrection. That is, Christ said,

so positively, those who attain to the resurrection e- are the heirs of

the age to come, neither ay- marry nor ere given in marriage. Now this

resotration is so specifically coupled with fertility and mu1tipcation of
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children that if Christ had conceived this as a prophecy simply of the

general restoration of things all at once at His second coming, se

explanation would be necessary. But on the contrary, e- this seems to

be a prophecy of a restoration of flesh and blood pep- people, which

would fit in with Romans 11, the restoration of the Jews. God has used

visible people, groups of people, from time to time. He has seen fit

to keep alive a visible church, in different e- forms, in different

ages. The perpetuity of the Jewish cultural group down through all the

history of our western civilization has been quite a testimony to the

truth of God. I read the story about different peepele- people, but

I read it once with reference to Frederick the Great. I don't know if it

is authentic or not, but he asked his chaplain, according to the story, for

a miracle, and his chaplain said, "The Jew, your majesty, is a miracle.

The voluable charachter of the Jewish cultural group in western civIzation

is omsething quite remarkable, and for God to do just as He says in Romans

11, after the fullness of the Gentiles, to restore this cultural group,

%pf and to bring them to a point of faith would be a remarkable testimony,

and all the events leading up to it have been a remarkable testimony to the

truth of the- the Scriptures. I don't think that the Jews are any higher

or any lower than other people. They a- have their peculiar function,

as Scotland has its peculiar in the history of flath?-f4a- faith. Germany,

with Martin Luther, had its particular functinn. Switzerland, with Calvin,

had its particular function, and in the same way God chose some %./ of the

most stubborn and stiffnecked, mean group of people in all the

world, to be the greatest trophy of His grace. So that it is no particular

compliment to the Jews in the flesh that God has chosen to use them. It

is no particular compliment to us that God has chosen to use us.
(end of record)
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b*~*k~mself. But He does that ewi-- to visible groups down through the )%J1,

history of civilization from time to time. It is entirely consistent that

He should, in a miraculous way, perpetuate this cultural group, and see
0 1/2

to it that there is to be a period of history in which His

purposes, His temporal purposes, for those people, will be vindicated.

Well now to move on to the 38th chapter--.(St:Why couldn't verses Ø/ 1-14

refer to those Jews who, between the time of Abraham and David, who believed

in God, and were saved, and are resurrected, with other Christians?) The

prophecy of the resurrection of the righteous ei4- indicates that itll

take place in an instant, not by the gathering of bone with bone and joint

with joint and sinew with sinew, and covered with skin. The resurrection

of the righteous is to be an instantaneous affair. And in these fourteen

verses there are several successive steps. But as they are descrted, the

resurrection is not instantaneous. This restoation of this great army

is in eeveral successive steps. It fits in thoroughly with a national

restoration, which is in stages, and I think we see the Jews going back

to Palestine in unbelief now as probably something of a stirring of the

bones, but not yet in the spirit, but this seems to fit in with a literal

national restoration which will come to its consummation after the rapture

of the church and the visible presence of Christ. (St: (v. 12?))A figure...

( St: ...about the bones coming together...) I don't think it is two

figures. You see, a grave isn't at all necessarily a / hole in the

ground. (St) The connection is in v. 11. "They said unto me, these bones

are those of the whole house of Israel. Behold, they sat, 'Our bones

are dried up, and our hope is lost. We are clean cut off.'" The Jews

were saying to themselves, "We are just dead people." (Dr. MacR: I

think v. 11 is perhaps the strongest evidence against this being a resurrec

tion. They say, "Our bones are dried up; we are cut off." You can't ima-

gine dead people saying anything like that. That would be more the nation.)

Yes. And , carrying on exactly the same figure, he says, "Y,.u are over thei

in Elam, you are in Babylonia, and you are going to be scattered in varinus
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places, and go to your graves. You think you are just buried. You are

lost; you 4- are dead; and you are just dried bones, wherever you are.

I will gather you. (St: You take the "grves" as a figure of the lands

where they are in captivity?) That is what it says. I didn't do that.

Ezekiel did. He goes right on to explain it: "I shall put my spirit in

you, and ye shall live." V. 12. (St) (Dr. MaR: He says, "bring you

out of your graves and bring you into the land of Israel. That makes

the "graves" antithetical to the land of Israel. The end of v. 12.)
In

(St) If you want my little pamphlet which I wrote/about 19214 on Revelation,

it gives my answer to that question. All you have to do is to send a
RCA

quarter to my office, and they will send it to you/1 . (St:.... says

you have to believe in a pre-tribulation rapture before they accept you,

and I was wondering how they could explain that in relation to the church.

today.) I thoroughly believe that. I didn't know that was in the

RCA creed. I agree with it, and I think I can prove it, but it takes a

long time. It takes a long time to read even the first sy]Lable of

Ezekiel 38, doesn't it? (St: ...the relation of the church to Israel today?)

The church to Israel today is completely explained in Rom. 11. It is

the relation of the graft3d-in branches growing in the same old stump,
6 3/

and (enough of that?) Your $4/ only hope today is in a Jewish hope,

a ws- Jewish Christ. (St: I mean, are we true Israelites, or are the

Jews, members of the church.) Very clearly, in Rom. 11, Paul takes Israel

in two distinct senses that are not at all confused. The remnant went

right on into the church, and God has not cast away His people for that

reason. But, the cultural group that we call the Jews, who are really

a part of the Jews, have become blind, and blindness has come to them

until the fullness of the Gentiles has come in. And then, all Israel

will be saved. o the 11th Ch of Romans is really the key th- to the

whole interpretation of the future of Israel. He makes it very plain that

the literal national--I don't like to use the word "racial" because you

know they are not a physiological race; they are a cultural group (that
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is the technical term), the people that we call "the Jews" today--are

our
going to be restored as a group as- and as a whole, and yet, now, er are

only standing in grace through the promise of God to Abraham. We have

no other standing except that we are drafted in to the those promises.

(St: Then we are spiritual--the church is just a temporary standing--)

Yes. The church, as we call it today, in the sense as when we say "church

history", you know wa what we mean, although we believe in the e4 continu

ity of the church. When we say "church history" we begin with the First

Century. So the church, in that sense of the word, is God's way of

dealing with humanity until the rapture. And then He is going to restore

the national way of dealing. But in the millenium, all the kingdoms of

the earth will receive the blessings of Messianic reign. It will be a

Jews-- Jewish Christ who reigns, and the continuity of the Davidic dynasty

that prevails, with all the blessings of Christ, will go out over all

the earth. He will rule over all the peplepeople in the Davidic line.

(St: The church isn't going to rule over Israel, but spiritual Israel

will rule over Israel according to the flesh?) I would say, both are

true. The church, that is the body of Christ, the redeemed and ransomed

saints, including &raham, Isaac and Jacob, are going to rule with Christ

during the millenium, and that will, from our point of view, be the

spiritual Israel reigning ovef the Israel according to the flesh. Both
apply

are true. (St: Do you .1.. any of this 37th ch. to the return after

the seventy years of captivity?) I was arguing that it could not apply

to the return from the seventy years of captivity, because it is a return

to perfection and perpetual righteousness. Now, that return from Babylonia

was certainly not such a return. I mean now, if this is a literary unit,

the whole chapter holds together as dealing with one subject, and I would

say that the chapter here does not have to do with the reutnr from

Babylonia, but it has to do with a still future return.

Now chapter 38: The collateral change of thought re very valuable, but

there is always the difficulty to know just how many collateral .

trains of thought to pursue, how many to exclude, and how many to postpone.
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About half, at least. Ezekiel 38:1 "And the word ofGod came unto me, saying

Son of man, set thy face tpvard Go, of the land of Magog--" now the

RV says,"prince of Rosh," and the margin reads, "chief prince of Meshech".

"The prince of Rosh, Meshech, and Tubal, " "chief prince of Meshech

and Tubal." "Rosh", of course, as you know very well, means "head" or

or "first chef," and "chief prince of Rosh," it is true, that

in your old Gesenius lexicon, there is a suggestion that "Rosh" might

mean Russia. No data is given. I asked one time, who was

very positive that "Rosh" means Russia. I said, "Did you ever look up the

history of the word "Russia." He published several books on the subject.

And he looked at me in great astonishment and said, "I never thought of

that!" It had just never occurred to him to look up the derivation of the

word "Russia." Well, the 'j'I/ Encyclopedia Britannica indicates that

it is a Scandinavian word, "rusman" meaning "oarsman," originated in the

Baltic area, the people across the Baltic were called "oarsman", and the

word "Russian" spread from the Baltic, and "rusnian" is not related to the

Hebrew "rosh." "Rosh" means "sheep," and it just is sheer leaping over

eternity, or leaping over--well, it is just sheer speculation to identify

"Rosh" with "Russia." And Tubal and Meshech, --the tribe of Dan might

as well have lived in Danville, Illinois; there would be more reason for

that, because the word "Dan" does come from the Scrtures, and you might

as well go on with Anglo-Israelism and have the United States and Canada

for phraim and Manassah, as to identify "Rosh" with "Russia." Meshech

and Tubal. (St) Tubal. Many people want to identiT things in that way.

It is like arguing why fire-engines are red, to me. You are all familiar

with that adage? Why? Well, newspapaers are red too, and two times two
three

is four, a- and two times four is twelve, and there aes twelve inches

in a ruler. Now, Queen Elizabeth is a ruler, but Queen Elizabeth is

also a ship. A ship sails on the ocean, the ocean is full of fish, and

the fish have fins, and the Russians are red, and fire-engines are always

rushing around, so fire-engines are red. (laughter) ...it's perfect logic.
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A gap of eternity between these (1k) . If you can draw

inferences like that, and call it logic. But now let us not cast any

sarcasm at poor people who think that Rosh men- means sa&- Russia.

Let's see ØØí// what Ezekiel says about it. "Behold, I am against thee,

0 Gog, prince of Rosh, Meshech, and Tubal: and I will turn thee about, and

put hooks into thy jaws, and I will bring thee forth, and all thine army,

$' horses and horsemen, all of them clothed in full armor, a great company

with buckler and shield, all of them handlin swords: Persia, Cush, and Put it

with them, all of them with shield and helmet; Gomer, and all his

hordes; the house of Togarmah--" Now "Gomer" is the Hebrew word for "border'

they aie border-people, the people who live over the borders. Gonier

is mentiDned in the Genesis geneology. Gamer has positively nothing to

do with Gar-man-y. Differnet root entirely. The II'{j Teutonic people

called themselves Teutony or Alemony. The Latins picked up a Celtic

word, germany, and applied it to the people there around the Rhine in

the north. So"germany" is a Celtic word adopted by the Latins to ly to

the German people, and to make that out to be Gamer is certainly walking

on thin air. (end of record)
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(Dr. Buswell speaking)
some of them are rather vaguely identified in the Bible. Some of them

we know posit&vely. Geographical names have shifted ....gone from place

to place, as geographical names do. Take the man from down below the

Mason-Dixon line--at least if he is an older man--to hear the American
in foreign lan

army called Yankees, well, he'd just start to fight. Yet the fact is that/

our troops are sometimes called Yankees. That is quite a by-word. Paul

Roberts told me thathe was practically twenty-one years old before he ever

knew that"damn Yankee"was two words. (laughter) And yet the word "Yankee"

has spread, and is used eI loosely to refer to people who are very vigoros

in telling us that they are not Yankees. The geographical terms husper--

"Be thou prepared and prepare thyself and all thy company that are assembl
After many days thou shalt be vt

with thee, and be thou a guard unto them. /In the latter years thou shalt

come into the land that is brought back from Assyria, that is gathered out of

may peoples upon the pf5i'/ mountains of Israel." Now that seems to me like

an allusion to what is accomplished in chapter 37, the land that is brought

back. from the sword, gathered out of many peoples upon the mountains of

Israel, which have been a continual waste, but it is brought forth out of

the pepples, and they shall dwell securely, all of them, and thou shall

ascend, thou shalt come like a storm, thou shalt be like a cloud to cover

the land, thou and all thy horde, and many wth thee. Thus saith the Lord

Jehovah. It shall come to pass in that day that things shall come into

thy mind, and thou shalt devise an evil device." I think the King James

Vrsion says, "Thou shalt think an evil thought." John, in the 2oth ch.

of Rev, says, "Satan shall go out to decXelve the nations," "Thou

shalt devise an evil device; things shalt come into thy mind, thou shalt

thiak an evil thought. Thou shalt say, "I will go up to the land of un

walled villages. I will go to them that are at rest; that dwell securely.,

all of them dwelling without walls, and having neither guards nor gate. "

I have found some people who are very determined that the Go and Magog

rebellion must come before the mill&nium, and %4 they have argued that

the cities of Palestine today do not have bare and gates, as though that
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fits the picture here. They have barbed wire entanglements, and armed

guards and perpetual fear. Not only does Ezekiel say they have no

walls and no guards and gates, but he says theya re dwelling securely,

without fear. Now, this Gog and Magog hoard are going to say, v. 12,

"To take the spoil and to take the prey, and to turn thy hand against

the waste places that are now inhabited, and against the pepple that

are gathered out of the nations, that have gotten cattle and goods and

dwell in the middle of the earth. Sheba and Dedan, and the merchants of

Tarshish, with all the young lions thereof--" Tarshish is regularly meant

as Spain, but because England has young lions and cartoons in the newspapers,

therefore Tarshish has to mean England, which I don't think Ezekiel meant.

"--Shall say unto thee, Art thou come to take the spoil? hast thous

assembled thy company to take the prey? to carry away silver and gold,

to take away cattle and goods, to take great spoil?" Now right there,
friends

certn of our good 'X7'Ø in premillenialism introduce a conflict, an

international conflict. Here is Go and Magog and Gomer, and the

northern cnnfedercy that they make out, and here is Sheba and Dedan

and Tarshish . They say, are you going to take the prey and the

spoil? Then they introduce something to the effect that there is a

northern confederacy brought against this southern and eastern confederacy,

and one defended Palestine, and the other fought against Palestine. All

of which is $)1% between the lines. You know the efinitinn of

nothing? Are you up on your mathematics? The rimless spectacles without

any lenses used by the little man that wasn't there, as you read between

tie lines in the unwritten law. So the evidence for this conflict between

Sheba and Dedan and Tarshish on one hand, and Gog and Magog and Gomer on

the other hand, is to me just positively nothing. (St)There is a very

strong tendency in the minds of some good people to always represent

Great Britain in a fine light in the prophetic Scriptures. Now I am not

anti-British by any means, but I am not pro-British either. The British

have rather generally historically been kind to the Jews more than other
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countries, more than /Spain and more than Germany and more than Russia,

but they haven't been so kind to the Jews in recent years, and to read

Britain in here anywhere as defending the Jews, you get a whole line-up

of nations in the battle of Jehoshaphat, and yet get England in one side

and the United States and Canada always brought in there, and they are

fighting against Germany and Russia, because they are kind to the Jews.

Well I just can't see that in Scripture anywhere. I don't see it at all.

Many years ago I attended a conference at which Christabel(?) Pankhurst

spoke. It was shortly after she had been converted, and she was lecturing
c- afl'MA14I

on some internatinn politics in Daniel. F-eeee-4eea was in charge of

the conference. He was a great prophetic student. He had written ex

tensively in prophecy. After the meeting I got Dr. Ottman off on the side,

and I said, "I can see what she says in the newspaper currently, but I

can't find it in the Scripture." Dr. Ottman had quite a fine sense of

humor, and he looked at me and he winked his eye, and he said, "I can't

find it either, but didn't $' she have a fine spirit?" So all this

business of our y1% northern confedercy and England fighting against

Germany and Russia in the 38th ch. of Ezekiel, to ins is just pure 7 3/k;

it isn't here. The inference I would draw from the story is that these

other nations join in the raid. If you're going up to raid Palestine,

well from all the rest of the story it seems to be a consolidated raid

on Israel. (Ez. 38:1k) "Therefore, son of man, prophesy, and say unto

Gog, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah: In that day when my people Israel dwell

securely, shalt thou not know it? And thou s1Lt comb from thy place out

of the uttermost parts of the north, %----------" Now, of course, that confirms

the idea it must be Russia. "---Thou, and many peoples with thee, all of

them riding upon horses, a great company, and a mighty army, and thou

shalt come up against my people Israel, as a cloud to cover the land: it

shall come to pass in the latter days, that I will bring thee against my

land, that the nations may know me, when I shall be sanctified in thee,

o Gog, before their eyes. (v. 17, then through 18 b) And it shall come

to pass in that day, when Gog shall come against the land of Israel--"
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Now would it seem here that this wl?le mass of nations are now being

addressed by their leader, who is called "Gog/"? Alfd says that by the

time of Ezekiel, and in the lnt,r*.stamental literatire, Gog and Magog
horde,

are a general name for the hostile Gentile heard, a rather Indiscrimate

general name, 7/ tt_saith the Lord Jehovah. But my wrath shall come

up into my nostrils, for in my jealousy and in the fire of my wrath have

I spoken, Surely in that day there shall be a great shaking in the land

of Israel; so that the fishes of the sea, and the birds of the heavens, and
the

the beast of the field, and all/creeping things that creep upon the

earth, and all the men that are upon the face of the earth, shall shake

at my presence, and the mountains shall be thrown down, and the steep

places shall fall, and every wall shall fall to the ground, and I will call

for a sword against him unto all my mountains, saith the Lord Jehovah:

every man's sword shall be aglnst his brother. (Read through v. 22-23.)

(St) I tllnk Ezekiel means there that when it comes to pass, they

will look back to Ezekiel's plp-- prophecy. I think Ezekiel is talking

about himself. I think that is a very natural way for a prophet O 3/k

to speak. When all this comes to pass they will look back and remember/

that Ezekiel had given this prophecy. Remember how John brings it in-

(St) "Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, art thou he of whom I spake in the

old time by my servants the prophets of Isael that prophecied in those

days, for many years, that I will bring thee against them." John, of
11 1/k

course, repeats It, and (will, only) need more than(two, to)

reference to the plural; sometimes we use it in the humorous way. An

American off leer told me that a sargeant spoke to him over in Germany,

cing him some question about procedure, and the sergeant went back to his

buddies, and the officer heard him say, "The fellows over there say so

and so." Well, that is not an uncommon kind of reference. Ezekiel was

conscious of being one of the prophets, and of course, John repeats t

It also. (St: Would it be possihle
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that some prophet might have j5/ prophecied in cooboration(?) of this, and

it wouldn't
be in the Scriptures?) It w1dn't be 12 i/ the

latter time. I think Ezekiel and Jhn are all we need to satisfy this

verse. (St) I can't see that at all, myself. Daniel 11 seems to me not-

(St) Well, Daniel's "end" has to do with Daniel's context, what Daniel

there I n the context was referring to. But Ezkiel doesn't give the phrase,

"the time of the end" here, does he? I don't see that he does. eimply

says, "of olc$r/ , by my servants the prophets." Now I think that "of old"

there is predictive. The time has come. You will remember what the prophets

said way back there. I don't think that it is all unnatural that Ezekiel

should use the plural, and then John later on refes to it. Remember

what John says about it: "And when a thousand years are finished, Satan

will be loosed out of his prison, and will go forth to deceive the nations

that are in the four corners of the earth, Gog and Magog." The Bible

dicti-naries tell us that "Magog" is probably from the Persian word meaning

"land of Go", Matgog. That is just a conjecture, but not unreasonable.

Now Gog and Magog, as used in why it certainly sounds to me like
14

just an inteogati*i, "Now don't you remember?7 fThis is the Gog and

Magog story." John is constantly conscious of Old Testament prophecy.

There is more Old Testament prophecy quoted and alluded to in the poca1ypse

than any other portion of the New Testament in proportion to its size. The

Book of Regelatlon is just full of prophetic allusion, and for Jhn to just

throw in the words "Gog and Magog", --they are not in any close grammatical

construction, don't you see. They stand in apposition to the nations that

are in the four corners of the earth, and it would just seem as though

Jhn said, "Remember, the Gog and Magog story." For all these nations,

from all-the different parts of the earth, are all summed up by Jhn as

Gog and Magog. "He gathered them together to the war, the number of whom is

as the sand of the sea. And they went up over the breadth of the earth and

eee4- they encircled the camp of the saints, and the beloved city, and

fire came down out of heaven and devoured them." Now, "fire came down out

of heaven and devoured them" is just a brief summary of the last verses of t1
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38th ch and the entire 39th chapter. You have fire and brimstone and

pestilence, but fire from heaven is the thing that John uses to sum it

all up. Now let us go very rapidly thDough the 39th chapter. (st)

(end of record)
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Genesis titles, but the evidence seems to be as Alford says, that by this

time Gog was taken as ji just simply a word to indicate hostile hordes.

(St) Not exactly. As we would say, "We were fighting against Hitler."

Now, there was HItler and there was Mussalini and there was Stalin. There
was
were quite a gang of people )I there, and we didn't 1Ø',Z feel it necessary

to specify all the fferent people. We simply picked out the most conspic

uous one and used his name to describe the whole crowd. And names do spread

that way. (Dr. M: Here in Genesis 10 you have the sons of Jacob/ : Gomer,

and Magog, and Meshich, and Tabal . That is quite a number of the same

names.)' Magog, $j// but not Gog.) Now, if "Magog1' means "land of Gog",

well then, you'd have a little light from that fact. (Dr.' M:....guess..)

Yes, it is a guess. It is like anything else, I suppose. But the question

is, way back there in Genesis--if I said Gog is a particular people, I $

may have slipped there.)' Magog is a particular people. But the fact is well

known that geographical names and rabial names broaden out and shift their

ground. The evidence seems to be that by the time of the Revelation, Gog

Ij and Magog" Is a phrase to refer to the hostile nations in the four corners

of the earth. In fact, it stands in appostIon. That is the way John

understands it, and Alford feels that that is the way we should understn

Ezekiel. Gog and Magog, the nations in the four conners % of the earth.

We know that geographical names do shift in similar ways. So John, in

the Revelation, f uses "Gog and Magg" with no further explanation than

merely to say, "the nations in four corners of the earth." (St) In this

case John read it correctly, and this % is the impression that I have

always gotten from Ezekiel 38 and 39. In fact, right there in verse 14 d

38, it seems to me that it would be a necessary matter of literary
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interpretat%ion to say that Gog ref are to the whole gang, the whole

hostile h.e&- horde. In just the most natural way in the world we refer
of our enemies

to all/under name, without discrimation, and there is no obscurity

about it. So, right there, in versa 14, the Ale crowd can be called

"Gog," and John uses "Gog and Magog" in apposition to "the nations in the

four corners of the earth." (St) In zkie1 38 you have quite an

enumeration, and Gog is among the f% others. But by the time we get to

verse 14 in the same chapter, Gog seems to be addressed as the leader of

the whole crowd. And by the time you get to Revelation 20, John refers

to the nations in the four corners of the earth as 'Gog and Magog."

That is the way language goes; it is the most natural development in the

world. So it would seem to me, up to this point that Revelation 20:7,8

would have to stand as a summary of Ezekiel 38,39. Now ch. 39. "And
and say,-

thou, son of man, p- prophesy against Gog/.-"the others have just dropp

off because there is no use in mentioning everybo's yI name. We are

talking about Gog. "Thus saith the Lord Jehovah: Behold, I am against

thee, 0 Gog, prince of Rosh, Meshech, and Tubal: and I will turn thee

about, and will lead thecon, and will cause thee to come up from the

uttermost parts of the north; and I will bring thee upon the mountains

/ of Israel--(read through v. 9)." I have heard some premlis say that

this can't be after the millenium because there isn't time, and that

simply means that they have drawn their chart that way so that there isn't

any time. They have got% the thousand years, and then they have drawn

a straight line and put the Great White Throne over here, and there isn't

any time on their chart. 1%%/// But in the Book of Revelation, John

specifically says, "Satan will be loosened for a little season, and will

go off to deceive the nations in the four corners of the earth," so that

thr there is a little season in there, and the little season, the clear

ing up after the little season, has got to be at least seven yes long

according to this. (St ) I wouldn't build a house on th but it is at

least interesting. For a thousand years they will not 1earnr anymore.

There is no military equipment, as such. Now, you couldn't go out to a
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battlefield and burn weapons that were ma f steel. About all you

could burn wo'2ld be the butts of the guns. I think that it just is a

conincicence there. If it is to be taken literally, the presumption is

that a peaceful people who suddenly decided to turn to war would pick

up plastics and wooden implements and things that could be burned; they

wouldn't take time to go to elaborate vteel production, bticause nobody

else has ste weapons. It fits with the idea after the millenium, but

changes many big points. (St) There won%'t be any wildness in the

earth, It is possible in the development of technology that plastics

will rep.acs steel, to a large extent, I mean. Plastics are a lot

easier to work, and you can turn them out in large numbers, and the

tendency now is for ,6y/g/ sportsmen to hunt with bows and arrows, rather

than with guns. It is quite a fad. Two brothers were interested in

archery, and each of them hoped some day to kill a buck with a bow and

arrow. One brother was a missionary in China, a little bit soft-hearted.

He say a nice big deer within range, and he just stood there and took

a picture of him, and let the old dear get away. (St) There will be

no ferocity. Whether we will have beefsteak for dinner or not is not

the question, and whether we will 4')I hunt in the sense of using the wild

life. I don't '/ 9 1/2 in the sense that the free animal life of the

earth. The ferocious nature of wild things will be gone. (St) We don't

need to settle that. At least it is quite in iz1/i{/ line with the 3xtremely

advanced civilzation living in peace for a %1 thousand years. Then if

they should very suddenly turn to war, they might very I% well use

weapons that can b burned. I made that remark out there at a conference

one time at Moody Institute, and ng1ish picked it up and

wrote an article about it, and it sort of clicks in $4'/ your mind, but

I don't want anybody to think that I would make much of it. After the

millanium Itis reasonable to suppose that such weapons as they would take

would be burnable. I wouldn't go any farther than that. (St: Wouldn't

you have terrific overpopulation on the face of the earth.) You must

read $ˆ7(/Ii then you must read the answer to
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M has been wrong every time. Every time people have tried to apply

M . There were seve- several articles in the Scientific Monthly

and Scientific American and the National Geographic about three years

ago, showing how they are useing up all the wealth of the world, and we

have just got to limit th population, and then some of the biggest

scientists came back and said, just the sunlight that falls on the earth

continuously would keep it going. if we use up all the hard coal. There

is no abe 11 i/ knowledge to the limitation of the population of

the population. (St) I wouldn't rule out the Kosher butcher shop myself,

but I have been brushing up on Malcus lately for other purposes, and the

idea of over-population of the earth in a thousand years just doesn't

hold up to the facts. The 12 of the land has progressed in the

last two hundred years much more rapidly than the development of the

population. (Dr. MacRae: A comparitively small part of the earth is'

being used at present.) The food value of the ocean just hasnE been

touched. The enormous soucce of food. (Dr. M: As a mater of fact,

there is at least three times as much ground on the earth that is well

usable as is being used, only it would take e certain amount of trains

of thought to make it available.) Rad the article on land in the

National Geographic, how tlq are getting the richest kind of 13

soil out of the heart of the ocean, out of the Zeider Zea. (St: How

about death in animal life? ) I just don't know. I don't see why we

should. spend five minutes on that. The Bible doesn't r that animals

don't get killed. Evidently vegetables will be killed, and I won't hold

a funeral service for a rabbit or for a cow. I t seems to me that it

is 13 1/2 to speculate about eating animal or vegetabe food in the

millenium. There certainly is no sin to it. At least, I am not a

vegetarian on Scriptural grounds, and I dai't hope to be in the millenium.

(St) You can sit hear- here and dream for hours on end on the kind of

onions we are going to eat in the millenium. There is nothing In all the

data known to us that would in any way contradict what th Scripture

says about the frutifulness of the earth during the millenium. "There shall
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b a handful of corn in the top of th mountain. The fruit thereof

shall taste ]e Lebanon, the desert shall blossom lie a rose, instead of

the thorn shall be the fir tree; instead of the briar, the myrtle tree.

All these various figurative, poetical or literal references indicate

great fertivity and propperity. I am so much interested in economics

as a seek- science that I just realize that it wouldn't be possible to

go and try to lay out economic laws for the inillenium. You couldn't

anyway, because you don't know. (st% : yu said just a little time

that the beast would be lit out again?) Not the beast; Satan.

(end of record)
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Let's try to get a hasty
./.survey of the 39th chapter . bring the weapons. And J,hn says

there will be a little season when Satan will be loosed. There is no

Scripture which says that the end of %/ this earth will come immediately

after the thousand years. So there is time enough to bring up thesapon
zekiel 39:10 field

as far as that is concerned. It would take no wood out of the -3/14
"..neither shall make fires of the weapons plunder
M/cut down many of the forests, for'they/ . They shall eeme-to those

plunder Jehovah
that ee- them, rob those that rob them, saith the Lord Jeehevah." That

cleared
is to say, the dead, lying there would be eapreé- up. Then he goes

on to give the description of the clearing up of the ground. It will take

seven months to bury the dead, and take care of them, and to burp bones here

and there. Verse 17read through 20). After every battle-field there is this

terrible gluttony of the birds of prey. This will b the gr.test of all

such . (Read frm rse 21 -22). Now, Dr. Mill, M.I.Mill,

asked a question in this conference, "How could that be after the nillienium?

The house of Israel has already known." I pointed out that the knowledge of

God is progressive,"whan e've been there ten thousand years, bright shining

as the sun" we'll just begin to know the Lord, and then vhat follows is

extremely appropriate, it seems to me, "and the nations thall know that the

house of Israel went into captivity for their iniquity.' That is to say,

Ezekiel is comforting the exiles in the captivity, and h is predictg

a time when they shall dwell securely under the 74% reign of the Messiah,
there

and they will be the most terrible of all raids against them, and the enemy

will not get anywhere with it; the enemy will be utterly destroyed by fire

from heaven, and then the nations will know, the wicked will mow that when
3 1/2

Israel did go into captivity, that at that time, it was for their

sins. "So Ive them the hand of their adversaries, and the swallowed them

by the sword, according to their uricleaness and according to their transgres

sion did I unto them, and I hid my face from them. Therefore, thus saith

the Lord Jehovah, now I will bring back the captivity of Jacob, and have mercy 'p
th:-" ou
the wnole house of Israel; and I will be jealcus for my hewy- holy name. (R-,ad



through 26-29)." So Ezekiel makes the heeIt&e1- honieletloal application:

there is gotg to be a final restoration, after which the enemies will make

the most terrible of all raids, but they will not accomplish anything.

And this final raid and this final destruction of your enemies will show

that when you were taken into captivity, it was because of your sin.

So this seems to stand as a final vindication of the righteousness of God

in dealing with the nation of Israel. It seems to me that detail by dail

and point by point, and incident by incident, it corresponds exactly with

what John says. In fact if you would take the small picture as you do in

a sterioptical camera, and then the rge projection on a sheet or on a
like

screen, that Rev. 20:7,8, corresponds to Ezekiel chapters 38 and 39, just/the

magnifying of a picture. The whole thing is in exactly the same

outline. (St) Parallels. They are always parallels of all kind of disasters.

The birds to feed upon canon flesh at the destructlim of the kingdom of

the beast before the % millenium. They are always parallels in all disasters.

(St: Zachariah 14 ....) Zachaniah clearly indicates a destruction prior to

the caning of the Messiah. Now if you take a passage of literature, no

matter what it is--suppose it quite close, suppose it's some ancient

mythology--and you pick out cofincidences and. try to interpret in that way,

and aRyt&R- everything can Mesa mean anything. "Here is a reference to

birds of prey. Hire is a reference to birds of prey. Therefore it is the

same birds of prey. It is the same //%Ø incident." I don't think

that is the way to interpret any literature, but if you have an lndicatinn

of a destruction led by Gog and Magog, in which Gog seems to be very promient,

and it follows a time of peace and 4 safety under the Messiah, that gives

you your framework, you see? (St: Are there any other para:ue, which
7

speak about the birds and the ...?) If you go through with a microscope

and take Ezekiel 38 and 39, I venture to say that you could find a hundred

striking parallels to the present terrible situation in Korea. (St: That

is not the problem, though.) Well, t1hat is the /',2 false method that is

pursued. If you find parallels here d.nd there, you are not at liberty to



identify whole pictures. (St: If John was an inspired prophet anc' found

parallels, you wouldn't say anything was we- wrnng with that, would you?')

Th parallelism of anything; it's what ar3 you talking about, see? You

find an analogy b3twen every hour of this class ll semester long. You

have said something similarly. That docsn't prov that you always have

th same. John puts his Gog and Magog after his milleniurn. That is

something rou can't shake off. (St: Couldn't it also he that the word

'abylon4 stands for a(century?) ...)..Old Testament...exegesis is fixed,

it seems to me.

Dr. Macrae: Our time is up...Would you look over Isaiah 64 and E, and

get an idea ±n Isaiah 64 exaet] what is theayer, who is praying, what

is the general. attitude shown, and in Isaah6, exactly what prediotixs

do you hav3 about th future, and to whom do they refer, and when will

they be fulfilled. That is a long assignment; I don't think t vi be

necessary to study all the detatils in the original, but get that as beet

you can.
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